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MISSION STATEMENT
The City Plan Division’s mission is to serve the citizens of Dearborn by providing
comprehensive analyses and recommendations regarding all land use issues related to
City development. The principal goal in this process is to create a balanced,
interrelated environment of the highest quality for the citizens of Dearborn in which to
live, work and play.

Guiding Principles
The MASTER PLAN sets forth a basic framework and vision for the development of the
City. The plan was prepared with citizen input and will continue to be updated from time
to time, again on the principle of citizen participation in developing goals and objectives
for the City’s future growth and development.
The ZONING ORDINANCE provides for zoning districts and regulations for
development of residential, commercial and industrial properties in the community. All
proposed zoning changes are subject to a public hearing process involving citizens,
allowing them the opportunity to become acquainted with the requested change and to
offer their opinions and positions.
The CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING PROGRAM (CIP) establishes a long-range
financing program for a six-year period to implement development and growth as
specified in the Master Plan and also permits citizen participation through the public
hearing process.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AND CITY PLAN DIVISION

The City Planning Commission is established through the Charter of the City of
Dearborn Section 10.21 which provides as follows: “There shall be a City Plan
Commission which shall exercise its authority in accordance with State law and shall
consist of nine private persons appointed by the Mayor with the approval of the
Council.”
City Planning Commission
Dr. Gary G. Errigo, Chairperson
Nancy Siwik, Vice Chairperson
Theresa Skora, Secretary
Nasser AlRayashi
Caryn L. Charter
Dr. Tawfiq Hassan
Christine Sickle
Kevin J. Watts
Matthew J. Zalewski

The City Plan Division serves as staff to the Planning Commission and City
Administration and prepares all necessary research, graphics, documentation and
recommendations regarding planning matters for development and redevelopment.

City Plan Division
Janet Scheuher-Nalezyty, Senior Planner
Jessica Turner, Planner
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The basic functions assigned to the City Planning Commission (Planning Commission)
by the City Charter and the Zoning Ordinance are as follows:
● To make recommendations to the City Council covering any proposed amendments
to the provisions of Ordinance No. 06-1111, being the Zoning Ordinance of the City
of Dearborn, as amended, and the proposed changes in the zoning maps in
connection therewith.
● To prepare a Master Plan for the City as required by the terms of the Michigan
Planning Enabling Act, MCL 125.3801 et. seq., and to approve or disapprove all
subdivision plats in the City prior to such plat being accepted and approved by the
City Council. If such plat is disapproved, the reasons therefore shall be stated by
the Commission.
● To prepare regulations governing the platting of land in the City and the minimum
requirements for the acceptance by the City of such subdivision plats.
● To make recommendations to the City Council concerning the proposed opening or
vacating of any and all streets and alleys in the City.
● To effect a long-range plan for capital improvements and expenditures by the City to
aid in the orderly development thereof, it being the purpose and intent hereby to
authorize and empower the Commission to investigate and make recommendations
concerning the multitudinous details affecting the growth of the City, providing an
informative and constructive clearing house of facts for the guidance of the
successive administrations through a continuing advisory board, thereby effecting a
continuity of program for the City.
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● To recommend to the City Council, a capital expenditure policy, including the
acquiring and improvements of parks, playgrounds, recreational areas, libraries,
community centers, public buildings, bridges, street surfacing, street improvements,
including the acquisition of proposed publicly owned or operated utilities, or
improvements and expansion of existing facilities.
This report is an account of the progress made toward carrying out these functions from
July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES AND EXPENDITURES
The City Plan Division has three major funding sources to support day–to-day
operations as well as ongoing programs and special projects. These funds are the
General Fund, the General Capital Improvement Fund, and Block Grant Fund.
The General Fund is used primarily for personnel wages and benefits, office equipment
and supplies, and technical support. The major expenditures within this fund are the
wages paid to one full-time staff member and one part-time staff member. The General
Capital Improvement Fund finances ongoing redevelopment, City facility, water and
sewer, and infrastructure projects as well as special projects such as the Rouge River
Gateway Non-Motorized Trail Extension.
Block Grant is a federally funded entitlement program with allocations made by
Congress and has been utilized for redevelopment and stabilization of neighborhoods.
Distribution of funds is based on criteria such as age of housing, population, poverty
and income, and is intended to improve the quality of life and address social issues.
The City Plan Division draws from this account, through the Economic and Community
Development Department, when projects occur in potentially eligible Block Grant areas.
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The Economic and Community Development Department uses many factors when
considering eligibility, mainly drawing from an analysis of detailed census data or
undertaking its own survey. Eligibility requirements can apply to the individual, the area,
or groups of people (i.e. senior citizens, disabled, etc.). When the Economic and
Community Development Department makes a decision regarding Block Grant eligibility
for a City Plan project, it is submitted to the Mayor and ultimately to the City Council. It
is unnecessary to receive federal approval prior to determining local eligibility; however,
the allocations are federally monitored.
Fiscal Year 2012-13 marked the first year the City Plan Division researched, developed
and implemented a Fee Schedule that has the potential to generate significant revenue
for the department. The Schedule was unanimously approved by the City Council in
April 2013 after careful review, consideration and discussion by the Planning
Commission. During Fiscal Year 2014-2015, the Planning Commission fees received
totaled $22,750.00.
City Plan staff, in coordination with the Sustainability Coordinator and Director of
Economic and Community Development, have authored several grants and plan to
pursue this approach to obtain future funding for projects. During Fiscal Year 20132014, the City was selected to participate in the Redevelopment Ready Communities
Program, supported by the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC). The
state-wide certification program supports communities to become development ready
and competitive in today’s economy. During this Fiscal Year, the City was selected to
participate in two additional programs: the Michigan Main Street Program and the
National Resource Network.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS
A great deal of time, research, and consideration was involved in making decisions
regarding the goals and objectives. The Planning Commission and staff of City Plan
have worked cooperatively with each other and with other departments of the City to
help achieve and ultimately realize these goals and objectives. The following is a report
on the accomplishments and progress made towards these projects, which are
imperative to the growth, development and continued redevelopment of the City.

Goals and Objectives
The following is a list of major goals and objectives of the City Plan Division for the
report year:


Master Plan: The plan was developed through careful coordination between City
Plan staff and the consultant. On August 11, 2014, the new Dearborn 2030 Master
Plan was formally adopted by the Planning Commission. The plan was then
forwarded to the City Council for final review/adoption. On September 9, 2014, the
City Council unanimously adopted the plan.



Revision of Zoning Map: Maintain the Zoning Amendment database and official
Zoning Map to distribute to City departments. The map is available on the City’s
website and hard copies can be purchased at the City Clerk’s Office. This is an ongoing endeavor.



Michigan/Brady Development (part of McFadden-Ross Museum site): Evaluated the
reuse of the McFadden-Ross Museum property and the site of the former Quality Inn
Fairlane Motel. This highly visible corner site is significant for both the Transit
Oriented Development and West Dearborn Downtown Development District
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(WDDDA). The site also connects to multiple assets, including the Rouge River
Gateway Trail connecting to the colleges and beyond, Ford Field, and the adjacent
McFadden-Ross Museum.


Planning Commission meeting agendas and minutes have been incorporated, and
now are available, on the City’s website.



Hard-copy files were consolidated utilizing electronic capabilities for file storage.
Necessary files were kept per record retention laws.



Lonyo Redevelopment: Evaluated the reuse of the residential property in the area
bounded by Lonyo, Warren, Wyoming and Brandt. This is an ongoing endeavor.



Eugene/Porath Redevelopment: Consider the reuse of the City owned property,
currently zoned for single family use, south of Michigan Avenue and west of
Wyoming.



Rouge River Gateway Non-Motorized Trail: University of Dearborn (UM) - Dearborn
Extension: Assistance provided in the management and coordination of project
implementation. A portion of the project was completed during Fiscal Year 2013-14
connecting the University of Michigan – Dearborn campus to the student housing
complex across Evergreen Road. A High-Intensity Activated Crosswalk (HAWK)
beacon traffic signal was installed on Evergreen Road providing students a safe
crossing over a highly hazardous roadway. This portion of the project also included
the pathway construction and lighting installation on the University’s campus,
creating a safe pedestrian environment. During Fiscal Year 2014-15, necessary
easements to complete the project were secured.
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Michigan Redevelopment Ready Communities Program: City Plan staff, in
conjunction with the Economic and Community Development Department, applied to
and was selected, on April 28, 2014, for participation in the Redevelopment Ready
Communities program. The program is a voluntary, no cost program that assists
local municipalities in establishing a sound foundation for redevelopment and
investment to occur in their communities. (Additional information can be found in the
Grant Writing and Awards section on page 14.)



Michigan Main Street Program – City Plan staff successfully applied to the Michigan
Main Street Program and was accepted into the program during Fiscal Year 201415. City Plan staff attended program training and will continue to be involved in the
program during the next Fiscal Year.



National Resource Network – City Plan staff successfully applied to the National
Resource Network during the fiscal year 2014-15. The Network works with local
leaders to identify practical solutions, share real-world expertise, and best practices,
and develop the tools and strategies they need to grow their economies. (Additional
information can be found in the Grant Writing and Awards section on page 11.)



Downtown Vacancy Studies: Document occupancy status for properties in the East
and West Downtown Development Districts. These studies assist in maintaining an
accurate vacancy registry and monitor the vacancy rates. This is an ongoing
endeavor.
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Operation Eyesore: Neighborhood Conservation Program
Historically, Operation Eyesore was the primary program utilized by the City to upgrade
neighborhoods through the acquisition and removal of temporary and substandard
structures, as well as nonconforming structures and uses. During Fiscal Year 2012-13,
funding was transferred to the Neighborhood Stabilization program which has the same
basic program objectives. Even though the Operation Eyesore program funding has
transferred, many lots made available through the Operation Eyesore program have
been purchased by builders or citizens to be developed for new home sites. During
Fiscal Year 2014-15, according to the Residential Services Department, permits were
issued for continuing or new work on two homes built on previous Operation Eyesore
sites (3003 Roulo and 15155 Payne Ct).

Grant Writing and Awards
The City Plan Division has pursued, and will continue to pursue, grant funding to
supplement and enhance several projects. Four successful projects were authored by
the City Plan Division and resulted in the awards described below.

National Resource Network
City Plan staff successfully applied to the National Resource Network during the Fiscal
Year 2014-15. The Network works with local leaders to identify practical solutions, share
real-world expertise, and best practices, and develop the tools and strategies they need
to grow their economies. As one of its services to communities, the Network offers a
direct technical assistance program to help local governments and their partners in
economically challenged communities develop and implement strategies for economic
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recovery. The Network proposes to create a West Dearborn Downtown Revitalization
Plan as the technical assistance project. The National Resource Network will utilize the
draft version of the West Dearborn Downtown Revitalization Plan, created by City Plan
staff to further develop the plan. The National Resource Network will be creating the
plan during Fiscal Year 2015-16.

Michigan Main Street Program
City Plan staff successfully applied to the Michigan Main Street Program and was
accepted into the program during Fiscal Year 2014-15. City Plan staff attended program
training and will continue to be involved in the program during the next Fiscal Year.
MI Place Partnership – Place Plans Implementation Grant
As part of the MI Place Partnership implemented by Governor Snyder, the Michigan
State Housing Development Authority (MSHDA), the Michigan Municipal League (MML)
and Michigan State University’s School of Planning, Design and Construction (MSU)
developed Place Plans to help communities design and plan for transformative
“placemaking” projects.
Dearborn’s Intermodal Passenger Rail Station and the neighborhood surrounding the
area (known as transit oriented development or “TOD”) defined the ideal transformative
project the team was looking for and the technical assistance grant was awarded with
an approximate private market value of $70,000. With the support of corporate
stakeholders like Ford Land, The Henry Ford and The University of Michigan –
Dearborn and enthusiastic residents, the Place Plans team proceeded to involve the
entire community in several visionary design processes revolving around the train
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station neighborhood. Final designs were revealed to the community in late June 2013
and the final report was issued in this fiscal year. The report identifies assets and goals
determined through the public participation process. It also determines
recommendations addressing key objectives; mixed-use development; scale and
density; and, connectivity to local assets and districts. The information obtained from
this endeavor continues to be utilized for multiple efforts.

As part of the MI Place Partnership, Place Plans in conjunction with the Michigan
Municipal League awarded the City of Dearborn and four other Michigan cities
Implementation Grants through a competitive application process. The grant awardees
were announced in June 2015. Dearborn has been awarded $14,000 to study
expanding the existing street network into the TOD with design standards sensitive to
multiple modes of transportation and cultivation of a sense of place. Dearborn will use
the Implementation Grant to help design an extension of West Village Drive into the
13

TOD area as a “living street,” which uniquely accommodates pedestrian movement and
vehicular circulation.

Michigan Redevelopment Ready Communities Program
The Redevelopment Ready Communities Program (RRC) is a state-wide certification
program, run by the Michigan Economic Development Corporation, that supports
communities to become development ready and competitive in today’s economy. RRC
encourages communities to adopt innovative redevelopment strategies and efficient
processes which build confidence among businesses and developers.
The City initially applied for this program during Fiscal Year 2012-2013, but was not
selected to participate. In Fiscal Year 2013-2014, City Plan staff attended a RRC Best
Practice Training Series which focused on the criteria and requirements needed to
achieve certification. The criteria are defined by the RRC Best Practices and address
key elements of community and economic development. The RRC Best Practices
include community plans and public outreach, zoning regulations, development review
process, recruitment and education, redevelopment ready sites and community
prosperity. The concepts learned in training are included in the Master Plan and are
applied to everyday activities to continually improve City services. During Fiscal Year
2013-2014, the City applied for the program for a second time and was selected to
participate on April 28, 2014.
A rigorous redevelopment readiness assessment began on September 30, 2014
through a kick-off workshop in which community leaders and developers, public and
private, attended. A pre-assessment checklist was completed by City Plan staff as a
prerequisite to the formal assessment by the RRC team. City Plan staff coordinated and
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facilitated multiple projects to complete the assessment checklist, including the creation
of a Business Section on the City’s website, Public Participation Plan, and a proposal to
update the Zoning Ordinance. A Business Section has been added onto the City’s
website with the goal of educating the business community and streamlining the
process for opening/developing businesses within the City.
Due to the City’s involvement with the RRC program, the City of Dearborn was chosen
to work with the Urban Land Institute’s (ULI-MI) Larson Center for Leadership, early
January 2015, on a free technical assistance panel (TAP) project. The former Wagner
Hotel Block (southside of Michigan Avenue, between Monroe and Mason) was chosen
as the study site. The project included a stakeholder workshop (March 2015), a final
community presentation (June 2015), and a final report (due September 2015).

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
Some of the other significant efforts by the Planning Commission and City Plan Division
during the fiscal year differ from the goals and objectives in that these efforts are more
internal. Although any activity undertaken will ultimately affect the City as a whole either
directly or indirectly, the efforts listed herein follow more along the lines of internal
department procedure rather than external development projects.

Capital Improvement Planning Program
The Planning Commission, as mandated by Michigan statute and Section 2-376, et
seq., of the Code of the City of Dearborn, has the responsibility to “investigate and
make recommendations concerning the multitudinous details affecting the growth of the
City” and present the Capital Budget to the City Council for adoption. With the direction
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and assistance from the Finance Department, the Capital Improvement Planning
program for Fiscal Years 2015-16 through 2020 and beyond was recommended by the
Planning Commission on April 13, 2015 and was adopted by the City Council on May
30, 2015 (Case No. 15-08).
The Planning Commission and City Council also approved the 41st year Community
Block Grant Capital Improvement Programs (Case No. 15-01) that will become part of
the City’s 2015-16 Capital Improvement Budget on March 9, 2015. Highlights of the
Capital Budget as well as a map of their respective locations follow:
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS


Purchase undervalued and foreclosed properties for redevelopment and resale,
or demolition ($350,000).



Veterans Park Relocation ($1,000,000). A

REPAIR & MAINTENANCE TO CITY FACILITIES


McFadden-Ross House ($5,000). B



City Park Facilities ($10,000).



Ball Field Fencing ($15,120).



Police Headquarters ($25,000). C



District Court ($15,000). D



DPW Yard/Complex ($26,858). E



Highways Building ($5,000).



Replacement of Underground Storage Tanks ($100,000).



Asphalt Repairs of City Wide Recreational Facilities and Parks. ($90,000).



Replacement of playground equipment at various neighborhood parks ($68,399).
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Electronic Sign Replacement at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center
($135,160). F



Theater Restoration at the Ford Community & Performing Arts
Center ($35,000). G



Crack Sealing, Seal Coating, and Striping the Dearborn Administrative Center
(DAC) Parking Lot ($40,000). H



West Dearborn Parking Lot Improvements ($50,000).



Ford Field North Parking Lot Resurfacing ($99,000).



Public Dumpster Enclosure Initiative for East & West Dearborn DDAs ($130,000).

I
J

WATER & SEWER PROJECTS


City-wide sewer rehabilitation and joint grouting ($1,000,000).



City-wide water main replacement ($1,250,000).



Wyoming under Southern Bridge water main replacement ($48,914). K



City-wide general sewer reconstruction ($2,821,428).

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS


City-wide street pavement, curb, and catch basin repair ($2,500,000).



Asphalt street pavement resurfacing and water main replacement ($2,060,000).



Community Development Block Grant for street resurfacing ($527,266).



Greenfield resurfacing from the Railroad to Rotunda ($160,000).



Industrial Road resurfacing from Riverside Rd. to Vernor Rd. ($242,381). M



West Dearborn Major Street Reconstruction ($3,060,000).



Pavement Joint Sealing ($200,000).
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L

RESERVE BUDGETS FOR REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE


Camp Dearborn ($10,000)



Mystic Creek Golf Complex ($10,000)



Dearborn Hills Golf Complex ($10,000)



Pools ($5,000)



Libraries ($40,000)



The Center ($175,000)



Dearborn Administrative Center (DAC) ($30,000)



John D. Dingell Transit Center ($5,000)



Fire Stations ($20,000)



Contingency for emergency projects and budget shortages ($30,000)



Water Main Replacement ($57,456)



Street Infrastructure ($2,500,000)

NEW INITIATIVES


Installation of a Splash Pad and Comfort Station at Whitmore-Bolles ($250,000). N



Installation of a Play Scape at Crowley Park ($150,000) O



Replacement of Comfort Station at Ford Field Park ($267,724). P



Feasibility Study for an Indoor Soccer Facility at the Ford Community &
Performing Arts Center ($58,000) Q



Containment of Street Sweeping Debris ($60,000)

FY 2015/2016
Capital Improvements
18

Project Locations

Departmental Site Plan Reviews
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The City Plan Division routinely reviews plans submitted for new construction
throughout the City. The actual review consists of studying the site plan, visiting the
proposed site, and determining if the proposed structure conforms to the regulations set
forth in Zoning Ordinance 06-1111. Upon completion of the review, the report is then
forwarded to the Residential Services Department or the Economic and Community
Development Department for further examination.
During Fiscal Year 2014-15, the City Plan Division began to review plans online and
reviewed the following site plans:
8740 Brandt

21302 Michigan Avenue

20219 Carlysle

21925 Michigan Avenue

6110 Chase

22324 Michigan Avenue

10155 Dix Avenue

907 Monroe

1000 Ford Road

2740 Monroe

23823 Ford Road

14767 Prospect

3371 Greenfield Road

5901 Schaefer Road

2901 Gulley

10450 Tractor

13615 Michigan Avenue

Compatibility Reviews
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Pursuant to Article 2.00, Section 2.05 of the Zoning Ordinance, entitled “Residential
Design Standards”, the City Plan Division is charged with assessing compatibility of new
and existing residential structures in terms of aesthetics with other residences in the
vicinity, deed restrictions or dimensional variances. Evaluations are made with regard to
bulk, front façade, height, design and position of windows, exterior wall and color
combinations, and other architectural features of the proposed structure in relation to
one existing structure on each side as well as three structures across the street from the
proposed structure. A lesser number of structures may be considered if any of those
structures do not exist.
There were 14 compatibility reviews received and processed in Fiscal Year 2014-15:
201 Barrington Place

550 Golfcrest

3 S. Morross Court

435 Berkley

630 Golfcrest

21 Shady Hollow

417 Brady North

201 Hampshire

225 Waverly South

155 Brentwood

410 Meadowlane

711 Woodcrest

24615 Fairmount

1000 Mohawk

Master Plan
In keeping with the Dearborn City Charter requirements, the Dearborn 2030 Master
Plan was adopted by the Planning Commission on August 8, 2014, and City Council on
September 9, 2014.
The plan was formed around seven land use visions including: Great Neighborhoods,
Main Street Michigan Avenue, Destination Commercial Districts, Knowledge Economy,
Advanced Manufacturing and Logistics, Natural Resources and Regional Collaboration
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to provide guidance for future development. Within each of these visions are Guiding
Principles related to individual visions that help “Dearborn aspire to sharpen our
competitive edge as a more unified, diverse and sustainable community”.
Many studies and initiatives contributed in the development of the new Master Plan. City
Plan completed reports on Recreation Facilities, Industrial Districts, Residential
Housing, Architectural Neighborhood Characteristics and neighborhood specific studies.
Ongoing studies include the Non-Motorized Transportation Plan and Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) Plan. City Plan has collaborated with many other City departments
and stakeholders for initiatives related to Placemaking, sustainability, walkability and
Complete Streets.
Historically, the City has been divided into nine communities (Cherry Hill, West
Dearborn Business, Princeton Carlysle, Edison Snow, Fairlane, Springwells, Fordson
East, Fordson West, and Salina) and each area has specific boundaries and unique
characteristics. Within the demographics section, profiles have been created for each of
the nine communities. These profiles showcase such information as comparative
incomes, occupations, housing construction, and educational backgrounds which have
been brought up-to-date with information from the 2010 Census and American
Community Survey data.
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Off-Street Parking
In 1976, the City Council, resolved that a committee consisting of the City Planner (now
Zoning Administrator), Director of Economic and Community Development, and
Corporation Counsel, be created for the purpose of reviewing parking variance requests
made by a property owner unable to provide the amount of parking required by the
Zoning Ordinance. As such, the Parking Variance Advisory Committee (PVAC)
considers each of the following factors to be of importance in reviewing applications for
variances:
1. Applicant’s efforts to provide parking;
2. Participation of applicant in Special Assessment Districts (SADs) and/or off-street
parking agreements;
3. Availability of public or private parking in the vicinity;
4. The nature of the applicant’s business as well as neighboring businesses and the
related demands made upon available parking.
During Fiscal Year 2014-15, a total of 17 appeals were considered to alleviate a
shortage of 490 parking spaces. Of the 17 appeals for parking variances, 58% were
ultimately granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals (37.5% were approved and 25%
were approved with conditions) and 37.5% were denied. The following table illustrates
the details of the appeals:
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Zoning Board of Appeals
Parking Spaces
Date
8/21/14
9/25/14
9/25/14
10/23/14
10/23/14
2/19/15
2/19/15
3/19/15
4/23/15
4/23/15
5/21/15
5/21/15
5/21/15
6/25/15
6/25/15
6/25/15
6/25/15

A
A/C
D
T
NR

Appeal
#
14-115
14-120
14-123
14-118
14-127
15-102
15-103
15-106
15-111
15-112
15-114
15-117
15-118
15-121
15-127
15-129
15-130

Required Provided
22
58
14
62
167
516
20
16
37
33
18
242
242
4
41
19
18

13
52
4
31
98
357
4
13
27
2
10
195
181
1
36
0
15

Short
9
6
10
31
69
159
16
3
10
31
8
47
61
3
5
19
3

VAC
Recommendation
D
A
A/C
NR
A
A/C
D
D
A
A
NR
NR
D
A/C
A
D
A

Legend
Approve
Approve with Conditions
Deny
Tabled
No Recommendation
Zoning Board of Appeals Parking Spaces Summary

Denied
Approved
Approved with Conditions
Withdrawn/Revoke
Tabled
ZBA Action Pending (New)
No recommendation
TOTAL
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VAC
5
6
3
0
0
0
3
17

ZBA
6
6
4
0
1
0
0
17

ZBA
Action
D
A/C
A/C
D
A
A/C
D
D
A
A
D
A/C
T
A
A
D
A

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
The everyday activities of the City Plan Division revolve around preparation for the
monthly Planning Commission meetings. Petitions are submitted to the City Council
who refer the matters to City Plan for zoning changes, special land use and site plan
reviews, alley vacations, alley openings, easement vacations, street vacations, division
of platted lots, Zoning Ordinance language amendments and the Capital Improvement
Planning program. The following sections provide the detail of the different types of
requests brought before the Planning Commission and the action taken upon them
during the reporting period.
ZONING
There were seventeen petitions to rezone property during Fiscal Year 2014-15. Of
those seventeen, six were approved, one was denied, and nine remain pending. The
details of these zoning changes are shown below.
Zoning – Approved

1

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

Porath Park (aka Kielb Field)

REQUEST:

Rezone parcel 82-10-172-05-027

ZONING:

From RA (One Family Residential District) to IC (Intensive
Industrial District).

CASE NO.:
14-15

MAP NO.: 169

ORDINANCE NO.:
14-1437

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
8/11/14

City Council: Approved
C.R. 9-431-14
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2

3

4

PETITIONER:

Oakwood Healthcare System

LOCATION:

North of Oakwood Boulevard and opposite the Oakwood Hospital

REQUEST:

Rezone 18200 Oakwood Boulevard

ZONING:

Rezone from RA (One Family Residential District) to OS (Business
Office District)

CASE NO.:
14-17

MAP NO.: 170

ORDINANCE NO.:
14-1439

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
9/8/14

City Council: Approved
C.R. 10-493-14

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

South side of Ford Road, east of Horger to Chase Road

REQUEST:

Lot 445, 446, and 447 of Maplewood Park Subdivision

ZONING:

Rezone from BA (Local Business District) to BB (Community
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-05

MAP NO.: 171

ORDINANCE NO.:
15-1459

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
3/9/15

City Council: Approved
C.R. 4-157-15

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

South side of Ford Road, west of Mead to Chase Road

REQUEST:

Lot 445, 446, and 447 of Maplewood Park Subdivision

ZONING:

Rezone from BA (Local Business District) to BB (Community
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-06

MAP NO.: 172

ORDINANCE NO.:
15-1460

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
3/9/15

City Council: Approved
C.R. 4-158-15
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5

PETITIONER:

Said Arbid

LOCATION:

West side of Canterbury, south of the alley, south of Dix

REQUEST:

Rezone Lot 673 of Dix Avenue Villas Subdivision

ZONING:

Rezone from RA (One Family Residential) to VP (Vehicular Parking
District)

CASE NO.:
15-03

MAP NO.: 173

ORDINANCE NO.:
15-1461

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
3/9/15

City Council: Approved
C.R. 4-159-15

PETITIONER:

Mona Hammoud

LOCATION:

Northeast corner of Ford Road and Chase

REQUEST:

Rezone 14540 Ford Road (Lots 331-341 of Ford-Chase
Subdivision)

ZONING:

Rezone from BA (Local Business District) to BB (Community
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-04

MAP NO.: 174

ORDINANCE NO.:
15-1462

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
3/9/15

City Council: Approved
C.R. 4-160-15

6
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FY 2014/2015
Zoning Changes

Zoning – Denied
PETITIONER:

Abdallah Hachem

LOCATION:

North of Park and east of Military

REQUEST:

Rezoning of the property located at 22400 Park, Lots 1 through 5 of
Sloss Park Subdivision and Lot 22 to Residential E (Multiple Family
Residential District) zoning classification.

ZONING:

From Industrial A (Light Industrial District) and Business A (Local
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-02

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.: N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission:
Denied 2/27/15

City Council: N/A

1
2
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Zoning – Pending
PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

West of Orchard Ave, east of Ternes Ave and north of Blesser Ave

REQUEST:

Rezoning Lots 69-74 inclusive (7041 Orchard), and Lots 77-81
inclusive (parking lot on Ternes Avenue) John H. Walsh's Warren
and Chase Park Subdivision

ZONING:

From IA (Light Industrial District) and VP (Vehicular Parking
District) to RA (One Family Residential District)

CASE NO.:
14-04

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.: N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission:
Tabled 3/10/14

City Council: N/A

PETITIONER:

Ali Mokahal

LOCATION:

North of Outer Drive and west of Monroe

REQUEST:

Rezone lot 182, Amended Plat of Dearborn Homes Subdivision
(parcel 82-09-271-15-024)

ZONING:

RA (One Family Residential District) to VP (Vehicular Parking
District)

CASE NO.
15-10

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission:
Denied 4/13/15

City Council: N/A

1
2

2
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4

PETITIONER:

Vic Habersmith

LOCATION:

North of Harvard and east of Telegraph

REQUEST:

Rezone 23830 Harvard (parcel 82-09-281-01-035)

ZONING:

IA (Light Industrial District) to VPD (Vehicular Parking District –
Class A Auto Dealer)

CASE NO.
15-13

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission:
Denied 5/11/15

City Council: N/A

PETITIONER:

Mona Hammoud

LOCATION:

Southeast corner of Schaefer and Prospect

REQUEST:

Rezone 14201 Prospect

ZONING:

Rezone from IB (Medium Industrial District) to BC (General
Business District), omit southern 140’ from the south property line

CASE NO.:
15-09

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
4/13/15

City Council: N/A
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6

7

PETITIONER:

Ziad El-Baba

LOCATION:

Northwest corner of Ford Road and Wyoming

REQUEST:

Rezone 10000 Ford Road (parcel 82-10-084-02-016)

ZONING:

Rezone from IC (Intensive Industrial District) to BC (General
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-14

MAP NO.: N/A

MAP NO.: N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission: Approved
5/11/15

City Council: N/A

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

South side of Ford Road from Silvery Lane to Gulley Road

REQUEST:

Rezone

ZONING:

Rezone from BA (Local Business District) to BB (Community
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-15

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission: N/A

City Council: N/A

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

South side of Ford Road from Drexel to Silvery Lane

REQUEST:

Rezone

ZONING:

Rezone from BA (Local Business District) to BB (Community
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-16

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission: N/A

City Council: N/A
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8

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn

LOCATION:

South side of Ford Road from Elizabeth to Rosevere

REQUEST:

Rezone

ZONING:

Rezone from BA (Local Business District) to BB (Community
Business District)

CASE NO.:
15-17

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission: N/A

City Council: N/A

PETITIONER:

Alia Annetti

LOCATION:

North of Eagle and east of Wyoming

REQUEST:

Rezone lots 15-26 and all of vacated Marie Street lying east of Lot
15 of Clippert Brick Company’s Sub. No. 1

ZONING:

Rezone from IA (Light Industrial District) to IB (Medium Industrial
District)

CASE NO.:
15-18

MAP NO.: N/A

ORDINANCE NO.:
N/A

ACTION:

Planning Commission: N/A

City Council: N/A

9
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SPECIAL LAND USE AND SITE PLAN REVIEW
Special land use and site plan approval must be given by the Planning Commission
before development or occupancy of a site whose use is listed as Special Land Use in
the Zoning Ordinance. There were nine requests made during Fiscal Year 2014-15; two
were approved as requested, seven were approved with conditions, and two were
denied.
Special Land Use & Site Plan Review – Approved
PETITIONER:

Abdallah Sheik, Captain Jay’s Fish & Chicken

LOCATION:

2657 South Telegraph

REQUEST:

Food preparation/processing, warehousing and the distribution of
fish and chicken as well as grocery items to Captain Jay’s Fish &
Chicken restaurants in an existing commercial building

ZONING:

BB (Community Business District), RA (One Family Residential
District), and VP (Vehicular Parking District)

CASE NO.:

14-12

STATUS:

Planning Commission tabled 6/9/2014approved with conditions,
8/11/2014

PETITIONER:

Oakwood Healthcare System

LOCATION:

18200 Oakwood

REQUEST:

Training center and office use in an existing building

ZONING:

RA (One Family Residential District)

CASE NO.:

14-18

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved with condition that City Council
approves rezoning to OS (Business Office District), 9/8/2014

1

2
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4

5

PETITIONER:

City of Dearborn and Artspace

LOCATION:

13615 Michigan (Dearborn City Hall)

REQUEST:

Multiple family housing and theater

ZONING:

BC (General Business District) and BD (Downtown Business
District)

CASE NO.:

14-20

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved with conditions, 9/8/2014

PETITIONER:

Mohamad Hadla, representing Hadla Design

LOCATION:

15101 Century Drive

REQUEST:

Fire arm sales in an existing building

ZONING:

IA (Light Industrial District)

CASE NO.:

14-19

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved with conditions, 10/13/2014

PETITIONER:

Abbas Khalil

LOCATION:

23823 Ford Road

REQUEST:

Boxing Gym in an existing building

ZONING:

BB (Community Business District)

CASE NO.:

14-21

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved with conditions, 10/13/2014
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6

PETITIONER:

J. Michael Kirk, Neumann Smith Architecture, Artspace

LOCATION:

13615 Michigan Avenue (Dearborn City Hall)

REQUEST:

Lot split site plan for multiple family housing and theater

ZONING:

BC (General Business District) and BD (Downtown Business
District)

CASE NO.:

14-22

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved with conditions, 10/13/2014

PETITIONER:

J. Michael Kirk, Neumann Smith Architecture, Artspace

LOCATION:

13615 Michigan Avenue (Dearborn City Hall)

REQUEST:

Condominium development site plan review for multiple family
housing and theater

ZONING:

BC (General Business District) and BD (Downtown Business
District)

CASE NO.:

14-23

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved with conditions, 10/13/2014

PETITIONER:

Robert Rahal

LOCATION:

22000 Morley (formerly First Church of Christ Scientist)

REQUEST:

Lot split

ZONING:

RC (Multiple Family Residential District)

CASE NO.:

15-11

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved, 4/13/2015

7

8
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PETITIONER:

Jagesh Patel

LOCATION:

3371 Greenfield, Diamond’s Café

REQUEST:

Smoking lounge in an existing building

ZONING:

BB (Community Business District)

CASE NO.:

15-12

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved, 4/13/2015

FY 2014/2015
Special Land Use &
Site Plan Review
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Special Land Use & Site Plan Review – Denied

1

2

PETITIONER:

Greg Brumo

LOCATION:

13707 Haggerty

REQUEST:

Lot split

ZONING:

IA (Light Industrial District)

CASE NO.:

14-14 A

STATUS:

Planning Commission denied on 8/11/14

PETITIONER:

Greg Brumo

LOCATION:

13707 Haggerty

REQUEST:

Cell tower

ZONING:

IA (Light Industrial District)

CASE NO.:

14-14 B

STATUS:

No action required after lot split denial, 8/11/14
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ALLEY VACATIONS
There was one request for alley vacations in Fiscal Year 2014-15. The alley was
vacated as requested.
Alley Vacations - Approved
PETITIONER:

John Jacobs, 14668 Michels

LOCATION:

Between Lanson and Michels from the west line of Lot 66 (14634
Michels) to the north right-of-way line of Michels, John H. Walsh
Subdivision

CASE NO.:

14-13

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved on 7/7/14. City Council vacated
9/9/14, C.R. 9-455-14

1

FY 2014/2015
Alley Vacations
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LANGUAGE AMENDMENTS-UPDATE
There were three cases involving language amendments in Fiscal Year 2014-15. Two of
those were approved while one is still pending.

1

ARTICLE:

1.00

ACTION:

Section 1.03 A6 entitled “Definitions” for “Second-hand resale store”

CHANGE:

Added an ordinance that defines what a Second-hand resale store is
and outlines standards for them.

CASE NO.:

14-24

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved on 11/12/14, City Council approved
12/9/14, Council Resolution 12-601-14

ORDINANCE NO.

14-1445

ARTICLE(S): 7.00, entitled “Site Development Standards Applicable to Specific Uses.”
2

3

ACTION:

Amending Section 7.02, entitled “Site development standards for
nonresidential uses – Smoking Lounges.”

CHANGE:

The ordinance amendment specifically outlines standards for Smoking
Lounges that were too broad.

CASE NO.:

15-07

STATUS:

Planning Commission approved on 3/9/15, City Council approved
4/21/15, Council Resolution 4-156-15.

ARTICLE:

2.00, entitled “General Provisions”

ACTION:

Amending Section 2.14 entitled “Trash Removal and Collection.”

CHANGE:

The ordinance amendment changes the screening and bollards
requirements in the trash removal and collection standards.

CASE NO.:

15-19

STATUS:

Pending

ORDINANCE NO.

ORDINANCE NO.
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15-1458

N/A

DIVISION OF PLATTED LOTS
There was one division of platted lots in Fiscal Year 2015-16:
1. 780 Evergreen

STREET VACTIONS
There were no petitions for street vacations during Fiscal Year 2015-16.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
● Zoning Ordinance Review: Begin internal review with the Zoning Administrator,
Zoning Board of Appeals and Planning Commission to determine what sections
of the Zoning Ordinance need revision and updating. Consider Form Based
Codes, or a variation thereof, for implementation. This task had been delayed
until after the official adoption of Master Plan which occurred on 9-9-14.


Warren Avenue and Dix-Vernor Business Improvement District Authorities: After
boards are appointed, assist with developing individual demographic studies to
aid in the development of formal redevelopment plans. This task has been
delayed until the boards are appointed.



Begin Ford-Based Codes for the East and West Downtown areas.



Commercial Study: Begin to accumulate data on all commercially zoned parcels
to provide background information for future development potential.



Update Planning Commission Procedures: Consider improvements to the record
keeping process for Planning Commission activities.
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Intermodal Plan: Continue to develop the City’s first Non-Motorized
Transportation Plan authorized by the City Council’s adoption of the Complete
Streets Resolution in March 2012. Explore a bike share program.



Survey of Community Facilities: One of many studies City Plan anticipates
updating for use in policy making decisions related to community facilities.



Downtown Vacancy Report: Continue current efforts to collect data that
maintains a timely survey of commercial vacancies in the East Dearborn and
West Dearborn Downtown areas. City Plan intends to expand this process to the
Warren Avenue and Dix-Vernor corridors with the ultimate goal of collecting and
maintaining data that highlights commercial vacancies City-wide.



Update the permitted uses and SLU uses for commercial districts in the Zoning
Ordinance.



Neighborhood Greening Program: Continue to prepare tree planting plans in an
attempt to provide a tree in front of every residential property. Completed
neighborhoods include: Lonyo, Warren Grove, City Hall – Woodworth Heights
and Columbus Park. Additional neighborhoods are considered for future tree
planting. This is an ongoing endeavor.



Eugene/Porath Redevelopment: Continue to consider the reuse of the Cityowned property, currently zoned for single family use, south of Michigan Avenue
and west of Wyoming.



Foreclosure Study: Bi-annually, perform a study that utilizes the paid advertising
appearing in the Detroit Free Press by the Wayne County Treasurer of the tax
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foreclosure listings. The analysis portion of the report determines whether
foreclosures are increasing or decreasing within the City and in which
neighborhoods foreclosures are having the greatest impact.


Operation Eyesore: Create a report on the successes of the Operation Eyesore
program from its inception.



Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Plan: Continue the development of the new
TOD district plan.



Begin working on an Economic Development Strategy.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Economic and Community Development Department of the City of
Dearborn is to stabilize and enhance the tax base and maintain and enhance the quality
of life by:
Identifying redevelopment opportunities throughout the City to foster continued
economic development, redevelopment and reuse of commercial and industrial sites,
facilities and districts;
Assisting in the financing of public and private capital improvement projects;
Improving the housing stock and neighborhoods; and,
Promoting improvement of the human environment.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The Economic and Community Development Department is a multi-faceted
administrative department responsible for a wide range of programs and activities with
the goal to achieve growth, improvements and stabilization of residential, commercial
and industrial communities throughout the City. To achieve this purpose, the
department develops, organizes, and administers resources from both internal and
external sources.
Department staff provides leadership and staff support to the East and West Dearborn
Downtown Development Authorities, the East and West Dearborn Development Area
Citizens’ Councils, the Dearborn Economic Development Corporation, the Brownfield
Redevelopment Authority, the Design Review Committee, the Parking Advisory
Commission, the Zoning Board of Appeals, and the Warren Avenue and Dix/Vernor
Business District Improvement Authorities.
1

These Boards, Commissions, and Authorities are comprised of dedicated community
volunteers who have a desire to assist the City in being the best that it can be.
In yet another capacity, the department develops and directly operates programs and
projects that encourage businesses to reinvest in Dearborn, preserve and improve the
City's housing stock, attract new retail, commercial and industrial enterprises to the City
and positively impact the social service needs of our residents.
In Fiscal Year 2010, the department became responsible for commercial property
inspection and permitting services formerly managed by the department of Building and
Safety. These commercial services include re-occupation of existing commercial and
industrial structures, interval inspections to determine code compliance, vacant building
inspections to assure structures remain viable until re-occupied, and handling
commercial property complaints.
The department also works with other city departments in both leadership and support
roles dependent upon the project objective. For example, to facilitate the expansion of
a business concern, the department would direct and coordinate various city
department resources; to accomplish other specific projects, department staff works
with various city departments to obtain funding, manage projects and assure
compliance with funding agency requirements.
In order to accomplish the many identified goals, as well as respond to new
opportunities that present themselves throughout the year, we maintain a highly
efficient, motivated and creative staff. They are the key to this department’s successful
record.
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS


To serve as the City’s lead agent in the pre-development phase of significant
projects that expand the tax base, create new jobs, retain existing jobs, and promote
sustained growth in property values.



To serve as the administrative liaison and provide support staff for the East
Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (EDDDA) and West Dearborn
Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA), the East and West Dearborn
Development Area Citizens’ Councils, the Economic Development Corporation, the
Brownfield Redevelopment Authority (BRA), the Parking Advisory Commission, the
Zoning Board of Appeals, and the Warren Avenue and Dix/Vernor Business District
Improvement Authorities.



Further, to coordinate the activities of each of these organizations, in accordance
with the authority granted by the enabling state legislation, as well as utilizing other
existing or subsequently enacted state legislation in the area of economic incentives.



To coordinate the department's activities with related planning activities of other
departments or sub-divisions of the government and with those of other state, local
and federal governmental agencies.



Develop new programs for the general improvement of the City that assist in
maintaining existing business and attract new business and industry to the City.



To administer commercial property inspections and construction permitting
programs, including vacant property and re-occupancy inspections.



To develop programs, procure funding and administer programs that conserve and
rehabilitate the City's existing housing stock.
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To coordinate with the multiple City departments involved in creating and
implementing a neighborhood stabilization and reinvention strategy.



To serve as the City representative in connection with the state and federal
programs relative to community improvement and other similar matters.



To prepare annual applications, administer the day-to-day operation, prepare annual
reports and otherwise be the administrative officer in charge of the City's
participation under the US Department of Housing and Urban Development
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME Improvement Partnerships
(HOME), and Neighborhood Stabilization (NSP) programs.



To research and follow new legislative initiatives which may facilitate the goals of the
department.



To aggressively pursue grants, other funding sources and benefits of these
initiatives to further development and redevelopment within the City.

4

ORGANIZATION CHART
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
Internal prioritization of department services is determined by comparing community
needs with the resources available to address those needs. Community needs are
determined by analysis of demographic databases (e.g. US Census), internal field
surveys, direct community input (e.g. business calls and stakeholder meetings), and
directives from the Administration. Resources available are determined by department
budget, grant funds, the number and capabilities of department staff, and
interdepartmental and intergovernmental cooperation.
Continuation, enhancement, refinement, and expansion of ongoing programs and
services offered by the department are the highest priority. In addition, specific projects
are identified each year. Major goals and objectives are established annually (refer to
the "Goals and Objectives for the Report Year" section of this report).
The department's customer profiles include:


City Departments



City Commissions, Boards, and Authorities



Existing and potential industrial concerns



Existing and potential commercial operators and building owners



Low and moderate-income residents of the community



Overall population of the City



City Council



Visitors to our City



Tourists



Employees of businesses within the City
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Commuters entering or passing through the City



Wayne County Agencies



State of Michigan Agencies



Federal Government Agencies

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
During Fiscal Year 2014-15 the Economic and Community Development Department
secured and/or administered funding sources totaling approximately $39 million. A brief
description of each resource follows:
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)

$ 3,128,119

CDBG/HOME Program Income

103,322

HUD-Neighborhood Stabilization Program 1

86,864

HUD-Neighborhood Stabilization Program 3

133,454

HUD-NSP Resale Proceeds

43,092

Wayne County HOME Consortia

1,242,779

Downriver Consortium-EPA Funding

17,939

Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)

28,204,450

WDDDA Tax Increment Financing

498,003

EDDDA Tax Increment Financing

806,409

Economic Development Corporation of Dearborn (EDC)
Brownfield Plans (includes SAD)

210
4,048,459

Commercial Re-Occupancy Fees

89,840

Commercial Construction Permits

1,166,289
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Commercial Annual Monitoring/Miscellaneous

132,001

Zoning Board of Appeals Hearing Fees

20,372

TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES

$ 39,721,602

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) - July 1, 2015 will mark the beginning
of the 41st year of the CDBG program; between 1975 and 2015, the program has
provided over $83 million in grant funding for eligible projects throughout the City. The
2014-15, 40th year allocation of $1,737,715 reflects a slight (less than 1%) increase
over the previous grant year.
CDBG Program Income - Revenues generated from program fees, interest income,
the repayment of home rehabilitation loans and residential rescue demolition invoices.
Neighborhood Stabilization Program (HUD-NSP1) – Authorized by the Housing and
Economic Recovery Act of 2008 (HERA), these grant funds are intended to address the
negative effects of abandoned and foreclosed properties in target neighborhoods.
Neighborhood Stabilization Program (HUD-NSP3) – Additional NSP grant funding
authorized by the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (DoddFrank Act).
Wayne County HOME Consortia – US Department of Housing and Urban
Development HOME Improvement Partnerships Program grant funding made available
through the City of Dearborn’s membership in the consortium.
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Downriver Community Conference-Brownfield Consortium (DCC)
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
DCC- EPA Environmental Investigations & Reporting– By virtue of its membership
on the DCC-Brownfield Consortium (DCC-BC) Board, the City of Dearborn receives
assistance for Environmental Site Assessments (ESA) for the purpose of promoting and
facilitating of environmentally impaired sites in the City. The DCC-BC acquires funds
from the EPA and engages professional environmental firms to provide assistance to its
member communities in the form of: Phase I ESA, Phase II ESA, Baseline
Environmental Assessment, Hazardous Material Survey and Due Care Plan. The DCCBC assistance is one of the tools used in many successful brownfield redevelopment
projects.
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT)
Intermodal Rail Passenger Station - Federally funded grant passed through the
Michigan Department of Transportation. A Grant Agreement was executed in August
2011 in the amount of $28,204,450 for construction/infrastructure costs. Following
delays and design modifications, rigorous construction occurred during this fiscal year.
In December 2014, this state-of-the-art facility was officially opened and dedicated as
the John D. Dingell Transit Center.
Local Resources
West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority Tax Increment Financing Captured City and county taxes and interest earned on prior fund balance.
East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority Tax Increment Financing Captured City and county taxes and interest earned on prior fund balance.
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Economic Development Corporation of Dearborn - Earned interest and project fees
from the issuance of economic development bonds.
Brownfield Plans – Captured taxes from BRA Plans #7, #9, and #11 as outlined in
each approved plan. In addition, the Brownfield Redevelopment Financing Act, PA 381,
allows for the establishment of a local site remediation revolving fund.
Commercial Re-Occupancy Fees – Commercial Re-Occupancy fees collected in
accordance with Dearborn Code of Ordinances Section 9-162.
Commercial Construction Permit Fees – Commercial Construction Permit fees
collected in accordance with Dearborn Code of Ordinances Section 9.
Commercial Annual Monitoring and Miscellaneous Fees – Commercial Annual
Monitoring fees collected in accordance with Dearborn Code of Ordinances Section 968. Other miscellaneous fees are included in this category.
Zoning Board Hearing Fees – Zoning Board hearing fees collected in accordance with
Dearborn Code of Ordinances Section 9-38.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Resources controlled, procured, or managed by the Economic and Community
Development Department were utilized to foster economic development, to assist in the
financing of public and private capital improvements, to improve the housing stock and
neighborhoods and to promote improvements of the human environment, as follows:
Infrastructure/Facility Improvements - $1,958,167 - Capital improvements including
residential street and water main reconstruction. Also included in this category are the
contributions made by the East and West Dearborn Downtown Development Authorities
to the parking system.
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Development - $594,178 - Planning, technical assistance, and implementation of
development projects. This category includes activities of the East and West Dearborn
Downtown Development Authorities and miscellaneous site investigations or
acquisitions.
Enforcement Activities - $279,180 - Grant funding provided for inspection and
enforcement activities designed to stabilize our neighborhoods. Programs include
Vector Control and Code Enforcement.
Housing Rehabilitation - $401,348 - Housing Rehabilitation Programs designed to
provide energy, health, safety, code, general improvements, and comprehensive
rehabilitation.
Public Services - $184,410- Promoting improvement of the human environment
through services to low income, elderly, disabled, youth and homeless residents, and
targeting neighborhoods in need of assistance.
Neighborhood Stabilization - $67,632 - Strategic purchases, clearance or
rehabilitation, maintenance and disposition of foreclosed properties. Also included in
this category are the NSP contributions to Habitat for Humanity for the construction of
new homes.
Business/Industrial Assistance - $482,378 - Projects designed to enhance and
stimulate Dearborn business/industrial districts including retention/attraction activities,
marketing, promotion, brownfield redevelopment, and business survey. Category
includes personnel expenses to support the commercial development intake and
downtown design review processes.
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Zoning Administration - $90,756– Personnel expenses to support the activities of the
Zoning Board of Appeals.

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE REPORT YEAR
2014-15 Goals and Objectives:


Intermodal Station (construction completed – opened December 2014)



UCC Student Housing Phase Ia (approvals and construction in progress; completion
slated for fall semester 2015)



Completed merger with the Housing Department; pending discussions with HUD (a
separate report highlights the activities of this division)



City Hall Relocation completed to Dearborn Administrative Center



Finalizing Commercial and Residential Services outsourcing analysis and plan



Conference Center (feasibility, design, funding and phasing for implementation)



Detroit Intermodal Freight Terminal (DIFT) Economic Spinoff Strategy – [Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT)/Request For Proposal (RFP); select firm;
prepare strategy]



Business District Improvement Authorities –Dix-Vernor and Warren Avenue
(implementation scheduled for fall 2015)



Quality Inn Site [evaluate Transit Oriented Development (TOD) potential]



West Village Commons (explore student/loft housing options)



Artspace redevelopment of City Hall (scheduled to open 12/2015 – 1/2016)



Zoning Ordinance Updates (formulate and explore form-based code option)



Industrial Revitalization Areas Plan/Strategy (formulate with the City Plan Division)
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Dearborn
D
Town
T
Cente
er (DTC)
(Montgomery Ward
d Redevelo
opment Pro
oject)
In May of
o 2008 a fo
ormal Development Ag
greement w
was execute
ed between
n the City off
Dearborrn and RED
DICO Holdin
ngs, LLC to
o redevelop
p the formerr Montgome
ery Ward siite.
The prop
posed proje
ect contains
s a Medical Office Bui lding (MOB
B) of 143,00
00 gross
square feet,
f
an Am
merican Hou
use senior housing
h
faccility of 96 u
units, appro
oximately
20,000 square
s
feett of ground floor retail space,
s
and
d a 530 space parking deck.

The form
mer Montgo
omery Ward
d store was
s demolishe
ed in the sp
pring of 2009 and the ffirst
phase of the projec
ct began im
mmediately thereafter.
t
Construction of the firrst phase M
MOB
plus the parking de
eck (approx
ximately $50
0 million firsst phase invvestment) w
was comple
eted
at the en
nd of 2010 and the building occupied on Jan
nuary 3, 20
011.
Total priivate investtment for th
his project is
s estimated
d at $55-$60
0 million in constructio
on
costs an
nd $20-25 million
m
in pe
ersonal prop
perty, plus $
$10 million in parking deck costss
financed
d by the City of Dearbo
orn Brownfiield Redeve
elopment A
Authority (BRA). Bond
ds
will be re
e-paid throu
ugh a tax in
ncrement fin
nancing ap
pproach inclluding EDD
DDA, BRA, City
13

and MEDC/MEGA (Michigan Economic Developme
D
ent Corpora
ation/Michig
gan Econom
mic
A
approvals.
a
Any shortfa
alls in the a
annual bond
d paymentss will be paid by
Growth Authority)
the deve
eloper throu
ugh a Spec
cial Assessm
ment Districct (SAD). T
The City willl retain
ownersh
hip of the pa
arking deck
k for at leas
st the life off the bonds,, which will be 30 yearrs.

Although
h the housing market locally and nationally rremains un
nstable, REDICO is
pursuing
g the seniorr housing component of
o the DTC
C project. T
The City is ccontinuing itts
work witth REDICO to impleme
ent the projject’s final ttwo phasess.

AK Steel Corporatio
C
n– Steel M
Mill Modern
nization
On Sep
ptember 16,, 2014, AK Steel Corporation acq
quired the in
ntegrated a
assets of
Seversta
al Dearborn
n, LLC. AK
K Steel Corp
poration is p
planning to
o continue to
o implemen
nt
the ongo
oing aggres
ssive comprehensive plant
p
mode
ernization prroject set fo
orth by its
predece
essor. The AK Steel’s project is comprised
c
o
of two phasses. The co
ompleted firrst
phase of the projec
ct cost amo
ounted to ov
ver $1.5 in p
private cap
pital investm
ment.
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Phase I was completed and placed in service, resulting in saving an industry and
providing long-term public benefits.
PHASE II: Plans for the generation of advanced high strength/light weight steel
Project E-1, E-2: The installation of a new continuous annealing line (“CAL”) at a site
parallel to Project A. Continuous annealing, in general, is the process of heating and
cooling strips as they pass through a process facility. It is a powerful tool for the
generation of advanced high-strength steel because very high cooling rates can be
achieved. Project E-1 includes much of the cleaning and heating process and Project
E-2 includes the rinsing and finishing aspects. Estimated cost: $280 million.
The property is environmentally impaired and functionally obsolete. Additional eligible
preparation activities were identified and deemed necessary to build project E-1 and E-2
which will ensure the site can compete in an increasingly competitive and global
industry.
Eligible Activity Projects: These activities are intended to address functional
obsolescence and decaying property conditions and many of these activities are
specifically necessary to prepare the existing AK Steel Dearborn facility for construction
and installation of Project E-1 and Project E-2. Some of these projects not only involve
demolition and removal of debris, but also re-routing utility lines, “healing” adjacent
buildings that, in some cases, share structural components with the structures being
demolished, and some related environmental costs, such as proper removal of asbestos
during the demolition, sampling and proper removal of polychlorinated biphenyls
(“PCBs”), if any, in electrical equipment as well as, other environmental work to ensure
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the demolition and the handling and disposal of materials comply with applicable
environmental, health and safety laws, rules and regulations.
Job Creation, Job Retention:

The first phase of the project resulted in the

employment of 185 full-time equivalent jobs. The redevelopment project resulted
in the retention of a significant number of the company’s existing work force in
bringing the total to approximately 1,800 jobs now on the site.
Secondary Job Creation: The project created numerous indirect jobs for
maintenance, logistics, chemical supply, sales, engineering, and general jobs in
fields such as retail and restaurants.
Expansion of the Tax Base: With over $1.8 billion in total additional investment,
the project did, even with tax abatements, significantly increase the taxable value
of the property.
Physical Improvements:

The project included the demolition of a number of

obsolete and blighted buildings and structures and the construction of newer,
state-of-the-art facilities. This project drastically improved the appearance and
functionality of the property along with positive changes to the environment.

Intermodal Rail Passenger Station
In December 1999, a contract was entered into between the City and the Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT) in the amount of $1.2 million to procure a
consultant to provide site selection assistance, perform environmental assessments,
and do preliminary engineering and design work for a new intermodal train station. The
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consultant selection process was completed with the SmithGroup JJR team being
chosen by the Review Panel as the most qualified consultant.
During FY 2002, several working groups, including a leadership group headed by Mayor
Michael Guido, and a technical team, were formed to work with the SmithGroup JJR to
develop a strategy and formulate criteria for selecting a site and presenting alternatives
to the public for review and comment. Two public meetings were held to gather input to
rate and rank four potential sites for the intermodal station. The overall consensus was
to designate the Elm Street site south of Michigan Avenue as the preferred site upon
which to concentrate preliminary engineering and design efforts, environmental impact
studies, and interagency coordination to ultimately procure approvals and additional
funding to construct this landmark facility.
In September 2002, Public Workshop #3 was held to present a refined station plan
resulting from public input from previous workshops and to solicit comment on
architectural design alternatives for the intermodal station building. As a result of this
workshop, the consultant was able to prepare and recommend a preferred architectural
rendering of the building for preliminary review by the City.
Our consultants, in coordination with the technical team and leadership group, devoted
much time to address many technical and engineering aspects of the project such as
defining final project boundaries, the need for a third rail and its alignments, and refining
the site plan to accommodate existing infrastructure and the needs of adjacent property
owners, among others. Additionally, work continued to complete the Environmental
Assessment (EA) and other studies and reviews required to complete the preliminary
planning and design phase.
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In response to a written proposal to expand the scope of consultant services submitted
by the department in May 2006, MDOT indicated its willingness to extend the City’s
contract for an additional year (through November 2007). This contract amendment
allowed the City to incorporate SEMCOG’s (Southeast Michigan Council of
Governments) planning for an Ann Arbor to Detroit regional commuter rail system and
Transit Oriented Design (TOD) into Dearborn’s intermodal rail passenger station design.
Additionally, exploring the possibility of including east Dearborn into the overall transit
plan would be a new work component.
In September 2006, MDOT extended its contract with the City through November 26,
2007. Subsequently, in March 2007, the City entered into a third-party contract
amendment with the SmithGroup JJR increasing it from $868,858 to $1,234,000 to
complete the remaining tasks under the original contract and to accomplish additional
tasks including: exploring opportunities for transit oriented design in east and west
Dearborn; engaging MDOT in context sensitive design solutions for Michigan Avenue in
west Dearborn; promotional marketing materials; and for assuring that all work
interfaced with SEMCOG’s Ann Arbor to Detroit Rail Study and Initiative.
Over the next several months, a working committee composed of representatives from
The Henry Ford, Ford Land, the University of Michigan-Dearborn, the SmithGroup JJR,
and the City met regularly to delineate the issues and propose solutions to the various
project components including the proposed Ann Arbor to Detroit Commuter Rail
Demonstration Project.
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On November 18, 2008, the City and the SmithGroup JJR conducted a public meeting
at The Center including visual displays and a PowerPoint presentation of the Dearborn
Intermodal Station and the proposed Ann Arbor to Detroit Commuter Rail Project.
In January 2009, MDOT offered to extend its contract with the City through September
30, 2009, to allow the City to continue progress on design development of the
Intermodal Train Station, including a Phase 1 component to replace the existing Amtrak
station by October 2010. Subsequently, the City requested MDOT to also extend its
consulting contract with the SmithGroup JJR and entered into discussions with the
SmithGroup JJR to define the tasks to be completed during this time frame. The tasks
in this phase included:


Completion of the Environmental Assessment (EA) clearance;



Initiation of the LEED (Leadership through Energy Efficient Design) process;



Coordination with the project partners including Ford Land, The Henry Ford, and the
U-M Dearborn for land control, access and linkages (greenway/motorized);



Ongoing coordination with SEMCOG/MDOT for rail improvements related to both the
station and the Ann Arbor - Detroit commuter line; and,



Phase 1 site and building design development for relocating the existing Amtrak
station.

The City, the SmithGroup JJR, and Ford Land held meetings in April, May, and June
2009 for the Intermodal Phase I Program and LEED Design Process.
On June 3, 2009, MDOT offered to extend its contract with the City through
September 30, 2010 to complete work under the original and revised contract including
the Phase I Intermodal Station.
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In the fa
all of 2009, the
t City of Dearborn worked
w
with
h MDOT to prepare an
n application
n for
potential Intermoda
al Rail Pass
senger Stattion funding
g as part of the nationa
al High Spe
eed
Rail Initiative propo
osed by Pre
esident Oba
ama. In the
e spring of 2
2010, the B
Barak Obam
ma
Administration announced pro
ojects that would
w
receive funding and the ne
ew Dearborrn
Station was
w include
ed at a
level of $28.2
$
millio
on. This
allowed Dearborn to
t build
the desired station,, rail
improvements, site
e work,
parking, intermodal facilities,
bridges and platforms,
including
g the directt connection
n to The He
enry Ford.
During the summerr and fall off 2010, the City conduccted a com
mpetitive bid
dding proce
ess
to selectt the Archite
ect / Engine
eer (Neuma
ann Smith) to prepare the final de
esign for the
Dearborrn Intermod
dal Passeng
ger Rail Fac
cility projecct. Additionally, a Construction
Manage
er at Risk (T
The Tooles Clark Grou
up) was also
o selected so the team
m would be
prepared
d to comple
ete the design and con
nstruction w
within the tw
wo-year tim
meframe from
m
the issua
ance of the
e grant. The
e grant was
s expected prior to the
e end of calendar yearr
2010, bu
ut was not actually
a
issued until August 13, 2
2011. As a result, the new station
n
was orig
ginally slate
ed to be com
mpleted by August of 2
2013. The project tea
am was poissed
ready to
o begin cons
struction on
n schedule in April 201
12, but two unresolved
d issues
delayed constructio
on efforts.
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The first being that Norfolk Southern denied the City access to a parcel of property near
the railroad tracks due to a concern over potential environmental issues. The second
issue causing the delayed start in construction was a change in the platform height
requirement. The platform standard of 8” above the rail had been approved by all
parties concerned and after project architects completed the 8” platform design the FRA
regulated that the platform heights had to be 15” above rail to accommodate level
boarding. Then to further complicate the situation, Norfolk Southern informed project
participants there was a possibility that some of their freight cars may hit a 15” platform,
and insisted that an 8” platform be built at the Dearborn Intermodal Passenger Rail
Station. Even with ECD and the project team working diligently with Congressman John
D. Dingell and Mayor John B. O’Reilly, Jr. to resolve these issues, the start of
construction was delayed until September 2012.
The Project Construction Manager, Tooles/Clark, made great strides to remain on track
to complete the project by the revised completion date of June 2014. However, failure
by Amtrak to sign-off on the design of the moveable platform edge, and other issues
with the high speed rail project, delayed the project even further.
The John D. Dingell Transit Center was officially opened and received the first
passenger train on Wednesday, December 10, 2014. The Grand Opening, with
dignitaries representing the many partner entities that came together to make the
Transit Center a reality, showcased the Transit Center on Monday, December 15, 2015.
Dearborn’s new Transit Center serves 400,000 residents; 121,000 workers; and 30,000
students within a five-mile radius. Six trains stop at the center daily and more will be
added in the next few years.
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The new
w station pro
ovides Dea
arborn with access to h
high speed rail service
e between
D
Detroit and C
Chicago,
ccommuter ra
ail service
b
between Ann Arbor and
D
Detroit, and non-motorrized
cconnectivityy to The Hen
nry
F
Ford, the UM
M-Dearborn
n,
th
he Henry Ford College
e,
the Fairllane Town Center, and
d the West Dearborn D
Downtown District.

Business Imprrovement A
Authorities
s
The esta
ablishment of Business Improvem
ment Autho
orities for the
or and Warrren
e Dix-Verno
Avenue areas unde
er Public Ac
ct 280 of 20
005 (Corrid or Improve
ement Autho
ority Act) w
was
d by the Ad
dministration as an imp
portant goa
al to promotte the economic growtth of
identified
the distrricts. The Economic
E
and Commu
unity Develo
opment Department prepared a p
plan
and a sttrategy to im
mplement th
hese busine
ess districtss through:


Analy
ysis of the requiremen
nts of the Corridor
C
Imp
provement A
Authority Act and
asse
essment of the
t feasibiliity of applying it to the
e identified a
areas.



Deve
elopment off public sup
pport for the
e creation o
of the propo
osed authorrities.



Deve
elopment off a schedule for implem
menting the
e administra
ative and le
egislative stteps
required to crea
ate the prop
posed autho
orities.



Initia
ation and ex
xecution of the adminis
strative and
d legislative
e process re
equired to
creatte the propo
osed autho
orities.
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ECD staff have created draft by-laws for the Boards of each Authority in preparation
for review by the Boards once appointed. Following adoption by the Boards, these
will also require approval by the City Council.



ECD staff have created draft work plans for the process of developing the
Development Plan for the districts and have begun preliminary work on the
background studies for the Development Plans.



The City Council has approved an increase in the size of the Boards of each
Authority from seven to nine members to provide for a broader representation of the
community.



ECD and the Mayor’s Office have been working to recruit candidates for the Boards
of each Authority. Candidates have been identified and have filed the required
applications. The Boards require a minimum of eight appointees.

ECD staff has been working closely with the Mayor’s Office and the local business
groups in the proposed districts to get the business areas established, the following
steps were completed during the 2014-2015 fiscal year:

Dix-Vernor Business District Improvement Authority
ECD and Mayor’s Office have worked out an agreement with Wayne County regarding
their participation in the tax capture for the Business District. Once the Board is
appointed it can adopt its by-laws and planning activities can begin.
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Warrren Avenu
ue Busines
ss District Improvem
ment Autho
ority
ECD and the Mayo
or’s Office have
h
worked
d out an ag
greement w
with Wayne County
regardin
ng their partticipation in
n the tax capture for th e Businesss District. O
Once the Bo
oard
is appoin
nted it can adopt its by
y-laws and planning a ctivities can
n begin.
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Conference Cen
nter
An impo
ortant econo
omic develo
opment pro
oject for the
e future of D
Dearborn’s ttourism,
conferen
nce and hospitality ind
dustry is the
e addition o
of a confere
ence centerr at the Fairrlane
Town Ce
enter. The proposed center
c
would be integrrated with tthe former D
Dearborn
Hyatt, a natural con
nference ho
otel with 77
72 rooms. W
While this id
dea has been discussed
over sev
veral years,, the genera
al downturn
n of the auto
o industry iin 2008, and its speciffic
impacts on the Ford Motor Co
ompany, pro
opelled the conference
e center disscussion to
o the
forefrontt of serious considerattion. While
e Dearborn once relied
d on Ford to
o drive the h
hotel
and conference business, it is
s now critica
al to think a
about a broa
ader audien
nce of userrs to
ment the autto giant’s needs. Dea
arborn’s uniq
que collecttion of three
e four-star
supplem
hotels in
ncluding the
e former Hy
yatt (now ca
alled the Ad
doba), The Henry (form
merly the R
RitzCarlton) and the De
earborn Inn
n provides a special op
pportunity ffor the community. A new
nce center would
w
capittalize on the communiity having a
all the amen
nities for a
conferen
success
sful conference business by accommodating
g groups of 1,500-2,00
00 attendee
es for
regional multiple-da
ay events.
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A feasib
bility study prepared
p
in 2001 by th
he Metro De
etroit Conve
ention and Visitors Bu
ureau
confirme
ed that Dea
arborn is an
n excellent location forr a regional conference
e center tha
at
would filll a niche un
nmet by the
e Cobo Con
nvention Ce
enter in Dettroit or any other facility in
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Southeast Michigan. Additional feasibility work was prepared during 2008 and 2009 to
look specifically at a conference center in Dearborn, and confirmed that the combination
of hotels, attractions like The Henry Ford, golf and other recreation amenities, and
proximity to the airport and downtown Detroit places Dearborn in the unique position of
having everything for a successful conference business by adding only the center itself.
As the consultant remarked – “This is the first time we have analyzed a community that
only needs the center to complete the picture; in most cases the conference center is
built first, then all the other elements are added.”
In 2010, Ghafari Associates developed additional design studies for phasing the
conference center into two distinct projects, so the banquet, breakout, and pre-function
areas could be added sooner to benefit the community hotels. The second phase
would consist of a flexible exhibit and exposition space that would serve multiple groups
and users plus expand the conference center capabilities to host significant events from
around the Midwest.
In 2011, sufficient interest had been expressed by several southeast Michigan
communities in hosting a regional conference center that the Metro Detroit Convention
and Visitors Bureau (MDCVB) commissioned an updated study to answer two important
questions:
1.

Given all the economic turmoil over the last several years, is there sufficient
demand to warrant a regional conference center in Southeast Michigan? and;

2.

If there is demand, where would be the best location for a regional conference
center to succeed in Southeast Michigan?
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Results of the MDCVB study confirmed Dearborn as the best choice among available
options for a regional conference center in Southeast Michigan in 2011. Important
considerations include private or public ownership and a partnership agreement with the
former Hyatt to operate the facility. The sale of the Hyatt was completed in spring of
2011; however, the new owner has been unable to commit to the investment necessary
to maintain the quality of the Hyatt’s physical plant (estimated at $20-30 million), which
has caused Hyatt to withdraw from its status as the hotel’s operator. This has led to
much speculation about the future of the hotel, what its new brand will be and how it will
operate going forward. The City has placed the conference center project on hold until
ownership, operation, and potential partnership issues evolve for the new Adoba hotel.

UrbCam Michigan Student Housing Project
The University of Michigan – Dearborn (UM-D) was the only state-sponsored university
in Michigan that did not have student housing on or near its campus. In 2008, the UM-D
examined its growth goals (approximately 8,500 students) and how student housing
could contribute to the achievement of an interim goal of 12,000 students and eventually
15,000, which is the academic facilities capacity of the campus. A private/ public
partnership was formed to foster the UM-D’s goal for growth. The partners are: the
University Campus Commons (UCC) and the City of Dearborn. The result was the
development of the Union at Dearborn, a state of the art student housing project.
The UCC is a private development team that had been working with the university since
2008 to explore options for the first student housing project at the UM-D. A site directly
across Evergreen Road from the UM-D main entrance was selected for the first phase
of the project, a combination of obsolete retail and office buildings owned by Ford Land
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and available for redevelopment. Redevelopment of the two existing buildings would
adaptively reuse 150,000 sq. ft. of vacant, surplus office space resulting from the
contraction of the auto industry, causing a glut in the local market. Additionally, two new
four-story residence halls were constructed to tie the existing buildings together,
resulting in a 526-bed first phase that opened in the fall of 2013. Ultimately, as demand
is proven, this project has planned for a third four-story residence hall, which will add
300 beds for a total of 826 beds on this site.
The City of Dearborn actively assisted the UCC development team to plan for the
implementation of the student housing.
The Brownfield Redevelopment Authority and the City Council approved a Brownfield
Plan (#11) for this project to assist with eligible site preparation, demolition and
infrastructure costs. The City Council also designated the project site as an eligible
Obsolete Property Rehabilitation Act (OPRA) district, which allowed some local tax
incentives to be coupled with assistance from the State of Michigan through the
Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) and the Michigan Economic
Growth Authority (MEGA) Board. Groundbreaking on this important project occurred in
August 2012 and student occupancy occurred in 2013 for the fall semester.
In 2014-2015, UrbCam began the construction of Phase A1 of the project which
consists of the conversion of the former office laboratory building at 760 Town Center
Drive to additional housing units. The construction of Phase A1 will be completed by the
first of September 2015 in time for occupancy by new students. The new improvements
consist of 63 new apartment units containing 99 new beds. This portion of the total
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development is 100
0% leased for
f the nextt academicc year. The
e plan for the four-storyy
p
building is also in progress.

Departmen
D
nt Reorgan
nization
mal implementation of the reorganization pro
ocess bega
an on July 1
1, 2009, and
d
The form
has been evolving for the past few years
s. Staff and
d space planning need
ds come witth
ganization process, which have been
b
difficu
ult to accom
mplish. Bud
dget constra
aints
the reorg
faced by
y the City and long lea
ad times hav
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d desired im
mprovemen
nts to the
Commercial Servic
ces Division
n. Howeverr, the reloca
ation of Cityy offices ha
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ed
renewed
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n determinin
ng a more efficient
e
and
d cooperatiive mannerr for delivering
departm
ment service
es.

OTHER
O
SIG
GNIFICANT EFFORTS
S AND STA
ATISTICS
Economic Develop
pment
Activities
s of the Eco
onomic Dev
velopment Division incclude:


Helping to retain
n and expa
and existing
g businesse
es and attra
act new bussiness;



Planning and co
oordinating the activitie
es of the C
City and privvate business in
nection with
h the improv
vement and
d beautification of busiiness districcts; and
conn
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Serving as administrative liaison for the East Dearborn Downtown Development
Authority, West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority, the Economic
Development Corporation, and the Brownfield Redevelopment Authority.

Several projects of the Economic Development Division are listed among the
department’s 2014-15 goals and were previously described in the "Goals, Objectives,
and Accomplishments" section of this report. Other significant projects/activities of the
division are described below.
East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority
EDDDA Mission Statement
The East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority advocates, directs and manages
revitalization and economic growth through redevelopment projects, collaborating with
stakeholders and supporting and promoting our businesses.

EDDDA Vision Statement
East Downtown Dearborn will be a thriving urban district that invites investment in a diverse,
historic and welcoming hometown environment.

ORGANIZATION: EDDDA staff has reestablished the four sub-committees, which
assist in providing for a community-driven, comprehensive strategy that encourages
economic development. EDDDA office staff works efficiently with the EDDDA Board of
Directors, the City of Dearborn and other organizations to effect activities to improve
and benefit the downtown. The office is the go-to agency for East Downtown Dearborn
assistance and also serves as a meeting place for area constituents and various events
such as the EDDDA Holiday Open House; and providing networking opportunities
between EDDDA businesses and residents.
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ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING: EDDDA staff, in conjunction with the City of Dearborn,
is collaborating to move forward Phase 5 of predevelopment activities (securing tax
credits, raising capital and completing construction documents) to bring about a new
and creative approach of an economic development project with Artspace, the nation’s
leading nonprofit real estate developer for the arts. The second 12 on 12 Popup Art
Gallery was held as part of activities to draw visitors and continue adding arts-related
projects and events in support of the development of Artspace to create and enhance
the emerging ‘arts-district’.
Staff is implementing a comprehensive online and print strategy to market available
properties and promote investment opportunities in the district.
DESIGN: The EDDDA is working to develop an integrated design solution that focuses
on wastewater reuse, energy conservation, green building and community planning to
improve and transform the paving, landscape, and service areas. The Detroit Institute of
Arts temporarily installed reproductions of its most famous masterpieces from its
collection in twelve locations throughout Dearborn. New outdoor sculptures continue to
be stationed all around Dearborn annually in partnership with the Dearborn Community
Fund.
PROMOTION: The EDDDA partnered with the Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce,
the West Dearborn DDA and City to begin implementing a mobile app marketing
Dearborn to visitors. For the sixth year of Jazz on the Ave, the EDDDA has partnered
with Hi-Falutin’ Music on the very successful concert series for the summer of 2014.
The EDDDA combined its annual promotion books with its newsletter to promote
downtown businesses and report on neighborhood activities. Online presence has
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increased with the addition of a second Facebook page dedicated to City Hall Artspace
Lofts and an Instagram account; the EDDDA website, Facebook pages and Twitter
accounts are continuously updated to further promote the neighborhood through the
employment of social media interns.

Economic Development Corporation of Dearborn
The department serves as a liaison to the Economic Development Corporation of
Dearborn (EDC) and assists in coordinating EDC meetings and administrative support.
The EDC was established in 1979 pursuant to P.A. 338 of 1974. Over the years, the
EDC has promoted many successful construction projects mainly through its power to
provide financial assistance by issuing tax-exempt development revenue bonds. The
EDC as bond issuer has received substantial fees which have accumulated interest
over the years. These funds are available to promote additional economic development
activity.
The EDC board of directors also serves as the Brownfield Redevelopment Authority
(BRA) board of directors, and most EDC meetings are held as joint meetings with the
BRA. (See Brownfield Redevelopment for additional information).

West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority
The West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) continues its proactive role as a catalyst for improvements in the West Downtown district via its
continued support of Internet Technology, Marketing and Promotion, Streetscape
Improvements, and the continuation of past commitments.
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In 2009, the WDDDA authorized additional funding to expand the casual wireless
network within the district. The network provides free wireless internet access
throughout the district and includes indoor and outdoor repeater devices that receive the
signal and supply the service, while tying back into the hardwired service at various
locations to support the strength of the signal. In 2011, the WDDDA expanded its
presence on the internet and joined the world of social networking. The WDDDA keeps
followers updated on special events and activities taking place within the District using
its Facebook page and Tweets on Twitter.
Additionally in 2010, the WDDDA continued to move forward with its long-term
commitment to streetscape improvements. One such phase was the construction of the
streetscape at the municipal parking lot on West Village Drive between Monroe and
Mason. The WDDDA streetscape committee felt a need to enhance the appeal of the
public parking area to encourage additional pedestrian circulation. Specific amenities of
the streetscape include ornamental lighting, an attractive walkway, decorative screen
walls around the perimeter of the parking area, landscaping, change machines,
fashionable benches and trash receptacles.
Further, the WDDDA has budgeted funding for continued and ongoing support of the
successful beautification program implemented by its Streetscape Committee in 2004.
The program teams businesses with the Dearborn Garden Club in an effort to maintain
public amenities and landscaping throughout the district. The program’s primary focus
includes spring, fall, and holiday planting. Additionally, the WDDDA expanded its
contract with a landscape maintenance contractor, to provide more intense landscaping
services than those committed to by the Dearborn Garden Club, which include
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Also, for the first time in the history of the WDDDA, the Board is about to modify the
organizational/reporting structure and hire an Executive Director, who will oversee both
the East and West DDAs. This is an exciting adaptation that will enhance business and
redevelopment opportunities in both DDA districts.
Finally, the WDDDA continues to uphold its commitment for use of its Tax Increment
Revenues toward retirement of the $12 million bond which financed construction of the
district’s two parking decks. Additionally, the WDDDA approved the terms of Brownfield
Redevelopment Plan #12, and agreed to forfeit the DDAs incremental tax capture for
the Hampton Hotel Development Project to insure the success of the project and
bringing new development and customers into the WDDDA District.

Eugene-Porath Land Banking
Dearborn is an aging city. Seventy-six percent of our housing stock was constructed
before 1960. These homes may be adversely impacted by aging, the natural elements,
fires, misuse, geographic proximity to industrial establishments and changes in social
trends pertaining housing location and other economic factors.
When property owners choose not to reinvest, the property deteriorates and becomes a
neighborhood eyesore. Many properties deteriorate during foreclosure or tax
delinquency proceedings. The existence of dilapidated structures, whether abandoned
or occupied, poses health and safety issues for area residents and causes a decline in
neighborhood property values.
The City of Dearborn works diligently to arrest the advancement of urban decay through
code enforcement and through the City’s Operation Eyesore program. Operation
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Eyesore is often used as the last resort to eliminate dilapidated structures. The City
purchases the substandard properties, demolishes the structures, and if the lots are
deemed “build-able” they are sold to developers to build new homes.
Intensive use of the Operation Eyesore program has helped to keep the Eugene-Porath
neighborhood free of any severe signs of urban decay. Unfortunately, the rebuilding
that typically follows Operation Eyesore activities has not occurred. The private sector
has not shown any serious interest in investing in this area. In part, the lack of
reinvestment in this area is due to the size of the area (only five-blocks), the
surrounding industrial uses, and the lack of amenities (schools and commercial
services) that typically contribute to a sustainable neighborhood.
Operation Eyesore is only used for the purchase of certain substandard homes. Many
of the remaining properties in the Eugene-Porath area do not fit the guidelines of this
program. Owners have expressed interest in selling their properties to the City. The
cumulative effect of the above described history led to the creation of the land banking
activity. This activity is unique because it does not have a defined project, design or
completion time. It is a proactive first step for the rejuvenation of this part of the City for
the benefit of all residents. Its progress and conclusion is subject to the discretion of
property owners who will decide if, when, and at what value to sell their properties.
Land banking transactions are initiated when an individual property owner contacts the
Economic and Community Development Department (ECD) and offers to sell their
property to the City. Transactions are conducted in an atmosphere of mutual respect.
Negotiations are conducted directly with the owners and there is no charge for city staff
services. Unlike conventional real estate sales, the City does not require code
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inspections. The owner is subject only to typical closing costs (the provision of clear title
and the revenue stamp, a Wayne County tax imposed on the seller). This land
transaction policy provides an element of convenience and an economic advantage to
the owners. It eliminates the fees associated with marketing the property through a
realtor and the logistics and cost to deal with corrections of code items.
There were no acquisitions completed during Fiscal Year 2014-2015.

Business Assistance (Retail, Commercial, Industrial)
Some general components of business assistance activity involve: cataloging available
land and buildings for occupancy and expansion; business recruitment; business
expansion/retention; and information clearinghouse. The department continually works
with existing businesses, new business prospects, developers, brokers, agencies, and
organizations. Various businesses, including both existing and prospective companies,
contacted the Economic and Community Development office over the past year for the
following types of assistance: specific recommendations on potential sites on which to
locate or expand; specific information on known site locations; financing availability;
demographic and market information; and other development assistance. Additionally,
department staff may partner with Michigan Economic Development Corporation
(MEDC) representatives on certain projects.

West Dearborn Public Parking System
After almost ten years of study and planning, the City of Dearborn began user-paid
operation of the West Dearborn Public Parking System in August 2006. In July of 2010
primary oversight of the downtown public parking system was re-assigned in from the
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Police Department’s Motor Carrier Division to the Economic and Community
Development Department, with the Police Department’s Motor Carrier Division
continuing to play a vital role in enforcement of the paid parking system ordinances.
Additionally, on July 1, 2010 Republic Parking Systems took responsibility for
management of the user paid parking system.
In January of 2011, Republic Parking Systems, under the direction of the Economic and
Community Development Department and with approval from the Parking Advisory
Commission (PAC) and the Dearborn City Council, implemented a pilot program in Lot
H utilizing Park-Mobile’s Pay by Phone System. The Pay by Phone System allows
patrons of the paid parking system to use their cell phone to “feed the meter”. First time
users of Pay by Phone system complete a simple three-minute process of setting up an
account with Park-Mobile and thereafter use their cell phone to register time at the
parking meter located where they have parked their vehicle. A useful feature of the Pay
by Phone System is the text message sent to the patron’s cell phone 15 minutes before
their meter time expires. This affords the customer the option of returning to their car to
put additional time on the meter or the luxury of conveniently adding time to the meter
from anywhere within the District via their cell phone. The text message reminder
virtually eliminates all worry about expired meters and parking fines. The Pay by Phone
System has proven to be an incredible convenience for users of the West Dearborn
paid parking system. Recognizing the success of the Pay by Phone pilot project, the
Economic and Community Development Department recommended that the Parking
Advisory Commission and City Council authorize Republic Parking Systems to work
with Park-Mobile to extend the Pay by Phone System to the entire User Paid Parking
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District. Pay by Phone went live district wide on July 1, 2011. It has been proven to be a
success, as the number of parking customers who use the pay by phone system has
continued to grow each month since being implemented.
Two additional enhancements were added to the paid parking system in 2013.
The underutilized West Parking Deck was designated as permit only during the day and
as a flat rate of $2.00 for all users parking after 4:00 pm. This measure has proven to be
a benefit as it saves the parking system staffing costs and has increased usage and
revenues in the West Deck.
Additionally, a pilot program was implemented, for on-street parking, to test the benefits
of Smart Parking Meters. The Smart Meters provide customers the convenient option of
using their credit card to “feed the meter” and also increase parking revenues via
sensors designed to detect when a vehicle pulls away from the parking space and then
resetting the meter to zero. The Smart Meter Pilot Program is still in process and will be
evaluated when sufficient data has been collected.
In 2014, with the parking meters and parking control equipment approaching the end of
its useful life, annual costs for equipment maintenance and repairs were increasing.
As a result, the Economic and Community Development Department, with information
provided by Republic Parking, recommended that the Parking Advisory Commission
and City Council approve a pilot program to test the use of Pay Stations for the surface
lots and parking decks.
Following approval by the Parking Advisory Commission and City Council, four pay
stations were installed in Lot H (West Village Drive, between Monroe and Mason). As
with the Smart Meters, the Pay Stations allow customers the convenience of using their
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credit card to pay for their parking. Additionally, if the patron selects the notification
option, they will be inform via text message when their parking session is about to
expire, thereby allowing them the ability to add additional time to their space, should
they wish to extend their stay.
However, even with all the efforts made by the Economic and Community Development
Department, the Parking System Manager, and the Parking Advisory Commission
(PAC) to enhance the parking stay of visitors to the user paid parking district, residents
and visitors to the district have not accepted having to pay for parking in the West
Downtown.
So after nearly nine years of trying to make the system work, the PAC, the City
Administration and the City Council determined that it was time to decommission the
user paid parking system. The Economic and Community Development Department and
the Parking System Manager worked together to develop a schedule for eliminating
paid parking from the West Downtown Business District. The plan was implemented
and the user paid parking system was fully decommissioned as of March 24, 2015.
The meter posts and meters (currently bagged) remain in the first few rows of Lots C
and H should it become necessary to reactivate the meters in locations closest to the
businesses. An important customer service goal is to keep these convenient, high turnover parking spaces available for customer use while employee parking is nearby within
easy walking distance.
In addition, 39 on-street meters that have traditionally provided the most convenient
spaces to downtown businesses were retained as paid parking. These meters have
historically been the highest revenue generators in the system, so they were retained
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for two important reasons. First, these metered spaces are in prime locations within the
downtown district. If left as free spaces, they tend to be occupied all day by employees
in the district or commuters avoiding paid parking in Detroit by taking a bus from
Dearborn and parking for free. Second, they continue to generate some revenue to
offset the costs of running the remainder of the free parking system. It has been
estimated that the remaining meters could generate approximately $1,000 per week, or
roughly $50,000 per year to contribute to the system operations.
Parking Advisory Commission
As originally organized in 2004 (Ordinance No. 04-1024), the Parking Advisory
Commission (PAC) was established to set and oversee policies affecting the use,
maintenance, enforcement, and future development of the City’s on-street, off-street,
and deck parking. PAC responsibilities included the oversight of both user-paid and
Special Assessment District (SAD) financed parking lots throughout the City. Personnel
of the Police Motor Carrier Division served as staff liaison to the commission.
During Fiscal Year 2008-09, the Administration recommended a substantial revision to
the composition and responsibilities of the Parking Advisory Commission. Ordinance
09-1205 reduced the PAC scope of service to include only the user-paid parking system
in downtown West Dearborn. Consequently, the membership of the commission was
also changed to reflect the revised scope of duties. The newly reconstituted
commission included nine members and four alternates, appointed by the Mayor for
staggered three-year terms. Economic and Community Development Department
personnel have replaced Police Motor Carrier personnel as staff liaison to the
commission.
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The revised Parking Advisory Commission conducted its first meeting on May 21, 2009.
Commissioners were provided with parking system financial reports, parking
ordinances, and information on related ordinances and established rates and hours of
operation.
The PAC made several enhancements to the paid parking system over the past three
years in response to comments received from business owners and users of the paid
parking system.
However, even with the implementation of user enhancements to the paid parking
system, the Commission, the City Administration, and the City Council continued to
receive complaints about paid parking in the West Downtown Business District. For
whatever reason, residents and visitors to the district have not accepted paid parking in
the West Downtown.
At the suggestion of Mayor O’Reilly, the Parking Advisory Commission began to review
the implications and possible outcomes of decommissioning the user paid parking
system. After several meetings, the PAC adopted a resolution to recommend to the
City Council that the user paid parking system be retired.
As a result of the PAC recommendation and the findings of the Administration and the
City Council, on March 24, 2015, user paid parking in the West Downtown Business
District became a thing of the past.
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Brownfield Redevelopment
Since the beginning of the 20th century, the City of Dearborn has benefited from
industrial activities within the City. Because of the Ford Rouge Plant, numerous
supplier and support operations have located in our city providing jobs and a strong tax
base, making Dearborn a powerful economic engine within Southeast Michigan.
Over the years, a significant number of these facilities began to age and due to change
in technology and operational practices began to decline. Along with physical and
operational decline, former industrial sites contain varying levels of contamination left
from decades of industrial use. When compared to developing greenfield (previously
undeveloped fields) sites in newer suburbs, brownfield (existing development sites)
sites are difficult to market and redevelop due to the cost and additional time associated
with obsolete buildings and remediation of environmental contamination. Left
unchallenged, continued property obsolescence, fueled by dilapidation, would create
undesirable eyesores in addition to the substandard environmental and economic
conditions. These conditions have an adverse impact on the community’s tax base.
Rather than stand by and see our city decline, this Administration chose to become
proactive to redevelop and revitalize Dearborn. One very important area of this effort is
the redevelopment of brownfield sites in our older industrial and commercial districts.
To assure the continuation of a strong tax base the City has aggressively sought out
and developed programs and incentives to promote redevelopment. The Economic and
Community Development Department has been assigned this function and has taken a
leadership role within the region and state in redevelopment of brownfield sites. Both
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and Environment (MDNRE) and the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) have used Dearborn projects
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in various training seminars and programs as “how to” examples of brownfield
redevelopment.
Commercial Services Division
Development Intake Process
In 2007, the Economic and Community Development Department initiated the
implementation of a new process of reviewing and permitting commercial development
projects. This commercial “intake process” was created to speed up both the plan
review and permitting processes by creating inter-departmental discussions on all
commercial projects. Site or building plans are submitted to ECD and are reviewed by
all city departments every two weeks. Each department receives a copy of the site plan
or building plans and submits comments which are shared with the developer
representatives at the “intake” meetings. Plans are then revised and submitted back to
ECD for additional departmental review at a future intake meeting. Once the project
has satisfied departmental requirements (building codes, fire code, zoning, etc.) the
project is sent to the Commercial Services Division for permitting. The length of time of
the process varies depending on the amount of plan corrections that are needed and
how soon the plans are submitted for review. However, the goal established by ECD is
to complete the “intake process” within 90 days of the first submittal of the plans.
The “intake process” also provides assistance to small business owners and developers
by reviewing initial site plan drawings and conceptual interior plans for various zoning
issues. These issues include, but are not limited to permitted uses, parking, setbacks,
and landscaping. This part of the “intake process” assists business owners by providing
corrective input on site plans before expensive drawings are prepared or unnecessary
fees are paid to the City of Dearborn for appeal to various city boards. This process also
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shortens the time required for the issuance of necessary zoning changes or variances.
During Fiscal Year 2014-15, there were 68 project reviews.
The Design Review Committee reviews all exterior (non-signage) permits for work
occurring in the downtown districts. The Committee examines the proposed façade
improvements to verify compliance with the BD (Downtown Business District)
standards.
Commercial Re-Occupancy Process
In April 2007, Economic and Community Development assumed the responsibility for
the initial acceptance and review of commercial re-occupancy permit applications. This
action was a natural evolution of the commercial intake process. Re-occupancy
applications are submitted to ECD for tracking purposes. In addition, each proposed
project is reviewed for zoning compliance and the accuracy of listed property
information. If the use or site conditions are not in compliance with existing ordinance
requirements, the applicant is contacted and informed that the application cannot be
processed unless changes are made. A meeting may be scheduled or another location
for the proposed business may be sought with ECD assistance. Once the application
has been reviewed and approved, it is sent to the inspection team to schedule an
inspection. This team is comprised of inspectors from the major trades, the Fire
Marshal and the Water Department Backflow Division. The inspections are all
completed within an established time frame on the same day. This prevents needless
waiting on the part of the building owner and tenant. Lists of corrections are left with the
property representative and corrections are expected to be made within 90 days. The
Commercial Services Division follows up with a phone call on or about the 75th day to
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insure progress is being made. Three hundred and twenty-eight commercial reoccupancy applications were processed during the 2014-15 fiscal year.
Vacant Property and Commercial Complaints
On July 1, 2009, Economic and Community Development assumed the responsibility for
all commercial services formerly administered by the former Building and Safety
Department. These responsibilities included building inspections, permit issuance,
ordinance enforcement, and commercial complaints.
The Commercial Services Division has the responsibility for monitoring vacant buildings
for compliance with the vacant property ordinance which includes property maintenance
items and registration of the property. This allows for proper tracking of vacant
buildings and it insures the stability of commercial property values by encouraging
building curb appeal. The department registered five new vacant building cases.
The Commercial Services Division also has the responsibility for receiving and resolving
complaints from citizens regarding the physical condition of commercial property.
Commercial complaints are received either directly or referred to the division through
the Mayor’s Office, the citizen complaint line (313-943-3030), or e-mail. Once a
complaint is received and documented, field inspectors investigate the complaint and
create a case number. This case number contains all actions that have taken place
regarding the complaint. Therefore, a history of the property and the activities is
developed should any legal actions be necessary. For the Fiscal Year 2014-15, the
Commercial Services Division processed 236 new complaint cases.
Zoning Administration
Fiscal Year 2014-15 was the seventh full year during which Economic and Community
Development has been primarily responsible for zoning administration activities, with
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Thomas Paison as Zoning Administrator since June 2007; he now also serves as the
recording secretary for the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) and handles the preparation
of the necessary materials for the monthly board meetings. During this past year, the
department continued to pursue four primary goals and a number of supporting
objectives with regard to zoning administration. These goals and objectives are
summarized below:
1. Goal: Work with applicants to improve plans/proposals to reduce the number of
appeals and the number of variances per appeal to the Zoning Board while still
addressing the needs of the applicant.
a. Objective: Meeting with all potential applicants as early as possible in their
preparation of plans to provide recommendations on how to achieve their goals,
while remaining within the provisions of the ordinance to the extent possible.
Also, to provide a realistic assessment of the potential variance requests in terms
of likelihood of approval based on the standards in the code and state law, as
well as recent similar decisions made by the board.
b. Objective: Meeting with all applicants prior to official acceptance of a request for
a ZBA appeal to review the submitted materials for completeness and accuracy.
This avoids unnecessary postponements or tabling of appeals.
2. Goal: Aid the Zoning Board of Appeals in making more consistent, fair, and legally
defensible decisions regarding zoning appeals.
a. Objective: Ensure that the materials provided to the ZBA for each appeal provide
all information (applicant provided and staff support information) needed for the
board to reach a competent decision.
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b. Objective: Provide clear and comprehensive staff analysis and recommendations
that relate directly to the standards for approval established in the ordinance and
state law.
3. Goal: Provide city staff with clear and consistent interpretations of the Zoning
Ordinance to aid in day-to-day decision making and customer service.
a. Objective: The Zoning Administrator shall act as the central clearinghouse for
questions regarding interpretation of the Zoning Ordinance for the City. Staff will
be encouraged to seek clarifications from the Zoning Administrator as needed
and to refer customer questions regarding the Zoning Ordinance to the Zoning
Administrator.
4. Goal: Amend the Zoning Ordinance to address inaccuracies, inconsistencies,
unclear, non-functional, or outdated provisions, and to support ongoing and new
long-term policy.
a. Objective: Analyze the variances granted by the ZBA to determine whether
patterns in the appeals warrant consideration of amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance.
b. Objective: Analyze requests for Zoning Ordinance interpretations from the staff
and public to determine whether there are deficiencies that warrant
considerations of amendments to the code.
c. Objective: Draft amendments to the ordinance in cooperation with other City
departments which may be impacted or have enforcement responsibilities under
the revised code provisions.
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During the 2014-15 fiscal year, the Economic and Community Development Department
has achieved the following accomplishments under its responsibility for zoning
administration:


Zoning appeals that were received and processed:

Fiscal Year

Number of Appeals

Change in Number
of Appeals
from Prior Year

08-09

101

-9%

09-10

51

-50%

10-11

46

-10%

11-12

41

-11%

12-13

42

+2%

13-14

38

-9.5%

14-15

45

+18.4%

The increase in appeals this year is most likely the result of a combination of the
natural variability in the number of appeals from year to year and combined with an
increase in the number of construction projects due to improvements in the economy
and real estate markets.


The average number of variances per appeal:

Fiscal Year

Average Number
of Variances
per Appeal

Change in Number
of Variances per Appeal
from Prior Year

08-09

2.5

-43%

09-10

1.8

-28%

10-11

1.8

0%

11-12

1.5

-17%
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12-13

1.5

0%

13-14

2

+3%

14-15

2

0%

This year saw no change in the number of variances per appeal. Fifty-two percent
of the appeals have only one variance (down 6% from last year) and another 23%
have two variances.


The Zoning Administrator meets with most applicants prior to official acceptance of
the appeal application to review the request and provides recommendations and
clarifications of the code and standards for review to applicants. All appeal
applications are reviewed for accuracy and completeness; follow-up with applicants
is actively pursued to rectify any deficiencies prior to finalizing the ZBA meeting
agenda.



Comprehensive packets of information are sent to the board in advance of the
monthly meeting. This has led to fewer items being postponed or tabled at the
hearings, and contributed to better informed and reasoned decision making by the
Zoning Board.



The Commercial Intake Review Process is fully managed and coordinated by the
Zoning Administrator. This process involves reviewers from all departments having
approval or regulatory authority over commercial projects (14 reviewers in 9
departments/divisions). This allows zoning and other code issues to be addressed
in the beginning of the conceptual plan development phase of most non-residential
projects. During Fiscal Year 2014-2015, there were eighty-eight commercial intake
reviews (up 12%) for 68 projects (up 28%).
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Zoning administration is closely coordinated with the Commercial Re-Occupancy
process, allowing zoning issues related to changes of use to be evaluated and
addressed prior to the inspection of the building by the Commercial Services
Division. This has allowed the City to advise our customers on potential zoning
issues prior to execution of a lease or purchase agreement.



The zoning appeal database maintained by the Economic and Community
Development Department has been further expanded to include all appeals since
1950. The database links properties to appeal numbers and allows the City to
quickly determine the nature of any prior appeals and where in the records to find
the details of such appeals. The minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals since 1950
have now been scanned into digital format and placed on the computer network to
provide a backup for the single paper copy in existence and to provide access to
other city employees as needed.



All of the historic Zoning Board appeal files have been sent out for scanning and will
be imported into the City’s OnBase digital document database to ensure retention
and ease of access when needed.



The Zoning Administrator coordinates closely with the Plan Reviewers and the Code
Enforcement officials in Commercial and Residential Services on interpretation of
the Zoning Ordinance for day-to-day operations. In addition, these officials direct
customer inquiries regarding the ordinance to the Zoning Administrator as needed.



Three text amendments to the Zoning Ordinance were adopted during this fiscal
year; these related to pergolas/gazebos, specialty second hand retail shops and a
revision of the site development standards for smoking lounges.
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The only clear pattern in variances requested and granted this year was for off-street
parking for commercial uses; this has been the most common variance every year
for the last five years.



No zoning appeal actions were challenged in Circuit Court this fiscal year.

A summary of the activities of the Zoning Board of Appeals during the 2014-15 fiscal
year is provided in the following tables:
General Zoning Appeal Statistics (July 2014 - June 2015):
Status of Appeal

Total Appeals

Concluded
Appeals %

Appeals with
Use Variance

Approved

18

41%

2

Approved with Conditions

14

32%

0

Partially Approved

0

0%

0

Denied

10

23%

1

Rescind

0

0%

0

Withdrawn

2

4%

0

Subtotal—Concluded

44

3

Tabled

1

0

In Progress

0

0

Annual Totals

45

3

The results of the zoning appeals are consistent with the general pattern over the last
few years.
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Most Common Granted Variances (July 2014 - June 2015):
Variances

Code Section

Number Granted
this Year

Off-Street Parking Spaces
(commercial)

4.01

16

Landscaping (commercial)

5.03

7

Off-street parking variances for commercial properties remains consistently the single
most commonly requested. The requirements for parking for the most common
commercial uses remain under review, but it is likely that this will remain the most
commonly granted variance due to the physical constraints of the older existing
commercial districts in the City. The second most common type of variance is from
landscaping requirements for commercial properties; this is related to the same site
constraints that drive the commercial parking variances.
Housing and Community Development
Activities of the Housing and Community Development Division of the Economic and
Community Development Department are primarily financed through grants from the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Capital Improvement Program
HUD Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding is a major contributor to the
City’s overall Capital Improvement Program. FY2014-15 expenditures of $1,958,167
provided funding for: residential street resurfacing, curb, gutter and water main
reconstruction.
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Enforcement Activities
CDBG funds in the amount of $279,180 were used to support a package of enforcement
activities including Building Code Enforcement and Vector Control.
Public Services
Utilizing CDBG funds ($184,410 during the fiscal year), the City is able to provide
various services to its low-to-moderate income residents. Services were provided to the
community and neighborhoods through the ACCESS Food and Shelter program; the
Police Department's Community Policing, Neighborhood Watch, and TITAN Programs;
and the Recreation and Parks Department’s park security services.
CDBG Administrative Activities
July 1, 2014 marked the beginning of the City’s 40th year as a Community Development
Block Grant entitlement community. During these years, the Economic and Community
Development Department has administered CDBG grant dollars totaling $83 million and
generated program income of $3.71 million.
Ongoing CDBG administrative responsibilities include grant writing, comprehensive
housing and development planning, environmental assessments, fair housing, contract
monitoring, and Davis-Bacon compliance.
HUD Neighborhood Stabilization Program
In July 2008, the United States Congress passed the Housing and Economic Recovery
Act of 2008 (HERA) to provide emergency federal assistance for the redevelopment of
abandoned and foreclosed homes.
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The City of Dearborn’s $2,436,246 HUD-NSP1 grant was executed on March 20, 2009
and includes five grant activities:


Acquisition and Rehabilitation for Low-Income Households



Acquisition and Rehabilitation for Low-Moderate-Middle Income Households



Acquisition and Clearance



Demolition of Blighted Properties, and



Administration.

The resale of renovated or cleared properties is expected to generate additional funding
in the amount of $500,000. To date, property resale activities have generated $528,423
in program income and $115,337.43 in deferred revenue (homebuyer subsidy).
First-Time Homebuyer, Home Sales Assistance Program. The current HUD-NSP1
budget includes $1.1 million for the acquisition, rehabilitation and resale of target area
homes to low, moderate, or middle income homebuyers. HUD-NSP1 regulations
related to this activity category include:


Not less than twenty-five percent of grant funding and program income must
provide housing for individuals and families whose income does not exceed 50%
of area median income (low-income).



When a HUD-NSP1 assisted residential property is sold to an individual as a
primary residence, that sale must be in an amount equal to or less than the cost
to acquire and redevelop the property.

First-Time Homebuyer Program Guidelines address homebuyer eligibility, low-income
targeting requirements, maximum resale price, affordability discounts, down payment or
closing cost assistance, repayment provisions, and the homebuyer selection process.
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The homebuyer selection process includes special consideration for homebuyers who
are US Veterans, full-time police officers, fire fighters, emergency medical technicians,
teachers, and full-time or non-seasonal part-time City of Dearborn employees. The
guidelines also provide special considerations for large families when a property has
four or more bedrooms; or for small families when a property has two or fewer
bedrooms.
HUD-NSP1 accomplishments. Economic and Community Development prepares and
submits HUD-NSP grant performance reports to the US Department of Housing and
Urban Development using its Disaster Recovery Grant Reporting System (DRGR) on a
quarterly basis. Throughout the life of this program the department has:


Designed a database to track, monitor, and report on grant activities and
expenditures.



Developed checklists for the identification and review of potential properties.



Prepared and issued a request for quotations (RFQ), resulting in the award of a
purchase order for residential property market appraisal services.



Prepared and issued a request for proposals (RFP), resulting in the award of a
contract for rehabilitation specification and cost estimating services.



Developed guidelines, forms, and procedures for the “First-Time Homebuyer
Program.”



Hired and trained staff to manage client applications for the homebuyer program.



Reviewed 438 foreclosed properties in the approved target area.



Acquired and renovated nine properties for resale to qualified, first-time
homebuyers. Nine properties have been sold.
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.Acquired 41 foreclosed, blighted properties for clearance. All demolitions are now
complete. Sixteen cleared properties have been sold to neighboring property
owners under the City of Dearborn Side Yard Program.



Took advantage of HUD’s Good Neighbor Program (GNP) discounts for several
acquisitions: nine properties received a 10% GNP discount, eight properties
received a 30% discount, and three properties were acquired for $1 (one dollar)
each.



Provided funding for the demolition of eight blighted, city-owned properties.



$2,643,767 HUD-NSP1 grant funds and program income has been expended to
date.

HUD-NSP3. The third round of Neighborhood Stabilization Program funding was
authorized under Section 1497 of the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
of 2010 (Dodd-Frank Act); also, for the purpose of assisting in the redevelopment of
abandoned and foreclosed homes. The City of Dearborn’s $1,027,354 HUD-NSP3
grant was executed on March 10, 2011 and includes five possible grant activities:


Downtown Rental Housing Development



New Housing Construction



Acquisition and Rehabilitation for Resale to Qualified Homebuyers



Demolition of Blighted Properties, and



Administration.

Downtown rental housing development grant funding was initially set aside for the
planned senior housing component of the Dearborn Town Center project
(REDICO/Oakwood). After deliberation, the project developer declined our HUD-NSP3
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financial assistance due to program regulatory restrictions. That grant funding has been
reallocated to the new housing construction activity.
The City of Dearborn partnered with Habitat for Humanity in its application for HUDNSP3 funding through Wayne County. Habitat’s successful application indicates that
the City of Dearborn will provide the vacant land for its new housing construction sites.
Dearborn’s HUD-NSP3 funding will be used to finance acquisition of vacant land, to
provide closing cost assistance to eligible homebuyers, and to supplement construction
budgets as necessary to add desirable amenities that are not standard to all Habitat
projects (for example, second bathrooms and two-car garages).
Habitat for Humanity will construct six new single-family homes on Maple and Neckel
south of Tireman (phase 1). Six additional units will be constructed on Hartwell north of
Michigan Avenue in phase 2.
There were three residential properties in our HUD-NSP3 First-Time Homebuyer
(FTHB) program inventory. Two properties were sold in the prior fiscal year. The third
property is fully renovated and is currently for sale.
HUD-NSP3 regulations limit demolition activities to ten percent of grant funding. The
City of Dearborn requested and received a waiver to allow up to twenty-five percent of
grant funding for this activity. Fifteen properties have been approved to-date. Thirteen
demolitions are complete.
The Neighborhood Stabilization Program requires substantial and valuable assistance
from several other city departments. Economic and Community Development thanks
and recognizes those departments for their participation. The Department of Law
reviews and executes the property purchase and property resale contract documents
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from offer through closing. The Department of Assessment provides an opinion of land
value that is used in purchase negotiation. The Finance Department reviews purchase
closing documents to ensure that property taxes are apportioned properly and all unpaid
municipal invoices are credited. The Residential Services Department provides
inspection reports used in purchase negotiations and manages utility disconnects and
property demolitions.
Wayne County HOME Consortia
In June 2009, the City of Dearborn entered into an inter-local agreement defining its
membership and participation in the Wayne County HOME Consortia. Consortia
members (Dearborn, Dearborn Heights, Lincoln Park, Livonia, Taylor, and the County of
Wayne) formulate and submit plans for the purpose of receiving an allocation and
participating in the HOME Improvement Partnerships Program (HOME) that is
administered by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development.
The City of Dearborn’s Fiscal Year 2015 HOME grant allocation is $383,044, a 12.4%
decrease when compared to the previous grant year. The funding will support two
activities: homeowner rehabilitation assistance and housing renovation for resale to
first-time homebuyers.
Home Rehabilitation Program
The Economic and Community Development Department's residential rehabilitation
program continues as a fundamental vehicle to improve housing conditions for City of
Dearborn residents. The program offers an important level of preservation to the City’s
housing stock, one that faces inevitable aging. The program presents an opportunity to
stabilize property values and enhance our neighborhoods.
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1) Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) – provides funding for
administrative and project management support in addition to providing funds for
projects or components that may not be eligible for assistance from other resources.
2) Wayne County HOME Consortia – provides funding for comprehensive
rehabilitation projects.
Detroit Intermodal Freight Terminal (DIFT)
"Intermodal" is the fastest growing segment of the freight movement business in the
country. It is the transfer of containers or trailers between railroad flatcars and trucks at
a terminal.
In 2000, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) retained the Corradino
Group to do a feasibility study on whether to create a regional intermodal freight
terminal at the 800 acre Detroit-Livernois rail yard (located east of Wyoming to
Livernois, south of Southern/John Kronk in southeast Dearborn and southwest Detroit).
Personnel of the Economic and Community Development Department have been
assigned to act as the local agency representatives to track the progress of the DIFT
planning process by attending public meetings and closed meetings aimed at advancing
this project.
After a ten month feasibility study, the consultant recommended that MDOT proceed to
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to ensure that extensive study of
potential effects and public input be considered and recorded. Some of the key issues
are real estate acquisition, business and residential relocation, social impacts and
community cohesion, economic impacts, noise, secondary and indirect effects,
parklands, historic, archaeological and cultural resources, and hazardous waste and
materials. The City of Dearborn has gone on record, along with many individuals,
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community groups, and Ford Motor Company, objecting to the DIFT citing the negative
impacts of increased truck traffic, business and residential relocation, economic and
social impacts, and hazardous materials, among other issues.
MDOT issued its Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) in May 2005. The DEIS
studied operations at four existing terminals: Livernois-Junction in southeast Dearborn
and southwest Detroit, Expressway in “Corktown”, Oak at I-96, and Southfield and
Moterm in Ferndale. The impacts of four alternatives (no action, improve/expand,
consolidate, composite) as applied to the terminals and surrounding areas were
analyzed. Objections to certain methodologies were raised by citizens of southeast
Dearborn and southwest Detroit pertaining to the adequacy of certain environmental
studies and the absence of environmental justice considerations on certain population
groups. The DEIS was presented to the public at a series of hearings conducted in
June 2005. The published comment period ended on August 16, 2005. The Federal
Transit Authority required MDOT and its consultant to examine these issues before
submitting its Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).
In June 2006, MDOT announced that it had selected Alternative #4 as the Preferred
Alternative for the DIFT. This plan encompasses acquiring additional land in Dearborn
and Detroit for an 800 acre facility housing all four major railroad freight carriers. One of
two primary entrances to the DIFT would be in Dearborn off of Wyoming Avenue.
The consolidation alternative combines all area terminal operations into a single,
expanded terminal to be located at the Livernois-Junction terminal. This option
envisions the construction of a new main entrance to the terminal off of Wyoming, just
south of Michigan Avenue in Dearborn. The effect of this alternate is thousands of
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additional trucks on Dearborn roads with resulting noise, air pollution, accidents, and
roadway damage.
Revisions were made to the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and a public
meeting was held by MDOT to review the changes. Dearborn expected an economic
spinoff study to be prepared by MDOT and its consultants as part of the additional
activities agreed upon to minimize opposition to the project. Additionally, Dearborn has
requested exploration of a truck road paralleling the DIFT to keep the LEVY company’s
slag trucks and other truck traffic out of the Dix-Vernor Business Improvement District.
These efforts will help mitigate the truck traffic impacts of the project on the adjacent
residential and commercial districts. The Record of Division was issued on April 22,
2010, which in effect gives the go ahead for the funding of construction of the DIFT.
During the summer of 2011, MDOT, the City of Detroit, and the City of Dearborn
prepared a Request for Proposals (RFP) for consulting services to study land use and
economic strategies for community benefit as a result of the DIFT investment. This
study is expected to result in recommendations and outcomes that will create new jobs
in the DIFT host communities and expand the Greater Detroit area’s share of logistics
and supply chain management related businesses in the DIFT area. Since this study
was coupled by MDOT to the New International Trade Crossing (NITC – a second
bridge to Canada), the DIFT study was delayed pending the outcome of the bridge
negotiations. Action by the State of Michigan and Canadian governments in June of
2012 approved the NITC, and therefore allows the DIFT study to move forward.
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
Core, day-to-day activities constitute the primary purpose and objectives each year. In
addition to ECD’s core activities, specific additional projects and improvements to
ongoing activities are identified as annual goals. Many of these goals require multi-year
periods to be completed. This is a function of the complexity of the physical, legal,
political, human and economic factors that impact these broad, yet focused initiatives.
Listed below are the goals and objectives the department has identified for 2015-16.


UCC Student Housing Phase Ia (completed; greenway linkage to UM-D campus)



Conference Center (feasibility, design, funding and phasing for implementation)



DIFT Economic Spinoff Strategy – (MDOT/RFP; select firm; prepare strategy)



Business District Improvement Authorities–Dix-Vernor and Warren Avenue
(implementation scheduled for fall 2015)



Quality Inn Site [evaluate Transit Oriented Development (TOD) potential]



West Village Commons (explore student/loft housing options)



Complete Artspace redevelopment of City Hall (early 2016; concourse to follow)



Zoning Ordinance Updates (formulate and explore form-based code option)



Industrial Revitalization Areas Plan/Strategy (formulate with the City Plan Division)



Complete the Commercial and Residential Services Reorganization Plan



Explore conversion of Hubbard East senior housing to Veteran’s housing

During 2010 and 2011, the Mayor’s Office organized and worked with a Community
Task Force to determine Dearborn’s current path and create strategies for the future.
Recommendations from the Task Force addressed many issues, and economic and
community development was an important area of interest. The Task Force recognized
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that during difficult times, heightened business attraction and retention efforts are
required. This coupled with the need to diversify Dearborn’s economy (and that of
Southeast Michigan and Michigan, in general) requires a fresh look at creating an
environment conducive to investment, talent recruitment, and ongoing community
desirability.
As Task Force recommendations are addressed, additional ECD resources should be
identified to implement a comprehensive and targeted strategy (economic gardening,
talent attraction, great neighborhoods, and unique sense of place) that will continue to
move Dearborn’s growth and development forward. The community remains one of the
regional leaders in employment, amenities and quality of life. Redoubling efforts to
sustain Dearborn’s position through cultivating a well-educated, well-trained workforce
while building a 21st Century economic base are indeed very high priorities. A new
edition of the Task Force is about to be seated in 2016 with the ongoing mission of
examining sustainable future scenarios, ideas, and recommendations for an enduring
Dearborn.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to support the delivery of the best possible services to the public
through the promotion and use of sound financial, purchasing, and information
management practices to be good financial stewards.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The Department of Finance consists of three divisions: Accounting, Treasury, and
Purchasing. The combined budgeted staff is 25 full-time positions and 3.81 parttime positions reported as full-time equivalents. Please refer to the organization
chart for details. The Finance Department handles most of the financial functions
for the City with the exception of tax assessments (City Assessor), and billing for the
Dearborn Housing Commission.

Detailed program records for state and federal

grants related to community and economic development are the responsibility of the
Economic and Community Development Department.

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
City Initiative Support
As the financial service support department and a member of the executive
branch of the government team, there are many city initiatives to support. The
department:
•

Serves as a sounding board for ideas

•

Recommends progress initiatives

•

Participates as a team member on special initiatives
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Department Administration
•

We do our jobs to the best of our ability in a helpful, responsive way. We
address clients’ concerns and work to build teamwork and mutual trust. We
are timely in responding to needs.

•

We keep our clients well-informed about the status of the work we are doing
for them and deliver work products when promised.

•

We provide training and development opportunities, both for our staff and for
our clients.

•

We promote and believe in:


Good two-way communication between ourselves and our clients and
among ourselves, especially between managers and workers



Friendly, helpful and fair treatment for our employees, clients and
citizens



Striving for continuous improvement in what we do and how we do it



Thorough feedback from clients and citizens on our service in order to
better match their needs



Thorough reevaluation and reexamination of ourselves and our
purposes



Staff training and development for the department as a whole in broad
areas affecting personal development and customer service



Superior customer service through regular contacts with other
department directors and clients
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Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and Annual Audit
•

Assure compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and internal controls
mainly through training, but also through pre-audit review and audits

•

Coordinate internal and external audits and special purpose auditsor studies
Annual Budget and Capital Improvement Plan

•

Coordinate

preparation

and

perform

analyses

for operating budget

development
•

Coordinate preparation of the 5-year Capital Improvement Plan

•

Monitor execution/control once adopted
Financial Forecasting and Fiscal Policy

•

Promote sound financial policies and practices and wise use of financial
resources

•

Provide sound information and advice to the Mayor, Council, department
managers, and/or any worker needing help in fulfilling the City’s mission

•

Coordinate forecast of revenues and expenditures with involved staff
Financial Analysis, Accounting (Records Management), and Reporting

•

Deliver client-driven financial and management reports and access to
information

•

Provide management accounting/reporting (cost finding, cost accounting,
indirect cost allocations, make vs. buy analyses, revenue policies, etc.)

•

Process and record the accounting of business transactions. Each business
transaction can generate multiple accounting transactions.
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•

Monitor projects including contract administration, budgeting, and life-to-date
reporting

•

Administer or support other departments with the financial aspects of grant
administration

including

preparing

special

reports

and

establishing

procedures as required by grantors
•

State and Federal Compliance Reports

•

Periodic and special purpose reports

•

Account reconciliations

•

Records management

•

Maintain taxpayer files

•

Verify account classifications (account codes) of accounting transactions to
assure accuracy in financial reports and budget compliance
Department Consulting and Business Process Support

•

Provide tools and business systems which our clients need to efficiently
handle their business transactions

•

Provide helpful training in the use of these tools and systems

•

Help develop solutions to business problems especially in areas of our
particular expertise

•

Plan, coordinate, and execute improvements to city-wide business systems
across affected departments

•

Assist with the implementation of standards and procedures, good internal
controls, application of technology, laws, and regulations
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•

Provide general advice on financial matters as well as on how to plan or
structure business transactions

•

Provide specific advice on the financial impact of proposed or actual
transactions and how to properly handle those transactions through the city’s
business processes
Asset Management / Cash and Investment

•

Cash flow coordination

•

Short-term and long-term investing

•

Prompt and accurate recording of cash receipts classified by account
Asset Management / Accounts Receivable (Billing, Adjustments)

•

Receivables billing and collection including leases receivable and payments
in lieu of taxes

•

Record adjustment of taxes due to Proposal A which has resulted in Principle
Residence exemption changes, Board of Review changes, Michigan Tax
Tribunal and Michigan State Tax Commission Court Orders

•

Distribute tax monies collected based on State requirements

•

Provide tax information to taxpayers, title companies, and mortgage
companies
Asset Management / Customer Collections Services

•

Collect city revenue and process the payments to correct customer accounts
and to correct fund accounts

•

Collect other revenue
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Asset Management / Delinquent Collections
•

Collect delinquent personal property taxes for all taxing units

•

Seize and auction property as necessary
Asset Management / Fixed Assets (including Disposition Services)

•

Maintain the City’s fixed asset records

•

Coordinate the sale of scrap/obsolete equipment and vehicles and verify
proper recording to assure accuracy in financial reporting
Liability Management / Debt Administration

•

Plan and coordinate the issuance of debt

•

Prepare official statements for issuance

•

Handle issuance of new debt as authorized

•

Schedule and process debt payments and prepare special reports as
required

•

Monitor compliance with debt requirements and covenants
Liability Management / Self Insurance

•

Administer the City’s self insurance reserves for Civil Liability, Employee
Health and Dental, Retiree Health and Dental, Workers’ Compensation, Life
and Accident, and Unemployment in cooperation with Human Resources and
the Department of Law

•

Special reports to outside agencies as required
Procurement Services (fair and open)

•

Verify compliance with City’s legal, regulatory, and management controls

•

Competitively procure goods and services
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•

Administer specification preparation and request for proposal preparation

•

Serve as a standing resource member on specification committees and
selection teams

•

Find and develop competent sources of supplies

•

Standardize purchases when in the best interest of the City

•

Combine small purchases to obtain volume discounts

•

Combine City of Dearborn purchases with other public entity procurements to
obtain volume discounts

•

Research products and disseminate information to customers

•

Train new and existing employees on Purchasing/Inventory software

•

Train new and existing employees on purchasing policies and procedures in
adherence to the purchasing ordinance

•

Resolve conflicts regarding problems and discrepancies in relation to
purchases

•

Handle emergency purchases as required

•

Administer the procurement card program
Accounts Payable Services

•

Issue payment for all services and goods received by the City

•

Perform accounts payable pre-audits to verify correct payment amount,
proper authorization, etc.

•

Verify that all payments are on purchase orders or contract encumbrances as
required by the purchasing ordinance
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•

Process all contract payments including the withholding of retainage as
appropriate and prepare all inter-fund transfer forms as needed

•

Review all travel expense reimbursement requests

•

Verify accuracy of calculations and accounting distribution

•

Work with departments and vendors to promptly resolve all variances
Payroll Administration

•

Issue payroll checks, direct deposits, and special pays arising from contract
settlements

•

Distribute labor costs to appropriate cost centers

•

File all required tax reports

•

Support budgeting and forecasting of personnel costs

•

Prepare a position control schedule and monitor adherence to budgeted
positions
Benefits Administration – Health and Welfare

•

Administer health and welfare insurance and benefit administration, including
plan document maintenance, for active employees and retirees

•

Administer

Medicare

D

reimbursement

program

and

other

government programs as offered and eligible
Benefits Administration - Retirement
•

Secretary/Treasurer to the pension boards

•

Full pension administration and staff for pension system boards

•

Investment administration with boards or investment committee

•

Pension payroll administration
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Federal

•

Retirements and estimates for employees and beneficiaries

•

Plan administrator for defined contribution plan

•

Plan support for Police and Fire MERS defined benefit plan
Labor Negotiations Support

•

Support is provided by a team including outside counsel and staff from the
Department of Law, Finance, and Human Resources as needed. The Chief
Labor Negotiator is an attorney for the Department of Law.
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
Many department duties and services are required by law or usual business practice
and cannot be prioritized on an annual basis. Required reports must be issued,
taxes billed and collected, payrolls processed, and vendors paid; therefore, our
efforts are focused on providing services as efficiently as possible.
Priorities assigned to tasks are reviewed regularly during the year to match available
resources with the workload and mandated or negotiated deadlines. Discretionary
special projects must always defer to mandatory work. Non-discretionary special
projects are handled by re-prioritizing other work or by outsourcing work.
The work can be generally classified as follows:
•

Routine transaction processing such as a regular payroll, a regular billing,
daily cash receipts, daily and weekly investments, issuing purchase orders for
goods, etc. that are done on a daily, weekly, or some other cyclical basis

•

Recurring period and year end processing, such as IRS W-2 and 1099
processing, calculating pensions, period end roll-overs and accruals, or other
processing work done on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis

•

Predictable recurring projects such as annual budget preparation, annual
financial reporting, and the closing of the tax collection cycle

•

Ad hoc or one-time special projects or reports with varying degrees of
complexity and workload such as financial feasibility studies, debt issues,
special reports, back pays, and survey responses. Some are predictable and
some are not. These assignments have varying priorities and may involve
external customers.
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•

Meetings and training to gain better understanding or to plan future activities

•

Training clients and staff on fiscal topics and use of business systems and
procedures

•

Planning and implementing changes in work or methods as a result of
mandates or to effect improvements

•

Negotiation of contracts, participation on selection teams for professional and
technical services, consulting services in areas involving finance, internal
controls, or accounting and bookkeeping

•

Consulting regarding purchasing, budget, and financial matters

•

Fiscal advisor to the Mayor, Council, department directors, and other
managers and staff

•

Establishing and monitoring internal controls, systems, and procedures
related to financial operations and protection of assets

•

Fiscal policy development including budget policy and formal financial
reporting policy and format

•

Oversight

of

budget

preparation,

including

budget

compilation

and

coordination of the operating budget, capital budget, debt service, and capital
improvement plan; forecasting of revenues, expenditures and personnel
costing; service rate analyses; coordination of proposed grant budget with city
requirements; recommendations to the Mayor, Council, and department
directors regarding alternatives
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•

Developing tools for budget preparation such as procedures, software,
training, and information access and retrieval services for those involved in
the budget process

•

Budget administration, including production of monthly budget reports
(departments may run their own); analysis of significant variances in both
revenue and expense with involved departments, helping to develop
corrective actions if required; review of proposed contracts against budget
prior to purchase; and monitoring payroll position control reports

•

Expenditure administration, including accounts payable review, payments on
purchase orders, all contracts including personnel services, construction and
other services, travel expense, real estate, inter-fund transfers; verification of
accuracy of calculations and accounting distribution; and prompt resolution of
all variances with involved parties

•

Revenue administration involving fee and tax policy review; prompt and
accurate recording of actual cash receipts classified by account; receivables
billing and collection, including leases receivable and payments in lieu of
taxes

•

Processing of refunds for deposits, overpayments, or cancellations

•

Cash management, including preparing cash flow forecasts, management of
short term investments, and non-pension long term investments

•

Grant

accounting

to

handle

administrative restrictions
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special

reporting,

recordkeeping,

or

•

Cost accounting for street and road maintenance and construction pursuant
to Act 51 Major/Local Streets and engineering and inspection costs for all
projects

•

Supporting financial aspects of capital project planning, budgeting and
execution, including financial advice to project managers, accounting and
reporting on a life-to-date basis for all projects, maintenance of project files
and charts of accounts, and preparation and review of project budget reports

•

Accounting and reporting on donations for restricted purpose “Designated
Purposes” endowment funds or revolving funds

•

Fixed asset accounting and reporting for all city real and personal property or
equipment

•

Financial aspects of risk management programs for civil liability, Workers’
Compensation and employee benefits including managing funded reserves
against claims, review of settlements, and budget preparation in cooperation
with the Department of Law

•

Administering three internal defined benefit plans, including support for the
Pension Boards; preparation of pension computations and estimates; assist
with codification of pension related ordinances and legal opinions;
consultation with legal counsel regarding pension procedures, litigation and
ordinance language; maintain records on all aspects of plan administration
including pension administration, asset management (including monitoring
pension

money

managers,

and
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review

of

investment

policy

and

performance), payroll and tax records; and compile data for actuarial reports
for three pension plans, life insurance and post-retirement health benefits
•

Supporting the Municipal Employees Retirement System (MERS) defined
benefit retirement program for public safety staff only.

•

Administering the Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans in
conjunction with Prudential

•

Administering the Retiree Medical Savings Account (RMSA) and High
Deductible Health Insurance Saving Accounts, Cafeteria Plan including IRS
125 Flexible Spending Accounts, and Health & Welfare benefits including
health, dental, vision, life, and other programs as negotiated

•

Payroll administration for over 700 full-time salaried and hourly employees,
almost 714 part-time and seasonal employees, and about 1,013 pensioners,
including timekeeping, control of deductions, employee insurance programs,
paid leave accruals, payroll expense forecasting, and computation of back
pays resulting from labor settlements. Approximately 44,905 paychecks or
direct deposits are produced in a typical year.

•

General accounting services include the following: maintain the City’s master
Chart of Accounts; prepare journal entries for accruals, adjustments to actual
budgets or encumbrances, daily update of all accounting transactions, periodand year-end closings and reports including routine period-end reports, the
City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR), interim financial
reports, Bureau of Census reports, reports to bond rating agencies, and a
host of special reports to various oversight agencies and boards
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•

Debt administration (coordinated with budget and cash management),
maintain subsidiary records on bonds, notes or leases payable, preparation
of the official issuer’s offering statements for securities (similar to a
prospectus), execution of supporting documents, maintenance of liens or
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) records relating to leased property, and
special reporting to IRS, State Treasury, and other government agencies

•

Supporting labor contract negotiation involving contracts with nine bargaining
units covering approximately 614 people and three “meet and confer” groups,
including the District Court group, covering approximately 66 people. These
contracts determine wages, benefits, and working conditions.

•

Providing timely and uninterrupted procurement of goods and services
requiring quotation, formal sealed bids, and proposals or emergency
measures to service our internal customers on a day-to-day basis.

•

General administration of the Finance Department, including Accounting,
Treasury, Purchasing, Payroll, and Pension Administration

•

Administrative support, including secretarial support, document production,
records management, and receptionist functions

•

Special assignments from the Mayor

•

Revenue collected is processed daily. This includes payments at our office,
payments by mail, payments at other locations, and online payments
(electronic).

Daily deadlines are intrinsic to operations.

Good cash

management requires accuracy and prompt processing of payments
received.
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•

City Charter determines the tax due dates and Michigan state law determines
how and when collections for the various tax entities are to be disbursed.
Tax bills must be produced, mailed, and collected.

Tax monies must be

disbursed to the proper authorities.
•

Superior

customer

service

to

residents,

mortgage

companies,

title

companies, and other external customers as well as internal customers is a
top priority. Information must be accurate and up-to-date for the refinancing,
buying, and selling of property.

Customers must be assured that the

information provided is accurate and up-to-date.
•

Fostering best cash management practices, process improvement, and
employee development are a top priority.

RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
External Contacts
•

City of Dearborn residents

•

Taxpayers and non-taxpayers

•

Business owners

•

Commercial property owners

•

Financial institutions

•

Mortgage companies

•

Title companies

•

Tax service companies

•

Dearborn Schools
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•

Westwood Schools

•

Wayne County

•

State of Michigan, including the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT), Department of Treasury, and Department of Environmental Quality

•

Federal government, including the Internal Revenue Service, US Bureau of
Census, and US Department of Labor

•

Current and potential vendors who provide services or products to the City

•

Professional service providers such as attorneys, actuaries, engineers,
investment managers who may serve other departments or boards, but
interact frequently with Finance administration or accounting staff

•

Retirees and beneficiaries

•

Families of employees and pensioners with benefit questions

•

Investors in City bonds and installment purchase agreements

Internal Contacts
•

Mayor

•

Council

•

19th District Court

•

City Clerk

•

Pension Boards

•

Department directors, managers, supervisors, and others involved in
planning, projects, budgets, or conducting transactions involving City
business especially Recreation, Public Works, Police, Human Resources,
and Law.
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•

Employees with questions on pay or benefits and enrollment

•

Other boards and commissions, especially East Dearborn Downtown
Development Authority (EDDDA), West Dearborn Downtown Development
Authority (WDDDA), and the Civil Service and the City Plan commissions

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The Finance Department is financed from the General Fund as a function of
General Government.

The 1% tax administrative fee covers a majority of the

Treasury Division costs with total department associated revenues of $830,000 .
The department manages the City’s investments. This activity generated $254,000
in net revenue for fiscal 2014-15 on an average $199.3 million invested. Of this
portion, $30,000 was revenue to the General Fund. The average investment pool
yield was .13%.
In response to the real estate and credit crisis beginning in 2007 and the resulting
economic recession, the Federal Reserve rapidly lowered the federal funds rate.
Their near zero interest rate policy has been in effect since December 2008 and low
rates have been in place for an extended period of time. As a result, lower interest
rates have decreased the interest income generated from the City’s investment
portfolio. The City’s investment policy in order of priority is safety, liquidity, and
yield. Given that market values of fixed income securities decline in a rising interest
rate environment the portfolio duration is very short and positioned accordingly for
the inevitable increase in interest rates. The timing is not known and rate increases
will likely be very gradual.
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
GENERAL FUND - FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Fiscal 2015
Actual
Un-audited
EXPENDITURE CATEGORY
Personnel Services

Percent
Of
Total

$ 1,855,089 $1,855,089

Professional & Contractual Services
Repair & Maintenance Services
Rentals
Insurance & Bonds
Communications
Printing & Publishing
Training & Transportation
Supplies & Materials
Other Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
TOTAL

77.4 %

266,994
2,227
146,276
18,862
1,404
2,129
32,977
66,299
5,028
542,196
$ 2,397,285

Staff expense is the primary cost of the department.

22.6 %
100.0 %

The next largest cost is

contract services which include the annual independent audit fees, technology
equipment replacement fees, and professional support. Postage is included in the
supplies category and is primarily for the mailing of tax bills and other billings,
payroll, and purchasing mailings. The printing cost is for the production of the City’s
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and the Annual Budget documents. The
quantity of actual printed documents has declined and we have moved to publishing
these documents on the Internet.
In FY1980 the department operated with 48 full-time positions. By FY2000 the size
of the department had decreased to 36 full-time positions and over the last 14 years
the department has experienced additional reductions of 11 positions bringing the
staffing level to 25 full-time positions.
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARD
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR FY 2014 – 2015
1. Prepare the City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and other Compliance
financial reporting/filing.
2. Prepare the City’s 5-year Capital Improvement Plan and the 3-year Budget
3. Capital project support and financing (CSO, Intermodal Passenger Rail Facility,
others)
4. Technology Initiatives
a. Implement Financial System replacement (multiple year effort)
b. Automated time and attendance system procurement and implementation
c. Records management (imaging, file structures/organization, retention).
Complete training and any residual imaging of records.
5. Continue staff development, including cross training.
6. Support intergovernmental initiatives
7. Continue consultant performed internal controls reviews and assist in executing
approved recommendations.
8. Support the Chief Labor Negotiator
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9. Complete the purchasing calendar in conjunction with the budget process to more
effectively plan purchases
10. Complete and distribute a comprehensive Purchasing Policy/Procedure manual that
reflects current practices and incorporates appropriate uses of technology
11. Complete a training program that incorporates simple and effective practices for
customer/clients to manage contracts for goods and services
12. Support the execution of the approved Community Task Force recommendations.
13. Continue to support Key Performance Indicators and measurements for the City
Development Initiative group
Progress Report
1. Prepare the City’s CAFR to meet the highest standards required and to achieve
the

Government

Finance

Officers

Association’s

Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting.

(GFOA)

Certificate

of

Also comply with the State

requirement for special public transparency reporting.
Status: The independent external auditor issued an unqualified (clean) opinion.
The City again was awarded the Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in
Financial Reporting pending the completion of the GFOA review.
2. Prepare the Annual Budget (3 Years) and the 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan
Status: The budget process included 12 Council budget workshops in addition
to the Public Hearing and Budget Adoption meetings. The first session was
March 19, 2015 and the Council process closed with the budget adoption on
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June 11, 2015.

The voters approved in the November 2011 election an

additional 3.5 Charter operating mills for a 5-year duration and also 1 dedicated
Library mill for a 10-year duration. With the full levy of these millages authorized,
the structural budget challenge was eliminated for Fiscal Year 2015. However,
financial challenges remain and cost-cutting activities continue.

Given the

significance of the financial challenges, alternatives must be determined and
executed prior to the 5-year millage sunset. The State of Michigan Legislature
and Governor are phasing out business personal property taxes. The overall
financial challenge is estimated to be at least $12 million annually, but the
legislative action provides for a special assessment district (SAD) for
replacement income.

The budget situation continues to place a substantial

demand on the department’s resources.
The 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan was adopted by the City Planning
Commission and the City Council. Capital projects have decreased given the
economic conditions.
3. Capital project support and financing.

Support includes monitoring project

budgets, managing cash flow, administering debt, and preparing project
forecasts to assure that sufficient resources are available for both construction
and debt. Current and potential projects include:
a. Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) projects
Status: The CSO projects consumes a lot of time. The staff is administering the
State Revolving Fund (SRF) and Drinking Water Revolving Fund (DWRF)
financing with combined authorized loans of over $262 million. We continue to
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follow the comprehensive financial plan that includes up to three more CSOrelated loans.
b. Intermodal Passenger Rail Facility
Status: The Intermodal Passenger Rail Facility Project included teaming with
Economic & Community Development (ECD) for vendor contract amendments
and payments, budget support, and grant compliance and draw requests.

The

facility is now fully operational.
4. Technology Initiatives
a. Financial System Replacement
Status:

The City Council approved the replacement of the current computer

system with the same vendor, but with a completely modernized Windows-based
product running on a network with a different database. The relocation to the
Dearborn Administrative Center and the corresponding records management
and imaging demands exceeded capacity and this initiative was deferred.
b. Automated Time and Attendance
Status:

The financial system’s vendor has a preferred vendor for time and

attendance. A team has been identified for execution and the final processing to
select the vendor is in progress.

It is expected that a new system will be

implemented in the coming year.
c. Records Management
Status:

This activity is significant in terms of the volume of historical

records, the importance of properly maintaining those records, and in making the
transition to the electronic records management model.
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Records were

disposed, sent to long-term storage, sent to short-term storage and placed on
the retention schedule for timed disposal, outsourced for scanning, internally
scanned, or are in the queue for scanning.

Substantial progress has been

made and daily efforts continue with migrating historical records to the electronic
format.
5. Continue staff development
Status:

Succession planning efforts continue as staff have retired or are

becoming eligible to retire. About half of the staff members have less than a
couple years of service with a few in their first year of service. The department
continues to face a significant learning curve placing substantial demands on the
longer-serving team members. Staff continue to participate in webinars regularly
as well as attending professional organization training locally and out-of-state for
specialized classes.

Staff are also attending vendor sponsored specialized

education programs and training provided by training organizations. The team
has a great make-up and all maintain training logs with ongoing activity.
6. Support Intergovernmental Initiatives
Status:

The Fire Department has taken lead on the effort to consolidate

Dispatch services for Dearborn, Dearborn Heights and Melvindale. The Finance
Department is engaged with this effort for budgeting, procurement activities, and
will support the execution phase as well.
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7. Internal Control Consultant
Status:

A consultant was selected and initiated their internal control review

in May 2013. They have began the process of updating policies and procedures
to ensure effective and efficient operations. Remote cash receipting operations
were targeted for the initial efforts with Camp Dearborn, Mystic Creek, and
Dearborn Hills, the Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC), Recreation Center, and
Libraries being reviewed. A series of recommendations for each location were
provided resulting in efforts to update software and hardware system, security
systems, and other operational components.

Many of the recommendations

were accepted and substantial planning and execution activities have been
completed and are operational.

Several of the operations are close to

completing the upgrades, however other locations are in various stages of
execution.

The Recreation Center and the DISC will be first to finalize the

upgrades and the consultant will return to finalize formal policies and procedures.
Every operation has experienced improvements already with some locations
experiencing significant improvements in income with modern business
transaction options now in place, coupled with expanded operational changes.
These favorable side benefits are in addition to the original internal controls goal.
8. Support the Chief Labor Negotiator
9. Status:

All labor contracts expired June 30, 2015 and negotiations

started early this calendar year. The Finance staff members have supported the
new Chief Labor Negotiator with proposals, operational designs, financial
estimates and budget action, and attended meetings with the labor group
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negotiation teams.

This also includes support for the Local Officers

Compensation Commission. Several labor groups settled contracts prior to June
30 ,2015 and most other groups are expected to settle in July and August.
9. Develop a purchasing calendar in conjunction with the budget process to more
effectively plan purchases.
Status:

The first phase of the Purchasing Calendar has been researched

and compiled. It reflects a plan for major and recurring purchases for FY2016.
The

goal

is

to

ensure

that

contracts

for

seasonal

services

are

solicited/established in a time frame that promotes optimal pricing for the City;
and contracts are established to minimize disruptions in product or service
delivery. The next phase will involve: reviewing the CIP to identify projects for
the current fiscal year; meeting with departments to establish a solicitation
schedule for their projects. The purpose is to encourage departments to start
projects earlier in the fiscal year.
10. Update and distribute a comprehensive Purchasing Policy/Procedure manual
that reflects current practices and incorporates appropriate uses of technology
Status:

All policies and procedures are being reviewed and updated by a

department-wide committee and will be distributed when complete.

Those

procedures impacted by technology are being updated as appropriate.
11. Develop a training program that incorporates simple and effective practices for
customer/clients to manage contracts for goods and services.
Status:

An electronic based program (PowerPoint and video presentations)

currently exist on City web. The existing training materials were reviewed. A
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plan is being implemented to reintroduce this program for customers/clients to
manage contracts for goods and services that currently exists on CityWeb.
12. Support

the

execution

of

the

approved

Community

Task

Force

recommendations
Status: The committee has not been formed at this point and action is pending
accordingly.
13. Develop Key Performance Indicators and measurements for the City
Development Initiative group.
Status:

Overall City financial and debt refinancing measurements were

developed and reported on.

Operational activity for the budget internet activity,

treasury initiatives, and purchasing activity are reported on. New measures are
likely to be developed for future focus and reporting.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
1. The operations successfully relocated from City Hall to the Dearborn
Administrative Center.
2. The Parking System debt was restructured to reduce the annual debt service to
relieve the General Fund support.
3. 2004 CSO voter authorized debt was refinanced producing savings of $2 million
that will be reflected in reduced future debt tax millages.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
Transaction volumes
During 2014-2015, the Accounting Division issued 44,905 payroll direct deposit
payments. All of the active and retiree payroll disbursement are now electronic
direct deposit or pay cards. The Accounting Division issued 8,717 accounts payable
checks to vendors, customers, and employees. In addition 2,138 electronic
payments were issued to a total of 203 vendors through June 30, 2015 using the
Automated Clearing House (ACH) process. The numbers below reflect the number
of accounting transactions that have been processed so far for FY2015. The
Accounting Division is working on year-end accounting and additional transactions
still need to be processed.
Transaction Type
AJ
Adjusting entries
AP Accounts payable
BA Budget adjustments
CR Cash receipts
EN Encumbrance/Purchase Orders
TF Inter-fund Transfers

FY 2015
Preliminary
161,706
30,209
5,579
17,834
6,603
9,475

Total Accounting Transactions

231,406

•

Rebates totaled $13,587.38

•

2,184 purchase orders were issued for the period July 1, 2014 through June
30, 2015 for $28,034,119
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The day-to-day activity level of the Treasury Division is dependent upon the due
dates of the various city invoices.

The day of the week the bill is due and even

weather can influence the amount of activity.
There are approximately 96,884 summer (which includes all three installment
billings) and winter tax bills issued each tax year. The tax year cycle is July 1
through February 28. On March 1, the delinquent tax roll is turned over to Wayne
County Treasurer for collection. At the end of 2014 tax year, approximately 97% of
all taxes have been collected.

Due to the present economic environment the

amount of tax collection showed a slight increase from 96.4% in 2012 to 97.15% in
tax year 2013 and 97.73% in 2014.
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The Treasury Division processed approximately 150,610 transactions for all city
departments totaling $276,998,923.70 during FY2015. Cashiers may process as
many as 4,452 transactions on a due date.
In 2012, the Treasury Division contracted Alliance Payment Processing Service to
Collect Tax, Miscellaneous Receivables, Special Assessment and Water check
payments mailed to the City. Alliance provides the City with an electronic data file
which is then import processed by the Treasury Division. Checks payments received
at the Treasury drop box are being processed by City cashier’s with the exception of
Tax Due Dates, which are forwarded to Alliance Payment Processing Service Inc.
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Telephone calls and payment volume increases closer to due dates. Average call
volume for a usual business day is 45 calls; during peak times, the call volume may
spike to as high as 300 calls or more per day with a total number of 14,818 calls
received in FY2015
Counter traffic is approximately 200 to 500 customers on a usual business day, but
the number can increase to up to 1,000 on or near a tax due date. Between the
due dates the staff prepares for the next due date by evaluating the process and
acting to increase efficiencies
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR FY 2015 - 2016
1. Prepare the City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and other
Compliance financial reporting/filing
2. Prepare the City’s 5-year Capital Improvement Plan and the 3-year Budget
3. Capital project support and financing
4. Technology Initiatives
a. Implement Financial System replacement (multiple year effort)
b. Automated

time

and

attendance

system

procurement

and

implementation
c. Records management (imaging, file structures/organization, retention).
Complete training and any residual imaging of records
5. Continue staff development, including cross training
6. Support intergovernmental initiatives
7. Continue consultant performed internal controls reviews and assist in
executing approved recommendations
8. Support the Chief Labor Negotiator
9. Continue to refine the purchasing calendar to incorporate capital projects, in
conjunction with the budget process to more effectively plan purchases
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10. Update,

organize,

and

distribute

a

comprehensive

Purchasing

Policy/Procedure manual that reflects current practices and incorporates
appropriate uses of technology
11. Update the existing training program to incorporate simple and effective
practices for customer/clients to manage contracts for goods and services
12. Support

the

execution

of

the

approved

Community

Task

Force

recommendations
13. Continue to support Key Performance Indicators and measurements for the
City Development Initiative group
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Dearborn Fire Department is to provide the highest level of life safety
and property protection through Fire Suppression, Emergency Medical Services, Fire
and Injury Prevention, Technical Rescue and Hazard Mitigation.

We Value Life
The safety of our Firefighters and our community will be the primary motivation for all of
our actions.

We Value People
The well-being of our community is important to us. We do all we can to support those
that have suffered a loss. How we treat each other will determine the quality of our
organization. We will treat each other with respect and caring.

We Value Commitment
Being a Dearborn Firefighter is much more than a job. It is a demanding profession. We
will aggressively train, educate and respond.
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Dearborn Fire Department’s administration is comprised of two appointed
officials - the Fire Chief and Deputy Fire Chief. The fire department employs one
Executive Coordinator and 126 firefighters assigned to three divisions and six bureaus.
On August 25, 2013, the Dearborn Fire Department merged with the City of Melvindale
Fire Department. Providing fire, rescue, and emergency medical services for the City of
Melvindale has led to substantial savings for the City of Melvindale, while creating a
new source of revenue for the City of Dearborn. More importantly, the merger had led
to improved services within both communities; merging the two cities’ stations,
equipment, and firefighters gave both cities additional resources to draw from for
incidents in their cities, increasing each fire department’s service levels and capabilities.
The City of Dearborn Fire Department provides the Cities of Dearborn and Melvindale
with a multitude of services including:


Fire Suppression



Emergency Medical Response



Fire Prevention



Disaster Management and Planning



Fire Investigation



Rescue and Extrication Services



Fire Code Enforcement



Hazardous Material Response



Fire Inspections



Fire Plan Review

The City of Dearborn Fire Department provides services twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. The Fire Department provides Fire-EMS-Rescue services out of five
geographically placed fire houses. The Fire Department also provides public education
to the community both on site and throughout the City through the Fire Safety House.
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Fire Station 1
(313) 943-3034
3750 Greenfield Road
Dearborn, MI 48120
Fire Department Administration
(313) 943-2277
Fire Chief, Deputy Chief, 2 Assistant Chiefs,
Executive Coordinator, EMS, Training, and
Emergency Management

Fire Station 2
(313) 943-4142
19800 Outer Drive
Dearborn, MI 48124

Fire Station 3
(313) 943-4143
3630 Wyoming
Dearborn, MI 48120

Fire Station 4
(313) 943-4145
Apparatus Bureau
(313) 943-3085
6501 Schaefer
Dearborn, MI 48126

Fire Station 5
(313) 943-2868
3160 Oakwood Blvd.
Melvindale, MI 48122

Fire Safety House
Public Education
(313) 943-2115
19750 Outer Drive
Dearborn, MI 48124
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Fire-EMS-Rescue services are deployed through the operation of six main company formations:


Five ALS Engine Companies



Five ALS Rescue Units



One ALS Quint Company



One Battalion Chief Command Unit



Two ALS Ladder Companies



40-hour staff support vehicles

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The primary function of the City of Dearborn Fire Department is to protect the life safety
and health of our citizens as well as to conserve properties from the ravages of fire and
other dangerous situations.

Organization of the Dearborn Fire Department
The Dearborn Fire Department is organized as a department employing 128 full-time
members with an organizational mission to provide fire protection, emergency medical
services, environmental protection and related support services to the community.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF THE DEARBORN FIRE DEPARTMENT
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES and RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
In order to best meet the mission of the Dearborn Fire Department the organization is
further broken down into three divisions and six bureaus.

DEARBORN FIRE DEPARTMENT DIVISIONS
The Dearborn Fire Department is organized into three separate divisions: the
Administrative Division, the Emergency Operations Division and the Support Service
and Strategic Programs Division:

FIRE DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATION
DIVISION

EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
DIVISION

SUPPORT SERVICES AND
STRATEGIC PROGRAMS
DIVISION
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FIRE ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
The Administrative Division includes the Fire Chief, the Deputy Fire Chief and the
Executive Coordinator:

Fire Department Administrative Division

Fire Chief Joseph Murray
Deputy Fire Chief Joey Thorington
Executive Coordinator Hala Hamdan

Fire Chief
The Fire Chief is an appointed employee and is responsible for the administration and
operation of the Fire Department in its entirety. The Fire Chief plans, coordinates and
directs a complete program of fire suppression, prevention, investigation, and rescue
and code enforcement. The Fire Service is a highly regulated profession and the Fire
Chief has ultimate responsibility for Fire Department compliance with all local, state and
federal regulations. The Fire Chief coordinates recruitment and hiring of department
staff; he assigns work and develops Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). The Fire
Chief is one of only two positions within the Fire Department that is not a part of the
labor group. As such, the Fire Chief is responsible for all aspects of labor negotiations,
preparation and research. The Fire Chief also acts as the representative for the City in
the labor grievance process and engages in labor relations as appropriate.
The Fire Chief is responsible to and regularly reports to the Mayor of the City of
Dearborn as well as the Mayor of the City of Melvindale. The Fire Chief regularly
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attends City Council Meetings for both communities as well as Public Safety
Commission meetings for the City of Melvindale. The Fire Chief is the Fire Department’s
representative to the Western Wayne Fire Department Mutual Aid Association, the
Downriver Fire Department Mutual Aid Association, the Southeastern Michigan
Association of Fire Chiefs and many other cooperative fire service groups.
The Fire Chief has ultimate authority over the construction and development of the Fire
Department’s $21,000,000 annual budget. The Fire Chief ensures proper
administration and compliance with all purchasing ordinances, reviews purchasing
requests, monitors overtime and other expense reports.
The Fire Chief also acts as the Fire Department spokesman and attends many events
as the liaison both during and after regular work hours. Due to the significant amount of
responsibilities there is no “regular” work day for the Fire Chief. Work days include
office hours, meetings both internally and with other communities, budget reviews,
public appearances, procedural development and meetings with staff.

Deputy Fire Chief
The Deputy Fire Chief position has transformed in recent years from a mainly
operational role into an administration role due to increased administrative demands.
The Deputy Fire Chief acts as the Chief Financial Officer of the Fire Department. He is
the primary employee responsible for the management of the Fire Department budget
and monitors all expenses and revenues on a daily basis. The Deputy Fire Chief is the
primary contact for purchasing and assists the Assistant Fire Chiefs with purchasing of
goods and services required for the continued successful operations of the Fire
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Department. The Deputy Fire Chief constructs regular budgetary reports for the Fire
Chief and works with the Fire Chief in development of the annual budget.
The Deputy Fire Chief is the primary employee tasked with ensuring the continued
success of the Dearborn Fire Department’s three major revenue streams: ambulance
service billing, cost recovery for accidents and fires, and billing for treatment-notransport calls. This is in addition to various other smaller revenue generating services.
The Deputy Fire Chief ensures that revenue is properly collected and considers
hardship requests on all compensation obligations.
The Deputy Fire Chief also serves as the Dearborn Fire Department Quality Assurance
Program Coordinator. The Deputy Fire Chief is responsible for the daily review of
operations to ensure that proper practices are being utilized to ensure: the safety and
health of all employees, best service delivery, and compliance with all local, state and
federal ordinances.
In the absence of the Fire Chief, the Deputy Fire Chief acts as the Fire Department’s
spokesman and makes administrative decisions. As the only other member not in the
labor group the Deputy Fire Chief works closely with the Fire Chief in preparation and
development of strategies for labor negotiations. The Deputy Fire Chief can also
administer corrective actions and take part in the grievance process as a representative
of the City.
The typical work day of the Deputy Fire Chief is administrative in nature and nonoperational unless in the case of a major incident. The Deputy Fire Chief meets on a
daily basis with other City departments, ensures compliance with all Fire, EMS and
Safety standards and spends time reviewing the budget and quality assurance
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documents. The Deputy Fire Chief collects and reviews statistical data and regularly
reports to the Fire Chief on trends.

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS DIVISION
The Emergency Operations Division consists of three bureaus: the Training Bureau, the
Emergency Medical Services Bureau, and the Fire Suppression and Rescue Bureau. It
is headed by one Assistant Fire Chief (AFC) who is supported by two other 40-hour staff
members. The 117 assigned to this division are “line personnel” assigned to fire
engine, ladder and rescue companies.
The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations provides the Fire Chief with regular
progress reports of the division. The Emergency Operations Division performs all tasks
assigned to it by the Fire Chief, and is responsible for all aspects surrounding the
mitigation of emergency incidents. The Emergency Operations Division includes the
Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau, the Training Bureau, and the EMS
Bureau.

Emergency
Operations
Division

Training Bureau

Fire Suppression
and Emergency
Services Bureau
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EMS Bureau

Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations
The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations (AFC of Emergency Ops) is
responsible for the administration of all activities surrounding delivery of emergency fire
and rescue services. The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Ops is an administrative
position which ensures coordination of emergency service delivery with other activities
required of fire suppression crews such as: Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act Title III (SARA Title III) inspections of facilities, fire education,
manpower assignments and training of personnel. Coordination of services with the
Assistant Fire Chief of the Support Services and Strategic Programs is a daily
requirement to ensure both divisions are working together to deliver services in a most
efficient manner.
The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations is responsible for confirming the
delivery of standardized services among three separate 24-hour scheduled work units
at the five fire stations. The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations works with
the Fire Chief and the Deputy Fire Chief in the development and implementation of the
Standard Operating Procedures. He manages limited accounts of the master Fire
Department budget. He serves as a liaison on behalf of the Fire Chief at a number of
engagements to ensure the primary work concentration & responsibilities of the line
personnel. The Assistant Fire Chief represents the Fire Department on:


Medical Control Board Operations Committee



Regional Alliance for Firefighter Training Group



DFD Technology Committee



Medical Control Advisory Board
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DFD Protocol Development Committee



Mutual Aid Box Alarm System Liaison



Represents the Fire Department at Mutual Aid Group Meetings



Liaison for the State of Michigan Office of Emergency Medical Services

The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations position has brought much
improvement to the standardization and delivery of emergency services throughout the
Dearborn Fire Department. All units and stations have become more compliant with
previously developed practices and procedures. This ensures a higher level of safety
and a higher level of efficiency for those operating on the scene of an emergency.
The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations is responsible to ensure that all
emergency operations are compliant with all local, State and Federal requirements.
The delivery of emergency services is a highly regulated industry and requires constant
attention to ensure the safety and welfare of the firefighters and the public at large. The
AFC of Emergency Ops is responsible to ensure compliance with various emergency
medical service delivery license requirements for the Fire Department and its vehicles,
the implementation of safety standards as required by Michigan Occupational Safety &
Health Administration (MIOSHA), and the implementation of best practices according to
National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) standards. The Assistant Fire Chief of
Emergency Operations also monitors daily response times, service delivery, and
assesses hazardous vulnerability, and reports on these matters to the Fire Chief on a
regular daily basis.
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Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau
The Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau is a responsible mitigation of all
non-law enforcement emergencies within the City of Dearborn. The Fire Suppression
and Emergency Services Bureau is tasked with performing a number of specialty
services not covered in the other bureaus of the fire department including:


Hazard Material Response



Confined Space Operations



Specialized Rescue Services



Vehicle Extrication



SARA Title III Surveys



Fire Hydrant Testing



Fire Cadet Training



Fire Hose Testing

Fire control and fire suppression is the primary responsibility of the Suppression
Bureau. To facilitate these services, the bureau maintains a number of specialized fire
companies and vehicles including:


Five Engine Companies



Five Rescue Companies



One Quint Company



One Incident Commander Vehicle



Two Ladder Companies



Two Spare Rescue Vehicles



Two Spare Engines

The Fire Suppression Bureau is staffed with 117 full-time professional firefighters. The
fire companies operate out of five geographically placed fire stations. Four stations are
placed with Dearborn’s borders and are located on the west, east, central and southeast
sections of the City of Dearborn. Dearborn’s fifth station (Station 5) is located in the City
of Melvindale. Apparatus out of Station 5 respond to runs both within Dearborn’s and
Melvindale’s borders. The Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau operates
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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3 Battalion Chiefs
(One per Shift)

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5

1 Battalion Chief

1 ALS Ladder

1 ALS Quint

1 ALS Ladder

1 ALS Engine

1 ALS Engine

2 ALS Engines

1 ALS Rescue

1 ALS Engine

1 ALS Rescue

1 ALS Rescue

1 ALS Rescue

1 ALS Rescue

Fire control and suppression is the primary responsibility of the Fire Suppression
Bureau. The Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau continues to meet
response times under five minutes and is often able to arrive at fires during their
incipient stage, preventing much larger loss of life and property. This standard will
continue to be challenged as run volumes continue to escalate. Search, rescue, and
extrication are also functions of the Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau.
The City of Dearborn is a member of the Western Wayne County Mutual Aid
Association and the Down River Mutual Aid Association. At times, Dearborn Fire will
assist our neighboring communities with fire suppression services when requested.

Fire Suppression Bureau Customer Profile
The Fire Suppression Bureau’s customer profile is expansive. Primary services are
provided to property owners and visitors to the Cities of Dearborn and Melvindale
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through fire suppression. Many other customers are served however including
commuters, city businesses, industrial plants, and the City of Dearborn’s Mutual Aid
Partners. The Fire Suppression Bureau spends countless hours working with the 26
high rises in Dearborn and one in Melvindale to ensure proper procedures are in place
to coordinate an efficient fire attack and evacuation plan.

Training Bureau
The Training Bureau of the Fire Department is managed by the Battalion Chief of
Training. The Training Bureau’s primary responsibility is to prepare firefighters for all
situations that they may encounter in the performance of their duties. The Training
Chief may also act as the department’s liaison to regional training alliances with other
fire departments.

Training Chief
The Training Chief is the primary operational officer responsible for training line
employees on the principles, practices, procedures and equipment utilized in fire
suppression and rescue. The Training Chief is tasked with organizing and scheduling
training programs in coordination with the AFC of Emergency Operations in order to
ensure compliance with local, state and federal standards. The Training Chief is
responsible for developing and implementing lesson plans and train firefighters in both
classroom settings and in the field. The Training Chief acts as the liaison with outside
agencies when cooperative training is required. As the operational officer tasked with
training, the Training Chief is the de facto leader of the new Dearborn Fire Department
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Confined Space and Technical Rescue Team. The Training Chief may respond to
major incidents and act as a safety officer.

Training Bureau Operations
Other roles of the Training Bureau include:


Coordination of firefighter credentials



National Fire Protections Association Standards (NFPA) Compliance



Fire suppression training



Liaison work with the Michigan Fire Fighters Training Council (MFFTC)



In-services at fire stations



Management of OHSA 1910



Coordination of Extrication and Specialized Rescue Training



Vehicle Code PA 300 training

Training Bureau Customer Profile
The main customer of the Training Bureau is the personnel of the Dearborn Fire
Department. It is through this training where efficiency in services is perfected in an
effort to better serve the citizenry of Dearborn. Other customers include neighboring fire
departments, regional training alliances and other City departments.

EMS Bureau
The Dearborn Fire Department Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Bureau is headed
by a Chief Officer who functions as the Fire Department EMS Coordinator.
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EMS Coordinator
The EMS Coordinator is responsible to coordinate all EMS activities with the front line
staff of the Dearborn Fire Department. The EMS Coordinator researches, prepares and
analyzes EMS statistics and reports his findings to the AFC of Emergency Operations.
The EMS Coordinator is responsible for the development and implementation of the
EMS continuing educational program for the Dearborn Fire Department employees.
The EMS coordinator is responsible for the creation of lesson plans and delivery of
education to the members of the Fire Department as regulated by the State of
Michigan’s Department of Consumer & Industrial Services Division of Emergency
Medical Services. The EMS Coordinator takes inventory of station medical supplies
and completes worksheets for the ordering of supplies by the AFC of Emergency
Operations in compliance with purchasing ordinances. The EMS Coordinator provides
input on ambulance specifications and assists in the installation of EMS equipment.
The EMS Coordinator is the primary contact for all infectious disease exposures,
medical questions and medical equipment needs. The EMS Coordinator, in compliance
with the AFC of Emergency Operations, ensures compliance with all applicable NFPA,
MIOSHA, state and local regulations regarding the managing of an EMS service.

EMS Bureau Operations
The EMS Bureau manages a fleet consisting of:


Five Advanced Life Support (ALS) Rescue Companies



Five Advanced Life Support (ALS) Engine Companies



One Advanced Life Support (ALS) Quint Company
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Two Advanced Life Support (ALS) Ladder Companies



One EMS Triage Responder Unit (Staff Vehicle)

The EMS Bureau fulfills the needs of its customer base through coordination with other
City departments, the State of Michigan, and the Fire Chief’s Office. The EMS Bureau
is tasked with the treatment and transport of the public who insure medical illness or
traumatic injury. All members of the Fire Department are dually trained to provide
emergency medical treatment as well as combat fires and provide rescue services. The
personnel used to staff the ambulance units are the same personnel who are utilized in
fire suppression activities.
Outside of its primary responsibility to ensure the proper treatment and transport of
medical and trauma patients, the EMS Bureau also performs a number of ancillary roles
that are required to ensure proper compliance with industry standards. Some of the
other various roles of the EMS Bureau are as follows:

EMS Bureau Customer Profile


Invalid Assistance



Medical Supply Coordination



Well-Being Checks



EMS Education and Re-licensure



Dearborn Fire Department Compliance OSHA Act 129



Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation Classes (CPR)



AED Placement and Up-keep



DFD Compliance with P.A. 179 Communicable Diseases
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Ride-a-long Programs with Henry Ford College and Henry Ford Health System.



Medical Control Liaison Work

The EMS Bureau of the Fire Department serves many community shareholders. The
main customer component of the bureau is the general public who require treatment
and transport for medical or traumatic injuries. Secondly, the EMS Bureau reaches out
to many public, private and non-profit entities in providing education and training as well
as the placement of Automatic External Defibrillators (AED). Thirdly, the EMS Bureau
serves the personnel of the DFD through supply coordination and re-licensure
education.

SUPPORT SERVICES AND STRATEGIC PROGRAMS DIVISION
The Support Services and Strategic Programs Division (SSSP) is headed by the
Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and Strategic Programs provides the Fire Chief
with regular progress reports of the division. The Support Services and Strategic
Programs Division perform all tasks assigned to it by the Fire Chief; it is responsible for
all aspects surrounding the support and planning of the Dearborn Fire Department
operations. The Support Services and Strategic Programs Division includes:
1. The Fire Prevention Bureau
2. The Apparatus, Equipment, and Facilities Bureau
3. The Emergency Management Bureau
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Support Services
and Strategic
Programs
Division

Fire Marshal
Bureau

Fire Apparatus
Bureau

Emergency
Management
Bureau

Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and Strategic Programs
The Assistant Fire Chief (AFC) of Support Services & Strategic Programs (SSSP) is
responsible for all operations outside of delivery of the traditional fire suppression and
EMS services. The AFC of SSSP manages three bureaus: the Fire Marshal Bureau,
the Apparatus Bureau, and the Emergency Management Bureau. The Assistant Fire
Chief of SSSP’s position is to manage these divisions in order to ensure compliance
with regulations, prepare and manage individual budgets and lead large scale projects
for each of these divisions. The AFC of SSSP serves as a mentor/supervisor to those
other employees assigned to the SSSP Division. Project management and limited
administration of budgets are part of the routine duties of this position. The AFC of
SSSP also continues to perform some line functions such as taking investigation calls,
fire inspections and arson investigations.
The AFC of SSSP also serves as the Fire Department’s liaison to a number of
committee and groups (both internally and externally). By having the AFC take over
these responsibilities, the Fire Department has been able to achieve the goal of getting
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more field work out of positions such as the Fire Marshal, Apparatus Supervisor and
Emergency Manager. One example of this is the recent decrease in plan review
turnaround time and the increased number of fire inspections being completed on a
weekly basis. The AFC represents the Fire Department in the following groups, thus
freeing up the operational officers in the division to perform field work:


Liaison to the Local Emergency Management Committee (LEPC)



Liaison to Melvindale’s Public Safety Commission



Appointed member of the Vehicle Advisory Board (VAB)



HazMat Team Leader for the Downriver Mutual Aid Association



Appointed member of the Accident Review Board (ARB)



Representative to the Michigan Fire Investigators Group



Liaison to the Liquefied Petroleum Response Committee (Marathon)



Point position for all large events safety compliance in the City



Representative to the Michigan Fire Inspectors Society

The AFC of SSSP is also the point person on a number of large scale projects such as
the specifications of new vehicles, administrator of federal and state grants and
emergency planning for all City facilities. The AFC of SSSP is responsible for all
compliance of the bureaus under his command in terms of the International Fire Code,
the Emergency Management Act, MIOSHA requirements and the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) standards on safety equipment and motorized fire
apparatus.
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Fire Marshal Bureau
The Fire Marshal Bureau of the Dearborn Fire Department consists of three employees.
The department is headed by the Fire Marshal who is assisted by one Assistant Fire
Marshal and one Fire Inspector.

Fire Marshal
The Fire Marshal is the lead field employee in the Fire Marshal’s Bureau and serves as
a mentor to less experienced fire inspectors while the administration of the bureau is
handled by the AFC of SSSP. The Fire Marshal is responsible for the coordination of
fire prevention programs including the inspection of commercial, residential and
industrial structures. The work of the Fire Marshal includes plan review of new
structures and modification of existing structures. The Fire Marshal also investigates all
complaints relative to fire hazard in places of public assembly. The Fire Marshal is
responsible for the investigations of all fires and if applicable the prosecution of arson
fires. The Fire Marshal makes recommendations to the AFC of SSSP in terms of fire
codes and enforcement of standards. The Fire Marshal participates in fire investigation
calls and comes in after hours as needed to investigate fires.

Assistant Fire Marshal
The Assistant Fire Marshal’s (AFM) primary responsibilities are to assist the Fire
Marshal with the coordination of activities such as fire inspections of residential and
commercial buildings, enforcement of ordinances, fire investigations, reviewing plans for
new structures and alterations of existing structures, testing of fire hydrants and fire
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suppression systems. The AFM is also responsible for input of information in the Fire
Department’s reporting system. The AFM is also on the investigation call schedule and
is on call after hours two weeks a month.

Fire Inspector
The Fire Inspector position is responsible for skilled inspection and enforcement work.
Work emphasizes the inspection of commercial and industrial properties and other
public buildings to detect fire hazards. Although new or unusual circumstances can be
relayed to higher level employees in the Fire Marshal Bureau, the work is very
independent and requires seven hours of field time and one hour of office time per day.
The fire inspector also is responsible for much of the fire prevention public information
and visits schools, commercial facilities and hospitals to educate the public on proper
fire safety techniques. The fire inspector is also on the investigation call schedule and is
on-call after hours two weeks a month.

Fire Marshal Bureau Operations
The Fire Marshal Bureau is at Fire Station 5. The bureau regularly coordinates with
other departments on construction project questions and plan review.
The responsibilities of the Fire Marshal Bureau are as follows:


Arson/Cause and Origin Investigations



Fire Code Enforcement



Plan Review



Fire Safety Education
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Permit Inspections



Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) Surveys



Evacuation Drill Schools/Buses



Special event enforcement



Firefighter Right to Know Compliance



Surveying water main infrastructure



Knox Box Program



Ordinance enforcement

Fire Marshal Bureau Customer Profile
The Fire Marshal Bureau serves customers from a number of different areas. The
generation of reports and code enforcement for residents and property owners,
inspections of businesses, industrial sites, and fire prevention activities for school age
children all fall under the functions of the Fire Marshal Bureau. The Fire Marshal
Bureau works with outside agencies in the conduction of criminal and insurance
investigations.

Fire Apparatus Bureau
The Apparatus Bureau is staffed with one chief-level officer who serves as the
Apparatus Supervisor. The Apparatus Supervisor is assisted by three 24-hour Fire
Apparatus Supervisors Assistants (FASA) that are trained to perform mechanical
repairs and maintenance. These assistants work on the line as firefighters in addition to
performing their FASA duties.
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Fire Apparatus Supervisor
The Apparatus Supervisor is a 40-hour work week employee whose primary
responsibilities include the maintenance and repair of firefighting equipment. The
Apparatus Supervisor performs minor mechanical repair work on fire pumps, aerial
devices, air packs and air monitors. The Apparatus Supervisor is responsible to ensure
that all Fire Department apparatus are in a ready state of service or are in the process
of getting repaired. The Apparatus Supervisor is given general direction from the AFC of
SSSP and coordinates with the AFC of SSSP to expend funds and budget for projects.
The Apparatus Supervisor assists the AFC of SSSP in the development of
specifications for firefighting equipment, firefighter safety gear, and firefighting vehicles.
As fire apparatus can costs upwards of a million dollars there is much work involved in
this process. The Apparatus Supervisor may attend major fire alarms and act as a
senior pump operator and advise pump operators on the optimal usage of their
apparatus and aerial devices. The Apparatus Supervisor works mostly in the apparatus
bays of the five fire stations and has limited office time which typically includes ordering
of parts, reporting status of vehicles and coordinating with the AFC of SSSP and the
Motor Transport Division of the Department of Public Works.

Apparatus Bureau Operations
The Apparatus Bureau is tasked with the repair and maintenance of the fleet as well as
the acquisition, repair and maintenance of firefighter safety equipment such as the selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) and firefighter turnout gear.
Primary responsibilities of the Apparatus Bureau include:
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Repairs to Fire Apparatus



Specifications of New Equipment



Preventive Maintenance of the Fleet



Accident Review Board



MIOSHA Compliance



Training on equipment



Compliances with NFPA 1500



Maintenance of safety records

Apparatus Bureau Customer Profile
The primary customers of the Apparatus Bureau are the men and women of the Fire
Suppression Bureau. Most of the equipment and vehicles maintained by the Apparatus
Bureau are directly utilized by the Fire Suppression personnel. The Apparatus Bureau
also works closely with other City departments to ensure affiance of service including
the City of Dearborn Purchasing and Motor Transport divisions.

Emergency Management Bureau
The Emergency Management Bureau is currently staffed with one Emergency
Coordinator.
Emergency Management Coordinator
The Emergency Management Coordinator’s (EMC) primary responsibilities include the
coordination of disaster preparation, training of citizens and employees on emergency
operations, assisting the various departments of the City with their emergency and
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mitigation planning and the operation of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
While the AFC of SSSP is the Fire Department’s grant administrator the EMC is the
individual in charge of the research and development of grant applications and on the
requests of the AFC of SSSP to ensure proper equipment and awards are correctly
administrated. The EMC conducts regular assessments of the emergency management
and disaster plans of the City of Dearborn and updates them accordingly. The EMC is
responsible to ensure compliance with the Emergency Management Act of 1976. The
EMC also coordinates the City of Dearborn Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) which consists of over 450 members at this time. Recently, the EMC
coordinated training with a group of 15 visitors from the United Arab Emirates who
traveled to the United States to be trained by Dearborn staff on proper disaster
response and preparedness.

Emergency Management Bureau Operations
The Emergency Management Bureau is responsible for the following services:


Development of Emergency Action Guides



Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) Coordinator



Operation of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC)



Special Event Planning



Grant administration



Incident Management Instruction



Blood Drive Coordination



Disaster planning
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Liaison to state and local emergency management groups

The Emergency Management Bureau works closely with both the police and fire
departments to ensure collaborative preparation, planning and response to any disaster.
The CERT program coordinated through the Emergency Management Bureau currently
has over 450 trained citizens of Dearborn who have completed training to prepare them
for potential disasters. The Dearborn Fire Department’s Emergency Coordinator also
acts as the City’s liaison to many emergency management groups at the local, state and
federal level.

Emergency Management Bureau Customer Profile
The customer profile of the Emergency Management Bureau is vast. It includes many
individuals and groups throughout the City of Dearborn. All City of Dearborn services
are touched by emergency management in some way or another. Many businesses
have utilized the Emergency Management Coordinator’s expertise through plans of
evacuation and protection of employees in the event of a disaster. The Emergency
Management Bureau interacts with many other communities to ensure a coordinated
response in case of a disaster.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The City of Dearborn Fire Department receives the majority of its financial support
through tax dollars. The Fire Department also vigorously pursue grant opportunities and
revenue generating services to offset costs.
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Enhanced Revenue Generation
The Dearborn Fire Department has continued to increase revenue through expansion of
existing programs and implementation of new programs. Below is a graph of total
revenue growth of the Fire Department over the past four fiscal years.

Total Revenue (Fiscal Year)
Does Not Include Grant Awards
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$FY2011

FY2012

FY2013

FY2014

FY2015*

*Projected based on revenues from first six months of fiscal year 2015

EMS Transport Revenues
EMS Revenues continue to rise in association with increased call volume. As a result of
the recent Fire Department merger, the additional EMS revenue received from the City
of Melvindale is estimated at $300,000 per year. The Fire Department’s largest revenue
source is the Advanced Life Support Medical Services which is estimated to generate
$2,510,116 in fiscal year 2015.
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YEAR
EMS REV
CONTRA
TOTAL

FY2011
FY2012
FY2013
FY2014
FY2015*
$ 3,868,348 $ 3,906,997 $ 4,512,234 $ 3,908,000 $ 5,021,116
$(1,985,213) $(2,040,582) $(2,486,041) $(3,108,084) $(2,584,866)
$ 1,883,135 $ 1,866,415 $ 2,026,193 $ 2,264,375 $ 2,510,116

*Projected based on first six months data from fiscal year 2015

Cost Recovery and Treatment-No-Transport Cost Recovery Improvements
Since the 2012 implementation of a new cost recovery process and the assignment of
cost recovery supervision to a 40-hour staff person, we have improved our recovery of
costs by 2,644%.
Since its implementation in fiscal year 2013, Treatment-No-Transport continues to be a
successful program generating a projected $446,452 prior to CONTRA-Costs in fiscal
year 2015.
The Dearborn Fire Department Cost Recovery Program along with its Treatment-NoTransport Program generated $265,640 (after accounting for the write-offs) in fiscal year
2015:
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YEAR
FY2011
FY2012
FY2013
FY2014
MVA's
$ 36,225 $ 13,268 $ 184,757 $ 181,329
CAR FIRES
$
1,738 $
5,226 $ 10,650 $ 10,750
HZD STBY
$
8,000 $ 14,500 $ 18,600 $ 35,110
TRMT NO TRNSPT $
$
$ 182,398 $ 474,089
CONTRA
$ (20,728) $ (23,314) $ (124,945) $ (430,913)
TOTAL
$ 25,235 $
9,680 $ 271,460 $ 270,365
*projected estimated on the first 6 months of data from FY15

FY2015*
$ 182,704
$
6,800
$ 49,000
$ 446,452
$ (419,316)
$ 265,640

Consolidation of Fire Services with Melvindale
The agreement to provide Fire and EMS services to the City of Melvindale generated
$1,280.000 in fiscal year 2015; it does not include the recovered EMS revenue which is
represented in the following “EMS Transport Revenue” table:

YEAR
Melvindale Services
TOTAL

FY2011
0
0

FY 2012
0
0

FY 2013
0
0

*Does not include EMS Revenue generated out of Melvindale.
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FY2014
$ 1,384,510.00
$ 1,384,510.00

FY2015
$ 1,280,000.00
$ 1,280,000.00

Miscellaneous Revenue
In addition to these revenue accounts the Fire Department also generates revenue
through plan review services, false alarm responses, mutual aid services and other
various miscellaneous services for the total miscellaneous revenue of approximately
$39,182.

Enhanced Grant Revenue Generation
The Dearborn Fire Department dedicated itself to the re-development of its grant writing
program in fiscal year 2015. Listed below are some of the recent grant awards that the
Dearborn Fire Department has been successful in generating during the past two fiscal
years:
Dispatch Consolidation Grant (CGAP):
The City of Dearborn Fire Department was granted approximately $3,000.000 for the
consolidation of 911 Dispatch Center with three other Cities Fire Departments:
Dearborn Heights, Garden City and Melvindale. The majority of the money will be spent
on hardware upgrades in order to upgrade the City of Dearborn to an 800 MHz radio
system.
Assistance to Firefighters Grant (FEMA):
The Dearborn Fire Department was recently awarded $460,000 from FEMA for
replacement equipment such as: Positive Pressure Ventilation fans (PPV), chainsaws,
thermal imaging cameras, cardiac monitors, and personal protection equipment and
water appliances.
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Regional Assistance to Firefighters Grant (FEMA):
The Dearborn Fire Department worked collaboratively with the communities of Dearborn
Heights, Canton, Northville and Van Buren Township to submit a regional grant for
firefighter safety harnesses. The grant was awarded in fiscal year 2015. The Dearborn
Fire Department was able to out-fit the all its Firefighters with safety harnesses and
saving the City of Dearborn almost $50,000.
Emergency Management Program Grant (EMPG):
The Dearborn Fire Department has received grants on a yearly basis from FEMA
towards the reimbursement of the Dearborn Fire Department Emergency Management
Coordinator position. The Dearborn Fire Department will be received an award of
$58,000 for fiscal year 2015 for its Emergency Management Coordinator position.

MAJOR EXPENDITURES
The major expenditures of the Fire Department for fiscal year 2015 fall into two main
categories:


Personnel Wages, Benefits, and Allowances

$18,872,016



Operating Expenditures

$2,719,005

Over 87% of the Dearborn Fire Department budget is ear-marked for staffing costs;
leaving only 13% for operating costs. When the projected $3,838,658 revenue is
removed from the Fire Department expenditures, the total cost to operate the Dearborn
Fire Department in fiscal year 2015 is projected at $17,752,363.
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to improve on its delivery model in a number
of ways during fiscal year 2015. Some examples of these improvements are:
Dispatch Consolidation Project:
The Dearborn Fire Department is one of the lead agencies taking part in the Dispatch
Consolidation Project; utilizing a CGAP Grant of approximately $3,000,000 from the
State of Michigan. The Dearborn Fire Department and its partners continue to work
toward a service model which will upgrade the Fire Departments’ radio systems to
800MHz and also upgrade the Dispatch technologies. Through this project, the City of
Dearborn hopes to improve services while realizing economic efficiencies by working in
collaboration with the communities of: Melvindale, Garden City, and Dearborn Heights.
A Dispatch Project Manager has been recently appointed and a location for the
Dispatch Center has been identified within the City of Dearborn.
SWAT Tactical Paramedics:
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to work collaboratively with the Dearborn
Police Department to train and implement tactically trained paramedics onto the
Dearborn Police Department Special Weapons and Tactics Team (SWAT). This
assignment drastically improves the possibility of positive outcomes to the Police
Officers, victims or perpetrators injured in a potential SWAT incident. This proactive
assignment and program was implemented months before a FEMA report was released
recommending similar programs throughout the Nation. The Dearborn Fire and Police
Departments hope to add additional SWAT Medics in fiscal year 2016.
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Technical Rescue Team:
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to develop its Technical Rescue Team (TRT)
and bring it back to the City of Dearborn with little up-front cost. Much of the equipment
for the team was brought in with the Melvindale Merger, or purchased through one of
the Fire Department AFG Grants in fiscal year 2015. While most training continues
during on-duty hours, the Fire Department was approved for additional over-time
training in fiscal year 2016 to assist in the conduction of exercises without interruption of
regular service calls. The Fire Department hopes to continue to increase the capabilities
of the Technical Rescue Team in fiscal year 2016 and construct Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) for the team.
Downriver Mutual Aid Association:
The Dearborn Fire Department has entered into the Downriver Mutual Aid Association.
Participation in this group allows for additional resources in times of emergencies and
also gives the Dearborn Fire Department a voice in many groups and associations
tasked with recommending legislation which impacts the emergency services in our
region. Fire Chief Joseph Murray aided in the development of a new Constitution and
By-Laws for the organization during fiscal year 2015, which will allow for stronger and
more efficient operational models.
Development of Standard Operating Procedures:
The City of Dearborn Fire Department continued to undertake the huge task of
redeveloping its Standard Operating Procedures which have become outdated, and in
need of updates to reflect recent changes in technology and industry trends. Several
Fire Department committees have been formed in coordination with the Fire Chief’s
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office to develop, train and implement these protocols which will lead to improved
firefighter safety and reduced liability. The Fire Department is currently half-way through
redeveloping this project and hopes to complete the redevelopment in fiscal year 2016.
Quality Assurance/Data Collection Program:
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to develop and monitor its new quality
assurance/data collection program which began in 2013. This program continues to
assist the Dearborn Fire Department in measuring the service performance levels and
their relation to identified benchmarks based on National and regional standards. The
Dearborn Fire Department continuously strives to improve its service delivery. This
program has already paid dividends in recognizing trends and improving on
performance. This program will assist the Dearborn Fire Department in its ultimate goal
of becoming accredited in fiscal year 2017.
Technology Upgrades:
The Dearborn Fire Department implemented a dashboard program which gives crews
live-time mapping access to all calls for service. This program has currently been
implemented in all Fire stations Watch Desks and Front Line Apparatus. The Dashboard is currently being built-out to also include fire hydrant mapping, resource
identification and occupancy/location information.
The Dearborn Fire Department also improved its abilities to import EMS report
information into the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) which has
eliminated redundancy of work required by the department Fire Department crews on
the street. Finally, the Fire Department continued to work with the Courts and Law
Enforcement Management Information System (CLEMIS) dispatching software to
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ensure more efficient importation of data into the Fire Department record management
software which will eliminate redundancy and improve efficiencies.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING FISCAL YEAR 2015
Additional significant efforts from fiscal year 2015 include the following:
1. Fire Chief Joseph Murray has completed his second year of the Nationally
recognized Executive Fire Officer Program conducted by the National Fire Academy.
All expenses are paid by the Federal Government. There are only 250 Fire service
professionals Nationwide that have been accepted into this program.
2. Battalion Chief Andrew Lenaghan was appointed to the State Fire Service Board.
3. Fire Chief Joseph Murray was elected to the Executive Board of the Western Wayne
Mutual Aid Association. This group is made up of over 40 Fire Chiefs from the
Western Wayne Area.
4. Training Supervisor Jamie Jent and Assistant Fire Chief Steven Densmore have
successfully completed the Eastern Michigan University Staff and Command
Program.
5. Continued implementation of CPAP program as an additional treatment option for
respiratory compromised patients.
6. Researched, designed and purchased five new ambulances for the fleet. Five new
Fire Department Ambulances are due for delivery in September of 2015.
7. Assistant Fire Chief Steven Densmore became a certified Fire Inspector Level II.
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8. Upgraded the video conferencing services between all the Dearborn Fire stations
allowing for training evolutions and Table-Top Exercises without the need to
constantly re-assign the apparatus.
9. Fire Chief Joseph Murray, Deputy Fire Chief Joey Thorington and Battalion Chief
Jamie Jent have become certified Health and Wellness Officers at the local level.
10. Updated the outdoor warning siren and controller for the City of Melvindale.
11. Fire Chief Joseph Murray and Battalion Chief Jamie Jent became certified as Blue
Card Train The Trainer trainers.
12. The Dearborn Emergency Action Guide was written, finalized and submitted to the
State of Michigan for acceptance.
13. Developed an Emergency Management Advisory Board for the City of Melvindale.
14. Participated in the Veterans Administration and Oakwood Hospital two-day full-scale
exercise.
15. Assisted the University of Michigan, Dearborn with the development of their annual
Table-Top Exercise.
16. Completed and passed the State of Michigan audit of the Emergency Management
Performance Grant.
17. Fire Department Crews completed 8,440 hours of training. The comprehensive
training courses have concentrated on the requirements set by MIOSHA part 74 and
the Michigan Fire Fighter Training Council (MFFTC).
18. Training in Firehouse Software System has been simplified, and the training class
category redundancy has been eliminated.
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19. The Fire Ground Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Committee successfully
compiled comprehensive departmental Fire Ground Operations Standard
Procedures.
20. Took delivery of grant funded equipment including: Positive Pressure Fans,
Ventilation Chain-saws, K-12 Saws, and Personal Protective Equipment.
21. Have certified Firefighters II’s and III’s as Advanced Pump Operators via the State of
Michigan.
22. Received Delegation Authority from the State of Michigan in order to properly
inspect fireworks sales within the Cities of Dearborn and Melvindale.
23. Utilized 14 City-owned properties slated for demolition for training evolutions and
providing Firefighters with real-life scenarios.
24. Completed Fire Engine and Ladder Truck Evolutions in compliance with the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1410.
25. Hired and trained 7 new Firefighters.
26. Took part in the Metro Airport Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS) Activation
Drill which involved many agencies and hundreds of participants.
27. Formed partnership with Dearborn Heights and Garden City Fire Departments to
educate and enhance fire investigation knowledge and services.
28. The Fire Department Smoke Alarm House Trained 1,500 Second Grade Students
during the Fire Prevention Month.
29. Finalized the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the Fire Marshal Bureau.
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30. Re-organized fire permit fee structures; making the process streamlined for the
customer.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERY DAY ACTIVITIES
Call Volume and Response Break-Down
During fiscal year 2015, the Dearborn Fire Department responded to 14,449 runs. It
was a 10% increase from fiscal year 2014. Over the past fifteen years, the Fire
Department has seen annual call volumes growth by 5,436 runs. Since fiscal year
2001, the call volume has increased by 61%.
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The past two fiscal years have seen the largest volume growth in the history of the
Dearborn Fire Department. The exact reason for the significant increases are unknown.
The types of calls have remained consistent over the past few years, the increases
have been across the board, and applied to all types of calls.
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The run volume of the Dearborn Fire Department varies according to the days of the
week with Mondays being the busiest days and Saturdays and Sundays being the
slowest days.

Incidents for the Days of the Week
Fiscal Year 2015
2500
2000
1500
1000
Incidents

500

0

The Dearborn Fire Department hourly call volume trends are indicated below. As
desplayed in the graph, the hours between 09:00 and 12:00 are the peak periods of the
day.
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Responses by District
The City of Dearborn is split into five main response areas which have been
geographically determined based on current the fire stations placement within the fire
service area of the Dearborn Fire Department. Based on the geographical location of
the stations, the run volume per station is shown in the graph below:
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Although the practice of the Dearborn Fire Department is always to send the closest fire
engine or ambulance to an emergency, it is not always possible due to simultanous run
volumes. The “Transports by Rescue Graph” displays the actual transports to the
hospital each ambulance made in the past four fiscal years. Transports and acuity
levels of emergencies continue to rise throughout Dearborn and Melvindale.
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Dearborn Fire Department response times continue to remain under the National
recommendations of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) in their standard
NFPA 1710. A response time comparison is displayed in the graph below:

It is important to note that while response times continue to be better than the National
average, the impact of ever-increasing call volumes will have an impact on response
times moving forward. The City of Dearborn call volume continues to grow significantly
while the City of Melvindale call volume has remained stable. The City of Dearborn is
projected to increase call volume by another 11% in 2016. With this significant increase
in the workload, keeping response times at its current levels, eventually will require
additional daily resources. The staffing model of the Dearborn Fire Department has not
changed significantly in decades; while the demand for the Dearborn Fire Department
service continues to increase.
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As discussed, the Dearborn Fire Department also participates in Mutual Aid Pacts with
both Western Wayne and Downriver Communities. While Pacts exists with all member
communities of these organizations, Dearborn Fire Department mostly works with the
Cities of Allen Park and Dearborn Heights Fire Departments. Mutual Aid calls count for
a very small percent of the total call volume of the Dearborn Fire Department. However,
maintenance of these Pacts are essential for assistance during peak call times, and for
large incidents where additional resources may be needed.

Types of Calls
During fiscal year 2015, out of the 14,449 total runs, 11,675 were emergency medical
incidents which make-up 80% of all incidents responded to by the Dearborn Fire
Department. Other Fire and hazardous emergencies have accounted for 2,774.
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Fatalities and Injuries
The Dearborn Fire Department is happy to report that there were zero civilian fatalities
due to fire in fiscal year 2015. This number is down 3 civilian fatalities from fiscal year
2014. There were five reported civilian injuries in fiscal year 2015. This number is down
by 13 civilian injuries from fiscal year 2014.
There were 19 Firefighter injuries in fiscal year 2015. This number is down 25 from
fiscal year 2014. Most injuries were due to: slip and fall, falls from heights,
overexertion/strain, contact with object, and struck by/assault. Not all firefighters’
injuries resulted in the employees missing time from work. Most were treated, released,
and immediately returned to duty.
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Staff Leave Time
Given the recent significant increase in call volume, the Dearborn Fire Department has
been working to increase its “Active Man Hours” or hours in which an employee is
present at work as opposed to being off on leave time. Although the Fire Department
has seen small increases in sick time usage in fiscal year 2015, the overall trend is
downward. Recent agreements with the IAFF L412 are expected to continue to reduce
leave time (both furlough and sick time). Kelly Day Leave which provides each
Firefighter with an additional 24 hours-off every 28 days continues to be a challenge for
the Fire Department. It reduces daily staffing by 4 Firefighters per day.
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR
The Dearborn Fire Department goals for Fiscal Year 2016 include:
1. Continue the re-development of the standard operating guidelines to enhance
Firefighter safety and efficiency.
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2. Continue its partnership with Beaumont Hospital – Dearborn (Formerly Oakwood
Hospital) to enhance patient care and advance treatments, and technologies.
3. Apply for accreditation process through the Certification on Fire Accreditation
International (CFAI).
4. Improve technology access on all pieces of apparatus including GPS mapping for
all vehicles and access to Cloud-based fire reports.
5. Integrate CLEMIS Dispatch information in the Firehouse Software System.
6. Seek-out opportunities to decrease energy reliance at all the City of Dearborn
Fire Stations.
7. Conduct a study of fire stations placement, and prepare a long-term location plan
for the Fire Department Administration offices.
8. Work with neighboring communities to enhance fire response and improve
purchasing power.
9. Increase attendance at area community groups and schools to increase
application number for Fire Department careers.
10. Continue developing the Consolidated Dearborn Dispatch Center.
11. Re-develop the Emergency Dispatch Center.
12. Continue the involvement in the Regional Alliance of Firefighter Training (RAFT)
and other regional training groups.
13. Coordinate investigation activities through the Wayne County Arson Prosecutor.
14. Develop a transition template for future retirement forecasts.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission Statement of the Dearborn Historical Commission is “to preserve, promote
and present the historical heritage of the City of Dearborn”. This Mission Statement is
accompanied by a Vision Statement which is as follows:


Oversee the preservation and management of the community’s historical
collections.



Support action to make these collections available.



Act to preserve the remaining Detroit Arsenal and Dearborn Historical Museum
structures.



Promote historical education programs for school children and the general public.



Review and guide fiscal matters of the Dearborn Historical Museum.



Encourage a sense of historical appreciation.



Assure historical accuracy.



Facilitate efforts to provide gathering space.



Support the Museum Guild of Dearborn.



Promote ethnic inclusiveness in the community.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The 2014-2015 fiscal year continued to be a learning experience and, in many ways,
marked a growth period for the Dearborn Historical Museum (hereafter identified as
Museum). Jack Tate continued in the role of Acting Chief Curator. Staffing remained
consistent with the previous year’s levels (see Organizational Chart).
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Museum staff and volunteers continued to promote the Museum through fund raising
projects and programs in the community. Community awareness about the Museum
grew and feedback to Museum programming and projects remained positive.
The task of assessing and organizing the Museum’s collections, services, goals, and
business practices is ongoing. The Museum completely digitized the collection and
brought business practices on par with other museums in the country. The number of
volunteers trained in the use of PastPerfect increased over the past year.

These

volunteers entered information into the database and assisted with researching items.
Thanks to the efforts of volunteers, the McFadden-Ross House and the Commandant’s
Quarters are now open to the public at least two days per week with a goal of increasing
open hours in the future.
As per a state audit, the Museum has been tasked with raising one-third of its budgetary
requirements by the end of a five-year plan. As of this writing, the Museum is on target
for meeting this goal. One big change is the solicitation of local business to advertise in
the quarterly publication The Dearborn Historian.

This venture was met with

enthusiasm and the Museum was able to cover the mailing of The Historian during the
past fiscal year. The membership program continued to raise awareness about the
Museum and generate revenues.

In the 2014-2015 fiscal year the Museum’s

membership program increased by 10%.

In addition, there have been several

successful fundraising activities as well as the continued exploration of grant
possibilities.
The Museum hosted several special events this year.

This included lectures, new

exhibits, the Pioneer School Program, a beer tasting event, a presentation by an re-
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enactors portraying Henry Ford and Thomas Edison, and children’s events such as the
Teddy Bear Picnic and the Halloween program. The lectures and exhibits were met
with consistent crowds.

In partnership with the Museum Guild of Dearborn, the

Museum participated in the History Hill program during Dearborn’s 2014 Homecoming.
The Museum continued to sell Dearborn’s Best Stories in conjunction with the Museum
Guild of Dearborn. Our presence on social media exceeded our expectations this year.
We now have a blog dedicated to Museum news and behind the scenes information
which has been a tremendous success. The number of likes on our Facebook page
grew from 56 in the fall of 2013 to slightly over 2,000 today and we continue to gain
traction on other social media sites like Instagram and Twitter. The Museum’s ability to
thrive on social media will raise awareness of the Museum to the community and help
cement our place in Dearborn for years to come.
Even though each fiscal year begins with many challenges for the Museum, the staff,
comprised largely of volunteers, is committed to promoting all aspects of Dearborn’s
heritage through educational programs, new and exciting exhibits, and maintaining our
historical properties and research facilities.
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Museum’s Mission Statement is to “preserve, promote and present the historical
heritage of the City of Dearborn” (hereafter identified as the City). To accomplish this,
the Museum staff is divided into two principal departments:

the Museum and the

Archives.
MUSEUM
Collection Management
The Acting Chief Curator and Collections Manager are responsible for the management
of the Museum’s 3-dimensional object collection, which includes: accessioning, record
keeping, packing, storing and some object conservation and restoration. Some of the
duties are assigned to volunteer staff in accordance with their abilities as the Acting
Chief Curator and Collections Manager see fit.

These volunteers, along with the

Collections Manager, work and assist in many other aspects of the Museum’s
operations. They are multi-talented, proficient with computers, and assist with other
projects where needed.
Collections
Through organizing and cataloguing the Museum’s collection and eliminating duplication
of items that do not fit into the Collections Policy, the Museum will have a more “usable
collection.” In addition to eliminating redundancy, the goal is to make the collection
more reflective of the stories related to Dearborn’s history by following the Collections
Policy. (See Appendix A) An added benefit is the additional space that will be available
for relevant artifacts and at the same time, moving artifacts to their more rightful place
with other museums.
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We have begun to inventory every object in the collection; items that have already been
accessioned as well as items that are to be accessioned. Collections are being entered
into the PastPerfect software program which is specifically designed and developed for
museum collections, archives, and record keeping. See Appendix B for details on this
process.
Conservation
The Acting Chief Curator and Collections Manager oversee any conservation projects
that are needed. As the inventory process takes place, so does conservation. Many of
these duties are assigned to volunteer staff and include the following;


Re-sorting and re-boxing the collection in acid-free containers and on acid-free
paper is a major goal of the Museum.



Ongoing maintenance and conservation of exhibit items in the Museum’s four
buildings, i.e. cleaning, dusting, restoration, etc.
Exhibits

The core exhibits will always be the following:
a. Commandant’s Quarters.

Artifacts reflect the life of a military

commandant and his family during the Civil War period. In addition,
there is an exhibit reflecting the history of the building from the time it
was constructed until it became a museum in 1950. The structure also
houses a remarkable piece of history: a flag carried by Color Sergeant
Thomas Henry Sheppard of the 1st Michigan Calvary. Sheppard carried
the flag throughout the entire Civil War and even kept it on his person
through stints at Libby Prison and Andersonville. The flag was donated
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to the Museum by Lawrence Sheppard, Thomas Sheppard’s grandson,
and has been conserved and is proudly displayed.
b. McFadden-Ross House. In the basement, artifacts such as farming
and building implements reflect the early immigration into the area.
Other artifacts reflect items needed to live and work in early Dearborn
when it was a farming community. Many of these artifacts are relied
upon heavily in the Pioneer School Program. The main level of the
structure is used for revolving exhibits that make use of artifacts from the
Museum collections. The upper level of the building is the repository for
the historical archives.
c. The Gardner House. This house is a permanent exhibit and reflects a
typical farm life of the 1830s and 1840s. The structure is set up with
items from the time period being interpreted.
Revolving Museum exhibits are designed, developed and implemented by a part-time
Exhibits Coordinator. Exhibit themes are developed by a team of people which includes
the Exhibits Coordinator, the Acting Chief Curator, the Communications Specialist, and
the Collections Manager.

They are responsible for ensuring that volunteer staff

appropriately apply exhibit design, research, labels, graphics, installations, deinstallations, advertisement signs and publication design. This year’s exhibits at the
McFadden-Ross House have focused on gaining awareness and enticing a broad range
of people from the Dearborn community. The most successful of these exhibits was the
Mayors of Dearborn display which highlighted the lives and careers of Dearborn’s
mayors between 1929 and 2015. This exhibit made use of the exhibit cases at the
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McFadden-Ross House. The Beer Tasting event held at the Museum was not only a
huge success, but afforded staff the opportunity to fill the exhibit cases with beer related
items that dated back to the 1800s. Visitors had great fun with this display. Because
2015 marks the 150th anniversary of Lincoln’s assassination a very interesting display
on the period of mourning was put into two of the cases at the McFadden-Ross House.
Two smaller exhibits are also popular in the Ross House: a wonderful clock exhibit
which displays a portion of the unique collection of clocks, and some of the Museum’s
fine paintings exhibited in a display entitled “We Called Dearborn Home”. This exhibit
introduces to the public some of the major and minor characters that helped Dearborn
grow into what it is today.
There are already plans for a number of future exhibits including an exhibition of radios
from the collection, a model train display, a Christmas theme, and an exhibit on the
Treaty of Springwells.
ARCHIVES
The Acting Chief Curator is responsible for the management of the Museum’s 2dimensional object collection, which includes: vertical files of pamphlets and letters;
manuscript files consisting of primary documents such as diaries and family bibles;
abstracts; articles and speeches; microfilm; books; newspapers; photographs and
slides; maps; oral histories; videotape, genealogical holdings; journals; scrapbooks;
governmental records of the villages, townships, and cities; records from schools,
churches, and cemeteries; tax and census records; and community group papers. The
Archives is staffed by volunteers who are responsible for the management,
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preservation, access, and retrieval of these archival collections. One of these volunteers
is a trained archivist.
Archives Staffing
As of June 2015, there are three part-time volunteers in the Archives. One of the
volunteers is a trained archivist as well as an archaeologist; one is a retired city
employee, and, the other is a retired Dearborn school teacher.

All three are

knowledgeable in local history. The Museum continues to seek additional volunteers for
the Archives.
Archival and Facility Access and Services
The Archives provide approximately twenty hours of reference service per five day work
week. The twenty hours of service includes not only the time spent in the Archives, but
also the time spent outside of the Archives responding to questions from researchers
and providing assistance on other Museum programs. The normal business hours for
the Archives are Tuesdays from 11:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

To allow time for the

Archival volunteers to maintain the archival records and respond to telephone inquiries,
researchers are encouraged to visit the Archive between noon and 3:00 p.m. on
Tuesdays. Other hours are available by request and appointment. It is hoped that
access will increase this year as we add interested volunteers. The list below details the
duties of the Archival volunteer staff and their accomplishments.


Provided research assistance to 110 people, either in person, or via the
telephone or online.



Assisted specialists such as genealogists, scholars, film makers, and authors
with extensive research requests.
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Accessioned, arranged, and filed collections.



Provided visitor orientation and tours to patrons of the McFadden-Ross House as
requested.



Reproduced historical photos and other documentary materials as requested.



Maintained the Archive and Library collection.



Provided history information and photographs to the City’s Department of Public
Information on a frequent basis.



Charged minimal fees for scanning and/or photocopying photos and documents.
Archive and Library Collection Management

The management of the collections is necessary to preserve and maintain the
collections and to allow their use by researchers. The various tasks, listed below are
part of the management of the collections:


Assessed and reorganized the 2-dimensional collection. This ongoing project is
being done to provide for easier access to the collection, to assess preservation
and conservation needs, and to create a more efficient use of storage space.



Continued to reorganize the attic storage area for better preservation and access
to collections.



Prepared new folders for the photographic collection, history collection, and
manuscript collection as needed.



Continued the systematic inventory of the archive library with the PastPerfect
software system.



Processed new accessions.
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Maintained seven catalog systems; catalog cards; donor cards; library cards;
manuscript cards; photograph cards; oral history and history file cards.



Continued to establish a large computer file of often-requested photographs for
easy retrieval and printing.



Started to inventory the Museum’s collection of books. The eventual result will
be a book sale where items no longer being used at the Museum will be sold.



Deaccessioned items no longer within the parameters of the Archives’ collection
policy.

The volunteers in the Archives also contribute to other museum functions and
activities, such as:


Providing general house cleaning, including: dusting, vacuuming, trash
disposal and recycling.



Reorganizing the office.



Coordinating volunteers and interns.



Providing maintenance support at the McFadden-Ross House.



Participating in and supporting special Museum events.



Remitting outdated and non-functioning office equipment to the City’s
Purchasing Department for sale and/or disposal.

Maintenance
The Museum’s campus consists of four buildings which require ongoing maintenance.
Maintenance ranges from minor repairs and general upkeep, light fixture replacements,
and other needs as they arise.

The Museum no longer has a paid maintenance
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person. As a result, custodial and maintenance duties have been redistributed to staff
members, volunteers, and the City’s Building Services Department where appropriate.
In the 2014-2015 fiscal year, the following maintenance has been performed on
Museum properties:


Replacement of the decking and railing on first floor of Commandant’s
Quarters porch



Repair of the north drive of the parking lot at the McFadden-Ross House



New lighting in the Pioneer Room at the McFadden-Ross House

Education
Educational programs are a part of the services provided by the Museum. Due to
previous budget constraints, many of the educational programs at the Museum had to
be cut. It is the Museum’s desire to begin offering these programs once again as
funding becomes available. The educational programs and services the Museum
provides include:


Museum building tours of the McFadden-Ross House, the Gardner House, and
the Commandant’s Quarters.



Lecture Series



The Pioneer School Program



Community involvement and Special Events

The re-formatted school program continued to be a huge success this year. We
reached 1,442 second-grade children, teachers and chaperones from all of Dearborn’s
public elementary schools. The feedback we received from teachers has been entirely
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positive. We plan to continue this program next year and will be opening the program to
private and parochial schools in Dearborn as well.
Museum Staffing
At the time that Jack Tate was appointed the Museum’s current Acting Chief Curator,
the staff at the Museum had been reduced to two part-time employees. To date the City
has budgeted funds for a three additional part-time staff members: an Exhibits
Coordinator, a Collections Manager and a Communications Specialist. All of the other
positions are filled by volunteers, including the Archivist. Thanks to the volunteers, the
McFadden-Ross House is now open to the public on a more consistent basis and the
Commandant’s Quarters is open two days a week. The hope is that building access will
increase as more docents become available.
Publications
After resuming publication in 2010 following a hiatus of several years, The Dearborn
Historian has become essentially a volunteer-produced quarterly magazine.

Since

2011, The Dearborn Historian has been planned and edited entirely by volunteers. In
the past, this publication was produced entirely out-of-pocket.

The Museum has

continued to sell advertisements from local business and individuals. With the revenue
brought in, amounting to $800 at the start of the fiscal year, all of the mailing costs were
covered. Past editions of The Dearborn Historian, up to 1993, are available on the
Dearborn Historical Museum’s website. Access to issues of The Dearborn Historian on
the website is available via Dearborn Historical Museum memberships. This should
help reduce the printing costs further as we try to expand the readership to a younger
demographic.
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Pioneer School Program
The Museum’s school program is designed to comply with the State of Michigan’s
curriculum and benchmarks for elementary social studies. The school program has
been re-formatted with the help of Dearborn school teachers to better reach children in
second grade and provide an engaging historical encounter. The program features a
one room schoolhouse with lessons in local geography, map reading and the “Three
R’s.” In addition, the students have hands-on experiences with planting corn, bean and
pumpkin seeds and churning butter. The annual school program runs almost daily from
March to June. This year the program reached 1,442 second graders from Dearborn
schools, including teachers and chaperones.
Lecture Series 2014-2015
This was our 31st year in offering the free Public Lecture Series. This program is well
attended and popular with the public. This year, 240 visitors took advantage of the
Lecture Series. Lectures included:


Poletown 1981-1990



Amelia Earhart



Bela Hubbard and the Hubbard Farms in Detroit



History of the Motor Cities National Heritage Association



Henry Ford and Education



Your DIA: (R)evolution

In addition to the Public Lecture Series, Museum staff provided several lectures and
presentations outside of our facilities as part of our community outreach.
presentations reached approximately 65 additional people.
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These

These lectures were presented at:


Dearborn Rotary



Dearborn Kiwanis



Dearborn Optimist
Community Involvement and Special Events

During the year, the Museum was involved with numerous community and special
events:


Decoration Day Ceremony



Second Annual Party at the Museum



Antique Appraisal



Memorial Day Parade



Teddy Bear Picnic



Halloween Program



Mayors of the City of Dearborn Exhibit Opening



Christmas Exhibit



Victorian Tea



Motor City Ghost Hunters Experience



Volunteer Brunch



Banjo Concert



An Evening with Ford and Edison



Trivia on Tap – Trivia Contest

Through these events the Museum is dedicated to promoting awareness of Dearborn’s
rich heritage to the community. Attendance at all of these programs is diverse – infants
16

in strollers to senior citizens.

Through the energy and expertise of the staff and

volunteers the Museum is once again being recognized for the valuable asset that it is.

PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The highest priorities of the Museum are historic preservation and education.

The

nature of a local historical museum is to preserve significant objects and documents
from the past and to interpret these items for contemporary audiences. Keeping the
City’s history in the minds of the citizens provides the community with a sense of
rootedness, pride, and civic responsibility. The Museum accomplishes this task through
the maintenance and preservation of three historic buildings (the Commandant’s
Quarters, The McFadden-Ross House, and the Gardner House), its 3-dimenisional
collection, and the archival collection.

The educational element is accomplished

through exhibits and docent presentations in our historic buildings, the Pioneer School
Program, publication of The Dearborn Historian, the Public Lecture Series, Through the
Arsenal Gates cable television show, and other presentations provided by the staff. Our
primary customers are the citizens of the City of Dearborn, but we always strive to
appeal to the larger area. Individuals of all ages visit the Museum and conduct research
in the Museum’s archive. The Pioneer School Program is specifically targeted to all
second grade students in the Dearborn Public Schools and will be expanding to other
schools soon.

The Through the Arsenal Gates cable show is broadcasted on the

Community Access cable television channel.

The Lecture Series is also very well

attended, primarily by an adult audience. Despite our role as a locally based historical
institution, the Museum, its archive and programs, also draw visitors from outside the
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City. Many people who use the Museum’s resources are from the larger metro-Detroit
area, out-state Michigan, as well as other states and Canada.

The Museum has

traditionally offered a variety of special events, which are designed to engender interest
in the City’s history and even national history when an opportunity presents itself. In
addition, the Museum’s facilities are regularly used by the Museum Guild of Dearborn.
The Museum Guild is a confederation of 21 social/cultural organizations that are
dedicated to the City, its history, and the Museum.
Volunteers
Volunteers provide an invaluable service to the Museum.

This year the Museum

benefited from over 9,882 hours of volunteer service. The current value of volunteer
time is $23.07 an hour. Therefore, the Museum volunteers have contributed an in-kind
equivalent of $227,977.24 to the City. Volunteers handle everything from the budget
and building maintenance to collection restoration and programming. The community’s
response to the funding crisis at the Museum has been truly amazing. Starting in the fall
of 2012, the Museum had two part-time employees, initially at 64 hours a week and then
reduced to 56 hours a week. This number was increased to include four part-time staff
members this year. The four paid staff members, at 28 hours each for a total of 112
hours per week, handled clerical, collection, administration, promotion and other
necessary tasks.

The Acting Chief Curator has been a volunteer and has frequently

put in 50+ hours per week. We have even recruited volunteer custodial staff. Without
the Museum’s volunteers, operations would cease and the City would have lost a
community jewel.
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MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Historically the principal funding source for the Museum has been via City appropriation
from the general fund. This appropriation covered all the Museum’s major expenses
including wages, contracts and operating supplies. The City has supplied funds for
capital projects in the past.
This fiscal year’s 2014-2015 Council-approved budget included no appropriations from
the City general fund for operating costs and no appropriations for capital projects. The
only funds the Museum received was to cover legacy costs and part-time staff.
With this in mind, it is imperative that the Museum reinvent itself in terms of funding
sources. Staff members are starting to concentrate on six areas that will hopefully put
the Museum on a more stable financial footing: memberships, sponsorships,
programming, grants, fund raising and an endowment fund.
The Museum’s membership program is designed to help build a community interested
in Dearborn history and generate revenues to support the Museum. The program is
twofold. First, there are the individual and family memberships, which begin at $25, and
include a subscription to The Dearborn Historian. Other giving levels are available and
include additional perks. Second, there is a membership fee charged to the Museum
Guild of Dearborn for the use of our facilities.
Putting on any kind of programming costs money. One way the Museum can put on
quality programming and special programs is through sponsorship. An example of this
occurred last year with the Evening with Henry Ford and Thomas Edison. Village Ford
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agreed to provide funding for the actors that presented the program. If the Museum is to
survive, it must gain more sponsors for its programming.
At the same time, the Museum must transition into charging for many of its programs. In
the past, with the very generous funding from the City, everything was free and visitors
and participants came to expect that. Now, that mindset must change. At the moment,
visitors to the Museum do not pay an entrance fee, but a policy change is under
consideration. The Museum held a few programs in the past year where visitors paid for
the program and those went very well with no complaints. The Dearborn Public Schools
pay $5.00 for each second grader that attends the Pioneer School Program.

The

revenue from this program was $7,185. The Museum must continue down this path.
With the staff shift that occurred this past year, the Museum can now increasingly
concentrate on securing grant money for future programming, maintenance, or
restoration work. The Communications Specialist secured a grant from the Dearborn
Community Fund that has covered the costs of upgrading the Pioneer Room with
multimedia equipment and better lighting for the school program that is held there.
There is a constant search for grant opportunities to assist with Museum costs.
One of the new funding sources developed in August of 2014 was “Selling the
McFadden-Ross House Parking Lot.” During the three days of Homecoming 2014,
Museum volunteers sold parking spaces at both the upper and lower lots of the
McFadden-Ross House for $5.00 per car. The total revenue from this project was
$1991. The Museum will repeat this fund raiser in 2015.
It has been a long-term goal to establish an endowment fund, where interest earnings
will be used toward defraying the costs of Museum operations. The endowment has
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been established by the Dearborn Historical Commission and the Museum Guild of
Dearborn. The endowment campaign is being launched in July 2015. Donations can
be made in cash, checks, stocks, bonds and other assets. An added feature is a plan
for asking donors to include the Museum in their wills by asking them to bequeath to the
Museum 1% of their assets, which will be deposited in the Endowment Fund.
MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATAGORIES
The Museum is partially funded through city appropriation and partially through the
Ross Trust.
The financial picture for FY 2014-2015 at the Museum is as follows:
The Museum’s total operating budget is:

$222,511

This is broken into three main categories:
Wages and Benefits, P/T:

$79,987

Legacy Costs:

$35,809

Operating Supplies and Contracts:

$119,570

During FY 2005-2006 the City/Historical Commission sold a portion of the McFaddenRoss property to Andiamo’s Restaurant. The proceeds of the sale amounted to $1.6
million which was placed in a designated purpose account to benefit the Museum. Over
the next couple of years, interest earnings were applied to the principal. By FY 20072008, the Historical Commission bought out the lease-hold from the owners of the
Quality Inn Motel.

The price totaled approximately $534,410; leaving a balance of

approximately $1.3 million.
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Further, during budget meetings for FY 2008-2009, the City Council mandated that the
interest earnings be used as revenue to off-set the Museum’s budget. An average of
annual interest earnings over a five-year period was used to set the revenue level at
$75,000 in FY 2008 and $35,000 in FY 2009. Due to lower principal and low interest
rates, this fund’s growth has slowed considerably and the fund has been committed to
the demolition, remediation and renovation of the property.

During FY 2011

approximately $200,000 was expended on demolition.
Revenue
Money raised by the Museum in FY 2014-2015

$82,504

This revenue can be broken down into the following:
Fees

$380

Individual Memberships

$7,700

Group Memberships

$6,500

Ebay

$1,020

Donations

$22,326

Programming

$44,578
Donations

Donations to the Museum are channeled in two ways. Some donations are used as
revenue to help defray the costs of operating the Museum. Other donations come to us
ear-marked for specific projects or to help us purchase specialized supplies, hardware
or to help with renovations and conservation. A good example of this kind of donation is
the “Raise the Sign Campaign” in FY 2014-2015 where all donations were used to
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design, build and install a sign on Michigan Avenue and Brady in order to gain
additional interest from the public. This campaign brought in $3,615.00.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE REPORT YEAR


Determine how to best move forward on the renovation of one former motel
building for Museum use. This process has begun with shelving being installed
on both levels of the building to organize and take care of the Museum collection
in the best way possible.



Continue to build a collection database using the PastPerfect computer software
system. Great strides have been made in this arena as thousands of items have
been logged, photographed and cataloged into the system. An upgrade to the
PastPerfect software (5.0) has increased the efficiency and usefulness of the
program.



Continue the development and implementation of a new strategic plan for the
Museum.



Continue to refine the collection by identifying superfluous objects for
deaccession and ethical disposal. Progress on this front continues as items not
related to Dearborn stories or the Museum’s mission are either being sold or
repatriated to other museums.



Continue to work with the Museum Guild of Dearborn to raise interest in local
history and to build an endowment fund to support the Museum’s efforts.



Apply for grant money and other sources of revenue to support the Museum.
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Continue to develop the volunteer program to help Museum staff reach these
goals. This is one of the greatest success stories of the Museum. There has
been a dedicated group of volunteers who are working tirelessly in all facets of
Museum work.



Continue to provide thorough and professional historical services to the public.



Continue to develop a marketing program that includes the development of our
web page and social media in order to reach new customers. Facebook has
been a tremendous tool for the Museum and additional social media tools like
Twitter and Instagram should help draw in a new audience and volunteer help.
The blog reaches out to the public with new and relevant material on a weekly
basis. Traditional media is still being used as well in order to cast a wide net.

PROGRESS MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
Given the financial challenges faced by the City, the elimination of the Museum’s budget
has halted the motel building renovation project. During the past year, there has been
progress on creating logistical bay areas for storage of items to be deaccessioned or
more permanently stored. Lighting has now been installed and physical shelving has
begun to take shape in both lower and upper levels. A specialized room has been
created for the storage of and research on the City’s tremendous collection of negatives
taken by the City’s photographers over the years. However there is still a major need
for proper temperature control and physical storage containers.
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The Collection Management database is an ongoing project that will continue into the
foreseeable future. During the 2014-2015 year volunteer and paid staff members made
great strides in collection management. These are the statistics for the year:


Number of items inventoried: 3,876



Number of items entered into PastPerfect: 2,769



Number of dispositions created: 30



Number of items sold: 32



Total Sales Amount: $1,020



Number of items repatriated: 5

The scope of the collection policy is now much more specific to Dearborn and the
mission of the Museum.
Special events, new exhibits and the newly redesigned school program are intended to
bring new customers into the museum, raise the community’s awareness of what is
happening at the Museum, and generate revenue.
The publication of Dearborn’s Best Stories, continues to be a successful promotional
tool that has also helped generate revenue.
The volunteer program is being built and has been a boon to the operations of the
Museum. As the volunteer base is built, the goal is to have all of the Museum buildings
open on a regular schedule and to have as many special events as the volunteer base
can support.
As always, the Museum staff, both paid and volunteer, has worked very hard to
continue to provide the best services to its customers.
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This year the Museum published four issues of The Dearborn Historian.

Staff,

volunteers and commissioners continued to research and conduct interviews with
residents and local officials for use in future articles.
The development of an independent web page that also serves as a blog has proved to
be very popular. This blog covers behind the scenes material and features a well-liked
“What is It?” section. The Museum has a Facebook page that is used to notify the
public of events, seek volunteers and keep people up to date on all things related to
the Museum. The page had 67 friends as of April 1, 2013 and has steadily grown to
almost 1,400 friends. The Museum has also added Twitter and Instagram accounts.
The web and social media are areas that must be taken advantage of as we move
forward in an information age
OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
The Museum has teamed up with the MotorCities National Heritage Area to develop
three different tours of the Dearborn area. The public will have the option of a walking,
biking, or driving tour through east and west Dearborn. This project is designed to
encourage local tourism, promote the City and stimulate business in the shopping
districts by celebrating local history. There were several sites identified that have not
been marked by signage.

The Museum and MotorCities will be seeking grants to

sponsor the development of these signs and local tourism. These signs will contain QR
codes which visitors can scan with their smartphones in order to hear an audio file or
read about the site. It is hoped that this will encourage an interest in local history, the
City and bring visitors to the Museum.
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The second annual Party at the Museum held in the fall was a resounding success.
Over 1645 people attended and our revenue was $5800. The third annual Party at the
Museum has already garnered sponsorships and is on target to be a great success.
In the spring of 2015 the Museum hosted an Evening with Henry Ford and Thomas
Edison. Eighty-three people attended the program and the Museum realized $830 in
revenue. Plans are already underway for another historical reenactment in 2016.
STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
Combining all museum activities both on and off site, the Museum reached
approximately 12,424 people this fiscal year.

Guests Students Researchers

Total

6,853

1,442

110

8,905

Museum Office Building

0

1,442

0

1,442

Gardner House

210

1,442

0

1,652

Commandant’s Quarters

660

0

0

660

Off-site presentations

65

0

0

65

Total

7,788

4,326

110

12,424

McFadden-Ross
Museum

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
Many of the goals set for FY 2015-2016 are ongoing projects and therefore will continue
into the coming year. The following reiterates these goals and adds new ones.
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Continue membership drives to generate revenue and build support for the
Museum.



Continue the pursuit of individual and Guild Group memberships.



Continue grant writing projects.



Develop promotional merchandise for the Museum.



Continue to develop a marketing program that includes the refinement of our web
page and helps to reach new customers.



Recruit interns and volunteers to assist with collection management projects and
social media initiatives.



Continue to build a collections database using the PastPerfect computer software
system.



Continue to refine the collection by identifying superfluous objects for
deaccession and ethical disposal.



Continue to work with the Museum Guild of Dearborn to raise interest in local
history and to build an endowment fund to support the Museum’s efforts.



Continue to find grant opportunities, planned giving arrangements and other
sources of revenue to support the Museum.



Continue to provide thorough and professional historical services to customers.



Strive to present educational and informative programming through our exhibits,
educational programs, the publication of The Dearborn Historian, lectures and
the cable TV show, Through the Arsenal Gates.
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Continue to work on needed building maintenance projects, including the
second-storey porches at the Commandant’s Quarters and exterior painting at
the McFadden-Ross Museum.



Offer historically successful events that will attract new visitors.



Continue to develop partnerships with local organizations and business.



Develop an audio tours application that can be accessed through smartphones.



Build exciting new exhibits including a display on the Treaty of Springwells.
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APPENDIX A
DEARBORN HISTORICAL MUSEUM
COLLECTION MANAGEMENT POLICY
DEFINITIONS
1. “Dearborn” will be understood to mean the area known today as Dearborn.
2. Accessioning is the procedure by which objects, meeting policy, guidelines, become
part of the permanent collection of the Museum.
3. Deaccessioning is the procedure by which objects that fail to meet policy guidelines
are removed from the collection.
4. Loans are when an object is removed from its normal place in the collection either for
research or display or for non-departmental use.
5. Trades are when an object is exchanged with another museum or educational
institution for an object sent from them.
POLICY
Accession Policy
1. In keeping with the Mission Statement of the Dearborn Historical Commission
and the Collections Plan of the Dearborn Historical Museum, we are pledged to
collect, preserve and display artifacts and archival material of historical interest
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and importance to Dearborn and when related, the greater metropolitan area,
making these collections accessible to the general public through exhibitions.
The following priorities have been established for the evaluation of objects in
determining whether a specific object will be accepted into the collection.
a) Items owned, used or produced by a Dearbornite, depiction of a Dearborn
subject, or associated with Dearborn buildings, events, or business.
b) Items associated with the Great Lakes area, a Michigan based Military unit
and Native American culture when connected in some way to Dearborn.
c) Items representative of a type used in Dearborn if we do not have such an
item from category a) and with the understanding the item will only be in the
collection until a similar object from category a) becomes available.
2. Artifacts considered for accessioning will also be evaluated in terms of:
a) Rarity, authenticity, quality and condition
b) The Museum’s ability to store, conserve and exhibit
c) Interest and educational potential
d) Present holdings of the Museum in order to limit duplication in the collection
3. Artifacts may be added to the collection by gift, bequest or trade.
4. Artifacts are accepted without limiting conditions on the part of the Museum as
stated on the Donation form.
a) No gift will be accepted with the understanding that it is to be permanently
exhibited.
b) No collection item will be accepted with the understanding that it is to be kept
intact.
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c) A gift to the Museum may not be reclaimed by the donor or his/her heirs.
d) Permission is granted for the Museum’s historical use of any written materials
and/or transcribed taped interviews providing proper credit is given.
Deaccession Policy
1. Items which are not suitable for the collection as defined in this Collections Policy
Section and in keeping with the Collections Plan will be presented to the
Dearborn Historical Commission for deaccessioning.
2. Items that are deaccessioned based on this deaccession policy will be disposed
of in any manner deemed appropriate by the Chief Curator of the Museum.
3. The Museum retains the right to dispose of gifts in any manner deemed
appropriate by the Chief Curator of the Museum.
Policy on loans from the Museum
1. The loan of items to public, non-profit institutions or to private institutions will be
considered if the mission of the Museum is furthered thereby. Curatorial staff
must obtain the approval of the Chief Curator and the Dearborn Historical
Commission (unless the items for loan are interdepartmental).
2. All loans are to be recorded on the standard loan forms and will be subject to
conditions stated thereon.
a) Borrower accepts the item and agrees to exercise reasonable care so that the
item is returned in same condition as received.
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b) Should there be a printed program in association with the purpose of the loan
or should the item be on exhibit, the borrower agrees to credit in print or on a placard
“Dearborn Historical Museum”.
c) A deposit may be required depending on the nature and value of the item
loaned.
3. Loans are to be made for a specific period of time.
Policy on loans to the Museum
1. It is the policy of the Museum to accept no indefinite or unsolicited loans. Loans
should be for a specific purpose and for a stated period of time.
2. A loan sheet for “Items loaned to the Dearborn Historical Museum” must be filled
out.
a) The Museum will exercise reasonable care so that any items borrowed will be
returned in the same condition received.
b) The Museum and the Dearborn Historical Commission are not liable to the
lender for loss when reasonable precautions have been taken.
3. Items on loan to the Museum must be accompanied with an appraised value.
PROCEDURES
Accessioning
1. Gifts and Bequests
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a) Items brought to the Museum will be given an immediate cursory
evaluation to determine if the items possibly fit the Museum’s
Collection Policy.
b) If it is determined that the objects might fit the Museum’s collection
guidelines, a donation sheet will be filled out for object’s received.
The items received will be evaluated by this collection policy for
accessioning consideration.
c) Once items are accepted by the Museum for the collection they will be
accessioned by the registrar.
d) Curatorial staff, registrar or qualified staff may appraise items for
donations valued under $1,000.
e) Items over $1,000 must be appraised by a qualified outside source.
Deaccessioning
1. Initial recommendations for deaccessioning come from the Curatorial staff based
on an evaluation of the object and this collection policy.
2. The recommendations will be brought to the Chief Curator for review.
3. The Chief Curator will review the items and present them to the Dearborn
Historical Commission for their approval.
4. Items approved for deaccessioning will be disposed of in any manner deemed
appropriate according to the City disposal policy.
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Trades
1. If the item is a candidate for trade, the staff will select the means, giving
consideration to the following disposal options:
a) Public museum in the Dearborn area, Michigan or elsewhere.
b) Local university study collections, etc.
Loans from the Museum
1. Request for loans must be received in writing at least two weeks prior to the
objects being needed.
2. Requests for loans will be considered according to the following criteria:
a. Availability of the object for the period of the request.
b. Soundness of the object for travel and display.
c. Condition under which the object will be exhibited, stored, handled, and
insured.
d. Duration of the loan.
e. Furtherance of the mission of the Dearborn Historical Museum.
3. Borrowing institution must sign a loan form which specifies the condition of the
loan.
4. The packing and transport of objects will be in accordance with standard
Museum practice.
5. Loan must be approved by the Dearborn Historical Commission.
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Loans to the Museum
1. Requests to institutions or individuals for the loan of items to the Museum must
be reviewed by the Chief Curator and the curatorial staff.
2. The form “Items loaned to the Dearborn Historical Museum” will be used as well
as any forms of the lending institution.
3. Conditions imposed by the lender will be accepted or rejected after due
consideration has been given to fiscal and other implications.
4. Items on loan to the Museum must be accompanied with a written appraised
value.
5. All items, on loan to the Museum, will be insured by the Museum Guild of
Dearborn.
6. Loans to the Museum may be terminated upon ninety day written notice by either
party.
Items not accepted for the collection
1. Items declined by the Museum for its collection will be handled in accordance
with the donation form signed when the items were brought in.
2. Items will be disposed of in any manner deemed appropriate by the disposal
policy of the City.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Dearborn Historical Commission
1. Approves items for deaccession, trade or salvage.
2. Approves loan requests presented by the Chief Curator, Exhibits Coordinator
or Museum Staff.
B. Chief Curator
1. Notifies the Dearborn Historical Commission of accessions.
2. Notifies the Dearborn Historical Commission of requests for loans from the
Museum.
3. Refers deaccession recommendations made by the curatorial staff to the
Dearborn Historical Commission.
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APPENDIX B
COLLECTIONS PHASE PROCESS
Collections Phase – The Museum has around 200,000 three-dimensional objects,
many of which have never been accessioned and cataloged. The initial thrust, which
has already begun, will be to examine every item in the storage areas to determine what
has been accessioned and needs to be accessioned.
Information about each item is being logged on an inventory sheet and the item is
photographed. If an item has not been accessioned, a decision will be made as to
whether an object fits the Museum’s mission and collections policy. If there is not a fit,
an object will be disposed of via the City of Dearborn disposal policy. This process will
open up valuable storage space for items that fit the guidelines of the Museum’s
collection policy and it will also provide much needed revenue for the Museum. If a
non-accessioned item does meet the requirements of the collections policy, the
information will be given to a volunteer registrar or staff member in order to assign the
item an accession number and to record all of the known information about the item into
the PastPerfect system.
If an item already has an accession number, the existing hard copy accession books
are used to look up the item. This information will be recorded into the PastPerfect
system by a volunteer registrar or staff member. Objects can be flagged for potential
deaccessioning at this point if an item does not fit into the Museum’s mission or
collections policy.
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As items are examined and logged, they will be placed in a set location which will be
recorded and eventually entered into the PastPerfect system. This will be of great
benefit to the Museum as staff will now know what items are housed in the collections
and where those items are located.
Considering the Museum’s collection of 200,000 objects, if 20 minutes were spent with
each item (which is conservative), the time spent on the process above would be
around 66,000 man-hours. With the Museum’s small staff and volunteers working on
this project, it is estimated that this process will take at least five years to complete. In
the end, the outcome of this worthwhile project will be a housing of collections that is
more in-line with the Museum’s mission and Collections Policy, a source of revenue for
the Museum, an increase in the amount of valuable storage space, and an organized
collection which is more usable to the staff, and hence the people of Dearborn.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Housing Division of the Department of Economic and Community
Development (ECD) and the Dearborn Housing Commission is to provide for the
administration and maintenance of decent, safe and sanitary housing programs and
properties in a manner that promotes serviceability, efficiency, and stability of its properties
and programs while working to improve the economic and social well-being of low and
moderate income households such programs were intended to serve.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HOUSING DIVISION
Dearborn Housing Commission
Originally created in 1963 as the Dearborn Housing Department, the Housing Division and
the Dearborn Housing Commission began development of subsidized housing and housing
resources intended to provide decent, safe, sanitary, and affordable housing for low and
moderate income households in Dearborn. In October 2014, the functions of the former
Dearborn Housing Department were merged into the Department of Economic and
Community Development and are overseen by the Director of ECD. The Director of
Economic and Community Development is appointed by the Mayor of Dearborn. Also
appointed by the Mayor of Dearborn are the five Dearborn Housing Commissioners. The
Housing Commissioners provide general oversight, policy direction, contract and budget
authority required by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for the
three federally subsidized rental properties (Townsend Towers, Kennedy Plaza, and
Sisson Manor Apartments), and a federally subsidized rental assistance program (Section
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8 Housing Choice Vouchers). The Housing Division staff manages a total of 429 units of
federally subsidized rental housing for low income households.
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development provides funding for federally
subsidized properties and programs including operating subsidies intended to offset the
difference between the cost of normal, routine operations and revenue from rent,
investments and miscellaneous sources.

The federal government, by way of

modernization grants, provides funding for capital improvements necessary to maintain the
long-term physical and social viability of the properties managed by the Housing
Commission.
Staffing required for the operation and maintenance of the Housing Commission’s facilities
and programs is provided by the City of Dearborn. Staff members are contracted to the
Housing Commission, which reimburses the City for the actual cost of salaries and benefits
of employees in federally subsidized programs and properties. Administrative fees earned
from rental assistance programs are paid from a HUD subsidy as reimbursement for the
cost of program operations.
Housing Division
In 1967, the duties of the Dearborn Housing Department were expanded to include the
development and management of moderate income senior citizen housing established as
an enterprise fund.

As a division of the department of Economic and Community

Development, the Dearborn City Council and the Mayor of Dearborn control contract and
budget authority.

The Housing Division manages two properties, Hubbard Manor East

and Hubbard Manor West, which include a total of 351 apartments.
Rental revenue from the above properties, combined with investment and miscellaneous
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income, provide the means of financing day-to-day and capital improvement costs for cityowned, non-subsidized properties and services. The actual cost, however, of salaries and
benefits (including retirement) is reimbursed to the City’s General Fund from either
operating budgets for federally subsidized properties and rental assistance programs, or
the City enterprise funds for Hubbard Manors East and West. As such, local tax dollars
have not been required to subsidize housing operations.

MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF THE DIVISION
Consistent with the division’s mission of providing for the administration and maintenance
of decent, safe and sanitary housing programs, the Housing Division’s major goal is to
ensure the long-term physical and financial viability of the housing units it administers.
Among others, the following are key factors in its success:
Occupancy


Wait List Management - Development and maintenance of accurate, fair waiting lists is
important for several reasons. Public perception of how applicants are processed and
inquiries are handled establishes significant elements of the relationship between
Housing Division staff and prospective tenants. Effective wait list management not
only provides some clear indication of relative demand for subsidized housing in
Dearborn, but also ensures that willing and suitable prospective tenants are available
when vacancies occur.



Intake and Applicant Screening - One of the most important functions performed by the
Housing Division is the intake and applicant screening function. Prospective tenants
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are pre-screened to verify eligibility for each program; and, Michigan State Police
criminal background checks and home visits are required for all applicants to ensure, to
the extent possible, residency, adequate housekeeping ability and personal hygiene.
Pre-screening of applicants also reduces unit turnaround time and maximizes revenue
that would otherwise be lost to vacancies.


Annual Tenant Income and Asset Certifications - While the time required to process
annual tenant recertifications has been greatly reduced as the result of the
implementation of an automated tenant processing system, annual recertifications of
tenant income and assets remains a time consuming process. Annual recertification
alone takes approximately one month and the efforts of several full-time and part-time
staff members. Annual recertification of income and assets of all residents is required
by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for all federally
subsidized programs.

In moderate income, city-owned properties, annual

recertification and rent increases are indexed to inflation and generally tied to the
consumer price index (CPI) or other such amount approved by the Dearborn City
Council. Recertification generally results in increased revenue as tenant income
increases. Recertification also provides for affordable rents where tenant income may
have decreased for reasons beyond the control of residents, but does not include
decreases from investment income.

Most importantly, however, annual income and

asset recertification ensure that the low and moderate income nature of each property
is maintained and rents remain affordable.
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Maintenance


Routine and Emergency - Routine and emergency work order processing is a top
priority. Building maintenance staff is generally able to complete tenant work requests
within 48 hours. Completion of routine and emergency work orders account for the
majority of staff time, and are directly related to resident satisfaction.

In an effort to

make requesting service as easy for residents and their families as possible, the
Housing Division uses a “Service Request Line” which can be accessed using any
outside telephone.

Emergency service during off-hours is handled by the City of

Dearborn Police and Fire Dispatchers, and an on-call maintenance staff member.


Preventative - The Housing Division engages in preventative maintenance for major
system components in an effort to prevent premature failure of system components.
Preventative maintenance assists administrative staff by identifying potential
component failures thus allowing time for budgeting, specification preparation, and
replacement prior to becoming a serious problem or emergency situation. Preventative
maintenance is included in all outside maintenance contracts where specialized skills
are required.



Inspections - The Housing Division inspects each property on a weekly basis, and
building managers are required to walk each building at the beginning of their shift
looking for emergency, maintenance or potential problem conditions. Additionally,
outside inspections are contracted each year, and every apartment is subject to
inspection annually.

While required by the Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD), apartment inspections allow staff to identify housekeeping
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problems, inventory assets, and perform preventative maintenance on mechanical
equipment and appliances in each unit.

Inspections are also conducted at least

annually for all subsidized Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher households. Inspections
are a vital component of an effective preventative maintenance effort, and they help to
ensure the long-term physical viability of the properties.
Modernization


Grant Application Development and Administration - While the goal of preventative
maintenance is to forestall premature breakdown and replacement of vital system
components, age and normal wear do necessitate the renovation or replacement of
major building systems. Federally subsidized senior citizen housing properties rely
almost exclusively on federal grants for modernization funds. Significant staff time and
energy is therefore spent preparing grant applications, consulting with maintenance
staff and residents, and becoming familiar with changing grant opportunities and
program requirements. While the modernization of city-owned, moderate income,
properties does not involve grant application development, the information gathering
components are similarly time consuming and important.



Construction/Modernization Monitoring - In order to achieve expected results on all
modernization projects, housing staff must constantly monitor construction progress
and quality. Staff members are significantly involved in the development of
specifications, bid solicitation, pre-construction conferences, progress meetings,
processing payments and project closeouts.



Capital Needs Planning - In an effort to plan for inevitable modernization projects,
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Housing Division staff maintains long-range capital improvement budgets. Budgeting for
anticipated projects requires planning, establishment of priorities and coordination of
work items so that valuable resources are not wasted and disruption to the lives of
tenants is minimized.
The following is a list of properties and programs which the Dearborn Housing Division and
the Housing Commission administer. Included in the list is a general profile of each
property or program, and a general description of the populations they serve.

Townsend Towers - 79 units located at 7000 Freda, and constructed in 1963 as elderly
housing serving low and moderate income seniors, handicapped and disabled individuals.
Rents are based upon 30% of adjusted monthly income with a $50.00 minimum monthly
rent.

Dearborn residents are given preference, and the minimum age is 50 unless

applicants are physically handicapped or disabled.
Type of Structure:

Elevator

Number of Floors:

Six

Number of Units & Size:

75 - One-bedroom units - 430 sq. feet
4 – Two-bedroom, handicapped units - 629 sq. feet

Utilities:

Water, electric, and heat included in monthly rent.

Amenities:

Individual balconies, air conditioned and furnished
lobbies and activity rooms with cable television,
handicapped accessible bus transportation, included.

Appliances Provided:

Range, refrigerator, garbage disposal, carpet
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Original Cost:

$ 1,095,196

Financing Source:

US Department of Housing and Urban Development

Kennedy Plaza - 119 units located at 5111 Bingham, and constructed in 1967 as elderly
housing serving low and moderate income seniors, handicapped and disabled individuals.
Rents are based upon 30% of adjusted monthly income with a $50.00 minimum.
Dearborn residents 62 years and older are given preference, and the minimum age is 50
unless physically handicapped.
Type of Structure:

Elevator

Number of Floors:

Nine

Number of Units & Size:

113 - One-bedroom units - 430 sq. feet
6 – One-bedroom handicapped units - 430 sq. feet

Utilities:

Water, electric and heat included in monthly rent.

Amenities:

Individual balconies, air conditioned and furnished
lobbies and activity rooms with cable television,
handicapped accessible bus transportation, included.
Wayne County Meals program on-site serving hot
meals weekdays.

Appliances Provided:

Range, refrigerator, garbage disposal, carpet

Original Cost:

$ 2,130,000

Financing Source:

US Department of Housing and Urban Development

Sisson Manor - 135 units located at 1515 Mason Street, and constructed in 1971 as
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elderly housing serving low and moderate income seniors, handicapped and disabled
individuals. Rents are based upon 30% of adjusted monthly income with a $50.00
minimum. Dearborn residents 62 years and older are given preference, and the minimum
age is 50 unless physically handicapped.
Type of Structure:

Elevator

Number of Floors:

Ten

Number of Units & Size:

9 - Efficiency units - 364 sq. feet
119 – One-bedroom units - 480 sq. feet
6 – One-bedroom handicapped units - 480 sq. feet
1 – Two-bedroom handicapped unit - 629 sq. feet

Utilities:

Water, electric and heat are included in monthly rent.

Amenities:

Individual balconies, air conditioned and furnished
lobbies and activity rooms with cable television,
handicapped accessible bus transportation, included.
Wayne County Meals program on-site serving hot
meals weekdays

Appliances Provided:

Range, refrigerator, garbage disposal, carpet

Original Cost:

$ 2,367,000

Financing Source:

US Department of Housing and Urban Development
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Hubbard Manor West - 214 units located at 22077 Beech Street, and constructed in 1976
as moderate income elderly housing.

Monthly rents are based upon 30% of adjusted

monthly income with a $465 minimum and $562 maximum. Apartments are available to
moderate income applicants, 55 years of age or older. Dearborn residents are given first
preference for available apartments.
Type of Structure:

Elevator

Number of Floors:

12

Number of Units & Size:

213 - One-bedroom units - 506 sq. feet
1 - Two-bedroom unit - 1,012 sq. feet

Utilities:

Water, electric, heat, air conditioning included.

Amenities:

Individual balconies, air conditioned and furnished
lobbies and theater television room with cable
television, handicapped accessible bus transportation
included. Wayne County Meals program located
across the street serving hot meals weekdays.

Appliances Provided:

Range, refrigerator, garbage disposal, carpet

Original Cost:

$ 5,106,427

Financing Source:

Senior’s Operating Fund

Hubbard Manor East - 137 units located at 5500 Calhoun, and constructed in 1978 as
moderate income elderly housing.

Monthly rents are based upon 30% of adjusted

monthly income with a $465 minimum and $562 maximum. Apartments are available to
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moderate income applicants, 55 years of age or older. Dearborn residents are given first
preference for available apartments.
Type of Structure:

Elevator

Number of Floors:

Ten

Number of Units & Size:

128 - One-bedroom units - 506 sq. feet
8 – One-bedroom handicapped units - 506 sq. feet
1 - Two-bedroom unit - 1,012 sq. feet

Utilities:

Water, electric, heat and air conditioning included.

Amenities:

Individual balconies, air conditioned and furnished
lobbies and theater television room with cable
television, handicapped accessible bus
transportation, included.
Meals-On-Wheels site located two blocks away at
Kennedy Plaza serving hot meals weekdays.

Appliances Provided:

Range, refrigerator, garbage disposal, carpet

Original Cost:

$ 4,451,900

Financing Source:

Senior’s Operating Fund

Section 8 Rental Assistance (Housing Choice Vouchers) - 96 units which provide
federal rental assistance in qualified existing housing for low income elderly, handicapped,
disabled and families.

Rents are based upon 30% of adjusted monthly income with a

$50.00 minimum monthly family contribution. Utility allowances are provided to assist in
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paying tenant-paid utilities.

Dearborn residents are given preference. Assistance is

available to the following: families, physically handicapped, disabled, near elderly 50 years
and older, and seniors 62 years or older.
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
In addition to the more general priority of providing for the maintenance and operation of
780 units of city owned and federally subsidized properties, the elderly nature of our
housing facilities has yielded services and programs deemed to be of greatest benefit to
our low and moderate income elderly residents.

A profile of the average customer or

tenant reflects the following characteristics:
Townsend Towers, Kennedy Plaza, Sisson Manor


Total Residents:

393



Total Households:

336



Female Residents:

234

(60 %)



Male Residents:

159

(40 %)



Married Households:

57

(17 %)



Elderly (62+):

351



Near Elderly (50-61):

39



Non-Elderly (<50):

3



Average Age:

72



Average Tenant Rent:

$ 237



Blended Occupancy Rate at FYE

98 %



Occupancy – Townsend Towers

99 %



Occupancy – Kennedy Plaza

97 %



Occupancy – Sisson Manor

98%
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Hubbard Manor East and Hubbard Manor West


Total Residents:

300



Total Households:

273



Female Residents:

210

(70 %)



Male Residents:

90

(30 %)



Married Households:

27

(9.7 %)



Elderly (62+):

251



Near Elderly (50-61):

49



Non-Elderly (<50):

0



Average Age:

74



Average Tenant Rent:

$ 529



Blended Occupancy Rate at FYE

73%



Occupancy – Hubbard East

57%



Occupancy – Hubbard West

89 %

The composition and characteristics of our residents in public housing are constantly
changing. Constant review of customer characteristics, demographics, tenant suggestions
and observations by staff has, over the years, resulted in the following programs and/or
services for residents:
Courtesy Van Service - Bus transportation and special bus trips which include shopping,
restaurant trips, special attractions, community events and programs.
Outreach Counselor - A social worker familiar with nursing homes and assisted care
facilities, available chore service workers, food stamp and various other social assistance
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programs, is available to assist in resolving personal, financial, and medical problems.
Newsletter & Calendar of Events - Listing special events and planned monthly activities.
The women and men of the Dearborn Housing Division team strive to provide outstanding
and unique services to public housing residents, and extend a welcome, inviting venue for
Wayne County Meals Programs, Pleasant Hours, Pinochle, Bingo, Square Dancing, Heart
Club, Stroke Club, and Arts & Crafts Club. The division’s goal is to give residents services
and programs they desire, and encourage involvement and activity that will lead to a
happier, healthier, longer life.
Residents of public housing are not, however, the only customers of the Housing Division.
The number of colleges and universities in and around the Dearborn area creates a
significant demand for quality, affordable rental housing and information. In addition, the
number of businesses in Dearborn and the surrounding area, including Ford Motor
Company, also creates a demand for rental housing and housing related services.

The

relative demand for rental housing in Dearborn and the abundant supply of quality rental
properties within the City has resulted in the continuation of the following services for the
general public:


Fair Housing information and referrals



Homeless assistance referrals



Listing of assisted care facilities and nursing homes



Listings of other Dearborn apartment buildings and condominiums



Referral and/or general information related to other housing resources



General housing information to assist landlords and tenants
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By understanding the characteristics of tenants, the needs of the general public, and a
realistic assessment of the division’s resource limitations, the Housing Division continues to
seek opportunities to improve the economic and social well-being of low and moderate
income households such programs were intended to serve.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Revenue from rent comprises the majority of funds utilized for the Housing Division and the
Housing Commission operations. Additional revenue is generated through investment of
reserves for each project or program.

Miscellaneous income such as laundry service

commissions and activity room rentals is also utilized to finance operations.

For the

Dearborn Housing Division properties (Hubbard Manor East and Hubbard Manor West),
rental and miscellaneous revenue is the sole source for financing operations and
generation of reserves required for capital improvement projects.

In the Housing

Commission properties and programs, rental revenue is supplemented by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in the form of an operating subsidy, as
significant minimum rents are not allowed by program regulations.

The following is a

breakdown of revenue by program:

Townsend Towers, Kennedy Plaza, Sisson Manor *
Dwelling Rent ..................................................................................................... $902,565
Investment.............................................................................................................. $2,796
Miscellaneous ...................................................................................................... $39,393
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HUD Subsidy ................................................................................................... $1,072,333

Hubbard Manor East and Hubbard Manor West
Dwelling Rent (Hubbard East and West) ........................................................ $1,761,121
Reimbursement from Federal Operating (salaries, benefits & shared costs) ..... $763,500
Reimbursement from Section 8 Voucher (salaries, benefits & shared costs) ...... $50,759
Investment.............................................................................................................. $5,903
Miscellaneous ...................................................................................................... $23,625

Section 8 - Rental Assistance Housing Choice Vouchers*
HUD Subsidy ..................................................................................................... $625,591
Fraud Recovery ..................................................................................................... $ 6,114
* As of Housing Commission fiscal year ended 9/30/2014.
Housing Department & Housing Commission
Major Funding Sources
14.5%

1.0%
1.3%
0.2%

50.7%

32.3%

Miscellaneous

Investments

Subsidy

Rental Income

Reimbursement from Fed Operating

Reimbursement from Section 8
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Unlike rental assistance programs where the majority of programmatic expenses are
related to assistance payments, expenditures related to management of rental properties
is considerably more labor intensive with higher personnel, maintenance, utility and capital
improvement expenses. The following are the major expenditure categories and cost
summaries:
Townsend Towers, Kennedy Plaza, Sisson Manor *
Personnel & Administrative ................................................................................ $847,398
Repair & Maintenance ........................................................................................ $285,815
Utilities................................................................................................................ $472,893
Extraordinary Maintenance & Capital Improvements ......................................... $514,904
Insurance ............................................................................................................. $52,239
Hubbard Manor East and Hubbard Manor West
Personnel & Administrative ............................................................................. $1,838,478
Repair & Maintenance ........................................................................................ $201,912
Utilities................................................................................................................ $403,193
Extraordinary Maintenance, Capital Improvements Purchases..................................... $0
Insurance ............................................................................................................. $68,274
Section 8 Rental Assistance - Housing Choice Vouchers*
Personnel & Administrative .................................................................................. $49,735
Auditing Fees ........................................................................................................ $ 3,700
Housing Assistance Payments to Tenants & Landlords .................................... $ 570,399
*As of Housing Commission fiscal year ended 9/30/2014.
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Housing Department and Housing Commission
Major Expense Categories

10.7%
2.3%
9.7%
9.2%
51.6%

16.5%
Extraordinary & Capital Expenditures

Repair & Maintenance

Utilities

Personnel & Administrative

Assistance Payments

Insurance

Modernization Expenditures
Modernization funding under the HUD Capital Fund Grant Program includes strict time
limits for obligation and expenditure of funds. Coordination of funding between fiscal years
is often required, as the complexity of the anticipated work items varies widely. Generally,
the Housing Commission attempts to obligate funds within eighteen months of grant
approval and expend all funds within three years.

Available Modernization Funding - HUD Capital Fund Grant Program
2013 Capital Fund Grant (9/9/2013) .................................................................. $324,545
2014 Capital Fund Grant (5/3/2014) .................................................................. $363,099
2015 Capital Fund Grant (5/3/2014) .................................................................. $399,814
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GOALS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR REPORT YEAR
The Housing Division and the Housing Commission establish annual capital improvement
and management performance goals. The Housing Commission, as indicated above,
receives financial assistance from the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development for the purpose of maintaining and upgrading its aging public housing stock.
Grant funding is often combined over two or three grant years to complete larger, more
complex or expensive capital projects. While funding for capital projects varies from year
to year, Congress appropriates funds for capital projects identified in the Housing
Commission’s 5-Year Public Housing Agency (PHA) Plan and funds from previously
approved grants are often combined to complete larger capital improvement projects.
Financing capital improvements for city-owned Hubbard Manor East and Hubbard Manor
West is accomplished using retained earnings; and, expenditures are subject to annual
approval by the Dearborn City Council. Emergency repairs and/or renovations necessary
to prevent or eliminate a danger to tenant or visitor safety are addressed on an as-needed
basis, and allocations from reserves are sought when necessary. The following projects
are included in either the Housing Commission or the Senior’s Apartment Operating fund
budgets:
Green Physical Needs Assessment (GPNA) - (Townsend, Kennedy and Sisson)
Included in the 2012 HUD Capital Fund grant, the Housing Commission engaged EMG,
Inc. in the amount of $20,969 to conduct a comprehensive physical needs assessment of
Townsend Towers, Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor. The purpose of the assessment
and energy audit is to conduct a physical inspection of a sampling of all properties. EMG
will provide a full range of services, including evaluating the existing conditions of the
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housing stock via a random selection of units, common areas, offices, and program areas.
The assessment will identify energy conservation measures and the cost savings that
may result from implementing the measures. All identified physical improvements will
meet or exceed the HUD mandatory standards and those established by local health,
safety, and building codes. At a minimum, the goal of the GPNA is to identify and provide
a description of all physical improvements that will be required to bring the property back
to a level comparable with “as built,” to the degree reasonably possible based on available
components and building age. The effort should provide the Commission with the
information necessary to ensure long-term physical viability in a manner suitable for
planning and budgeting purposes. Data shall be in a format suitable for HUD reporting
requirements and inclusion in the upcoming five-year and Annual PHA Plan.
Domestic Water Booster Pumps (Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor)
Domestic water booster pumps provide additional pressure necessary for water to reach
upper floors at all buildings, as normal city water pressure will generally only reach the 4

th

floor of any property. Booster pumps at Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor had begun to
fail and, because of complicated digital controls, cannot be cost effectively repaired.
Specifications were prepared for replacement of systems at both buildings and bids were
received on June 4, 2014. The low bidder, Guardian Plumbing and Heating was awarded
a contract by the Dearborn Housing Commission in the amount of $50,949. Changeover
during overnight hours was completed at both buildings, so as to minimize inconvenience
to our residents. Work at both properties was substantially complete on January 14, 2015.
Emergency Generator Replacements (Townsend, Kennedy, Sisson)
Emergency generator replacement at federally subsidized buildings Townsend Towers,
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Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor was included in the 2012 HUD Capital Fund Grant.
Existing natural gas 100 KV generators were installed in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s
are reaching the end of their useful life, are deteriorating and major parts for replacement
will become difficult to obtain. Backup emergency generators currently power elevator
cars, emergency lighting in stairwells and hallways, and fire panels during electrical
outages. New larger natural gas generators of 150 KV are anticipated as replacements at
each property. With the capacity to carry larger loads, the division hopes to power the
above items as well as domestic water booster pumps, boiler and hot water circulation
pumps. We also added the capacity to power additional outlets in the first floor lobby
allowing residents to recharge laptops, cell phones and the use of portable oxygen
concentrators during outages. Bids were solicited on January 14, 2014 and three bids
were received on January 29, 2014. The low bidder, Diversified Power, Inc. was awarded
a contract by the Dearborn Housing Commission on February 13, 2014 in the amount of
$312,735. Work is substantially complete at all three properties and minor punch list items
remain. Formal closeout of the project is pending.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
While maintaining day-to-day operations of six occupied senior citizen apartment
residences, a rental assistance program, and grant development/administration
responsibilities, considerable staff time and resources are affected by factors which are
either beyond the control of management, such as emergencies and extraordinary
maintenance activities, or, occasional yet significant, changes such as staff turnover,
reporting changes, and computer-related issues.
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Parking Lot Repair, Seal Coating and Re-stripe – All Properties
Parking lots at all properties are currently showing signs of wear including cracks, missing
patch and general deterioration around catch basins and in locations adjacent to concrete
sidewalks. While significant redesign of parking lots and security fencing is anticipated in
the future, immediate repair and re-striping of lots will not only extend their life a few more
years and eliminate safety hazards, but will improve the appearance of buildings generally
until a more comprehensive parking lot renovation is undertaken. On June 20, 2014, bids
were solicited for this work and three bids were received on July 9, 2014. The low
responsible bid was received from S&J Asphalt and Paving Co. in the amount of
$25,267.30 for Hubbard Manor East and West; and, $13,970.06 for Townsend Towers,
Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor. All work will be funded from the operating budgets of
the respective funds. Completion of work at all five properties was completed by
September 1, 2014.

Passenger Bus Replacement –
With the assistance of the DPW Central Garage, specifications were prepared in
anticipation of the replacement of bus 227-02. Purchased in 2002, vehicle 227 is an
18 passenger bus which requires a CDL licensed operator. The Housing Division has
had difficulty recruiting operators with the required CDL license at current wage rates.
The specified bus is slightly smaller at 15 passenger including the driver and is under
the State threshold which requires a CDL licensed driver. Bids were issued on March
2, 2015 and were due on March 25, 2015. Five bids were received and a contract in
the amount of $51,800 was issued to Transportation Equipment Sales (TESCO), the
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low bidder, on May 8, 2015. Delivery of the new bus is expected on September 18,
2015.
HUD Annual and 5-Year PHA Plan -–
In the report period, the Housing Commission developed the annual and 5-year PHA
Plan for the fiscal year beginning on October 1, 2015. As part of the planning process,
consultation with residents of public housing was included in order to obtain input in the
planning process and address resident concerns. The planning process concluded
with a required public hearing and adoption on July 9, 2015 by the Dearborn Housing
Commission. The adopted PHA 5-Year Plan covers federal fiscal years 2016 – 2020.
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Sisson
Manor

Townsend
Towers

STATISTICAL INFORMATION

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
Due to the timing of the Annual Report submission and the Administration’s goal setting
effort, departmental goals are subject to change during the 2015 fiscal year. An
addendum reflecting any changes will be included as part of this Annual Report when
appropriate. The following are goals established by the Housing Division for the period
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016.
During the coming fiscal period the Housing Division anticipates completion of the Green
Physical Needs Assessment for the federally subsidized properties, Townsend Towers,
Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor; installation of replacement emergency generators at
Townsend Towers, Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor; and, replacement of domestic
water booster pumps at Kennedy Plaza and Sisson Manor as discussed in the previous
section. In addition to completing these projects, the following activities are anticipated
during the coming year:
Roof Top Air Makeup Unit Replacements (Hubbard East and Hubbard West)
Roof top air makeup units at Hubbard Manor East and Hubbard Manor West provide
required building air exchange to hallways. Hallways are air conditioned during summer
months and heated during the winter months. The current units, which were installed in
the early 1990s, are deteriorating and require replacement prior to the heating season.
The division expects to develop specifications in July or August with the assistance of a
mechanical engineer. Our goal is to replace the units with ones of similar size by late
October or early November, weather permitting.

Funded from Senior’s Operating

Reserves and included in the 2015 Budget, the estimated cost of replacement at both
properties is $ 279,000.
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Balcony Repairs (Sisson Manor, Kennedy Plaza and Townsend Towers)
Numerous balcony edges and other surfaces are cracked and crumbling exposing re-bar .
The conditions were identified during HUD REAC inspections and must be addressed
immediately. While many balconies on the 6th and 7th floor at Sisson are in need of repair
now, various other locations have been identified as likely to fail. The extraordinarily harsh
recent winters contributed to and hastened the deterioration, as moisture within the
structure froze and fractured the concrete surfaces. Work at Sisson Manor has been
deemed a high priority because of the danger to foot traffic on sidewalks below apartment
balconies. The work anticipated is similar to that which was recently completed at Hubbard
Manor East and West. Specifications were prepared and sealed bids were solicited on
June 4, 2015. Three bids were received on June 17, 2015 and a contract was awarded to
DRV Contractor’s, LTD in the amount of $1,025,700.01. Phase one at Sisson Manor is
expected to begin in August 2015 and completion at Sisson is anticipated by October 31,
2015. Phase two at Kennedy Plaza and Townsend Towers should begin in early spring
2016. This project shall be funded with HUD Capital Fund Grants from 2013, 2014, 2015
and 2016 as necessary.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Human Resources Department is to support the City of Dearborn in
carrying out its mission of excellent public service by providing quality and efficient
services based on sound human resource principles. We seek to model excellence,
efficiency, and integrity, and to help shape the City's future through training, job
recruitment and leadership.
INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The purpose and structure of the Human Resources Department is identified in the
Charter. Chapter 11 speaks of "...a civil service system based on merit principles and
scientific methods, thereby providing the basis for establishing effective human resource
policies and practices as guides to administrative action." As the source of staff and
policies relating to the workplace, the Human Resources Department serves as the
linchpin for the variety of services that the City provides.
The Civil Service Commission consists of five members. The Commission holds regular
monthly meetings and provides valuable guidance and leadership to the department.
The range of services that the department provides includes recruitment and selection,
classification, compensation, employee relations, policy development and
implementation, training and development, performance measurement, and employee
records, with shared responsibility for payroll, pension, and benefits administration.
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
Payroll and Records


Establish and maintain payroll classifications



Insure compliance with all federal, state and local regulations



Provide authorization to the Finance Department for effecting wage increases for
eligible employees under all circumstances



Investigate reports of salary inequities and/or irregularities in payroll



Maintain wage and salary records for individual employees



Participate and assist in the development of employee benefit programs



Maintain and prepare salary plans for all positions in the City’s service as
mandated by the City Charter



New employee processing


Create employee files; complete/obtain appropriate documents for file



Maintain active, inactive, and former employee files



Enter and update employee data on computer


Position/pay rate; benefit codes; identifying information (name, address,
classification, Social Security number, phone number); employment dates;
confidential information



Maintain various personnel records pertaining to employment history, which may
include items pertaining to performance appraisal, commendations, disciplinary
actions, and any other matters



Process employment verifications
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Report employment statistics monthly to U.S. Bureau of Labor
Recruitment and Selection



Develop and implement recruitment programs including:


Job announcements for posting; internet recruitment; regular and special
mailing lists; classified advertisements; community and professional
organizations; and employer job fairs



Insure compliance with laws and regulations effecting equal opportunity
and affirmative recruitment



Process employment applications


Review applications for required qualifications; obtain driving records and
criminal history information; document military status for veterans'
preference; schedule interviews or examinations; develop and administer
examinations; promotional and original entrance positions



Select or refer to contract for parts and weights of examinations:


Training and experience evaluation forms; coordinate assessment
centers; skills demonstration exams; job knowledge exams;
promotional potential ratings; structured oral interview formats

●

Examination scoring


Computerized scoring of multi-option exams; multiple checks for
input of non-objective data; computerized reporting of results;
compute promotional potential ratings and seniority credits; post
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individual results on applicant record; communicate individual
results to applicants


Certification (selection and recommendation for hire)


Employment lists; application of the Civil Service Rule for certification by
Human Resources Administrator; forward certified candidates for
departmental selection
Classification and Salary



Review requests for classification and salary changes



Coordinate promotional processes in accordance with the Civil Service Rules
and appropriate contracts


Draft recommendations for parts and weights of exams for Civil Service
Commission approval



Create or obtain appropriate tests



Identify eligible candidates



Coordinate and administer tests as appropriate



Evaluate results and compile lists



Conduct classification and salary studies



Job analysis



Interview incumbents, supervisors, managers



Internal comparisons



External comparables/conduct surveys



Organizational charts
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Labor market data



Conduct periodic reviews of classifications



Process requests for new positions



Write and update job descriptions



Prepare reports and resolutions for the Civil Service Commission and the City
Council



Provide departments with support and input on classification and salary matters
Employee Relations



Develop and distribute personnel policies



Serve as contact for harassment, discrimination, and other inquiries and
investigate allegations of the same



Develop, distribute and update reference manuals to full-time and part-time staff



Make referrals for the Employee Assistance Program



Monitor performance evaluation systems



Serve on the Appeal Board for Police performance evaluations



Serve on the Board of Ethics Committee



Serve on various City Development Initiative (CDI) committees and participate in
training



Chair the Customer Service Steering Committee
Contract and Benefits Administration



Receive and resolve grievances
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Process grievances per requirements in collective bargaining agreements
including assistance in grievance arbitrations



Interpret contracts for supervisory and non-supervisory employees upon request



Assist in the process of resolving unfair labor practice charges, Unit clarification
petitions and other matters relating to the administration of the Public
Employment Labor Relations Act



Coordinate education tuition reimbursement and notify departments of
reimbursements



Coordinate Family and Medical Leaves of Absence



Monitor longevity pay eligibility and process prorated longevity as needed



Monitor service increments



Recognition of service awards; distribution of awards



Assist with court testimony, depositions, Civil Rights hearings, Michigan
Employee Relations Commission hearings, arbitration proceedings, and
unemployment compensation hearings
Training and Development



Identify organizational issues, evaluate and develop appropriate programs for
those amenable to training



Develop educational programs and strategies that meet the long-term goals of
the City



Work to develop process improvement initiatives for systems related issues
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Work to develop a holistic training and educational plan by linking unrelated
programs to provide context for training and educational events



Identify organizational opportunities to maximize experiential and situational
learning for employees



Evaluate existing structure and develop programs to serve as the foundation for
training initiatives



Generate employee involvement and grass roots support for programs
Unemployment Compensation



Insure complete compliance with Unemployment Compensation Laws to insure
minimum cost impact on the City



Work with departments to minimize unemployment costs



Process unemployment compensation claims and attend hearings
General Administration



Attend Civil Service Commission Meetings, Hearings, and Appeals



Prepare agenda, resolutions and distribute minutes



Maintain rules and regulations in accordance with the Civil Service Rules



Provide information and reports to commissioners as needed
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The Human Resources Department actively works with city departments to accomplish
recruitment, selection, training, motivation, and evaluation of staff. This is accomplished
through a series of processes: employment, compensation and classification, training
and development, and performance measurement. As outlined in the City Charter, the
Human Resources Department provides support to the Civil Service Commission by
formulating agendas, taking minutes, and implementing action items. Since actions in
support of these efforts occur simultaneously, our prioritization is often driven by
deadlines dictated by the needs of the departments we serve. In response to these
needs, we provide the following services:


Compensation and Classification


Establish and maintain payroll classifications



Review and process requests and proposals for classification changes



Develop and maintain job descriptions



Set rates with an emphasis on internal and external comparisons



Conduct wage and salary surveys



Ensure compliance with federal, state, and local regulations



Work with the Finance Department to ensure appropriate wage changes



Address reports of salary inequities or other problems



Maintain individual wage and salary records



Assist in the implementation of benefit programs



Assist in processing retirement requests
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Prepare and maintain salary plans

Recruitment and Selection


Work with departments to establish methods to fill existing vacancies



Recruit applicants



Arrange for testing, physicals, interviews, and other screening processes



Ensure compliance with appropriate laws and regulations



Maintain appropriate records

Training and Development


Assess needs and identify resources to meet those needs



Develop and conduct an orientation program for new staff



Promote job education by offering a tuition reimbursement program

Employee Relations


Manage layoffs and attrition in conformance with contract provisions



Formulate policies related to workplace issues; communicate and train
appropriately



Develop and maintain employee recognition programs



Provide guidance on contracts and policies



Hear and respond to grievances



Respond to external complaints, such as arbitrations, unemployment
hearings and unfair labor practice charges



Provide support for related initiatives, such as performance measurement
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Provide impartial investigations into various alleged activities as requested
by departments





Employee Safety


Coordinate employee safety training needs with departments



Participate in the City’s Accident Review Board

Unemployment Compensation


Ensure compliance with state standards in a cost effective manner
MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES

Funding for the Human Resources Department is made available through the General
Fund Budget.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Expenditure categories are given a specified budget amount which is part of the overall
department budget approved by the City Council.

CATEGORY

BUDGETED
AMOUNT

FY15
EXPENDITURE

9,000

8,260.00

Examination (Testing)

45,000

43,829.75

Health Professional Fees

28,700

28,621.05

7,000

6,820.65

Training (in house)

27,800

23,533.55

Tuition Reimbursement

45,124

33,845.05

Arbitration Costs

Service Awards
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE REPORT YEAR
SAFETY AND TRAINING GOALS
Objective: To identify and implement learning opportunities in groups to include:
leadership, management and supervisory skills and occupational health, new employee
orientation, cooperative efforts with City Development Initiative (CDI), employee job
skills, and City of Dearborn processes. These objectives incorporate the development
of systematic curricula with measurable learning evaluations in each area.
ETHNIC HARMONY IN THE WORKPLACE
Objective: Continue to promote greater understanding, communication and
awareness relating to ethnic harmony.
PARTNERSHIPS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND CITY DEPARTMENTS
Objective: Maintain stronger relationships with the following organizations:
Dearborn Schools, Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services
(ACCESS), local colleges and universities, area schools, and other relevant municipal
and professional organizations.
PROVIDE THE CORE OF HUMAN RESOURCE SERVICES IN RESPONSE TO
DEPARTMENTAL NEEDS
Objective: Continue to work with departments and manage organizational
downsizing and retention of part-time employees. Provide education and guidance to
departments on the unemployment process in an effort to reduce unemployment claims
and minimize unemployment costs.
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MINIMIZE DISRUPTIONS TO DEPARTMENTS AND EMPLOYEES CAUSED BY
DOWNSIZING AND RESTRUCTURING
Objective: Interpret and apply all relevant contracts and Civil Service Rules for
employees whose positions are eliminated or changed.
ONGOING REVISIONS TO THE EMPLOYEE REFERENCE MANUALS
Objective: Revise and update the Employee Reference Manuals (handbooks)
for full-time and part-time staff.
SUPPORT THE LOCAL OFFICIALS COMPENSATION COMMITTEE (LOCC) AND
THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION WITH RELEVANT INFORMATION AS NEEDED
Objective: Provide relevant information.
IMPLEMENT PERFORMANCE METRICS AND KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
AS THEY RELATE TO THE PLANTE & MORAN AUDIT AND THE CITY
ADMINISTRATION.
Objective: Implement metrics and key performance indicators.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARDS
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
SAFETY AND TRAINING GOALS
Our health and safety and training goals were accomplished through a variety of training
programs. During FY2015, over 323 employees benefited from 45 training sessions
presented in-house for a total of 1201 training hours. The Training Calendar for Fiscal
Year 2015 offered the following categories: Management and Supervisory Skills,
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Computer and Job Related Skills, and Health and Safety Training Programs
Management and Supervisory Skills:


Prevention of Harassment & Cultural Diversity for Supervisors



Time Management



Intergenerational Dynamics



Rapid Learning: On-Line Management/Supervisory Skills



FMLA (The Family and Medical Leave Act)



Title VI Immigration-Related, Non-Discrimination, Training

Computer and Job Related Skills:


Computer Skills Assessment; MicroSoft Word: (5 topics); MicroSoft File
Maintenance; MicroSoft Excel: (5 topics); MicroSoft PowerPoint: (3 topics);
MicroSoft PowerPoint Presentations and Spreadsheets; MicroSoft Outlook: (2
topics); Adobe Acrobat; Photoshop, Surface Pro 3 and iPod/iPhone
applications



New Hire Orientation (online)



Prevention of Harassment & Cultural Diversity



Dealing With Difficult Citizens

Health and Safety Training Programs:


Emergency Preparedness; First Aid, CPR and AED; MDEQ Class C Operator
Training for Underground Storage Tank Usage, Pesticide Application
Certification
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND CITY DEPARTMENTS
The Human Resources Department has participated, or continues to participate, in the
following:


COMMITTEES/TASK FORCES


Job Evaluation Committees; City Development Initiative (CDI); Accident
Review Board; Board of Ethics; Local Officials Compensation Committee
(LOCC); Customer Service Steering Committee (CSSC)

PARTNERSHIPS HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN WITH THE FOLLOWING:


Human Resources Association of Greater Detroit; Conference of Western
Wayne; Dearborn Public Schools; University of Michigan – Dearborn;
M-Tech; Henry Ford College; Chamber of Commerce; and the Arab
Community Center for Economic and Social Services (ACCESS)

PROVIDE THE CORE OF HUMAN RESOURCE SERVICES IN RESPONSE TO
DEPARTMENTAL NEEDS


Responded to City departmental needs relating to specialized software
training.

MINIMIZE DISRUPTIONS TO DEPARTMENTS AND EMPLOYEES CAUSED BY
DOWNSIZING AND RESTRUCTURING


Interpreted contract language and Civil Service Rules to determine placement
of staff in positions that were eliminated.



Addressed issues and grievances.



Provided support to the Administration as necessary.
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ONGOING REVISIONS TO THE EMPLOYEE REFERENCE MANUAL AND TRAINING
MANUAL
The Employee Reference Manual (handbooks) for full-time and part-time staff were
revised and sent to Legal for approval. The updates are currently pending in the Legal
Department. A Human Resources Training Manual was developed and continues to be
updated to assist all staff with the variety of processes handled in this department.
.
OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
Automated Technology
The City of Dearborn is now one of the over 1,000 organizations across the
nation which have moved into cutting edge, online technology for
personnel management. In 2013, the Human Resources Department
launched a new software system which simplified and improved the application process
for job seekers and staff. With this new online approach to application
processing, the software allows job seekers to create a personal profile, submit
job interest cards, receive notifications of job postings and apply for current vacancies,
which streamline the job search and application process. With this new technology,
HR Analysts and department managers have easy access to online records thereby
reducing the time taken to recruit new employees. Additionally, with this system in
place, administrative and technical time and costs are reduced as the workload is
handled by the NEOGOV system. Overall, this system provides the City with a truly
automated and user-friendly system that tracks a position from the requisition stage, to
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posting, to scoring, to job offer and finally to the new hire. For FY2015, the Human
Resources Department processed and reviewed 6,149 applications of which only 62
were paper applications that the staff entered. During this time frame, 99% of all
applications and related processing is handled using the new NEOGOV system.

Department File Maintenance
With the relocation of the City Hall offices, the Administration requested that all
departments place a priority on reviewing department files in an effort to purge, scan,
index, and eliminate paper files to reduce the bulk of materials that will be moved to the
new location. The City’s OnBase Software is being used to store this information which
can be easily accessed to retrieve any file that has been indexed. The Management
Information Systems Department is leading this effort and has provided training and
online assistance with the software. Our key staff in this project has met with MIS and
the representatives from the company contracted to assist in this endeavor. The
Human Resources Department has been working daily on this task. As of this date,
approximately 99% of all former employee files have been scanned, indexed and
eliminated. We continue to scan and index other pertinent records that are required by
state or federal regulations to be maintained.
Intern Program
The Human Resources Department continues to encourage and promote educational
opportunities by offering an Intern Program. In the most recent years, the Human
Resources Department has worked with recruitment offices and job placement centers
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at local educational institutions, colleges and private sector organizations. We are
seeking to broaden our search area in order to capture more interested, qualified
participants for our Intern Program. Participation in the Intern Program would require
those interested educational institutions, colleges and private sector organizations to
submit names of candidates along with their preferred field of study. Our department
will review the information provided in an effort to seek suitable job placement between
a city department and the candidate. Candidates selected as interns in the Human
Resources Department will learn about the important role of the Human Resources
Department as it relates to employee relations. These interns will also assist with the
daily functions and routine activities of the department.
Tuition Reimbursement
Providing employees the means necessary for continued growth and development within
their jobs is one of the many ways that the Human Resources Department continues to
support the advancement of its employees. Our department offers and provides funds
through a Tuition Reimbursement Program. Tuition reimbursement is available for any
full-time employee who desires to continue their education in a work-related field. Tuition
reimbursement requests are submitted to the department’s Appointing Authority for
approval and then submitted to the Human Resources Department for processing. It is
the responsibility of our department to process tuition reimbursement requests from
department approval levels to payment processing which involves verifying approvals,
courses taken and grades submitted. The Tuition Reimbursement Program guidelines
state that tuition costs are to be repaid to the City when an employee leaves employment
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with the City within two years of class completion. Therefore, this department also tracks
all reimbursements paid to employees in order to determine monies to be repaid to the
City should this type of situation occur. Department records indicate that during FY2015,
20 employees from four departments received reimbursement for a total of 55 college
courses being attended by City of Dearborn employees. This accounts for approximately
220 hours of course time with an average of 11 hours per employee of personal time
attributed to their educational growth and development. The amount of all
reimbursements paid this fiscal year to employees totaled $33,845.05. Approximately
70% of the total budgeted amount for tuition reimbursements for this fiscal year was
expended. An increase of $3965.12 in tuition reimbursements has been reported this
fiscal year. Of the 20 employees to receive reimbursement benefits, six employees from
the Fire Department received reimbursements, accounting for $8,552.70 in
reimbursements. Nine Police Officers from the Police Department, received $22,846.60
in reimbursements. One general employee from the Police Department and three
general employees from departments other than Public Safety accounted for $2,445.75 in
reimbursements. As outlined in the Tuition Reimbursement Program guidelines,
employees who terminate their employment are required to repay the City any tuition
reimbursement received during their prior two years of employment. There was no
recovery of tuition reimbursement monies reported this fiscal year.
Grievances
The Human Resources Department receives and responds to all grievances placed by
employees. Many times hearings are conducted with the employee, the department
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head and the Union representative(s) involved with the grievance process in an effort to
resolve the grievance. Arbitration hearings are conducted in the event a resolution
cannot be reached. This fiscal year, 21 grievances were filed by employees. Of these
21 grievances, nine were received from Firefighters, seven were received from Police
(Non-Supervisory; Lieutenants and Sergeants), three were received from STP, and two
were received from Operative (Teamsters). Fourteen grievances were denied and six
grievances were resolved without arbitration. One grievance is pending.

Technological Efforts


With the NEOGOV online process of applying in place, all job openings and
applications are available, with all necessary forms readily available to submit
electronically. Department staff is readily available to assist with walk-in requests
to complete an application online.



Departmental forms continue to be updated and published to Cityweb, the City’s
intranet, for ease of use and access by all departments.



All labor contracts and salary plans are on Cityweb.



All Civil Service Agendas and Minutes are on Cityweb.



A Customer Service web page was created and posted onto Cityweb, in
conjunction with the Customer Service Steering Committee; it includes a virtual
orientation tour, customer tips and videos on providing good customer service.
Unemployment Claim Processing

During FY2015, forty-three former employees of the City of Dearborn requested and
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received unemployment benefits through the Department of Labor and Economic
Growth Unemployment Insurance Agency (UIA). The total benefit dollars paid by the
City of Dearborn was $106,066.13. Benefit credits are received when there are
sufficient documented reasons to protest a claim. Through the UIA protest and appeals
process, the department was able to recoup $4,282.36 in credits to the City.
Customer Service Steering Committee
The objective of the Customer Service Steering Committee (CSSC) is to develop,
promote and offer programs that will benefit employees and provide a positive work
environment. The committee consists of seven members and continues to meet bimonthly. The committee is chaired by the Human Resources Department Training
Coordinator. Projects undertaken by the committee are often identified by the
Administration, committee members, and through employee suggestions. A brief
overview of the accomplishments of the committee during FY2015 follows.

New Hire Orientation
The focus of the New Hire Orientation is to provide assistance to new employees by
offering them information about the City. In FY2015, a major change to the New Hire
Orientation was instituted to more effectively serve new employees.
Through FY2014, our city-wide new hire orientations were hosted twice each year.
While it was valuable to learn about the City in an interactive format with other new
employees, the CSSC and Human Resources Department came to recognize that some
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employees were already employed by the City for a number of months before
orientation time came around. Additionally, some employees had work schedules that
made it impossible to attend the orientation sessions when scheduled. This was
particularly true for part-time employees.
In April 2015, the CSSC and Human Resources Department, in partnership with the
Department of Public Information, launched an online new hire orientation. The newly
formatted orientation became available on CityWeb in April 2015 driven by the following
objectives:


To reach all new employees both full-time and part-time



To reach employees during the first few days on the job



Using online modules of 10 to 15 minutes each, new employees can access
orientation information in segments that match their availability in the workplace
either one at a time or all at once.



Thanks to our partnership with CDTV (City of Dearborn Television), there is an
ease in updating or adding information to the orientation program

Service Awards
In appreciation for their dedicated service to the City, employees who have reached a
milestone in their career were honored at a service awards reception. The Mayor sent
an appreciation letter along with an invitation to attend to the employees being honored.
Over 100 invitations were sent and 48 employees attended the reception this year. The
committee planned and made all the arrangements for the reception. Gifts were
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selected and ordered for employees with five to fifteen years of service. Employees
with twenty or more years of service could make their selection from a catalog
consisting of a wide variety of gifts. The Mayor delivered a message thanking the
employees for their years of service and was available for individual photos with award
honorees. A video highlighting the 25-year honorees was shown and a copy given to
each employee.

Emergency Action Plan
Working with the City Emergency Management Coordinator, who is an active CSSC
member, an Emergency Action Plan was instituted for the DAC. The action plan
includes a shelter-in-place and an evacuation component.
In FY16, the CSSC will work with the Emergency Coordinator and the Dearborn Police
Department to run evacuation and shelter drills and to provide defense classes in the
event of an active shooter incident.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
Employment:

Departures:

Employees hired:
full-time
part-time

397
73
324

full-time
part-time

29
25
4

full-time
part-time

41
11
30

Promotions:

Reclassifications:

Transfers
full-time
part-time

27
2
25

Unemployment:
Employees received benefits
Employee credits received
$4,282.36

43
11

Total

274

Resignations
Releases
Retirements
Deferred retirements
Terminations
Lay-Offs
Deaths

214
23
17
4
11
0
5

Family Medical Leave:
Employees 55 / 1144 days

Grievances and Arbitrations:
Grievances
(14 denied, 6 resolved
without arbitration, 1
pending)
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015-2016
During the third quarter of FY2013, departments were asked to develop Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) for FY2013 and beyond. Human Resources is pleased to
include the FY2015 KPI in this Annual Report. Identify Key Performance Indicators
(KPI)
KPI #1: 90% of customers using the online application system will report
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“Very High” or “High” satisfaction using the system. Measurement methodology: Survey
Monkey; the Customer satisfaction survey is linked to the final page of the online
application process. During the most recently completed and reported measuring
period (July 1-December 31, 2014), 91.67% of customers using the online application
system reported “Very High” or “High” satisfaction.
KPI #2: 100% of employees who resign or retire from City employment will be
offered and encouraged to give an exit interview to Human Resources. Measurement
methodology: Tracking spreadsheet lists employee termination dates, date of exit
interview or employee’s choice to decline interview. Copies of the exit interview report
are kept on file in HR, and distributed to the Appointing Authority and the City
Administration. During the most recently completed and reported measuring period
(July 1-December 31, 2014), 23 out of 23 retirees (100%) were offered exit
interviews. Eight employees completed the exit interview.
KPI #3: 95% of internal customers seeking support services will report
a “Very High” or “High” level of satisfaction with the level of professional support by
Human Resources staff. Measurement methodology: Survey Monkey; Bi-annual (July
and January) Human Resources Internal Customer Service Satisfaction Survey. During
the most recently completed and reported measuring period (July 1-December 31,
2014), 100% of those internal customers who responded were “very satisfied” or
“satisfied” with the level of professional support from Human Resources staff.
KPI #4: 95% of employees who have attended in-house training programs
will report “Very High” or “High” satisfaction with the quality of training materials,
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presentations and support from Human Resources. Measurement Methodology: 1)
City generated evaluations completed by employees at the conclusion of the class; and,
2) 90-day post-evaluation to determine the long-term benefits of the training. During the
most recently completed and reported measuring period (July 1-December 31, 2014),
94.5% of employees who attended in-house training. The Prevention of harassment
series recorded a satisfaction rate of 85% in the Very High” or “High” satisfaction
categories. We feel the slightly lower satisfaction rate for this training was due to the
‘mandatory’ nature of the class. Some employees simply did not want to attend.
KPI #5: Track the turn-around time from start of hiring process to
hire. Measurement methodology: Calculate the average number of days it takes to fill a
position, starting from when the requisition is submitted and ending when employment
begins. During the most recently completed and reported measuring period (July 1December 31, 2014), the average total number of days for the life cycle of a requisition
submitted and filled during the aforementioned time frame was 50.43 days (a reduction
of more than three days from the last KPI report of FY14).
KPI #6: Track the percentage of new hires still on the job one year, three
years and five years after hire. This statistic will only include full-time hires. During the
most recently completed and reported measuring period (July 1-December 31, 2014),
14 out of 18 new hires (77.78%) were still employed one year after hire; 15 out of 19
(78.95%) were still employed three years after hire, and 8 out of 13 (61.54%) were still
employed five years after hire for a total of 37 out of 50 (74%). Since the measuring
period was July 1 through December 31, 2014 statistics reflect employees hired during
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the same months in 2013, 2011 and 2009.
ADDITIONAL OBJECTIVES
1) Develop and implement professional growth and learning systems in alignment with
the City’s missions and values.
Objective: To identify and implement learning opportunities in groupings to
include: leadership, management, and supervisory skills, new employee orientation,
cooperative efforts with City Development Initiative (CDI), employee job skills, and City
of Dearborn processes. The objective incorporates the development of systematic
curricula with measurable learning evaluations in each area.
2) Research available technology to improve services provided by the department.
Objective: Continue to identify technology that best fits the needs of the Human
Resource Department and implement that technology in a timely manner.
3) Research and develop current practices and procedures to improve services
provided by the department.
Objective: To identify and implement the best strategies for improvement of
policies, practices and services provided by the Human Resources Department and
implement improvement plans appropriately.
4) Continue to support and augment ethnic harmony in the workplace.
Objective: Continue to promote greater understanding, communication, and
awareness relating to ethnic harmony.
5) Maintain partnerships with other organizations and city departments that will assist in
the identification of long-range and short-range solutions.
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Objective: Maintain stronger relationships with the following organizations:
Dearborn Schools, ACCESS, SEMCA, local colleges and universities, area schools,
and relevant professional organizations.
6) Continue to provide human resource services in response to departmental needs.
Objective: Maximize outreach of department services provided and educate
departments as to the process for unemployment claims in an effort to reduce
unemployment costs.
7) Minimize disruptions to departments and employees caused by downsizing.
Objective: Interpret and apply all relevant contracts and Civil Service Rules for
employees whose positions may be eliminated or changed. Assist employees and
supervisors affected by these changes to promote movement into different assignments.
8) Cross-train all Human Resources Department employees with an emphasis on
internal and external customer service.
Objective: To improve internal and external levels of customer service and
increase employee effectiveness and customer satisfaction.
9) Continue to work to reduce employee costs.
Objective: Continue to foster relationships with agencies for participation in the
Intern Program as well as pursuing work-study opportunities in part-time staffing.
10) Implement approved performance metrics as they relate to the Plante & Moran
Reclassification Audit.
Objective: Implement performance metrics in a timely, cost effective manner.
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VISION STATEMENT
The Dearborn Public Library fosters the spirit of exploration, the joy of reading, and the
pursuit of knowledge for all ages and cultures starting with the very young.
Approved by the Dearborn Library Commission
September 9, 2005

MISSION STATEMENT
The Dearborn Public Library provides a broad range of effective, courteous, quality
services and a balanced collection of materials for the educational, informational and
recreational needs of the Dearborn community.
Approved by the Library Commission
September 9, 2005

VALUE STATEMENTS
In order to provide effective management with ethical standards, we will:


Respond to community needs



Be good stewards of community resources



Protect privacy rights of patrons and staff



Promote teamwork



Encourage use by all



Collaborate with community groups



Provide a user friendly environment
Approved by the Library Commission, September 9, 2005
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LIBRARY ROLES STATEMENT
POPULAR MATERIALS:
The library is committed to providing materials that reflect popular culture and trends
and which fulfill the community’s desire for a satisfying recreational experience.
REFERENCE RESOURCES:
The library is committed to providing materials that fulfill the community’s need for
information and answers to questions on a broad array of topics related to work, school,
and personal life.
INDEPENDENT LEARNING:
The library is committed to providing materials that help address the community’s desire
for self-directed personal growth and development opportunities.
Approved by the Library Commission
December 12, 2000

INTRODUCTION TO THE DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM
The Dearborn Public Library operates the Henry Ford Centennial Library (HFCL) and
two branch libraries (Bryant and Esper) which are connected by a wide-area network.
The staff consists of 28 full-time and approximately 57 part-time employees for a total of
57 full-time equivalents (FTEs). The library’s total operating budget is approximately
$5.3 million. Our primary service is lending material for home use. This fiscal year we
lent 537,739 items to patrons, an 11% decrease over last fiscal year. We attribute this
decrease to a variety of factors, including change in patron usage of libraries, closure of
Snow Branch, no programming at Bryant and Esper branches, extended loan periods
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for popular material, decrease in the library’s material budget, and the ease of online
ordering through vendors such as Amazon.

Our next largest service is assisting

patrons with reference or other questions either in person or by telephone, e-mail, text
message or chat. On average, we receive more than 100,000 patron inquiries each
year. Our third major service is programming for adults, teens and children. During
FY2014-2015, library staff coordinated 741 programs with a total attendance of 21,628.
Compared to the previous fiscal year, program attendance decreased about 10%. The
library did not sponsor a Big Read in FY2014-2015 which is one of the reasons behind
the decline.
In addition, we provided outreach service to the homebound, delivering 218 items.
Highlights of the Year
Library Commission
A nine-member Library Commission, whose members are appointed by the Mayor,
governs the library system. (See page 53 for a list of Library Commissioners). Each
commissioner serves a three-year term and may be reappointed.

The Library

Commission deals with library policy, general oversight, long-range planning, and
budgeting. During the past year, the Library Commission:


Approved a revision of the Library Code of Conduct to clarify that eating in the library
is only permitted during library-approved events and to include electronic smokeless
devices (e-cigarettes) as part of the tobacco use ban (September 2014)



Approved a motion keeping the library’s fees and rates the same as the previous
fiscal year and to review them on an annual basis (December 2014)
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Accepted the resignation of Library Commissioner Sally Smith due to her move out
of Dearborn (December 2014)



Approved a motion to supplement the library’s current Collection Development
Policy with an E-Resource Policy (January 2015)



Continued to pursue the creation of a strategic plan through the preparation of a
library survey. A draft survey was tested on the library website and there are plans
for a more extensive survey to be developed in FY2015-2016 (March 2015)



Accepted the resignation of Library Commissioner Antonia Straley due to her move
out-of-state (April 2015)



Approved a motion to post a notice that any outstanding credit balance of $5.00 or
less on library cards expired one year or more would be considered a donation to
the library. Credit balances over $5.00 will be sent to the State of Michigan on an
annual basis (May 2015)



Approved a two-year trial agreement to participate in reciprocal borrowing (with
restrictions) with The Library Network (TLN) member libraries (June 2015)



Approved the withdrawal of the juvenile CD-ROM collection due to low circulation
(June 2015)



Approved a revised Public Computer Use and Internet Safety Policy to reflect the
Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) which is required in order to receive e-rate
reimbursement from the federal government (June 2015)



Accepted the resignation of long-serving (47 years) Library Commissioner Robert
Taub. A thank you celebration in Mr. Taub’s honor was held at the April 10, 2015
Library Commission meeting.

Mr. Taub was presented with a citation by
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Mayor Jack B. O’Reilly, Jr. commending Mr. Taub on his many years of dedicated
service (June 2015)
Building Repairs, Upgrades / Capital Projects


Repaired east side roof-top air conditioning units at the Bryant Branch Library (July
2014)



Contracted, through the City Power House, with Temperature Services Inc. to
replace the steam to hot water heating convertor and the expansion tank for
perimeter heating at the HFCL (July 2014)



Installed 31 LED lights to exterior canopies at the HFCL (July 2014)



Installed five automated (card swipe) door locks at the HFCL (January and May
2015)



Awarded contract to Advanced Roofing Inc. to replace the roof on the HFCL. Work
will begin in September 2015 (March 2015)



Installed a new digital video recorder (DVR), four upgraded cameras, and one new
camera at the Esper Branch Library (April 2015)



Began a review of all lighting at Esper Branch Library for an upcoming lighting
project to change fluorescent lamps to LED lamps (April 2015)



The Building Services crew constructed a completely enclosed air-conditioned room
for the library servers in the HFCL Automation room (May 2015)



Completed repairs on the HFCL roof penthouse panels (May 2015)



Awarded a contract to National Door Systems (NDS) to replace the HFCL north and
south public entrance doors with sliding doors (June 2015)
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Converted the last nine parking lot lights at the HFCL to energy-saving LED lamps
(June 2015)

Cost Savings or Revenue Producing


Partnered with TL Financial to hold a series of financial education classes for adults.
As there was a fee for these classes, the library’s profit was $1,000 (October 2014 –
April 2015)

Customer Service


Continued the re-cataloging of popular children’s books under series name to make
the items easier for patrons to find (July 2014)



Installed end cap display bins at the HFCL, Adult Services area, in order to highlight
selected print material and online resources (October 2014)



Began offering library cards with key tags, which included a new library card design
featuring the spiral staircase at the HFCL (October 2014)



Delivered 10 boxes of non-perishable food items to the Dearborn Firefighters Burn
Drive from the Dearborn Public Library’s Food for Fines program (November 2014)



Hosted a diaper drive to benefit Starfish Family Services, delivering 1,401 diapers,
19 packs of wipes and 10 containers of formula to the organization (November 2014)



Renovated, through the generous support of the Dearborn Public Library
Foundation, the teen area at the HFCL (January 2015)



Expanded our offering of Tumblebook products, an online resource for children
(January 2015)



Continued the digitization of local newspapers project and expanded the project to
include special resources from the Dearborn Historical Museum (February 2015)
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Began offering laptops for patrons to checkout for in-library use (February 2015)



Expanded the video game collection to branch libraries (March 2015)



Launched a new public library catalog called Enterprise which provides users with
better search functionality (April 2015)



Launched hoopla which allows patrons to download or stream music, movies and
audiobooks (May 2015)



Provided meeting space for 3,186 groups (11,609 people) during FY2014-2015 in
the HFCL group meetings rooms and conference room. The number of groups
using the rooms is about 10% higher than FY2013-2014.

Physical Arrangement of Buildings


Moved the early learning computers (AWE) to the area near the Youth Services help
desk in the hopes of reducing damage to these computers (September 2014)

Programs
In addition to regular programming activities such as story time, lectures, movies,
computer learning and craft workshops, the library participated in several exceptional
events.


Partnered with Starfish Family Services to conduct parenting classes as well as play
group sessions at the HFCL and the Esper Branch Library (multiple programs
throughout the year)



Launched the first Armchair Academy lecture series featuring local professors from
the Henry Ford College and the University of Michigan-Dearborn speaking on a
variety of high-interest, academic subjects. The professors volunteered their time
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and expertise in their respective subject specialties. Lectures were presented once
or twice a month from November 2014 to May 2015.


Initiated a weekly Friday program at HFCL entitled Drop-In Tech Time where patrons
can bring any electronic device they have questions about (August 2014)



Facilitated a second Muslim Voices reading and discussion series for teens through
a $1,300 programming grant from the New York Council for the Humanities in
partnership with Michigan Humanities Council with funding provided by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. The Muslim Voices program uses high-quality young
adult literature as a catalyst for teens to share meaningful dialogue about the shared
humanity of non-Muslim and Muslim peoples and creates opportunities to explore
these commonalities through universal humanities themes that cross cultural,
religious, and ethnic divides. Due to the success of last year’s program, the
Dearborn Public Library was approached by the Michigan Humanities Council and
invited to participate for the second year in a row. (March-April 2015)



Launched the 6-week Cooking Matters program series, presented by Gleaners and
sponsored by Oakwood Hospital, in order to educate participants through
demonstrations and presentations about stretching a food budget while still cooking
healthy (July 2014)



Participated in the Western Wayne County Reads program (Fall 2014)



Conducted several Tech Time sessions at the Henry Ford Village (Beginning
February 2015)



Presented, through a partnership with TL Financial, several workshops for retirees
(Beginning October 2014)
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Staff Efficiencies/Training/Communication Initiatives


Staff attended a variety of training sessions such as a Makerspace webinar, Zinio
training, SirsiDynix training on new modules, Michigan Library Association
workshops, Spring Institute for youth librarians and hoopla training

Staff Changes


Amy Stegner was promoted to the re-classified position of Assistant Librarian
created by the retirement of Clara Hedge, a Department Associate (August 2014)



Veronica Susalla, Circulation Supervisor, retired after 19 years of loyal service
(December 2014)



Carol Bloom, Circulation Department Assistant, was promoted to the Circulation
Supervisor position (December 2014)



Joi Hickman was promoted to the Circulation Department Technician position
(formerly a Department Assistant position) (May 2015)

Technology


Migrated our main computer library management system, Horizon, to one managed
remotely by Sirsi-Dynix via Software as a Service (SaaS). We no longer house the
system on our local servers, and, as a result, have eliminated many of the server
management tasks. The migration went smoothly and the staff has noticed few
changes to the system’s operation. (July 2014)



Oversaw the construction of walls around the noisy and heat-generating servers in
Automation. A water cooled air-conditioning unit was also added. The result made
the remainder of the agency cooler and much quieter. (March-May 2015)
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Digitized the vast majority of Dearborn newspaper microfilms by SourceHOV as part
of the city-wide digitization project. The disks with the digital conversions have been
received, but it was decided to wait until after our new computers arrive before
making the information available to the public. (February 2015)



Went live with SirsiDynix Enterprise, which is a significant upgrade to the library’s
online catalog. The new catalog features a more intuitive and powerful search
engine with spelling correction and “Did you mean?” prompts, resulting in more
accurate search results. In addition, there is a more attractive interface. (April 2015)



Began offering laptops for patrons to checkout for in-house use. There are three
available from the Adult Reference desk. (February 2015)



Carried through on the bibliography and authorities project. The purpose of this
project was to update our library catalog system with the latest and more consistent
author and subject fields, as well as to modify bibliographic records to the latest
protocol, Resource Description and Access (RDA). The migration took longer than
anticipated and thus consumed more of Automation staff time. This resulted in
several weeks when new records could not be cataloged. (August-November 2014)

Volunteers


Bryant Branch Library volunteers processed 4,911 paperback books



Friends of the Library-Dearborn (FOLD), through their monthly used book sale and
the sale of products such as totes, earbuds, headphones and flash drives, raised
$25,154 for the library. In addition, FOLD received $4,812 in donations and grants
for the library.
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In 2014, the Dearborn Public Library Foundation raised over $23,228 through the
annual residential mail campaign and the Kroger Community Rewards program



Hosted, on May 15, 2015, the Annual Volunteer Recognition Luncheon at the
Dearborn Hills Golf Course (May 2015)



A total of 6,247 hours of work were donated by 129 volunteers

Other Significant Activities/Events


Through the efforts of the Marketing Committee, conducted several outreach events
throughout the year. These included information sessions at the Henry Ford Village,
Oakwood Hospital, the Senior Center at the Ford Community and Performing Arts
Center, the University of Michigan-Dearborn, the Henry Ford College, Kiwanis,
business and senior health fairs, and at the Dearborn Federation of Neighborhood
Associations.



Participated in the Detroit Institute of Arts’ Inside-Out project which placed two prints
of classic artwork on the grounds of the Bryant Branch Library (July 2014)



Conducted, for the first time, a naturalization ceremony at the HFCL. The oath was
administered to 40 new citizens by the Honorable Gershwin A. Drain, District Judge
of the Eastern District of Michigan. (August 2014)



Celebrated the 90th anniversary of the Bryant Branch Library with an open house
serving cake and beverages.

The celebration was enjoyed by 150 patrons

(November 2014)


With the assistance of Building Services and the Court ordered work crew, seven
stake bed trucks of old furniture and equipment were moved to the old City Hall to be
sold at the City garage sale (November 2014)
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Awarded, for a second time, the Big Read grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts. The book chosen by the 2016 Dearborn Big Read Committee is Edgar
Allan Poe’s Stories and Poems (May 2015)

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Dearborn Public Library, in order to accomplish its mission, operates through four
major functions: lending, information, outreach, and public programming. All citizens
have access to a wide range of print materials and online resources as well as
computers complete with Internet access and basic Microsoft software applications.
General and research databases, digital audiobooks, e-books and e-magazines, as well
as streaming music and video, are also available to library cardholders from their home
or office computers and portable devices.
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
Lending Material Service
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the Lending Material Service, which is
provided at all libraries. Primary components are:


Selection of adult and juvenile material for circulation. Librarians



Ordering, cataloging, processing and data entry of material. Librarians, Assistant
Librarians, Part-time: Department Specialists and Department Assistants



Check out of material. Circulation Supervisor, Department Technician, Part-time
staff:

Department Specialists and Department Assistants; Also Librarians and

Assistant Librarians at branch libraries


MeLCat Lending. Librarian, Part-time staff: Department Specialists



Collection maintenance, inventory and shelving.

Librarians, Assistant Librarians,

Part-time staff: Department Specialists and Department Assistants
Customer Profile: Based on active borrowers during the last fiscal year, 30% of users
are under 18 years of age, 11% are between 18 to 25 years, 13% are between 26 to 35
years, 14% are between 36 and 45 years, 12% are between 46 and 55 years, 10% are
between 56-65, and 10% are over 65 years.
Information Service
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the Information Service, which is
provided at all libraries. Primary components are:


Selection of adult and juvenile material for the reference collection. Librarians



Ordering, cataloging, processing and data entry of materials. Librarians, Assistant
Librarians, Part-time: Department Specialists and Department Assistants
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Provision of accurate information in response to patron questions received in
person, by phone, by e-mail, through chat or text messaging.

Librarians and

Assistant Librarians, Part-time: Department Specialists


Collection maintenance, inventory and shelving.

Librarians, Assistant Librarians,

Part-time: Department Specialists and Department Assistants


Customer Profile: We do not gather demographics for the Information Service but
we believe the customer profile is similar to the Lending Material Service
demographics.
Outreach Service

Full-time and part-time employees participate in the Outreach Service, which provides
service to individuals, organizations, and homebound citizens. Primary components
are:


Provision of library materials for the homebound citizens and local book clubs.
Librarians, Assistant Librarians, Part-time: Department Specialists and Department
Assistants



Packaging, delivery, and pick-up of materials. Part-time staff

Customer Profile: We do not gather demographics for the Outreach Service as we do
not know the make-up of the various books clubs who borrow the library book club kits.
Homebound citizens are typically over 60 years old.
Public Program Service
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the system-wide provision of creative
programs for adults, young adults, and children. Primary components are:
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Planning and conducting regularly scheduled story hour programs for prekindergarten children. Librarians, Assistant Librarians



Planning and designing reading programs for children to encourage a lifetime of
reading for education, information and entertainment. Librarians, Assistant Librarians



Planning, conducting, and organizing materials for special craft workshops, puppet
shows, tours, movies, and story programs for children of all ages.

Librarians,

Assistant Librarians, Part-time: Department Specialists and Department Assistants


Planning lectures, tours, book talks, and special programs for teens and adults.
Librarians, Assistant Librarians

Customer Profile: With our emphasis in FY2014-2015 on adult programming, 54% of
our total program attendance is attributed to adults and the remaining 46% is attributed
to children and teens.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
General Fund
The voter-approved library millage (November 2011) dedicates 1 mill to the library
system. As revenue from 1 mill is insufficient to meet the funding needs of the library,
the City Council appropriated an additional .54 mill for library services.
Penal Fines
The Michigan Constitution states that libraries will receive revenues from the court
system on a continuing basis.
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Library Aid
The library receives per capita monies set each year by the State. Under P.A. 89 of
1977, the General Appropriations Bill, we are eligible to receive revenues in the spring
of each year. The payment is spread across two checks, one in June of the year and
the other in July or August. In order to qualify for library aid money, the library must
complete the State report and be open to the public for a minimum of 55 hours per
week.
Fines and Fees
The library receives fine payments for overdue, damaged and lost material.
Additionally, fees are paid for non-resident cards, Internet user cards, daily Internet
passes and room rentals.
Please see 2014-2015 Monies Received on page 52.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Personnel Services: 62%
Operating Expenses: 28%
Supplies: 1%
Capital Outlay (Materials and Equipment): 9%

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISMENTS, AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARD
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
2014-2015
Goal 1: Work with the Dearborn Library Commission to develop a strategic
plan for the Dearborn Public Library.
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The Library Commission, along with key staff, worked together to create a library
survey for library users and non-users alike. Library staff will test the survey by
putting it on the library website in June 2015. In FY2015-2016, the Commission will
consider other methods of survey delivery and will work with focus groups regarding
library services for the 21st century.
Goal 2:

Upgrade Horizon software which includes online catalog, mobile

catalog, online payments, online credit card processing, telemessaging and
staff modules.
The local Horizon system has been migrated to a hosted platform known as
Software as a Service (SaaS). This has eliminated the need for local catalog and
database servers, saving space and electricity as well as allowing for around-theclock system monitoring. All upgrades are handled by the vendor, allowing them to
be done more efficiently.
The migration included upgrading to the newest version of the Horizon staff client as
well as bibliographic processing that converted records to the new Resource
Description and Access (RDA) cataloging standard.
The upgrades allowed for the launch of the new catalog Enterprise. Enterprise
provides a more current search interface, allowing users to easily focus their search
as well as providing the “did you mean” search functionality. Enterprise allows
patrons to simultaneously search research databases in addition to library holdings.
This new catalog is also the first step in the integration of the digital collections. It
includes real-time access and checkout of the Overdrive media collection and in
the future will interface with other collections, such as Zinio and hoopla™.
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The telemessaging system which sends and receives phone calls about patron
accounts was also upgraded and will, in the future, allow for text notifications.
Phase two of the upgrade in FY2015-2016 will include a mobile website/catalog
interface and replacement of the self-check station.

The online payments

functionality has been shifted to the Internal Controls project which will commence in
FY2015-2016 after the installation of the new library public and staff computers.
Goal 3:

Continue work on the library re-lamping project, focusing on

additional LED lighting.
The 31 exterior canopy lights at the HFCL were converted to LED lamps. The Esper
Branch Library was reviewed and the switch from fluorescent to all LED lighting is
planned for early FY2015-2016. The remaining nine exterior parking lot lights at the
HFCL were changed to LED lamps.
Goal 4: Continue work on the wall repair and ceiling tile repair/replacement
project.
No wall repair or ceiling tile repair/replacement was done as we await roof
replacement at the HFCL, which is scheduled for October 2015.
Goal 5: Install new wallpaper at the HFCL.
No work was done on the wallpaper replacement project.
Goal 6: Replace the north and south public entrance doors at the HFCL.
The contract to replace the north and south public entrance doors at the HFCL with
sliding doors was awarded in mid-June 2015. Work is scheduled to begin in July or
August 2015.
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Goal 7:

Begin design work on the renovation of the HFCL first floor

restrooms.
Library staff participated in a preliminary discussion with architects. We will proceed
with the project in FY2015-2016 when we have established sufficient funding for at
least one restroom.
Goal 8:

Begin work on the ceiling tile replacement project at the Bryant

Branch Library.
Other than a preliminary discussion with Building Services, no work has been done
on the Bryant Branch ceiling project.
Goal 9: Install additional security devices (cameras and card swipes).
Five door swipes, two at the Adult Services workroom entrances, one at the Youth
Services workroom north entrance, one at the Youth Program Room and one at the
Circulation Supervisor’s office, were installed at the HFCL.
Goal 10:

Continue work on the HFCL penthouse panel repair and roof

replacement.
The penthouse panel repair was completed in May 2015 and the roof replacement
will commence in July 2015.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
Library Collection Maintenance and Development
The library’s collection of material continues to be the primary focus for the majority of
our staff. In FY2014-2015, we were allocated $450,000 to purchase library material.
The Processing staff order the material that the selecting librarians have chosen and
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receive, invoice, and process the new material into the system. Approximately 18,067
items were entered into the system including new material, material being transferred,
and material being repackaged.

In addition, 637 donations were added to our

collection. As a point of reference, in FY2004-2005, over 37,000 items were processed
into the system. The reduction in the library material budget is a contributing factor in
the library’s decreasing circulation of material. Additionally, the Processing staff was
unable to process material during the authority record and RDA projects in the fall of
2014.
As we purchase a majority of our cataloging records from our library material vendors,
only 317 items required staff to create original cataloging.
During FY2014-2015, 27,817 items were deleted. The library collection totaled 221,316
items at the end of the fiscal year. Total value of the collection is $4,433,110.
Our online resources continue to grow in popularity. The library subscribes to a total of
67 databases (20 are paid subscriptions and 47 are without-charge subscriptions
provided through the Library of Michigan Electronic Library). The most recent addition
to our online resources is AtoZdatabases, which provides users with access to phone
and address directory information for millions of residents and businesses in the United
States. In addition, the product offers job searching tools, resume producing tools, and
mailing list capabilities.
Circulation Services
Check out of material by patrons decreased by 11.8% this fiscal year. Traffic increased
by 5.5%. The library has 33,482 active card holders (used their library card during the
last three years), which is approximately 3.5% less than last fiscal year.
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Patrons continue to use the library’s “hold” service (requesting to be put on a list for
checked-out material). In FY2014-2015, 62,703 holds were placed, which is a 17%
decrease over the previous fiscal year. The library has 18,370 patrons signed up for
e-mail notifications of hold and overdue material, a 15% increase over last fiscal year.
This increase can be attributed to our new website and to the announcement that
encouraged patrons to sign up for email alerts for our new Wowbrary service as well
as MeLCat, our interlibrary loan service.
The Food for Fines program was offered once again, but this time in the fall so that the
boxes of food collected could be offered to the Dearborn Fire Fighters Burn Drive at the
holiday/winter time which is a time of high need.

Patrons enjoy donating to the

community in this fashion and also being able to reduce their fines by $1.00 for each
can of food donated to the cause.
Unique Management, our collection agency, continues to do a tremendous job in
contacting our delinquent patrons, encouraging them to return material and pay
delinquent accounts. Our rate of recovery has actually increased over the last fiscal
year. It is over 55% as compared to about 50% in past years. During FY2014-2015,
Unique generated $11,455 more cash than they billed in fees.

In addition, they

recovered over $8,400 worth of library material. This translates into a $4.93 return for
each $1.00 invested.
Outsourcing overdue mailers, in its sixth year with Unique Management, eliminates staff
time preparing and printing the mailers as well supplies and postage associated with
sending out the mailers. Also eliminated is the time spent by staff in the City’s mail
room. The notices are much easier to read (letter instead of carbon crash mailer) and
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patrons receive them in the same timely manner as when the library was responsible for
this task. In FY2014-2015, Unique invoiced the library $3,125 for the overdue mailer
service.
Programming Services
The library continues to offer a wide range of activities for people of all ages. The
majority of programs are held centrally at the HFCL but the branches do offer patrons
the ability to participate in library events such as the Summer Reading Program. For
families with children, our Youth Services staff provides a variety of story hours, craft
workshops, and contests, as well as contracting with professional entertainers for
special events throughout the year. During summer months, reading programs are
offered for people of all ages. Over 1,300 adults, teens and children read a total of
9,162 hours during the summer 2014 reading program.
Programs for teens included the 2014 Teen Read Summer Program with over 452
teens signed up to participate. Another program that is available is the Teen Advisory
Group (TAG). In January 2013, TAG was formed to help teens in grades six through
twelve to earn volunteer hours by assisting with projects that help the library and the
community. For each meeting they attend, teens can receive one to one-and-a-half
hours of volunteer service.
Over the course of the year, TAG continued its course of action to help to improve the
library. TAG teens helped by reading teen book reviews and making suggestions for
purchase. They looked at the new website and made numerous suggestions and
offered feedback. They did the same with the Enterprise catalog. They helped select
which cardboard cutout will be in the Teen Zone area. They focused on the new Teen
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Area, gave input to the design features and wrote thank you notes to the Dearborn
Public Library Foundation for funding the re-design.

In addition, they participate in

various volunteer projects such as folding flyers and preparing for craft activities.
To keep teens informed about new young adult titles and programs, they can sign up to
receive BookLetters™ emails from the library. We have a total of 323 teens subscribing
to the two teen BookLetters™ emails.
The 2014 Adult Summer Reading Program attracted 122 adult readers. Adult
programming also included the ever-popular Blockbusters free film series which is
sponsored by the Friends of the Library-Dearborn (FOLD). Forty-nine films were shown
during FY2014-2015 season with total attendance of 3,491. In addition, FOLD offered
seven monthly programs for adult audiences that were very well-attended.

During

FY2014-2015, these programs attracted 466 participants.
In August 2014, the library held the Annual Reading Wrap-Up Party, inviting participants
from all summer reading programs. For the first time, dual events were held.

For

families and youth readers, a performance by the Candy Band was held on the north
side of Henry Ford Centennial Library. Approximately 260 attendees came together to
enjoy the fun, music, and to celebrate the community’s joy in reading.

Mayor O’Reilly

was in attendance and presented the prizes to the child, teen, and adult grand prize
winners. In addition to enjoying the concert, the attendees also munched on popcorn,
created fans to cool off with, and had an opportunity to have a temporary tattoo applied.
Meanwhile, inside the library, 33 adults attended an author and musical performance by
Josh Malerman, author of The Bird Box. Those in attendance thoroughly enjoyed the
unique perspective of this author and his band members.
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Adult Services
Adult Services hosted dozens of programs covering a wide variety of topics, including a
new Cooking Matters program in cooperation with Gleaners and Oakwood Hospital.
Shut-In Services - HFCL Adult Services provides shut-in service for Dearborn residents.
During FY2014-2015, 218 items were delivered to three residents.
Book Clubs - The library currently holds 201 book club kits and the 10-book kits were
checked out a total of 302 times, for a total circulation of 3,020.
Other significant activities in Adult Services include:


Hired Wendy Ockers as a new Department Specialist in Adult Services (July 2014)



Began a new program called Cooking Matters, which is presented by Gleaners and
sponsored by Oakwood. The goal is, through demonstrations and presentations, to
help attendees learn how to stretch food budgets and still cook healthy. The
maximum 20 people signed up for this 6-week course (Began July 2014)



Hosted a visit from the author Josh Malerman for the 2014 Summer Reading WrapUp Party ( August 2014)



Presented a program about avoiding phone and mail scams with Zana Mackie of the
Senior Brigade, which is a program from the Attorney General's office. This was the
first of many other programs from the Senior Brigade (September – November 2014)



Continued the successful monthly Classics Revisited program into the new fiscal
year, and it maintained good attendance



Assigned Jeff Lelek to officially take on the responsibility of page supervision. He
took over from Henry Fischer, who was the supervisor for over 2 years (October
2014)
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Presented a movie tribute to Robin Williams and showed different movies throughout
the day (October 2014)



Purchased and put out end cap display bins to highlight certain print material and
online resources (October 2014)



Hired Amanda Stegner as Department Specialist (October 2014)



Sponsored a program, as part of the Western Wayne Community Reads initiative,
called Mystery and History, which consisted of a presentation and book discussion
by Willetta Heising (October 2014)



Sponsored a program, as part of the Western Wayne Community Reads initiative,
called Meet the Author which consisted of a presentation by D.E. Johnson, author of
Detroit Shuffle (October 2014)



Held a total of four classes with TL Financial on retirement information (April 2015)



Began a digital file to check in the daily newspapers. Using a digital file for this is
quicker, easier and more cost-effective. The file is an Excel file, kept up by Adult
Services staff (January 2015)



Sponsored a program on Science and the Arts: Science of Seeing Color:
Dr. Michael C. LoPresto, HFC Professor of Physics, explored how the human eye
perceives color and the difference between the scientific and artistic color wheels
(April 2015)



Offered a resume writing program called Resume Tips & Tricks through a
partnership with MichiganWorks. The program was presented by Claire Packer of
MichiganWorks and ACCESS (May 2015)



Partnered with the Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA) to bring people to the library and to
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the DIA for the special Diego and Frida exhibit (May 2015)


Kicked off the 2015 Adult Summer Reading Program: Escape the Ordinary. Try it!
with a Country Line Dance program (June 2015)



Awarded a $3,000 Latino Americans Grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the American Library Association. The grant will support
programming about the history of Latino Americans in FY2015-2016 (June 2015)
Automation Services

Tech Time and other programs - The Tech Time programs offered by the Automation
Services staff were joined by programs offered in cooperation with the Metro Detroit
Linux Users Group (MDLUG). The new weekly Drop-In Tech Time began in August and
was highly successful, serving a total of 287 people over the course of the year. The
classes managed by MDLUG served a total of 38 people. Automation staff also added
a new outreach service at Henry Ford Village, going there three times and serving a
total of 44 people. In total, 54 classes were held in FY2014-2015 with a total of 369
attendees.
In addition to Henry Ford Village, Automation staff also worked with Administrative
staff in other outreach programs designed to highlight library services to the public.
These outreach events took place for various groups, including University of MichiganDearborn students and staff, seniors, Kiwanis, and American Association of University
Women.
Automation Highlights


Migrated our main computer library management system, Horizon, to one managed
remotely by Sirsi-Dynix via Software as a Service (SaaS). This meant that we no
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longer had to house the system on our local servers, and thereby removed many of
the server management tasks. The migration went smoothly and the staff has
noticed few changes to the system’s operation. (July 2014)


Began our new Drop-In Tech Time program, which runs every Friday between 2:00
and 4:00 pm. Automation staff manage these sessions with the assistance of Adult
Services staff. (Began August 2014)



Helped to manage our bibliographic and authorities project. The purpose of this
project was to update our library catalog system with the latest and more consistent
author and subject fields, as well as to modify bibliographic records to the latest
protocol, Resource Description and Access (RDA). The migration took longer than
anticipated and thus consumed more of Automation staff time. This resulted in
several weeks when the Processing staff could not add bibliographic records
(August 2014)



Attended a Creating a Makerspace webinar, with the eye of preparing for such a
space within the library system in the future (October 2014)



Entered into a contract with The Library Network (TLN) to join their wide-area
network (WAN). AT&T will connect the HFCL to TLN’s WAN with a 250MB/s fiber
connection, along with connecting the branches (Bryant, Esper) back to the HFCL
with a 50MB/s fiber connection. This will replace the T-1 lines currently connecting
the HFCL to the branches and should result in a great speed improvement when
accessing the network along with the Internet. As part of the Dearborn Public Library
joining TLN’s WAN, TLN will file federal e-rate forms for connectivity reimbursement
on our behalf (January – June 2015)
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Oversaw the installation of new secure door card readers for Adult Services and
Youth Services (February 2015)



Oversaw the construction of walls around the noisy and heat-generating servers in
Automation. A water cooled air-conditioning unit was also added. The result made
the rest of the agency cooler and much quieter (March – May 2015)



Purged borrowers from the computer library management system.

For borrowers

expired 5 years and owing $10 or less: 5,011 borrowers were removed; a total of
$3,147.85 in fines were forgiven. For borrowers expired 10 years and owing $25.00
or less: 300 borrowers were removed; a total of $5,558.47 in fines were forgiven.
(March 2015)


Went live with SirsiDynix Enterprise, which is a significant upgrade to the library’s
online catalog. The new catalog features a more intuitive and powerful search
engine with spelling correction and “Did you mean?” prompts, resulting in more
accurate search results. In addition, there is a more attractive interface (April 2015)



Oversaw the installation of a digital video recording (DVR) camera server, the
upgrade of four security cameras, as well as an installation of an additional camera
in the meeting room at Esper (April 2015)



Oversaw the installation of new door access readers at the Circulation office, the
Youth Services Program Room, and at the Adult services north workroom door.
(June 2015)
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Library Committees
Acquisitions Committee
The purpose of the Acquisitions Committee is to create and maintain documented, upto-date procedures for selection, ordering, weeding, and maintenance of library
materials for selectors as well as other staff involved in the acquisition of library
materials. This committee was dormant this year.
ADA Committee
The ADA Committee ensures that the library complies with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. In addition, the committee strives to ensure that the best possible
service, materials, and equipment are offered by the library and staff to the disabled
community while balancing the needs of the entire community along with budgetary
concerns. The committee reviews requests, comments, and ideas for changes that
would improve services. The ADA Committee was dormant this fiscal year.
Bookletters Committee
The Bookletters Committee is responsible for managing the BookLetters service. This
is a service that allows patrons to sign up for e-mail newsletters with comments and
reading recommendations in a variety of categories, such as fiction, mystery, biography,
history, current events, health, home improvement, teen scene,

and children’s

books. Library Matters, the official newsletter of the Dearborn Public Library, as well as
other newsletters listing the many activities scheduled at the Dearborn Public Library
are also distributed using this service. During FY2014-2015, we offered 11 staffgenerated BookLetters™ including the popular Staff Picks. At fiscal year end, the
BookLetters™ service boasted 13,559 subscribers, a 151% increase over FY2013-
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2014. This service remains a popular one with patrons and continues to draw in new
patron subscribers.
Youth Services Committee
The purpose of the Youth Services Committee is to promote reading through programs,
collections, and service to children and their families. The committee actively pursues
methods of marketing the library and its resources to the community. In addition, the
committee reviews all requests for changes in service and shares information in ways to
improve service, programming, and library collections. In FY2014-2015, the committee:


Offered a wide-range of programming for children, birth through teens. Programs
were conducted during all public school breaks to offer youth and their families a
variety of activities to stay active during the breaks.



Partnered with Starfish Family Services to provide programs at the HFCL and the
Esper Branch Library for families and caregivers (October 2014 – ongoing)



Conducted a diaper drive on behalf of Starfish Family Services that the community
and staff embraced, collecting over 1,400 diapers, wipe packs and formula cans,
which were delivered to Starfish Family Services (November 2014)



Conducted three summer reading programs (one for school-age children, one for
children of preschool age, and one for babies) at all Dearborn libraries



Presented a variety of programs for families including a visit from Noodles the
Amazing Math Dog and the always popular Touch-A-Truck program with a visit from
the Dearborn Fire Department



Attended several workshops and conferences centering around programming and
service to children
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Hosted 15 guessing contest displays with over 2,700 participants. Families enjoy
looking at the various, colorful displays and using their estimating skills to make a
“guess” and perhaps win a small prize



Worked on the series books in the collection, standardizing and arranging them so
that they can be located by users in an easier way
Circulation Committee

The purpose of the Circulation Committee is to improve customer service and to solve
patron and staff problems concerning the Horizon circulation system. The circulation
process has many possibilities for customizing service. Each year many improvements
in customer service are developed through the efforts of this committee. The main tool
of the committee is the Circulation Manual, which incorporates the Library Commission
policy, system procedures, and sample statements for staff to use when talking to
library patrons. In FY2014-2015, the committee:


Reviewed and developed solutions for circulation issues including the handling of
library materials when returned in less-than desirable condition



Held one Food for Fines program in the late fall to donate items to the Dearborn
Firefighters Burn Drive at the holiday time of year. (November 2014)



Worked on the implementation of the in-library Circulating Laptop Computer program



Worked with Dearborn households affected by the flood of 2014 with regard to
library materials checked out and damaged



Produced a new general library card with a HFCL staircase design and a key card
(Oct 2014)
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Worked on a process to handle unclaimed credits on dormant accounts that must be
turned over to the State of Michigan on an annual basis



Continued to assist with marketing and publicity for all library events and programs
using the “Word of Mouth” strategy and direct-handing of promotional pieces



Processed library applications received as a result of staff outreach events across
the community
Collection Development Committee

The Collection Development Committee is composed of all the librarians in the system
as well as technical staff. The committee focuses on common issues involving format of
materials, ordering and the library’s overall collection. In FY2014-2015, the committee:


Assisted with the launch of hoopla™, a product offering streaming digital audiobooks, music and movies including television series



Reviewed the new Enterprise catalog and assisted with its launch process



Recommended the elimination of the youth CD-ROM collection as the need for
space continually evolves and formats are updated



Began a process of reviewing subject summary sheets which are the guides for the
selectors to specific sections of the collection



Worked with Circulation and Adult services on the collection of in-house use
statistics beginning in the 2015 calendar year



Worked with Young Adult Librarian on changing the teen graphic novel call number
in order to better differentiate these materials from the regular young adult novels



Helped revise the flowchart of damaged materials handling so that items that are
repaired are returned to the collection in a more timely manner
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Disaster Preparedness Committee
The goals of the Disaster Preparedness Committee are to develop and evaluate
procedures for emergencies and disasters that could occur at the Dearborn Public
libraries. The committee investigated and purchased new vinyl folders with the intent of
using these to hold vital instructions for quick access during emergencies. It is planned
that these folders will be put into use early in the next fiscal year.
The committee also helped to facilitate a six-hour lecture/demonstration from The Black
Belt Librarian, Warren Graham, which will be held in October 2016. Mr. Graham will
train staff on how to handle difficult or dangerous situations with the public.
In addition, the Disaster Preparedness Committee:


Conducted fire and tornado drills at all Dearborn Public libraries



Ensured that batteries in all emergency equipment were fresh and usable



Ensured that first aid kits were adequately stocked in every agency



Ensured that all staff emergency contact information was up-to-date and easily
accessible
Marketing Committee

The purpose of the Marketing Committee is to market the library to the community. This
committee also has responsibility for creating and updating general brochures with
information about the library system. In FY2014-2015, the committee:


Conducted a series of outreach events promoting library services throughout the
community:
o Farmers’ Market (July – October 2014; June 2015)
o Homecoming (August 2014)
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o Elderfest Event (September 2014)
o U of M Dearborn (October 2014)
o Henry Ford Village (February 2015)
o Henry Ford College (March 2015)
o Hollingsworth Logistics Health and Wellness Fair (May 2015)
o Dearborn Federation of Neighborhood Associations (June 2015)


Presented a two-hour technology presentation for the AAUW in conjunction with
their annual meeting (January 2015)



Participated in Career Day, sponsored by the Fairlane Sunrise Rotary, at the Henry
Ford Elementary School (January 2015)



Partnered with a local Boy Scout to build a Little Free Library for the train station as
his Eagle Scout project (March 2015)



Continued publication of Library Matters, now a bi-monthly online publication
providing news and information on library services and events as well as essays,
commentary and photos by staff members



Celebrated the Library Facebook page reaching over 1,300 likes at the end of the
fiscal year. Twitter followers are at 572 and Instagram followers jumped to over 500
New Technology Committee

The purpose of the New Technology Committee is to draft technology plans, policies
and procedures and submit these to the Administrative Panel and/or the Library
Commission. In addition, the committee will advise and work with other technologically
related issues. There is much overlap between this committee and the Automation
agency, and many things discussed during the New Technology meetings were
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implemented by Automation. Ideas that were discussed in the New Technology
Committee include:


Discussed the creation and implementation of a Digitization Lab, which would allow
the public to use an audio production computer, video production computer,
digitization software to convert various other kinds of media into digital media.
Discussion began in July of 2014 and plans continued throughout the fiscal year.
The equipment for the lab will be purchased in FY2015-2016.



Worked on an initiative to circulate laptops to the public (for in-library use only).
Circulation of the laptops began in February 2015.



Invested time trying to make thin clients work as the library’s public computers. It
was eventually concluded that it was not achievable. Standard desktop computers
were purchased at the end of FY2014-2015.



Discontinued offering specific technology workshops due to low attendance. Any
needs previously covered by the specific technology workshops are now covered by
the Drop-In Tech Time workshops held every Friday. (January 2015)



Began to changed filter settings on public computers as part of the requirements of
joining TLN’s WAN (Wide Area Network), thus allowing TLN to file our federal e-rate
paperwork. The library is now fully CIPA (Children’s Internet Protection Act)
compliant. TLN recommended a software package that fulfills the CIPA requirements
(OpenDNS: https://www.opendns.com). Changes were made to the Public Computer
Use Policies and Procedures, Public Computer Use Acceptable Use Policy, and the
Public Computer Use Disclaimer for compliance with CIPA. (January – June 2015)



Began investigating a software solution that can provide new practices, procedures,
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equipment and software to better track financial transactions. This is being done
because of the internal controls project that is being implemented by the City. The
library will be going out for bid in FY2015-2016 for a solution that will likely include
new cash drawers, card swipes, point of sale (POS) kiosks, as well as other
changes. (February – June 2015)
Reference Committee
The Reference Committee’s purpose is to coordinate reference service throughout the
system.

The committee has a major responsibility to continually review reference

services and to recommend purchases of material. The committee must rank the value
of each service and decide which formats are best for the community’s needs.

In

FY2014-2015, the committee:


Facilitated the purchase and promotion of new online products such as
AtoZDatabases and hoopla



Completed and submitted to the Library Commission for their approval the Electronic
Collection Development Policy (January 2015)



Continued to work on improvements to the Online Resources page on the library’s
website



Evaluated and reviewed numerous database products



Worked on the promotion of online products



Completed the review of the print reference collection in both Adult and Youth
services with a plan toward the consolidation of materials and the withdrawal of
older, obsolete materials
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Conducted several successful outreach events at the following locations: Union at
UM-Dearborn, Henry Ford College Eshelman Library, Oakwood Hospital Cafeteria
and Hollingsworth Logistics
Security Committee

The Security Committee was created to help develop policy and procedures to ensure
the safety of library patrons and staff members. The Security Committee worked on the
following issues:


Ordered uniforms for the library’s security personnel. The uniforms include two polos
as well as one fleece jacket. The uniforms were well-received by the guards as well
as the staff. The guards are required to wear them while on duty (October 2014)



Drafted two new bullet points for the Dearborn Public Library Code of Conduct.
Approval by the Library Commission was received at the September 12, 2014
meeting. Eating in the library is only allowed at Library-approved events and the ban
on the use of tobacco products now includes smokeless devices or their equivalents
(September 2014)



Clarified the patron banning procedure. (February 2015)



Considered various security training opportunities. A six-hour lecture/demonstration
from The Black Belt Librarian, Warren Graham, will be held in October 2016. Mr.
Graham will train staff on how to handle difficult or dangerous situations with the
public. Possible further training from the State police could be provided if necessary.
(April 2015)



Investigated the question of mothers providing food to infants or toddlers in the
library, as this was against a strict interpretation of the Code of Conduct. After
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reaching out to the rest of the library community and discussing options, it was
decided to continue our current policy of dealing with each situation on a case-bycase basis. (April 2015)


Newer, higher resolution cameras were installed at the Esper Branch Library. (March
2015)



Randy Sivels was hired on as a new security guard in May 2015.



Discussed the implementation of Code Adam, which involves all staff stopping what
they are doing to search for a lost child and includes a moderate lock-down of the
library with staff posted at all entrances/exits of the building. (February – June 2015)



Implemented a new plan in which staff will no longer issue keys to patrons checking
out group study rooms. (June 2015)
Serials Committee

The purpose of the Serials Committee is to manage the serials module through
coordination, training, creation of procedures and problem solving. Serials are materials
that are updated periodically, such as magazines, yearbooks, and directories. Because
the serials module is stable, it was not necessary for the committee to meet in FY20142015. However, the following tasks have been accomplished:


Awarded contract for the serials subscription services to WT Cox (September 2014)



Continued the digitization of local papers, focusing on the Dearborn Times-Herald.
The project is 95% complete. (June 2015)
Social Media Committee

The purpose of the Social Media Committee is to create, organize and manage our
social media communication on behalf of the library.
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The Facebook page was

launched on July 23, 2010 and the committee meets monthly to finesse and monitor
the page, its content, and review the usage statistics.


Facebook page currently has over 1,300 fans and the committee continues to strive
to increase its usage and market the library’s services to the public.



Twitter page currently has over 570 followers



Conducted an advertising campaign on Facebook and approximately 6,500 people
saw the ad a total of 12,248 times



Created and promoted the Top 10 Year in Review which is a new yearly quick
synopsis for our calendar year highlights



Library Instagram account currently has over 500 followers and is a great place to
store and document photo images



Continued to explore and review uses of other social media sites to determine their
popularity and use in the public library setting
Video Committee

The Video Committee has combined with the Marketing Committee and the joint
committee works closely with the staff at CDTV supplying them with ideas for video
spots about the library. In FY2014-2015, CDTV produced 12 Dearborn Libraries Check
‘Em Out segments. Segments included information about new library services as well
as adult and children’s programming events.
Volunteer Committee
The purpose of the Volunteer Committee is to actively recruit, train and retain high
quality volunteers for the Dearborn Public Library system. Our volunteers perform a
myriad of duties, all of which are an integral part of the library’s operations. Many of our
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library volunteers assist with collection maintenance. This includes checking, cleaning,
sorting, labeling, processing and shelving library material. Other volunteers assist with
library programming and fund raising. During FY2014-2015, the library had a grand
total, including Friends of the Library volunteers, of 129 volunteers who contributed
5,847 hours of volunteer service.
In FY2014-2015, the Volunteer Committee:


Instituted new volunteer programs and increased the scope of existing programs:
o The ESL Grammar and Writing and the ESL Conversation Circle programs, both
conducted by trained adult volunteers, teach adult learners of the English
language conversation, vocabulary, grammar and writing skills and offer an
opportunity to practice speaking English in a fun, relaxed environment. Both
these programs, which were instituted last year, grew in popularity and
attendance on a weekly basis this year. The demand for this program
necessitated the addition of another weekly class period and led to the institution
of a new program, Talk Buddies. Volunteers are recruited and trained to conduct
one-on-one conversations with English as a Second Language (ESL) students
during the conversational period of the ESL classes. This program enhances our
ESL classes by providing individualized instruction to our ESL students, thus
accommodating the varying levels of our students’ English speaking skills.
o Increased recruitment of volunteers from the Henry Ford College faculty led to
the institution of the Armchair Academy, a new lecture and discussion series on a
variety of subjects presented by local scholars. The “academy” offers a fun, free
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way to learn a little bit about a lot of things from the experts. These presentations
were well attended and we plan to expand this program’s offerings next year.
o Two of our teen volunteer programs, the Read with a Teen and the Teen
Advisory Group (TAG), both instituted last year, grew in size and scope this year.
Read With a Teen offers children in grades 1-3 the weekly opportunity to build
their reading skills with the help of a volunteer teen role model.

The Teen

Advisory Group (TAG) offers teens, especially those who are required to fulfill
community service hours for school, an opportunity to gain service hours and
experience by meeting periodically to help plan library programs for teens.
These programs continue to be quite successful, bringing more teens into the
library.


Organized and conducted the annual Volunteer Recognition Luncheon held at the
Dearborn Hills Golf Course on May 15, 2015. Seventy-two attendees enjoyed lunch,
a power point presentation showing our volunteers “in action,” and presentations
from the Library Director, Maryanne Bartles, Mayor Jack B. O’Reilly Jr., and other
city officials recognizing the contributions of our valued library volunteers. As a
token of our appreciation, each volunteer received a Dearborn Public Library logo
travel blanket, which was much appreciated by the volunteers.

FY 2015-2016 Volunteer Committee Goals:


Continue to explore new volunteer programs and expand the size and scope of
existing programs



Update the Volunteer web page
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Update the Volunteer orientation video

Dearborn Public Library Foundation
The Dearborn Public Library Foundation seeks to benefit, promote and enhance the
library system by building strong public-private partnerships with individuals,
businesses, and community organizations that share their mission for creating a
stronger library that is meeting the needs of the community. During FY2014-2015, the
Foundation:


Welcomed new board member Jenna L. Bray. In addition to Ms. Bray board
members are President Steve Roberts, Vice President Dennis DePaulis, Secretary
Anne Gautreau, Treasurer Lawrence M. Levesque and Directors Nabeel Abraham,
Corinne S. Asher, Holly Frank, Peggy Marquard, Robyn S. Mazza, Kathleen J.
Murray and Joe Walsh



Foundation Board members Dennis DePaulis and Lawrence Levesque, with the
assistance of Deputy Library Director Julie Schaefer, worked directly on the
residential mail campaign. The campaign, as of January 31, 2015, netted $22,364 in
donations from 275 members of the community, approximately 23% higher than the
previous campaign. The proceeds from the Kroger Community Rewards program
were $864.30, 33% higher than the previous year



Celebrated the redesign project for the teen area at the HFCL.

Donors to the

Foundation were invited to an Open House on June 5, 2015 from 6:00 to 8:00 pm in
the Teen Zone area. Sponsors of the event included Byblos Catering, the Marie T.
Walsh Foundation, the Optimist Club of Dearborn, and Steve and Jane Roberts
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The Foundation held their third Annual Essay Contest for seniors from any Dearborn
high school. Two winners were selected in May 2015 and recognized at a ceremony
at the Teen Zone Opening event on June 5, 2015. Essay sponsors included Village
Ford; the Marie T. Walsh Foundation; Century 21 Curran and Christie; Pediatrics
Association of Dearborn; State Farm, Bob Zakar agent. The winners were Victoria
Alvaraz and Zachary Bustamante, both seniors at Divine Child High School. Each
winning essay earned a $1,000 check for the author.

Friends of the Library Dearborn (FOLD)
The Friends of the Library Dearborn (FOLD) is a vital volunteer group that encourages
the community’s support of the library. They hold monthly meetings featuring local
authors and speakers and mail out a newsletter to all members.
As a dedicated group of volunteers, FOLD conducts, as its major fundraising activity the ever-popular monthly book sale held at the HFCL. This year, FOLD experimented
with holding the book sale an hour longer in the evening to see if that helps with the
needs of people who can’t arrive at the sale during the daytime. They also plan to try a
Saturday sale in the fall of 2015. Proceeds from the book sales subsidize the following
programs:


Blockbusters free film series, which includes the yearly renewal of the public
performance site licenses



DVD purchases for the Blockbusters free film series



Book Page™ publication



Canvas and “green bags” as well as earbuds, head phones and flash drives for sale
at all libraries
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Summer Reading programs



Staff training workshops



Computer workshops for the public



Extra copies of books for the Classics Revisited program



Support for the Big Read-Dearborn program

In addition, FOLD:


Contributed approximately 2,710 hours of volunteer time



Planned and sponsored seven programs in their popular lecture series which
averaged over 66 people in attendance per event. Highlights of the year included
programs on Gone With the Wind, Architecture of Detroit and Henry Ford’s Aviation
Ventures which attracted significant crowds.

Without the support of our Friends of the Library Dearborn volunteers, the library would
not be able to offer these kinds of special services and programs which are greatly
appreciated by the staff and patrons alike.
Website Committee
The Website Committee worked extensively on the look and feel of the new catalog,
Enterprise, which went live in February 2015. They conducted a usability study prior
to going live, which helped determine the initial setup. They then conducted a survey
after the launch of the site, making changes based on input from both patrons and staff.
They continue to work on improving the new search interface.
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DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY - STATISTICAL INFORMATION

2014-2015
Circulation (Transactions)
Traffic (Individual Visits)
Collection (Items)
Collection (Titles)
Registration (Borrowers)**

2013-2014

537,739
406,885
221,316
153,740

610,229
385,723
223,511
159,742
34,718

33,482

Percent Change
-11.88%
5.49%
-0.98%
-3.76%
-3.56%

*Includes MeLCat interlibrary interloans
**Patrons who have renewed their card within the last three years

Detailed Collection Statistics
Items
Books, Adult
Books, Juvenile
Books, Reference

2014-2015

2013-2014

Percent Change

87,363
62,533
2,545

86,442
63,736
2,954

1.07%
-1.89%
-13.85%

Periodicals

14,132
16
31,322
14,490
4
5,316
0
575
16
235

14,058
1,699
30,302
14,911
92
5,560
174
627
16
246

0.53%
-99.06%
3.37%
-2.82%
-95.65%
-4.39%
-100.00%
-8.29%
0.00%
-4.47%

Videocassettes
DVDs
Compact Discs, Music
Books on Audiocassette
Books on CD
CD-ROM (Ref & Circ)
Video Games
USB Language Kits
Book Club Kits

Programs

2014 – 2015
2014-2015
2013-2014
2013-2014
Number of Programs Attendance Number of Programs Attendance

741

21,628

574
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23,683

Percent Change

Programs

Attendance

28.92%

-9.10%

Photographic Highlights

Summer Reading Program Wrap Up Party
2014

Bryant Branch 90th Anniversary Party
November 25, 2014
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Teen Zone Remodel Project
Dearborn Public Library Foundation
January 2015

Mr. Robert Taub
Library Commission
1968 - 2015
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR
2015-2016
1.

Continue working with the Dearborn Library Commission to develop a
strategic plan for the Dearborn Public Library.

2.

Continue the upgrade of the Horizon software which includes online catalog,
mobile catalog, online payments, online credit card processing, telemessaging and self-check as well as a point-of-sale system.

3.

Continue work on the library re-lamping project, focusing on additional LED
lighting at the HFCL.

4.

Continue work on the wall repair and ceiling tile repair/replacement project
where needed.

5.

Install new wallpaper at the HFCL.

6.

Replace the north and south public entrance doors at the HFCL.

7.

Begin design work on the renovation of the HFCL first floor restrooms.

8.

Begin work on the ceiling tile replacement project at the Bryant Branch
Library.

9.

Install additional security devices (cameras and card swipes).

10.

Implement better internal controls for cash handling procedures throughout all
library buildings and individual library agencies.

11.

Begin the process of evaluating the second floor of the HFCL with a
space/need analysis in order to improve traffic flow, sight lines and access to
materials.
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CITY OF DEARBORN
DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY

Approved Budget
2014-2015

Actual Budget
2013-2014

Percent
Change

PERSONNEL SERVICES

$3,285,512

$3,103,174

5.88%

OPERATING EXPENSE*

$1,467,635

$1,616,254

-9.20%

SUPPLIES

$88,067

$109,827

-19.81%

OTHER SERVICES & CHARGES

$8,900

$8,445

5.39%

CAPITAL OUTLAY

$478,700

$417,016

14.79%

Undistributed

$10,000

0

100.00%

Expenses Allocated Out

$26,850

$36,500

-26.44%

TOTAL LIBRARIES

$5,311,964

$5,218,216

1.80%

*Include Facilities Lease
FY2014-2015 Approved Facility Lease: $887,492
FY2013-2014 Actual Facility Lease: $1,116,941
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MONIES RECEIVED

ACTUAL MONIES RECEIVED

(330.04-30)
(330.07-12)

$ 57,809.36
$ 83,026.16

$ 53,215.58
$ 60,028.64

Percent
Change
8.63%
38.31%

(341.80-35)

$ 16,085.50

$ 17,988.80

-10.58%

(341.80-40)

$ 32,642.56

$ 30,006.75

8.78%

Library Fines/Fees

(351.40-00)

$ 76,877.53

$ 88,661.96

-13.29%

Library Room
Rental

(363.20-05)

$

$

-17.82%

Account
Library Aid Grant
Penal Fines
Internet User
Cards
Copier, Printer,
Microfilm

2014-2015

7,112.75

Gifts

(365.90-00)

$

120.78

Operating
Expenses
(Reimbursements)

(366.80-00)

$

Miscellaneous

(369.90-00)

$

(276…341.6
0-90)
(276…365.9
0-00)

2013-2014

8,655.05

$ 12,070.00

-99.00%

6,824.49

$

8,313.71

-17.91%

5,365.13

$

1,283.27

318.08%

$ 25,154.33

$ 26,377.55

-4.64%

$

$ 18,503.00

2013-2014
Donation
from Ford
Motor Co.
for AWE
computers

Friends of the
Library-Dearborn
Used Book Sale &
Merchandise sale
Donations

GRAND TOTAL

2014

4,812.00

-73.99% Big Read
donations

$ 315,830.59
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$ 325,104.31

-2.85%

DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY
LIBRARY COMMISSION

Marcel Pultorak, Chair
Term of Office: 09/01/02- 06/30/2014
Nancy Zakar, Vice-Chair
Term of Office: 10/2/1998 - 06/30/2013
Jihan A. Jawad, Secretary
Term of Office: 06/30/2008 – 06/30/2014
Ali Dagher
Term of Office: 06/04/2013-06/30/2015
Ryan Lazar
Term of Office: 06/30/2011- 06/30/2014
David Schlaff
Term of Office: 04/23/1996 - 06/30/2013
Sally A. Smith
Term of Office: 10/07/2009– 06/30/2013 (resigned effective December 2014)
Antonia Straley
Term of Office: 05/26/2009 – 06/30/2015 (resigned effective April 2015)
Robert Taub
Term of Office: 12/18/1968 - 06/30/2015 (resigned effective June 30, 2015)
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DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY
DIRECTORY
HENRY FORD CENTENNIAL LIBRARY
16301 Michigan Avenue
Dearborn, Michigan 48126
313-943-2330
BRYANT BRANCH LIBRARY
22100 Michigan Avenue
Dearborn, Michigan 48124
313-943-4091
ESPER BRANCH LIBRARY
12929 W. Warren
Dearborn, Michigan 48126
313-943-4096

LIBRARY HOURS
HENRY FORD CENTENNIAL LIBRARY
Monday-Thursday 9:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Friday-Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Closed Saturdays (June 1 - Labor Day Weekend)
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. (September through May)
--------------------------------------------------------------BRANCH LIBRARIES
Monday – Tuesday

12:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday

10:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Thursday

12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Friday

12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. (June – August)

Saturday

12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. (Sept – May)
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Attachment 1

Patrons Added to System for First Time

2010-2011
First Time Registrants

5,113

2011-2012*

2012-2013

4,484

4,457

6000

5,113
5000

4,484

4,457

4,507

4000
3000
2000
1000
0

* Snow Branch Library closed September 2, 2011
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4,262

2013-2014
4,507

2014-2015
4,262

Attachment 1a

Active Library Card Holders
End of Each Fiscal Year
June 2011
Resident
Dearborn Heights Resident*
Non-Resident-Not Paid**
Non-Resident-Paid
Internet Only Resident
Internet Only Non-Resident
TOTAL

June 2012

33,025
401
4,650
108
9
538
38,731

31,899
2,007
3,412
96
7
456
37,877

June 2013
30,600
2,409
3,165
83
8
315
36,580

June 2014

June 2015

29,003
2,534
2,846
82
10
235
34,710

28,087
2,476
2,662
75
7
175
33,482

Active Library Card Holder is defined as a patron who has renewed their card within the last three years
*Reciprocal Borrowing agreement effective March 1, 2011
**Includes Dearborn Heights residents in Dearborn School District

Resident

30,000

Dearborn Heights Resident*
Non-Resident-Not Paid**

24,000

Non-Resident-Paid

18,000

Internet Only Resident
Internet Only Non-Resident

12,000
6,000
0
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Attachment 1b

Resident Cardholders as Percentage of Population
June 2006
Resident
Dearborn Heights Resident
Non-Resident-Not Paid
Non-Resident-Paid
Internet Only Resident
Internet Only Non-Resident
TOTAL

June 2007

June 2008

June 2009

June 2010

33,023

33,259

33,533

32,800

33,002

5,998
138
71
2,132
41,362

5,666
132
84
1,862
41,003

5,331
120
77
1,770
40,831

4,927
116
30
1,089
38,962

Resident % of Total
80.01%
81.32%
82.31%
84.26%
Active Library Card Holder is defined as a patron who has renewed their card within the last three years

Resident Cardholders as % of
Population

June 2006
33.85%

June 2007
34.10%

June 2008
34.37%

June 2009
33.58%

June 2011

June 2012 June 2013 June 2014 June 2015

4,713
109
11
628
38,463

33,025
401
4,650
108
9
538
38,731

31,899
2,007
3,412
96
7
456
37,877

30,600
2,409
3,165
83
8
315
36,580

29,003
2,534
2,846
82
10
235
34,710

28,087
2,476
2,662
75
7
175
33,482

85.83%

85.29%

84.24%

83.67%

83.59%

83.91%

June 2010
33.63%

June 2011
June 2012 June 2013 June 2014 June 2015
33.66%
32.51%
31.18%
29.56%
28.62%

Resident Cardholders as Percentage of Population
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
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Attachment 1c

Active Borrowers

ACTIVE BORROWERS

2010-2011 2011-2012* 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
19,035
17,391
16,042
15,003
13,683

*Snow Branch Library closed September 2, 2011
Active Borrower is someone who has checked out library material during the last 365 days
Does NOT include borrowers who only use downloadable e-content

19,000
17,000
15,000
13,000
11,000
ACTIVE BORROWERS

9,000
7,000
5,000
3,000
1,000
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Attachment 1d

Active Borrowers by Age and Gender*
By age:

By gender:
2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

Under 18
18 to 25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65

28.00%
12.40%
13.70%
15.40%
13.00%
9.50%
8.00%

28.22%
12.46%
13.44%
15.12%
12.68%
9.90%
8.20%

29.05%
11.87%
13.59%
14.87%
12.28%
9.86%
8.48%

30.48%
11.65%
12.62%
14.49%
11.72%
9.97%
9.03%

2014-2015
29.80%
11.34%
13.07%
14.25%
11.64%
10.23%
9.66%

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
Female
Male

60.90%
39.10%

60.90%
39.10%

61.00%
39.00%

61.00%
39.00%

62.14%
37.86%

Active Borrower by Gender
60.00%
50.00%

Active Borrower by Age

40.00%

35.00%
30.00%

30.00%

Female

20.00%

Male

10.00%
0.00%

25.00%
2010‐2011

20.00%

2011‐2012
2012‐2013

15.00%

2013‐2014
10.00%

2014‐2015

5.00%
0.00%

*Active Borrower is defined as a person who has used their library card once during the fiscal year
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Attachment 2

Total Circulation
2010-2011
Total Circulation

874,771

2011-2012* 2012-2013** 2013-2014^ 2014-2015''
751,668

662,312

610,229

537,739

1,000,000

800,000

600,000

400,000

*
**
^
"

September 2010:
September 2011:
Beginning February 2013
Beginning February 2014
Beginning May 2015

Branches changed to Popular Material Libraries - no public programming
Snow Branch Library closes permanently
Includes MeLCat checkouts to patrons and to other libraries
Includes Zinio online magazine service
Includes hoopla streaming music and video service
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Attachment 2a

Branch Percentage of Circulation
Checkouts

2010-2011 2011-2012* 2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow

576,013
75,098
85,250
122,368

543,490
91,320
74,072
21,126

486,383
82,162
61,296
0

443,595
75,381
52,739
0

381,445
64,533
43,181
0

TOTAL HORIZON
CIRCULATION

858,729

730,008

629,841

571,715

489,159

Percentage of Total

2010-2011 2011-2012* 2012-2013

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow

67.10%
8.74%
9.92%
14.24%

74.44%
12.51%
10.15%
2.90%

2013-2014

77.22%
13.04%
9.73%

77.59%
13.19%
9.22%

2014-2015
77.98%
13.19%
8.83%

Percentage of Total Circulation
100%
80%
60%

Snow

40%

Esper

20%

Bryant
HFCL

0%

Does not include circulaion of book club kits, downloadables or MeLCat
* Snow Branch Library closes permanently September 2, 2011
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Attachment 2b

Type of Circulation
Checkout / Renewal / Download
2010-2011
Checkout
Phone Renewals
Regular Renewals
Self Renewals (OPAC)
Digital Downloads^

657,001
28,531
58,852
114,345
12,517

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
552,788
25,241
45,199
106,780
21,660

474,323
23,846
35,147
96,525
27,923

430,035
20,961
30,766
89,961
32,144

364,166
20,350
25,312
79,331
41,386

Does not include miscellaneous circulation such as book club kits, shut-in deliveries, MeLCat, etc.
^Zinio online magazines added February 2014, hoopla added May 2015

100%
90%
80%

Digital Downloads^

70%
60%

Self Renewals (OPAC)

50%

Regular Renewals

40%
30%

Phone Renewals

20%

Checkout

10%
0%
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Attachment 2c

Circulation by Format
2010-2011
Adult Books
Adult Media*
Children's Books
Children's Media*

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

231,176
320,010
208,204
74,349

191,486
269,953
187,824
60,533

169,111
228,150
168,446
46,497

159,222
186,564
164,994
41,277

144,469
152,960
142,479
31,366

Magazines

23,928

20,035

16,183

15,643

14,529

Digital Downloads

12,517

21,641

27,923

32,144

41,386

* Media = Audio (CD, cassette, kits), Video/DVD, CD-Rom
350,000
300,000
250,000
Adult Books
Adult Media*

200,000

Children's Books
150,000

Children's Media*
Magazines

100,000

Digital Downloads

50,000
0
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Circulation by Collection
2014-2015 Fiscal Year
COLLECTION
Adult DVD/VHS
Adult NonFiction
Youth Picture Bks, Rdrs & Tot
Youth Fiction
Digital Downloads

Circulation

% of Total

100,576

18.70% Entertainment and International DVDs and VHS

63,221

11.76% Biography, LP Biography, Regular NonFiction, LP NonFiction, Office, Oversize

58,890
53,916
41,386

10.95% Picture Books, Readers and Tot Books
10.03% Regular Fiction, Paperbacks, *j Fiction, includes Holiday books, Newberry/Caldecott, Graphic Novels
7.70% E-books, E-audio, E-magazines

Adult Fiction

40,623

7.55% General Fiction, Adult New Reader, Large Print, Mysteries, Paperback-Fiction, Science Fiction, Short Story, Westerns

Adult Music CDs

28,843

5.36%

Young Adult Fiction

26,938

5.01% YA fiction, YA paperback fiction, YA graphic novels

Youth NonFiction

26,112

4.86% Biography, Regular NonFiction, Professional and Parent/Teacher, Office

Youth DVD

25,432

4.73% Entertainment and International DVDS

Adult New Books

18,538

Magazines

14,529

3.45% Fiction and NonFiction
2.70% Adult and Youth

All Other Material

11,207

Adult Audio Books

8,287

1.54% Compact Disc

Foreign Language Material

7,287

1.36% Adult and Youth

Video Games

5,014

0.93% Youth

Book Club Kits

3,410

0.63%

Youth Audio Books

1,985

0.37% Compact Disc

Youth Music CDs

1,129

0.21%

Young Adult Audio Books
TOTAL

416
537,739

2.08%

0.08% Compact Disc
100.00%

120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
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Attachment 2d

Circulation
Digital Download
2010-2011 2011-2012
12,517

21,641

2012-2013
27,923

2013-2014
32,144

2014-2015
41,386

45,000
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

2014-2015
Overdrive Listen
Pending Ebook-no format
assigned
Pending Audiobook-no format
assigned
Overdrive READ (ebook in
browser)
Open Epub eBook
Adobe PDF eBook
Overdrive MP3 Audiobook
Kindle Book
Overdrive WMA Audiobook
Adobe EPUB eBook
Zinio Digital Magazines
hoopla Streaming

25
2629
1298
2079
139
141
7,005
11,015
1,069
9,948
5,532
388
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Attachment 2e

Digital Download Service begins September 2007
Zinio - digital magazines begins Feb. 2014
hoopla streaming begins May 2015

Attachment 2f

MeLCat Circulation
2012-2013*
^Material Borrowed from Other Libraries
Material Checked Out by Dearborn Patrons
Material Borrowed but Not Picked Up
^Material Loaned to MeLCat Libraries

2013-2014 2014-2015

527
490
37
591

2,842
1,803
378
1,820

3,794
3,546
248
2,258

*MeLCat Interlibrary Loan service began February 21, 2013
^ From MeLCat online statistics

MeLCat Statistics
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500

2012‐2013*

1,000

2013‐2014

500

2014‐2015

0
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Per Capita Data

Budget Per Capita
Circulation Per Capita
Collection Expenditure Per
Capita
Collection Per Capita

Attachment 3

2010-2011*
56.61

2011-2012
47.36

2012-2013
55.51

2013-2014 2014-2015
54.50
54.11

8.91

7.69

6.74

6.15

5.48

5.09

3.57

4.07

4.58

4.58

2.82

2.33

2.27

2.27

2.25

*Beginning in FY2010-2011: Based on Population of 98,153 (2010 census)

Snow Branch Library closed to the public September 2, 2011
Budget Per Capita
Circulation Per Capita
Collection Expenditure Per Capita
Collection Per Capita

60.00
55.00

56.61

50.00

55.51

54.50

6.74
4.07
2.27

6.15
4.58
2.27

47.36

45.00
40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

8.91
5.09
2.82

7.69
3.57
2.33
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Attachment 4

Requests and Holds
2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
Patron requests an

Requests Placed*
Holds Filled**
Requests/Holds
Cancelled

116,653

94,156

78,354

75,774

62,703 item

88,903

69,194

57,519

54,430

45,287 Patron picks up item

18,748

19,915

18,143

17,687

15,348 not pick up

83

29

7

13

0.07%

0.03%

0.01%

0.02%

0.04%

16.07%

21.15%

23.16%

23.34%

24.48%

Patron cancels or does
Library unable to find

Requests Expired
% Library Could
Not Fill
% Patron-Did Not
Pick Up

23 item

.

110,000

90,000

Requests Placed*

70,000

Holds Filled**

50,000

Requests/Holds
Cancelled
Requests Expired

30,000

10,000

*"Requests Placed" are patron request to be notified when a checked-out item is returned.
**"Holds Filled" are held items that have been picked up by the patron.
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Attachment 5

Computers

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
Public Internet PCs*

104

93

93

93

94

Public PCs**

62

58

58

58

54

Service Desk PCs
Staff PCs
Servers/Imagers

21
56
16

17
53
16

17
54
16

17
55
16

17
55
12***

Public Internet PCs by Location
HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
61
60
60
60
60
7
7
7
7
8
26
26
26
26
26
10
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

*Public Internet PCs are able to access the internet, the library catalog, and library databases
**Public PCs do not access the Internet; These include library catalog PCs, database PCs, Self-Check, Printer Stations, Laptops and Training PCs
Snow Branch Library closed premanently September 2, 2011
*** July 2014 we migrated Horizon to a hosted solution, elimintating need for some physical servers
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Attachment 5a

In-Library Public Computer Use by Residency
2010-2011 2011-2012
Residents
Non-Residents
Anonymous Login

74.13%
16.29%
9.57%

72.99%
17.16%
9.85%

2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
72.64%
16.00%
11.36%

71.80%
14.73%
13.46%

UNABLE TO GET STATS BY
RESIDENCY SINCE MIGRATION
TO SAAS; Working on a solution

80%
70%
60%
50%
2010-2011

40%

2011-2012
2012-2013

30%

2013-2014

20%

2014-2015

10%
0%
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Attachment 5b

Computer Use by Branch and by Residency
FY13
Resident
Non Resident
Anonymous

68.77%
19.03%
12.20%

FY14

FY15

HFCL
68.28%
17.47%
14.23%

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY13

BRYANT
89.79%
88.34%
5.84%
6.96%
4.36%
4.69%

81.34%
8.04%
10.63%

FY14

FY15

ESPER
80.03%
6.29%
13.67%

UNABLE TO GET STATS BY
RESIDENCY SINCE MIGRATION
TO SAAS; Working on a solution

Snow Branch closed September 2, 2011

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
Resident
50.00%

Non Resident

40.00%

Anonymous

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY13

FY14

FY15
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FY13

FY14

FY15

Attachment 6

Online Database Usage
2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

*Free Databases

28,634

21,087

15,859

5,716

**

Paid Databases

26,012

34,918

101,414

89,305

132,061

*Free from State of Michigan
**No longer tracking - Statistics were not comparable due to different standards between vendors; Some statistics were counted multiple times
and therefore were unrealistic. Additionally, it was staff intensive with no intrinsic value.

105,000
90,000
75,000
60,000
45,000

*Free Databases

30,000

Paid Databases

15,000
0
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Attachment 7

Library Visits
2010-2011* 2011-2012** 2012-2013
Library Visits

477,827

420,271

402,934

2013-2014^ 2014-2015^^
385,723

406,885

*September 2010 - Branch libraries become Popular Material Libraries - no public programming
**September 2011 - Snow Branch Library closed
^March 2014 - Thermal Counters installed on 1st floor, north and south entrances (HFCL)
^^ First full year of traffic count using thermal counters positioned on 1st floor (HFCL)
550,000
500,000
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
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Attachment 7a

Library Visits by Branch

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow
TOTAL

2010-2011* 2011-2012** 2012-2013
302,337
301,108
293,101
45,137
46,866
45,883
70,969
72,304
63,950
59,384
9,456
0
477,827
430,734
402,934

2013-2014 2014-2015***
280,334
309,646
44,069
40,410
61,320
56,829
0
0
385,723
406,885

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow

2010-2011* 2011-2012** 2012-2013
63.27%
70.14%
72.74%
9.45%
10.88%
11.39%
14.85%
16.79%
15.87%
12.43%
2.20%
0.00%

2013-2014
72.68%
11.43%
15.90%
0.00%

2014-2015
76.10%
9.93%
13.97%
0.00%

*September 2010 - Branch Libraries become Popular Material Libraries - no public programming
**September 2011 - Snow Branch Library closed *** Statistics from HFCL 1st floor thermal counters

Percentage of Total Visits by Branch
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%

HFCL

40.00%

Bryant

30.00%

Esper

20.00%

Snow

10.00%
0.00%
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Attachment 8

Library Programs
Number of Library Programs
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
371

409

431

574

741

Number of Library Programs
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Number of Participants
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
19,515

18,204

20,295

23,910

Number of Participants
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

*No public programming at branch libraries beginning September 2010
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21,628

Library Programs by Age Group
Number of Programs
2010-2011** 2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

Adult*^%
134
158
127
297
Young Adult
18
14
17
41
Youth
219
237
252
236
*FY2009-2010 Library Administration programs counts added to Adult statistics
**No public programming at branch libraries beginning September 2010

438
50
253
^Includes non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium FY13-14 (e.g. Michigan Railroad Club)
% Big Read-Dearborn major initiative FY13-14

Number of Library Programs by Age Group
500
400

Adult*^%

300

Young Adult
Youth

200
100
0

Number of Participants
2010-2011** 2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

Adult*^%
7,510
7,187
5,301
12,360
Young Adult
329
349
262
631
Youth
11,676
10,668
12,617
10,910
*FY2009-2010 Library Administration programs counts added to Adult statistics
**No public programming at branch libraries beginning September 2010

Attachment 8a

2014-2015
11,669
607
9,352
^Includes attendance at non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium FY13-14
% Big Read Dearborn major initiative FY13-14

Number of Participants by Age Group
14,000
12,000
10,000
Adult*^%

8,000
6,000

Young Adult

4,000

Youth

2,000
0
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Youth Programs
By Branch
Youth Services Programs By Branch
2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
HFCL
Bryant

176
9

231
2

246
3

218
9

236
8

Esper

21

2

3

9

9

Snow

12

2

0

0

0

250
200
150

HFCL
Bryant

100

Esper
Snow

50
0

Average Participation
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow

56
58
38
41

44
100
105
60

50
57
40
0

47
22
45
0

35
28
73
0

120
100
2010‐2011*

80

2011‐2012
60

2012‐2013
2013‐2014

40

2014‐2015
20
0
HFCL

Bryant

Esper

Snow

*No public programming at branch libraries beginning September 2010
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Young Adult Programs by Branch
Young Adult Programs by Branch
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
HFCL

15

11

15

39

48

Bryant

1

1

1

1

1

Esper

1

1

1

1

1

Snow

1

1

0

0

0

50
45
40
35

HFCL

30

Bryant

25
20

Esper

15

Snow

10
5
0
2010‐2011* 2011‐2012

2012‐2013

2013‐2014

2014‐2015

Average Participation
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Snow

11
43
74
45

16
58
91
24

14
33
22
0

15
19
44
0

11
24
54
0

Young Adult Average Participation By Branch
100
90
80
2010-2011*

70

2011-2012

60

2012-2013

50

2013-2014

40

2014-2015

30
20
10
0
HFCL

Bryant

Esper

Snow

*No public programming at branch libraries beginning September 2010
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Adult Programs By Branch
Adult Programs By Branch
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
HFCL^

131

155

160

294

429

Bryant

1

1

1

1

2

Esper

1

1

1

1

7

Snow

1

1

0

0

0

^Includes non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium FY13-14

450
400
350
300

HFCL^

250

Bryant

200

Esper

150

Snow

100
50
0
2010‐2011*

2011‐2012

2012‐2013

2013‐2014

2014‐2015

Average Participation
2010-2011* 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
HFCL^
Bryant
Esper
Snow

54
193
58
197

43
225
40
52

45
167
43
0

41
49
18
0

26
124
15
0

^Include attendance at non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium FY13-14

250
200

2010‐2011*
2011‐2012

150

2012‐2013
100

2013‐2014
2014‐2015

50
0
HFCL^

Bryant

Esper

Snow

*No public programming at branch libraries beginning September 2010
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Attachment 9

HFCL Group Meeting Room Use
Rooms 30, 33, 34 and 35

Total patrons using rooms
Total room check-outs

2012-2013
8,658
2,654

2013-2014 2014-2015
9,499
11,609
4,217
3,186

14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
Total patrons using rooms
Total room check‐outs
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HFCL Group Meeting Room Use by Month
FY2014-2015
Rooms 33, 34, 35 only
Month
Tot. # patrons
using rooms

July*

August*

September

October

438

401

926

1096

November December
950

883

January

February

March

April

May

June*

TOTAL

AVG /
MONTH

1044

912

1,194

960

811

629

10,244

853.67

January

February

March

April

May

June*

TOTAL

AVG /
MONTH

273

288

356

325

272

190

3102

258.5

Tot. # patrons

Total # Patrons Using Group Meeting Rooms
July 2014 ‐ June 2015
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Month
August*

September

October

162

137

283

309

350
# Room Checkouts

Tot. # room
checkouts

July*

November December
248

259

Total # Room Checkouts Per Month
July 2014 ‐ June 2015

300
* June-August monthly figures do not include weekends (Library closed)

250
200
150
100
50
0
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HFCL Mezzanine Conference Room Use

Total Accepted Requests
Total Estimated Attendance

FY2014-2015
Total Accepted Requests

2013-2014 2014-2015
82
84
1,273
1,365

July

August

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

Year
Total

13

8

7

6

4

10

6

6

7

9

4

4

84

Nov.

Dec.

March

April

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
July

August

Sept.

Oct.

Jan.

Feb.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to provide outstanding service and assistance in the use of computer and
communications technology, as defined by the goals and objectives of our customers.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Management Information Systems customers can expect:

• The department’s total commitment to provide the best possible service
• Respect and courtesy
• Fair and consistent treatment
• Cooperation and honesty
• Open communication and easy accessibility
• Our constant readiness to help
• Protection of their investment in resources; including backup of information,
maintenance of equipment, and training of personnel

• Information that is current and has integrity
• Knowledgeable assistance and direction in applying computer technology and
communications technology to improve city services
Management Information Systems employees can expect:

• Trust, respect, honesty, and fairness
• The basic resources (including time) and training needed to do a good job
1

• Clear and complete direction when necessary
• A supportive environment that encourages input on what should be done and how it
should be done

• Recognition and reward based on merit
• An open environment that keeps them informed on all activities taking place in the
department and the City

• Fair and achievable project assignments, whenever possible
• Freedom to design their own solutions that stay within guidelines and standards with
reasonable responses from management if problems occur
Management Information Systems employees are expected to:

• Make a total commitment to provide the best possible service
• Use all resources efficiently and effectively
• Continuously seek ways to improve service through innovation
• Continuously seek input and feedback from their customers
• Be responsible and accountable for their actions
• Challenge the status quo if they believe that service can be improved
• Value, support, and respect co-workers as teammates
• Anticipate potential problems and insure proper backup and resolution procedures
are in place

• Keep management informed on design solutions, project progress, and problem
occurrences
2

Management Information Systems management will:

• Foster cooperation and teamwork between employees and customers
• Evaluate every action based on its value to our customers
• Continually strive to improve our efficiency and effectiveness

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The Management Information Systems Department (MIS) is made up of two
divisions known as Computer Services and Communications. Each of these divisions is
made up of units having unique functions. The Computer Services Division is
composed of three units representing networked personal computers, mid-range
centralized computer systems, and geographic information systems (GIS). A Network
Administrator, a Computer Systems Administrator, and a GIS Administrator guide these
units respectively. The City currently uses three IBM iSeries mid-range computers to
run a number of computer applications. Microcomputers and multifunction
copier/printers are connected to the iSeries through local area network connections and
city phone lines. The City of Dearborn has approximately 800 microcomputers to
perform word processing, desktop publishing, geographic information systems (GIS),
computer-aided design, electronic mail, and spreadsheet analysis. The Computer
Services Division’s administrative personnel coordinate MIS-related services with
vendors, maintain the internal website of the City, and are responsible for MIS service
request management.
The Communications Division is made up of the following units: Telephone
3

Services and Radio Services. These units are under the direction of a Communications
Manager. The Communications Division tracks and coordinates telephone services
through various service providers and is responsible for all telecommunication services
provided through the Communications Division. The Telephone Services unit is
responsible for all internal communication lines and associated equipment. They also
install and maintain inside cabling and equipment for voice and data, including voice
mail, message on hold, third-party billing, automatic call distribution reports and
programming of telephone and telephone switch equipment used by all City of Dearborn
offices. Contracted employees of the Radio Services unit install and maintain two-way
radio equipment on over 18 radio systems supporting Police, Fire, Public Works and the
Michael A. Guido Theater operations. The Telephone Services unit supports the basic
public address system for parades, Homecoming and Camp Dearborn.
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City of Dearborn
Management Information Systems Department
Organizational Chart 2015
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES
The City of Dearborn is embracing technology at a rapid pace to remain competitive
with private industry and global innovations. MIS has teamed with city departments to
drive these initiatives. In recent years, every city department has taken advantage of
computer and communications technologies. These emerging technologies improve the
delivery of services by the city departments. The MIS Department has both internal and
external services. The Computer Services Division supports internal demands for
application system design, programming, application support, and computer hardware
support. The Computer Services Division also supports information sharing with
outside agencies and provides support for the websites of the City. Physical mapping
and associated information is supported through the GIS unit of MIS. The
Communications Division serves the public and internal departments by providing
telecommunications infrastructure and support. The Telephone Services and Radio
Services units provide and maintain the communications infrastructure supporting all
city departments. The department supports wireless Internet access (OpenDearborn) in
the downtown areas of east and west Dearborn. It also supports and maintains the
video security and access systems for the City.
Through a shared services initiative, the City of Dearborn’s MIS department assumed
the technology support for the neighboring city of Dearborn Heights. This mutually
beneficial arrangement provides revenue to the City of Dearborn and helps to guarantee
successful operations of the City of Dearborn Heights. This is accomplished by
leveraging the MIS staff abilities and has been accomplished in a very cost-effective
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manner. Support is provided for approximately 200 personal computers for the City of
Dearborn Heights. Departments are supported by Microsoft and Cisco based local area
networks for running specific municipal computer applications such as property
appraisal, recreation facility reservations, public safety, and litigation support.

MIS SUPPORT SERVICES
These communications and computer consulting and support services are provided to
all city departments.

• Research and evaluation of newly marketed products
• Review of department requirements and development of technical specifications
• Review of proposed hardware and software and development of award
recommendations

• Installation of new hardware and software
• Daily backup of all network servers and iSeries machines to independent media
• Website development
• Informal personal training on use of telephone equipment, radio equipment, cellular
equipment, pagers, computers and software

• Maintenance of hardware and software and resolution of hardware and software
problems

• SunGard systems support (Government Management Budget Accounting (GMBA),
Land Management, Code Enforcement, etc.)
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• Document imaging support
• Development, support and maintenance of geographic information systems (GIS)
• Resolution of communications and data networking issues
• Administration of system/network security and authority rights
• Serve as liaison between vendors and the City

DEPARTMENTAL SUPPORT SERVICES
COMPUTER SERVICES DIVISION
These services pertain to specific computer-related hardware and software packages
used by individual departments. Responsibilities include end-user training for specific
products, custom development of computer programs, and interface and
troubleshooting with the vendors to resolve any operation or procedural problems. The
following shows the items supported by the Computer Services Division:

• Assessors
-

BS & A Equalizer software

-

AIMS Property Appraisal software

-

Printing Assessment Rolls

-

APEX system support

• Residential Services
-

Permit Records, Land Management, and Code Enforcement (SunGard)

-

Interactive Voice Response System

-

Inspection Tracking System
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• City Clerk
-

Support of Election Center Activity

-

Birth and Death Records

-

License Records

• City Council
-

Electronic agendas

• City Plan
-

Planning GIS (vendor is ESRI )

-

Pictometry

• Communications
-

Voice-Over-IP (VOIP) Support

-

Telephone Switch Management (Stradatel and CallPilot)

-

Support for CLEMIS computer aided dispatch mapping and reporting

• Court
-

Court Case Records and Reporting

-

Work Program

-

Jury Selection Software

-

Court IBM iSeries mid-range computer

-

Scanner and IBM Optical Library for the iSeries

-

Witness tracking database

-

Collect Software

-

Electronic Ticket Upload
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• Engineering
-

Street Repair and Traffic Count Records (developed in-house)

-

Computer Aided Design (CAD) (vendor is AutoCAD)

-

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (ESRI based - MIS supported)

-

Sidewalk Billing (developed in-house)

-

Pavement Management

-

Field Book Survey Records (developed in-house)

-

Map Microfiche Index System (developed in-house)

-

Sewer Video Tape Records (developed in-house)

-

Vendor Mailing System (developed in-house)

-

Windows based network running AutoCAD, Soft Desk and Arcview

• Finance – Accounting Division
-

Government Management Budgetary Accounting (GMBA) system. GMBA is the
primary application system used by all departments.(vendor is SunGard)

-

Payroll/Personnel (vendor is SunGard)

-

Fixed Assets Records and Reporting (vendor is SunGard)

-

Budget Preparation Software (vendor is SunGard)

-

Accounts Receivable Records and Reporting (vendor is SunGard)

-

Automated Clearing House (ACH) file preparation

-

Job Costing System (developed in-house)

-

Query and Reporting Tools (vendor is Cognos)

-

Printing of Payroll and Accounts Payable Checks
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-

Producing Imaging Archive Files

-

Producing of Actuary Files

-

Traffic Lights and Highways Billing Programs (developed in-house)

• Fire
-

EMS Records and Reporting (vendor is Firehouse)

-

Fire Records and Reporting (vendor is Firehouse)

-

Hydrant Maintenance Tracking System (vendor is Firehouse)

-

EMS Medical Reporting Software (MedUSA)

-

Support for the Emergency Operations Center

• Historical Museum
-

Archive Records Management Software

• Housing
-

Memory Lane’s HUD Administration Software

• Human Resources
-

Payroll/Personnel (vendor is SunGard)

-

Test form scanning and transfer to SIGMA Applicant and Test Management
System

• Library
-

Windows servers running Local and Wide Area Networking

-

Internet connection to all library branches

-

Router and Switch Support (CISCO)
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• Legal
-

Legal Management Software (vendor is Cycom)

-

Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) incident tracking and
reporting (developed in-house)

• Management Information Systems
-

City IBM iSeries mid-range computer

-

Windows 2003 Server running Exchange 2003 for internal and external e-mail

-

Windows 2003 Server running NaviLine and Document Management Services
(DMS)

-

Support of Wide Area Network components

-

Support of Document Imaging hardware

-

Intranet website maintenance and design (CityWeb)

-

Support of firewalls to control internet exposure

-

Altiris Centralized workstation management software

-

OnBase document imaging software

• Motor Transport
-

Fleet Management Records and Reporting (vendor is SunGard)

-

Windows-based Local Area Network

-

CD-ROM Server

• Police
-

Traffic Stop Tracking System (developed in-house)

-

Police Online Crime Reporting

-

Crime IMS Reporting
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-

Video Arraignment

-

Public Safety IBM iSeries mid-range computer support

-

Pistol Registration System

-

911 Dispatch Systems support

-

Call Recording System

-

City facility security systems

• Public Information
-

Web-based Reunion Database

-

City website support

• Public Works
-

Work request and GIS systems (using CityWorks)

-

Wireless communications network for Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) project

-

Hydrodesign (vendor is C4)

-

Utility Billing (vendor is New World Systems)

• Purchasing
-

Purchasing/Inventory Records (vendor is SunGard)

• Recreation
-

REC-TRAC Facility Reservation and Program Registration Software (developed
by Vermont Systems)

-

Choice Ticketing Application

-

ForeReservations

• Treasury
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-

Tax Billing/Collection (vendor is BS&A)

-

Cash Receipts (vendors are SunGard and BS&A)

-

OnePoint POS Payment Engine for credit card payments (vendor is SunGard)

-

Interactive Voice Response System

-

Processing Tax Bill Payment Files

-

Producing Tax Roll Files

-

Processing Remittance Tax/Water Payment Collections

-

Producing County Delinquent Files

-

Electronic Mortgage Payment Process

-

Automated Clearing House Processing

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION SERVICES
The following list represents the services supported by the units within the
Communications Division. The various units work cooperatively to provide voice and
data communications to the City.

• Telephone Services
-

Billing

-

Traditional voice services - Cellular and Wired

-

Voice Mail

-

Automated Attendants

-

Automated Call Distribution (ACD)

-

Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
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-

Telephone system repairs, adds, moves and changes

-

Department Public Address Systems

-

Voice and data network cabling in City facilities

•

Wireless Systems
-

Voice, portable and mobile radio system repairs and installs (vendor is Cynergy)

-

Mobile data system operational maintenance in patrol cars (vendor is Cynergy)

-

Pagers - digital and alpha-numeric

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The funding for the Management Information Systems Department comes from the
Information Technology Fund (Internal Service Fund-631). All department services and
costs are distributed to all other departments. Other franchise fees, such as those from
alternative access telephone suppliers, are deposited in the General Fund. As the
customer base expands, so will the franchise fees associated with that source.
In addition to General Fund monies, there are also revenues generated through
commissions on pay phones in the police department lock up facility and the City owned
pay phones at the 19th District Court, the Henry Ford Centennial Library, and the Ford
Community and Performing Arts Center.
MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Personnel costs are the major expenditure of the MIS Department. Fiscal Year 2015 for
all divisions:
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FY15

Administration (2610)

Salaries &
Wages
Full-time
$216,333

Phone (2650)

-

Radio (2660)

-

Salaries
Wages,
Part-Time
-

&

Benefits
FT& PT

$49,589
-

$175,883
$16,085
$28,240

Network (2670)

$217,455

$5,075

IS-AS400 (2680)

$152,339

-

$97,927

$74,289

-

$52,146

GIS (2690)
TOTAL, ALL DIVISIONS

$660,416

$54,664

$118,594

$488,875

STATISTICAL INFORMATION

FY 15
Calls Processed through PBX phone Switch
Monthly Outbound calls
Annually 4-digit calls
Annually Total calls

30,051
521,600
1,849,958

• Performed 300 hours of data communications services to various departments
• Provided and maintained 6 basic pagers and 10 alphanumeric pagers in various
departments (excluding Police)

• Provided and maintained 265 cellular devices in various departments
• Contractors performed 274 hours of general mobile radio, miscellaneous electronic
repairs and installation services, police mobile video repair service, mobile data
system maintenance and repair, infrastructure maintenance and dispatch console
maintenance and repair

• Performed 1,400 hours of general telephone repair and installation services
• Performed 700 hours of service for Voicemail boxes and automated attendants
• Completed over 2,500 IT support calls and project requests
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GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

• Continue conversion of City’s financial, land management, code enforcement, and
community service software programs to a hosted product (SunGard OneSolution).

• The conversion to the on-premise solution was completed. Development and
testing of the community services data conversion plan continued through the year.
Completion of the conversion and testing of the community services applications
are expected in early Fiscal Year 2016. The financial management portion of this
has been put on hold due to staff changeover within the Finance Department. Work
on time and attendance applications is progressing and is expected to be
implemented within the first half of fiscal year 2016.

• Provide support for projects scheduled through the CDI Technology Group
• Weekly meetings to work through the conversion details for the ERP system were
held throughout the year in an effort to move to the SunGard OneSolution platform.
Extending our fiber backbone to the DPW facility was coordinated and completed.
Multiple meetings were held in support of the time and attendance system initiated
by the Finance Department. Many weeks of support were provided to implement
the internal controls/point-of-sale systems for the Recreation and Treasury
departments.

• Provide project management support to effect process change in various
departments.
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• MIS supported the Fire Department in a project to move the Firehouse applications
and data to the cloud. MIS was instrumental in resolving key issues with the move
to cloud environment. Additionally, mobile tablets were issued and integrated as
part of this project. Extensive data preparation and project planning was given to
DPW by our GIS Administrator in an effort to move to the Cityworks platform. Work
continued in the effort to provide online water bill payments, expected to be
complete in first quarter of Fiscal Year 2016.

• Explore shared services with several Conference of Western Wayne communities
and the State of Michigan. Information systems and technology leaders from
Dearborn, Canton, Livonia, and Westland discussed potential shared services
opportunities. All of these pointed to the need for high-speed communications
between facilities to make these ideas workable. While the State of Michigan initially
expressed interest in helping to provide these communications links, there has been
no progress to-date to move this forward. The cost of these communications links
would be significant. The communities continue to share ideas and support each
other informally.

• Complete the current cycle of the citywide technology replacement program.
o Equipment replacement has been completed in many of the City facilities.
Servers and storage area networks have been upgraded. Equipment for the
libraries was ordered. Some of the computers at Courts still need to be replaced
once the network cabling infrastructure is reworked. Installation and configuration
of this equipment is expected to be completed by the end of August 2015.
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• Develop additional web applications and online transaction capabilities to improve
efficiencies and enhance customer service.
o Daily advanced email notification of code violation issues was improved to cover
both Notice of Violations and work orders.

• Continue shared services arrangement with Dearborn Heights and assist with their
long term planning
o The Dearborn MIS staff has worked closely with multiple departments of
Dearborn Heights to improve their use of the technology provided. We have
provided a technology replacement roadmap and made recommendations that
have allowed Dearborn Heights to acquire equipment at a much lower cost than
expected. Updates have been provided to, and discussed with, the Dearborn
Heights City Council in study sessions. The Dearborn MIS Department is ahead
of schedule on their technology replacement plan. Feedback from Dearborn
Heights has been overwhelmingly positive.

• Support the migration to 800MHz MPSCS radio system
o The migration is still planned as a part of the combined dispatch project currently
in process. Full support will be given to this migration at the appropriate time,
which is expected to be within the upcoming year.

• Assist with emergency dispatch services merger with Dearborn Heights
o Multiple planning meetings, along with the selection of a consultant to act as
project develop and manager has occurred. The incorporation of the technology
involved with this has been discussed, but actual activity on this will occur at the
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time specified in the project plan. Most of this is expected to occur in the
upcoming year.

• Establish appropriate and meaningful key performance indicators (KPI) for the MIS
department and the mechanisms for tracking them.
o Key performance indicator measurements have been established.
o The metrics cover the end-user experience, management of staff talent,
operational performance, and project management.
o Mechanisms for tracking the KPI’s have been established and are currently being
tested.
OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Technology support for the move to the Dearborn Administrative Center (DAC)
o A new data center was established (containing servers, storage area
network, and switches) along with appropriate disaster recovery elements
including generator, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and connectivity to
external facilities.
o MIS coordinated fiber installations between the DAC, the library and the
police station that support network and telecommunications to other city
facilities.
o Moved 250+ users, along with their virtual PCs, to the DAC with essentially
no downtime.
o Programmed/tested/installed 320 VOIP phones in the new Dearborn
Administrative Center which resulted in a significant cost savings.
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o Developed a customer reception program to improve operational
performance and customer’s experience at the reception counter of the DAC.

• Performed upgrades of the video arraignment system for the 19th District Court.
• Assisted Police in the upgrade of the in-car video systems and with the 9-1-1
recorder system upgrade.

• Assisted with elections in Dearborn and Dearborn Heights.
• Assisted with communication services at the annual Homecoming festival and the
Memorial Day Parade; Wi-Fi coverage was established for the majority of Ford Field
during the event.

• Facilitated technology installations at the new John D. Dingell Transit Center
o Established telecom lines for emergency systems (elevator and fire
detection)
o Established point-to-point communications to support card access and video
surveillance systems
o Set up access authorities and monitoring options for the train station

• Emergency services “Radio over Ethernet” equipment installed at Townsend
Towers.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016

• Continue conversion of City’s community service, land management, code
enforcement, and financial software programs to the SunGard OneSolution platform.

• Provide support for projects scheduled through the CDI Technology Group.
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• Explore shared services with several Conference of Western Wayne communities
and the State of Michigan.

• Complete the current cycle of the citywide technology replacement program.
• Work with Treasury and Recreation to complete point of sale (POS) implementation.
• Continue shared services arrangement with Dearborn Heights and assist with their
long-term planning.

• Create searchable IT toolkit and video reference guide for end-users.
• Improve operational effectiveness through collaboration, communication,
transparency and by implementing best practices.

• Maintain a state-of-the art, innovative and secure technology infrastructure that
provides high reliability and excellent customer service.

• Develop innovative e-government (online) services and apps for our citizens and
businesses, as well as employees that work in the field.

• Complete the Water Department implementation of web services for water bill
payments and online water inquiry services

• Assist with the conversion of the Library T1 network communications lines to a fiber
backbone.

• Replace copper wire connections at Kennedy Plaza, Hubbard West, Fire Station #3
and Levagood Park for Radio over Ethernet project.
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DEARBORN POLICE DEPARTMENT

“ONE TEAM – ONE MISSION”
The Department operates as one team dedicated to a single mission foremost.
Every Division, every Bureau, every Unit, every rank and every member, police
or civilian, makes up this unified team. Each member has a role and a purpose
to accomplish the mission. Every assignment and every effort counts. This
organization is committed to the joint accomplishment of the public service
mission as stated below:

MISSION STATEMENT
It is the mission of the Dearborn Police Department to provide a sense of security
for the people by protecting life and property, reducing the opportunity for crime
and disorder, enforcing the law, and providing other police-related services as
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required by the community in a manner consistent with the values of a free
society. The Department embraces its tradition, honor and integrity, while at all
times maintaining the highest ethical standards to preserve public confidence.
The Dearborn Police Department has adopted the following value statements:

INTEGRITY
The Department and its personnel can only succeed in their mission if we
maintain our integrity.
bestowed upon us.

Our authority is based in mutual respect and trust
Once this trust is broken, by an individual or by the

Department, our actions are rightfully called into question. The Department and
its employees must hold themselves to a standard that is beyond reproach.

HONOR
The Department is a proud institution and works to develop this pride in its
sworn, civilian and volunteer personnel. We are proud of our rich tradition of
providing quality police services to the residents and visitors of Dearborn. We
are proud to be a part of a noble profession that is called upon to maintain order
in a free society. We are proud of the real partnerships we have with the people
we serve.

We are proud of our highly motivated, highly trained, and highly

respected personnel.

COMMUNITY
The cornerstone of this Department is the relationship we have with the
community we serve. Our ability to be effective in carrying out our mission is
based on the credibility we have with the community. Understanding that we are
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a part of, and not separate from, the community is critical. Although we are
granted full-time responsibility for policing the community, we cannot do it without
the approval and cooperation of the public. The Department strives to enhance
this relationship in several ways: by ensuring that each police contact is carried
out fairly and with respect; by seeking input from the public on our programs,
procedures and priorities; by being active in community programs and charities.
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IN MEMORIAM
IT IS NOT HOW
THESE OFFICERS DIED
THAT MADE THEM HEROES,
IT IS HOW THEY LIVED.
VIVIAN ENEY, SURVIVOR - POLICE MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON D.C.

Corporal Norbert M. Szczygiel
Killed in the line of duty
August 27, 1977

Lieutenant Louis A. Hinkel
Killed in the line of duty
August 2, 1974

Patrolman Andrew H. Cain
Killed in the line of duty
December 23, 1939

Patrolman Cecil Spencer
Killed in the line of duty
August 26, 1928
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CITY OF DEARBORN
POLICE DEPARTMENT

COMMAND PERSONNEL

Ronald Haddad
Chief of Police
Thomas Teefey
Deputy Chief
David Robinson
Commander
Patrol Division
Issa Shahin
Captain
Patrol Division
William Leavens
Captain
Investigative Division
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DEARBORN POLICE DEPARTMENT
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2015 DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

EXCHANGE CLUB OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Cpl. Bernie Gibson

CHIEF’S OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Supervisor
Officer
Sgt. Derrick Hadder
Cpl. Jason Skoczylas

Dispatcher
Mark Eddy

MICHAEL A. GUIDO COMMUNITY SERVICE
Sgt. Raymond Patrick
MERITORIOUS SERVICE
Capt. William Leavens
Sgt. Jeffrey Garrison
Sgt. Joseph Brehler
Sgt. Diane Shelton
Cpl. James Heberger
Cpl. Cyndi Maxwell
Cpl. Alan Brzys
Ms. Carrie Lawrence
Ms. Nora Smith
Ms. Jo’set Benci-Wright

OPTIMIST OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Cpl. Todd Donaldson
Police Explorer Capt. Casey Baker
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Dearborn Police Department

Special Events / LCC

1

Motor Carrier

1

2

1

0

Animal Control
Auto Pound
Training Office
Community Policing /
Neighborhood Watch
Crime Lab
Records Bureau
Information & Technology
Property Room
Interns
Driver's License Bureau

1

2
1

1

1

2
1
1

1

1 1 3 12 47 43 1

Dispatch Center
Building Services/Fleet

3
2
3
1
2
0
0

0

1

4

4

9

9

9

2

2

2

1

1
1

1

3

4

1

1
2
2

18
3

3

Academy

Investigative Division
Detective Bureau
Polygraph
Youth Bureau
SRO / TITAN
Traffic Safety / Accident
Investigation Bureau
Special Operations
Narcotics
U.S. Marshals Office
FBI/JTTF
Fusion Center

Totals

0

1 2

3
4
1
1

11
1
2
3

15
2
3
3

1
1
1

2
5
7

3
6
8
0
1
1

1
1

1 1 1 2 7 30 96 47 1

182

Patrol Division Total
1

1

20

1
4
2
3
8
2
2
2
2

59
108
18
4
0

130
4

0
0
0
0

15
2
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

23
6
8
0
1
1

Investigative Division Total 66
28 25 20
55
36 41 255

*Administration and grand totals are for employees only and do not include volunteer Reserve Officers, Explorers.

As of 06/12/15
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Administration Total
0

108
1

42

0
0
7
0
2
2
2

18
1

Explorers

7
10

4

0
0
0

Totals

1
0

1
1

Parking Enforcement

Patrol Division

6
10

Total
Civilian
Personnel

Reserve Officers

1

Part Time Civilians

1
7

School Traffic Safeties

Officers

1
2

Total
Police
Personnel

Full Time Civilians

Corporals

2

Early/Late Border Crime Initiative

Part-Time Officers

Sergeants

Captain

1

Lieutenants

1

Commanders

Chief

Administration

Deputy Chief

FY2015 Distribution of Personnel

POLICE DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATION
Chief Ronald Haddad
Deputy Chief Thomas Teefey
Commander David Robinson
Captain William Leavens
Captain Issa Shahin
Ms. Nancy Hamood-Strutz
The Administration of the Police Department consists of the Chief of Police, Deputy
Chief, one divisional Commander, two divisional Captains, two Administrative
Lieutenants, and the Chief’s executive administrative assistant.

The Chief is

responsible for the direct oversight, control, and administration of all police-related
operations. The Commander and Captains are responsible for the supervision and
control of their individual divisions and the units assigned to them.
ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT UNIT
The Administration Support Unit consists of one Lieutenant, who reports to the Deputy
Chief, and four Sergeants. The Sergeants each have respective areas of responsibility:
Crime Lab and Property Management, Training and Development, Information and
Technology, and Records.
POLICE CHAPLAINS
Corporal Gordon Morse
Pastor Emory Moss, Jr.
Rabbi David Nelson
Imam Mohamad Mardini
The Police Chaplains provide religious and spiritual assistance to departmental
members, employees, and citizens. They help to promote a greater understanding and
cooperation between members and the community. Some of their functions include
conducting invocations at various police functions, in-service training classes, and
providing counseling to officers and family members as needed.
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DRIVER’S LICENSE BUREAU
The Dearborn Police Driver’s License Bureau is the only Driver’s License Bureau in the
State of Michigan. It is staffed by two part-time personnel whose duties include the
issuance of chauffeur and moped licenses, motorcycle endorsements and Michigan
State Identification cards. They also process renewals, duplicate lost or destroyed
licenses, address changes, corrections and reinstatement of suspended licenses, daily
reports and daily deposits. Their duties also include the issuance of City identification
cards for all full-time and part-time employees in conjunction with the City’s ongoing
security project. The employee identification cards contain magnetic swipes for use
with the security system to ensure proper workspace authorization. The statistics for
the 2015 fiscal year are as follows:
Driver’s License Bureau Statistics, FY2015
Original Licenses Issued
Renewals
Duplicates/Corrections
Change of Address
Reinstatements/Record Checks
City Identification Cards (NEW)

384
2,733
975
1,748
294
703

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The Emergency Management Division is currently staffed with one, full-time, emergency
management coordinator from the fire department and is assisted by a deputy
emergency management coordinator from the police department. The Emergency
Management Division is responsible for the following services:


Development of Emergency Action Guidelines



Operation of the Emergency Operations Center



Disaster Planning
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Special Event Planning



Incident Management



Liaison to State and Local Groups



Emergency Response Exercises

The Emergency Management Division works closely with all city departments, schools,
and private sector partners to ensure collaborative preparation, planning, and response
to any disaster or emergency situation.
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Special Events Coordinator (SEC) is the person directly responsible for
coordinating and overseeing all special events for the police department. The SEC
meets with different groups and entities who wish to conduct events in the City of
Dearborn, many of which require city approval and the use of city services.
The SEC determines the appropriate level of police participation required to ensure that
issues such as crowd control, traffic safety and traffic enforcement are adequately
addressed and creates the invoices that the City uses for collection of money owed.
In Fiscal Year of 2014-2015, the City of Dearborn continues to host a large number of
special events, including the Dearborn Homecoming, the Memorial Day Parade, the
Greenfield Village Fireworks, the Martian Marathon, and the Breast Cancer 3-Day Walk.
This year, the police department coordinated over 94 special events.
To provide adequate security and traffic control for the more than 94 events during
Fiscal Year 2015, the police department needed to deploy 561 officers, 142 Reserves,
93 Police Explorers, 77 Ordinance Officers, 5 paid Interns and others, including civilian
police department employees, and CERT members. During this period at least 3,939
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police man-hours were deployed for special events.
The SEC also continued to meet with Fairlane Town Center management to address
potential problems within the mall, in the movie theater area, and in the parking lots. An
Extra Patrol Detail was assigned on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights. The Fairlane
Town Center reimburses the police department for all hours spent addressing their
concerns.
LIQUOR CONTROL ENFORCEMENT
Currently the SEC is also responsible for Liquor Control Enforcement for the City of
Dearborn since many of the above events also require liquor licenses. Some of the
responsibilities for Liquor Control/Enforcement are to conduct investigations for new
licensees, oversee the administration of temporary liquor licenses for events, and
investigate complaints about businesses that sell alcohol, and to make sure that
licensed establishments operate in compliance with the Michigan Liquor Control
Commission laws and administrative rules.
The following is an approximate breakdown of all the active licenses currently in the City
of Dearborn: 77 licenses which allow for on-premises consumption (Class C, Club,
Class B Hotel, Golf Course, Tavern, etc); 30 Specially Designated Distributor licenses;
91 Specially Designated Merchant licenses; 17 other Dearborn licenses are inactive at
this time and in escrow.
Dearborn Police Liquor Control Enforcement handles all complaints related to the
operation of the Michigan Liquor Control Commission’s licensed businesses in the City
of Dearborn. Dearborn Police Liquor Control Enforcement also conducts random
checks of licensed businesses for compliance with the liquor control code.
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ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT DIVISION
The Ordinance Enforcement Division is composed of five Enforcement Units all active
with enforcement of state laws and city ordinances pertaining to their related duties.
During FY2015 the unit consisted of one full-time Motor Carrier Sergeant, two full-time
Motor Carrier Officer Corporals, one full-time Motor Carrier Officer and fourteen parttime officers. The current staffing levels represent significant changes that took place
during this fiscal year with the hiring on one new full time Motor Carrier Officer and the
promotion of two Motor Carrier Officers to the ranks of Sergeant and Corporal.
FY2015 proved to be another active year in addressing our responsibilities and our
supporting role within the Dearborn Police Department. The Ordinance Enforcement
Division continues to be a productive unit with respect to citations and other services
performed. With over 16,000 enforcement violations issued, assessed revenue for the
year was $1,629,616.
MOTOR CARRIER ENFORCEMENT UNIT
The Motor Carrier Enforcement Unit officers are assigned exclusively to monitor
commercial vehicles to ensure public safety and compliance with motor carrier
regulations. Motor Carrier Officers patrol for violations of commercial vehicle size,
weight, equipment, cargo securement, moving violations, and driver qualification
provisions.
In FY2015, the Motor Carrier Unit inspected 52 vendor vehicles, taxicabs and
commercial motor vehicles operating within the City and issued 1,964 citations for
assessed fines of approximately $250,000. Motor Carrier Officers have taken on a
greater role with assisting Patrol Officers with daily runs and criminal interdiction.
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The Motor Carrier Unit completed 94 DOT (Department of Transportation) commercial
vehicle safety inspections, 10 of these were hazardous material vehicles. Motor Carrier
Officers are also certified as Special Agents of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration.
Sgt. Stacy assumed his new role as the supervisor of the Ordinance Enforcement
Division and was responsible for overseeing the daily operation of the five enforcement
units. Officer Brayman continues his role as the department’s designated instructor for
hazardous materials, CPR/First Aid, blood-borne pathogens and weapons of mass
destruction. Cpl. Nelson continues his role as a board member to the Friends for the
Dearborn Animal Shelter (FFDAS).
For FY2015, the Motor Carrier Unit issued 1,964 citations for assessed fines totaling
approximately $250,000. In addition, officers placed 29 vehicles out-of-service for
operating with unsafe and deteriorating equipment, impounded a total of 13 vehicles
and arrested a total of 43 drivers for violations and/or warrants.
Significant Motor Carrier statistics and fines issued during the past year are as follows:
Total Motor Carrier Citations
Sub Total Assessed Citations Fines
Sub Total Collected Inspection Fees
Grand Total Assessed & Collected Revenue

1,964
$ 250,000
$ 1,040
$ 251,040

ANIMAL CONTROL
Animal Control Officers are assigned to enforce state law, city ordinances, business
licensing regulations and enforce animal control regulations to ensure a high level of
public safety. Specific areas of responsibility and activities include: investigating animal
cruelty and bite complaints, patrolling city streets and neighborhoods for stray or
deceased animals, and addressing nuisance wildlife concerns.
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Animal Control Officers continue to work closely with the Friends for the Dearborn
Animal Shelter to return lost pets, resulting in 22 lost cats and dogs being reunited with
their owners in FY2015.
During FY2015, Animal Control Officers responded to and addressed over 1,200 calls
for

service.

The

following

was

included

in

their

activities:

officers

investigated/prosecuted 3 animal cruelty complaints; 14 animal bite reports;
captured/impounded over 160 dogs, 200 cats, and 436 other non-domesticated
animals. Within the Ordinance Enforcement Division, animal control remains one of the
highest requested services from residents.
14
257
1,246
796
394
$ 22,236

Animal bites
Animal Control Warnings Issued
Calls for Service
Animal Impounds
Total Citations
Total Assessed and Collected Revenue

PARKING / ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT UNITS
The Parking / Ordinance Enforcement Units are composed of ten part-time officers, all
active with the enforcement of city ordinances pertaining to their area of assignment.
Currently, six officers and one Parking Coordinator are responsible for all enforcement
action within the Paid Parking District.

During this fiscal year the district was

significantly reduced and the duties of the officers were shifted to other key functions.
These officers are also responsible for abandoned vehicles, nuisance vehicles,
commercial vehicle parking complaints, residential zoning complaints, school crossing
details and ordinance violations.
Parking/Ordinance Enforcement Units statistical totals remain high, issuing 14,000
citations for assessed revenue of $720,000. In addition, Ordinance Enforcement
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Officers addressed over 1,400 calls for service, tagged 965 vehicles as abandoned /
nuisance and towed 193 of these eyesore vehicles from our residential streets and
businesses.
Total Abandoned Vehicles Tagged
Total Abandoned Vehicles Towed
Total Calls for Service
Total Parking Citations
Total Assessed Parking Fines

965
193
1,485
$ 14,385
$ 710,552

ABANDONED VEHICLE ENFORCEMENT
Activities and Statistics
The Auto Pound Coordinator/Auto Theft Recovery Officer is responsible for assigning
abandoned vehicle complaints and processing impounded, abandoned and recovered
stolen vehicles. During FY 2014/2015, the Auto Pound Coordinator processed over
1,200 vehicles, conducted 12 public auctions and sold 265 vehicles with realized
revenues of $52,003. In addition, the Auto Pound Coordinator issued 140 citations for
“failed to redeem” with assessed fines of $16,800. This violation is written when an
individual fails to claim their impounded property.
Total Vehicles Auctioned
Total Citations Issued
Total Assessed Citation Totals
Total Collected Revenue from Vehicle Auctions
Total Collected Revenue / Assessed Fines

265
140
$ 16,800
$ 52,003
$ 68,803

ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT
The Ordinance Enforcement Division is responsible for enforcement of Public Service
Days, special assignments, administrative details, special events, snow emergencies
and addressing numerous citizen complaints. In this fiscal year the Ordinance Division
assumed the responsibility of issuing Notice of Violations (NOV) for residential
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lawn/trash can violations and commercial snow removal from sidewalks. They work
closely with the Residential Services Division and facilitate abatement actions for the
City. For FY2015, the Ordinance Division issued 8,897 Public Service Day citations,
235 snow emergency citations, 769 NOVs and addressed over 2,977 calls for service.
The assessed and collected revenues generated by the division are a new record high.
Grand Total of Citations
Grand Total Revenue Assessed & Collected

16,813
$ 1,100,100

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
One sergeant, three corporals, one officer and one civilian employee staff the Training
& Development Office.
POLICE TRAINING
The Training & Development Office provides for the training needs of all police
personnel within the department, including arrangements to send employees to classes
and seminars anywhere in the country. Sworn officers, ordinance officers, civilians, and
communications personnel attended various schools and training. This includes police
academy training for recruit officers and internal training such as Noise Enforcement,
Defensive Tactics, and Taser and Chemical Agent training. Additionally, sworn officers
and ordinance personnel receive 24 hours of In-Service Training annually. Training is
also extended to Reserve Police Officers and Explorers.
Police Training Statistics
Statistic

FY2014

FY2015

Employees Sent to Training

307

409

+33%

Hours of Training Received

9,192

11,169

+21%
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% Change

In-Service Training Hours

4,320

5,848

+35%

Employees Completed In-Service
Training

N/A

230

N/A

Internal Police Training Courses

18

15

-16%

Police Classes Hosted in Dearborn
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18

-25%

Employees Completing Online
Training

N/A

204

N/A

Credits of Online Training Completed

N/A

3,089

N/A

HONOR GUARD

The Dearborn Police Honor Guard is a part-time team that provides official department
representation at ceremonial occasions as directed by the Chief of Police or his
designee. These occasions include, but are not limited to: officers killed in the line of
duty, officers that die during service, officers that die after retirement, out-of-agency
services (e.g., citizen honorariums, parades, civic events), and National and State
memorial services. The Dearborn Police Honor Guard consists of three sergeants and
six corporals. During FY2015, the Honor Guard represented the City at 11 events.
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FIREARMS TRAINING
Corporal Ashley Kusnir is the Firearms Coordinator with the Dearborn Police
Department. Under the Firearms Coordinator, Firearms Instructors conduct training and
provide qualification courses for handguns and shotguns during their tours of duty.
Each officer receives approximately 15 hours of firearms training annually, which is
divided up into four quarterly firearms training sessions, and one additional tactical
training day (eight hours). The training challenges the officers’ shooting and combat
skills, to include low-light shooting, shooting from various positions, shooting while
moving, reloading, injured officer drills, clearing malfunctions, and deadly force decision
making.
The Firearms Coordinator also maintains the department’s Glock 22/27, AR-15 Patrol
Rifles and Remington 870 Shotgun inventory, which allows the department to save
money by completing these functions internally.
DEFENSIVE TACTICS TRAINING
Use of Force training was provided to all patrol officers during In-Service Training and
during the Patrol Division shifts. Each patrol officer received up-to-date information on
the legal aspects of Use of Force, refresher training in the physical and mental aspects
of physical confrontations, and hand-to-hand subject control techniques. New officers
received basic Defensive Tactics, Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT), Freeze +P,
and Taser Tactics. Defensive Tactics Instructors, certified as Taser Instructors, will
continue to train and certify officers to carry and use the X 26 Taser.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
The Reserve Police Officers Unit is comprised of volunteers who receive training in
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police work through the Wayne County Regional Police Academy and In-Service
Training.

Reserves are uniformed and equipped just as full-time officers.

They

volunteer to assist the police department with many activities including special events,
such as the annual Memorial Day Parade (19 traffic posts) and Homecoming (45 posts).
In addition to these annual events, during this fiscal year the Reserve Unit also provided
uniformed services for special events such as: the Greenfield Village Fireworks display,
the Asura March, the Martian Marathon, and the Relay for Life. The Dearborn Police
Explorer Post 1177 is comprised of young volunteers from the ninth grade through the
age of 21. They attend weekly meetings and training. Active recruitment at area high
schools and special events maintain the Post’s numbers. The Post as of June 30, 2015
has $15,270.34 in savings to go toward the Post activities and events. The Post will be
conducting Smoking Compliance checks again this year and will receive approximately
$1,000 stipend through Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services
(ACCESS).
Volunteer Services Statistics
Statistic
Police Reserves
Events that Reserves Worked
Reserve Hours Provided
Explorers
Events that Explorers Worked
Explorer Hours Provided
Explorer Meetings
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FY2014

FY2015

% Change

39

40

2.56%

32

51

59%

2,690

2,610

-3%

40

40

0%

40

76

90%

8,100

9830

21.35%

52

52

0%

$12,112.33

Explorer Revenue

$15,200

25.5%

GRANT MANAGEMENT
A corporal is assigned as the department Grant Administrator from within the Office of
Training and Development.
Justice Assistance Grants (JAG) are used to procure non-budgeted equipment and
technological

advancements/improvements

and

to

supplement

overtime.

The

Department has been awarded nearly $4,000,000 in COPS Hiring Recovery Program
Grants since 2009. The Bulletproof Partnership Grant provides new ballistic vests to
officers every five years with a 50% reimbursement to the City.

The Project Safe

Neighborhoods (PSN) grants are used to fund two, sergeant and five-officer, “TAC”
Teams. Both teams work as part of a Task Force consisting of officers from the Detroit
Police Department, Michigan State Police, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives, and Federal prosecutors.
Police Department Grant Statistics
GRANT

AMOUNT

EXPENDITURES

BALANCE

2013 JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

$23,063

$2,079.99

$20,980

2014 JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

$24,240

-

$24,240

2015 JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

$21,030

-

$21,030

2012 COPS HIRING
PROGRAM

$1,125.000

$528.474.00

$596,526

2014 COPS HIRING
PROGRAM

$500,000

-

$500,000

2013 BULLETPROOF VEST

$8,976

$5,210.87

$3,765.13

2014 BULLETPROOF VEST

$12,932.76

-

$12,932.76

2011 PSN

$68,767.52

$66,543.26

$2,224.26

2014 ATPA

$242,427

$242,427

-
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RECRUITMENT
The Recruitment Team works throughout the year with the Human Resources
Department to actively recruit the best possible police employees. The team consists of
officers of various ranks and assignments who continue to assist in locating exceptional
applicants.
Throughout Fiscal Year 2015, recruitment officers attended 16 career fairs and police
academy classes. The Training & Development Office continued recruitment at Veteran
job fairs and continued internet recruitment, which resulted in numerous inquiries by
possible applicants as well as submitted applications. The department’s recruitment
video aired on CDTV and was placed on the City’s website.

Recruitment officers

continue to distribute recruitment posters and other recruitment information. Social
media campaigns utilizing YouTube, Facebook and Twitter have been very successful
in reaching potential candidates.
Police Recruitment Statistics
Statistic
Job Fairs & Presentations
Website Advertisements
Recruitment Team Members
New Officers
Hours of Orientation Training

FY2014
13
2
14
10 F/T
2 P/T
960

FY2015
13
2
14

% Change
0%
0%
0%

21 F/T

+110%

1,680

+75%

COMMUNITY POLICING, CRIME PREVENTION, & NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH
This unit consists of one full-time police officer, supported by three additional officers
under the supervision of a sergeant. While the police department addresses general
problems or concerns for the public, the Community Policing Unit focuses on the root of
26

the concerns and follows up until the issues are resolved. Community Policing Officers
are able to disseminate information to the citizens of Dearborn.
In addition to their community policing responsibilities, officers are also assigned crime
prevention duties.

Crime prevention consists of personal safety, identification theft

awareness, and fraud prevention seminars.

These seminars are held for any size

group to include schoolchildren, church groups, neighborhood associations, and large
community gatherings.

During the past year, the Community Policing and Crime

Prevention Unit presented 48 safety seminars.

To augment the distribution of

information related to these presentations, Public Service Announcements have been
added to the City of Dearborn’s website and on the City of Dearborn television
channels. On August 5, 2014, Community Policing Officers participated in the National
Night Out on Crime sponsored by Target with hundreds of citizens in attendance.
The Neighborhood Watch Program enlists the participation of citizens in cooperation
with the police department to reduce crime, create alert neighborhoods, and facilitate
reporting of suspicious activity. There is a non-emergency telephone crime reporting
hotline (313-943-3030) for citizens to report suspicious activity any time, day or night.
Additionally, an online crime reporting system is offered to allow easier access for
residents to report certain criminal incidents to the police department without having to
summon a police officer to the scene.
Fiscal Year 2015 continued the use of the citizen alert system, NIXLE. Officers of the
Crime Prevention Unit use NIXLE, a secure messaging service, to alert residents and
visitors of the City of Dearborn of serious police related incidents in real-time. Secure
messages are relayed to the subscribers email, or to a cell phone via text message.
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The alert system is free to both the City of Dearborn and its residents. Crime Prevention
Officers have also collaborated with churches and mosques throughout the City of
Dearborn hosting special NIXLE/Crime Prevention presentations prior to and after
services. The partnerships resulted in numerous residents electing to participate in the
alert system with over 9,500 citizens signed up for the service.
In July 2010, the Dearborn Police Department hired four part-time police interns, who
continued throughout FY2015.

In June 2015, the Police Department hired eight

additional paid police interns.

Interns must maintain a high academic standard in

college while employed. They are afforded the opportunity to learn and participate in
many of the functions at the police department. During Fiscal Year 2015, police interns
assisted the police department in the following functions: the Homecoming; the
Memorial Day Parade; the Farmer’s Market; crime prevention safety talks;
neighborhood crime prevention and Neighborhood Watch canvassing; and NIXLE
presentations. Police interns were also used for front desk duties, clerical duties, and
day-to-day operations. All of the police interns have aspirations of becoming full-time
Dearborn Police Officers.
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY UNIT
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The Information and Technology Unit is responsible for the planning and delivery of
information technology support services to the police department.. The IT Unit installs,
configures, conducts troubleshooting, and maintains all departmental computer
hardware and software. The IT Unit develops departmental policies, procedures and
standards along with providing training, advice, and guidance on a wide range of
complex IT issues. Members of the IT Unit represent the office and the department in
technical interactions with other organizations and private contractors. Additionally, the
IT Unit is responsible for the system administration of all IT related services within the
police department.
In cooperation with the enhanced Global Information System (GIS) for public safety and
the Courts and Law Enforcement Information System (CLEMIS), the records system
(CLEAR) allows for the establishment of crime mapping and providing real-time crime
analysis data. The system is known as the CrimeView Dashboard, which is a valuable
tool in investigations and tracking pattern crimes. The IT Unit works with members of
the Record Bureau, and Patrol and Investigative Units to use this programming to aid in
directing their efforts.
The IT Unit also, in conjunction with the City’s Management of Information Systems
(MIS) department, maintains an online crime reporting system which allows the public to
report certain incidents using a web-based computer application.

The online crime

reporting system is available through the City of Dearborn’s website, which citizens can
access from their home or office, and can receive a copy of their report at no charge.
Citizens and visitors alike can also use a kiosk in the police department’s lobby for
reporting ease and convenience.
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The IT Unit has also closely monitored and adjusted system settings and performance
levels of the department’s L-3 Mobile Digital Video Recording System (MDVR). The
system is being used extensively and has proven to be a very effective and valuable
tool in assisting with evidentiary and liability issues. This unit recently updated the
server which stores the data collected by the system, giving an extended life to the
recording hardware located in the vehicles.
The IT Unit along with MIS continues to monitor, review and revise the City’s 5-year
Technology Plan, focusing on any hardware and/or software items to maintain the
highest level of service and performance with minimal cost expenditures and
interruption of services.
PROPERTY AND EVIDENCE ROOM OPERATIONS
The Property Room is under the supervision of the Administrative Division. It is staffed
by one full-time and one part-time employee and handles all of the property and
evidence that is brought into the Dearborn Police Department, excluding narcotic
evidence. The Property Room will begin taking in narcotic evidence within the next
fiscal year. Many of the items are processed for auction or turned over to other city
departments for use. All of the unclaimed money is processed and turned over to the
City Finance Department, which then forwards all unclaimed funds to the State of
Michigan.

The Property Room also handles the destruction of firearms seized in

violation of the firearms laws of Michigan or weapons surrendered voluntarily by
owners. The Property Room also orders, stocks, and issues all of the department’s
office supplies.
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Property Room Statistics
Statistic
Pieces of Evidence Logged

FY2015
3,746
CRIME LABORATORY

The Crime Laboratory is responsible for all forensic investigations for the department
and for the identification of all prisoners. The Crime Lab oversees 16 Evidence
Technicians, who are police officers from the Patrol Division, specially trained to
photograph and collect evidence at crime scenes. Crime Lab personnel are called to
major crime scenes involving homicides, shootings, suspicious deaths and serious
assaults, to directly assist in the investigation. The Crime Lab is able to analyze and
compare fingerprints, and make positive identifications. Crime Lab personnel are also
trained to recognize, document and collect other trace evidence such as DNA, hair,
fibers and ballistics, blood spatter, complete crime scene sketches, court presentations,
and provide expert testimony. Crime Lab personnel followed up on 1,781 cases which
required archiving photographs, processing evidence, examining fingerprints, and
generating reports for each case.
The Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) is a fingerprint computer that is
interfaced with the Michigan State Police criminal files and has the ability to search
databases with millions of finger and palm prints, with results returned in minutes.
Dearborn is one of 23 AFIS sites in the State and the Crime Lab personnel are certified
operators. During this fiscal year, 108 fingerprints/palm prints were entered into AFIS,
which resulted in 25 identifications of suspects, all of which resulted in the continued
criminal investigations. The Crime Lab also processes evidence and provides fingerprint
identification for other agencies, including: Wayne County Sheriff’s Office, Dearborn
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Heights, Wayne, Belleville, Inkster, Romulus and Melvindale. The US Secret Service
has also requested the Crime Lab’s assistance is several of its cases. AFIS inquiries
and expert testimony are provided to these agencies when needed.
Crime Lab personnel receive and process all firearms that are confiscated, surrendered,
or held as evidence. There were 234 firearms received and each gun was inspected. If
needed, the serial number is raised to assist with identification. Lab Detectives also
assist the Records Bureau in identifying vintage firearms for registration purposes.
All three personnel are trained in shooting reconstruction and bloodstain analysis.
These skills are valuable at crime scenes where evidence can be easily destroyed, lost
or overlooked.
An employee assigned to the division is a forensic artist and is called upon by the crime
lab to complete sketches of unknown suspects who are involved in crimes.
SECURITY SYSTEMS (ALARM) BOARD PROGRAM
This program monitors false alarm reports within the City and records, reviews, and
works with business owners to prevent nuisances. Repeat violators are sent warning
letters and are eventually billed on an increasing scale for repeated ordinance
violations.
Statistic
Number of False Alarms
Revenue Generated

FY2014
2,750
$38,910

FY2015
2,769
$16,290

% Change
+0.7%
-58.1%

RECORDS BUREAU
The Records Bureau is the central repository of all departmental reports and personnel
records. All departmental reports, permits and licenses are forwarded to the Records
Bureau for final processing. These documents are not limited to police reports or
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investigations. They include accident reports, traffic tickets, arrest records, fingerprints,
the sex offender roster, permits and licenses required for firearms purchases, and
taxicab driver licenses. In essence, the Records Bureau is the memory of the police
department. This essential function is administered and maintained by a dedicated and
diligent staff of three full-time and four part-time employees.
The records management system utilized by the police department is CLEAR
(Consolidated Law Enforcement Advanced Records) which allows for “real time” data
reporting. The Records Bureau also oversees LEIN (Law Enforcement Information
Network) operations, which include NCIC (National Crime Information Center) and
NLETS (National Law Enforcement Telecommunication System), an interstate
exchange of criminal history information.
The Records Bureau uses APRS (Automated Pistol Registration System). APRS is
designed for the automated entry of pistol purchaser and owner information into a
database through LEIN. The Records Bureau also oversees the electronic transmission
and building of criminal history information. The department uses “Livescan” which
electronically captures fingerprints and transmits them to the State Police for retention
and comparison. Fingerprinting for background checks and records checks are also
performed by the bureau, as well as Sex Offender registrations. FOIA (Freedom of
Information Act) requests are also processed by the Records Bureau. The Freedom of
Information Act regulates and sets requirements for the disclosure of public records by
all “public bodies” in the State.
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The Records Bureau also monitors Crimemapping.com which allows for valuable
information about recent crime activity in Dearborn neighborhoods that is viewable by
the public online.
Statistic
Criminal Fingerprinting/Photographed
Gun Registrations
Taxi Licenses Issued
Vendor Licenses Issued
FOIA Requests Processed

FY2014
6,271
1,571
60
32
-

FY2015
5,557
2,012
46
61
794

% Change
-11.4%
+28.1%
-23.3%
+184.4%
N/A

Revenue Generated
Fingerprinting
$6,720
$8,151
Photostat/Record Copy Charges
$32,178
$32,412
Miscellaneous
$1,269
$1,716

+21.3%
+0.7%
+35.2%

TOTALS:

+5.3%

$40,167

$42,279

POLICE DEPARTMENT CRIME STATISTICS FY2015
(July 1, 2014 – June 30, 2015)
The following statistical data represents the total number of calls for service, criminal
case reports generated and major crime data with comparisons to the previous fiscal
year.

Major crimes include Murder, Criminal Sexual Conduct (CSC), Robbery,

Aggravated Assault, Assaults (A&B), Burglary, Larceny, Auto Theft (UDAA), and Arson.
Criminal Incident Summary Statistics
(Not Including Attempts)
Incident Description

FY2014

FY2015

% Change

Murder/Manslaughter

2

3

+50%

Criminal Sexual Conduct

40

63

+57.5%

Robbery

91

100

+9.9%

Aggravated Assault

161

162

+0.62%
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Assaults (General)

654

730

+11.6 %

Burglary

347

353

+1.7%

Larceny

1,622

1,727

+6.5%

370

395

+6.8%

Arson

8

8

0%

Totals:

3,295

3,541

+7.5%

Total Calls for Service

67,026

71,795

+7.1%

UDAA (Auto Theft)

PATROL DIVISION
Commanding Officer
Commander David Robinson
Executive Officer
Captain Issa Shahin
Staff Lieutenant
Lieutenant Richard Conrad
Platoon I
Platoon II
Officer in Charge
Officer in Charge
Lieutenant Don Wilcox Lieutenant Don Armstrong
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The Patrol Division is the largest and most visible division of the police department. The
division consists of 86 sworn police officers, 17 supervisors and 18 Dispatchers. The
Patrol Division represents nearly 60% of the overall sworn police force.
PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIVISION


To protect all residents and visitors to the City of Dearborn from crime.



To present a positive and professional image of the City and the police
department to all persons.



To promote trust, cooperation, partnership, and respect with the community.



To prevent and enforce violations of laws and ordinances.



To arrest criminal offenders.



To suppress civil disturbances.



To conduct preliminary investigations at accidents and crime scenes.



To give aid and information to all persons as required.

The patrol force consists of two platoons (Days and Nights) working overlapping 12
hour shifts. Both platoons are staffed uniformed officers that perform preventative
patrols, law and traffic enforcement operations, general citizen assistance, as well as
immediate emergency response, 24 hours a day. These officers conduct proactive
visible patrol operations on the streets and in the business centers throughout the City.
Border Crime Initiative Team/Tac Unit
The Dearborn Border Crime Initiative Team/Tac Unit conducts directed patrol and
handles a variety of specialized police problems. The main goal of the Tac Unit is to
deter crime through high-visibility directed patrols, proactive traffic enforcement, street
investigations, and arrests. This strategy is emphasized in the belief that criminals are
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highly mobile and crimes can be prevented through enforcement of traffic laws and the
arrests that result from such enforcement. Data driven crime statistics, emerging crime
trends and citizen complaints are considered when deploying the Tac Unit. Members of
the Tac Unit have established working relationships with bordering jurisdictions as well
as county, state and federal law enforcement agencies.
The Tac Unit is organized into two teams, with each team having four corporals and one
sergeant. One team works daytime hours and the other works afternoon hours, with a
two-hour overlap. All of the members are in full uniform and drive marked or semimarked patrol vehicles. The unit remains flexible and will adjust work hours to meet the
needs of the department based on current crime trends. The unit also adjusts work
hours to cover special events, such as International Arab Festival, Homecoming, the
Memorial Day Parade, demonstrations, and protests.
The Tac Unit has established a working relationship with the Detroit Police Department
and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF). Our department
has received federal funding from the Department of Justice. Per the grant, this money
is to be used for overtime costs for high visibility patrols on the common border that we
share with the Detroit Police Department’s Northwest District. All of the man hours
associated with these patrols have been paid for by the grant.
The Tac Unit has also partnered with the ATF. Members are able to investigate and
federally prosecute subjects responsible for crimes that occur in the City of Dearborn.
The unit has conducted parolee checks with agents of the Michigan Department of
Corrections (MDOC). During these checks, the unit visits the residences of felons and
sex offenders that are currently on parole and reside in the City of Dearborn. These
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checks have resulted in the re-incarceration of subjects who were found to be in
violation of their parole.
As a result of proactive, high-visibility patrols and street investigations, the current Tac
Unit averages 30 felony arrests, 98 misdemeanor arrests, 192 civil infraction citations,
and 134 misdemeanor citations per month.
DISPATCH OPERATIONS

The Communications Center is responsible for providing routine and emergency
communication services for the community. They receive, screen and prioritize calls for
service and initiate appropriate responses and services. They dispatch and monitor
radio communications for Police, Fire, EMS, and local government. The Dearborn and
Melvindale Fire Departments merged along with dispatch responsibilities for fire and
EMS incidents in Melvindale. These duties are now handled by Dearborn
Communications.
The Center is currently staffed by 18 full-time Dispatchers. This includes six Dispatch
Supervisors and 12 non-supervisory personnel. Dispatchers work 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, 365 days a year.
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The Center uses an Enhanced 911 computerized telephone system that displays the
name, address, and phone number of the caller. Dispatch also handles calls to the
Neighborhood Watch and TIP line (313-943-3030).

Dispatchers screen the calls,

determine if a call requires immediate attention, choose the appropriate response, and
dispatch the proper services.
The Center is equipped with Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) that allows users to
create, update, track, and manage all public safety calls for service.

It allows

dispatchers to plot calls for service on a map and recommend the correct units to send
on the call.
Dispatch is also responsible for monthly siren testing and maintenance of the Outdoor
Early Warning Siren System; building alarms; Knox lock boxes; TTY (electronic
communication for the hearing impaired); the incident notification paging system; LEIN
including queries, entries, cancellations, administrative and Mutual Aid messaging;
emergency call boxes; and the Dearborn Fire Department House Watch Program.
Dispatch Operations Statistics
Statistic
Police Dept Related Calls for Service
Fire Dept Related Calls for Service
Emergency 911 Calls
Non-Emergency Calls

FY2014
71,306
12,745
80,224
118,948

FY2015
68,669
14,117
84,888
128,591

% Change
-3.5%
+11%
+5.5%
+8%

LOCKUP OPERATIONS (JAIL FACILITIES)
The Dearborn Police Department maintains a lockup for all persons detained within its
jurisdiction. The lockup is assigned to the Patrol Division and can house a maximum of
60 prisoners. It is used to temporarily detain those charged with misdemeanor and
felony offenses.

In order to alleviate the high number of prisoners housed, while
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simultaneously increasing the efficiency of the lockup, the police department continues
to commit sentenced misdemeanants to the Calhoun County Jail, located in the City of
Battle Creek. The remaining pre-sentence prisoners are held at the Wayne County Jail.
In order to efficiently manage the amount of people being processed through our facility,
our staffing program allows for coverage throughout the main working hours of the jail.
Officers are assigned as Jailers 24 hours per day.
In addition to their daily duties, Jail personnel were also tasked with processing
probation department clients and entered 358 subjects into the Picture-link fingerprinting
and picture system. Jail personnel also completed processing of all departmental and
court personnel for background fingerprint checks and entered them into the PictureLink system.
The police department has housed 802 Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
prisoners this fiscal year for a combined total of 835 days. Our participation in this
program returned a savings for prisoner housing costs of approximately $39,827 this
year.
In addition to the number of ICE prisoners lodged here, our department recorded the
following arrest totals:


Adult Males – 3,649



Adult Females – 1,367



Juveniles – 271



Total – 5,287 Prisoners (6% increase)
FIELD TRAINING OFFICER PROGRAM

To begin a career as a Dearborn Police Officer, one must complete the Field Training
Program. The Field Training and Evaluation program is an extension of the
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department’s Police Officer selection process, which combines on-the-job training of
probationary officers along with objective performance assessments to insure that the
standards of a competent patrol officer are met. The primary goal of the Field Training
and Evaluation Program is to ensure that probationary officers have the essential jobrelated knowledge and skills to be a Dearborn Police Officer. The evaluation process
actually starts before being hired as the Human Resources Department, Background
Investigators, and the department’s contracted Psychological Services combine to
ensure that the most qualified applicants are invited to join the department’s ranks.
The department’s Field Training and Evaluation Program is composed of five phases
over the course of a year and during each phase the probationary officer is assigned to
a Field Training Officer (FTO). Only those officers whose work history indicates reliable
performance along with a demonstrated ability to effectively communicate verbally as an
instructor are chosen to be FOTs. Officers selected as FTOs receive 40 hours of statecertified instruction to prepare the skills necessary to apply practical in-the-field
training/coaching techniques and to reliably assess the probationary officer’s
performance.
Currently there are 24 Field Training Officers spread out on the two platoons and both
Tac Teams. Four new Field Training Officers were selected in FY2015. These officers
successfully completed the FTO course in May 2015. During this past fiscal year, 25
new officers were trained.
EVIDENCE TECHNICIANS
These specialized officers are all assigned to the Patrol Division and they perform these
technical duties in addition to their day-to-day patrol responsibilities. Currently, there
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are 16 certified Evidence Technicians proportionately assigned to both platoons of the
Patrol Division.

The specialized training in photography, evidence collection, latent

fingerprint collection and crime scene processing, make these technicians valuable and
readily available resources to assist in the investigative process.
Evidence Technicians are uniformed police officers, which allows for their immediate
use at crime scenes. The importance of immediate crime scene processing cannot be
over emphasized in both the investigative and prosecution phases of law enforcement.
CANINE (K-9) UNIT

The Dearborn Police Department Canine Unit consists of two police officer/canine patrol
teams.
The K-9 handlers currently train with the Southeast Michigan Canine Group, which
consists of 12 area departments. The K-9 patrol teams are deployed on day and night
shifts.
BUILDING SERVICES & CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Building Assessment
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The police building, built in the 1950s, is in relatively good condition.

There are

constant, minor repairs that any building this age would encounter.
Renovations/Upgrades
Areas of the building will be identified and repainted on a priority basis. The front desk,
back desk, and the report writing area are earmarked for renovation.
FLEET MANAGEMENT
The fleet consists of 40 vehicles assigned to the Chief’s Office with the majority of the
vehicles being utilized by the two Border Crime Initiative Teams as well as the Motor
Carrier Unit and ordinance enforcement officers; 57 vehicles are assigned to the Patrol
Division and 49 vehicles are assigned to the Investigative Division. The department
also utilizes a bomb trailer, command trailer, seven utility trailers, and three small fourwheel utility Gators for a varying degree of special events and police service responses.

PATROL SERVICE REQUESTS PROGRAM
The Patrol Division Service Requests Program is an initiative which requires patrol
officers to effectively report conditions they find during the course of their duties that
need the attention of city departments, other governmental agencies or private entities.
Reportable conditions may include safety hazards, blighted properties, road conditions,
damaged or missing signs or other quality of life issues that require intervention. In
2014, the police department generated approximately 1412 calls for service on these
matters.
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SWAT TEAM

Mission
The Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Team is a part-time team that trains
together a minimum of once a month.

SWAT personnel are assigned to several

different units in the department and all three shifts. The SWAT Team’s mission is to
respond to and resolve any incident requiring specialized equipment and training.
These missions include, but are not limited to: executing high-risk search warrants,
hostage rescues, narcotics raids, barricaded gunman incidents, vehicle assaults, and
special arrest teams.
Team Members
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The team is currently composed of 17 officers from various divisions of the department
and 2 firefighters. All members are available 24 hours a day for emergency call-outs
and each member brings a variety of technical skills and tactical experience to the team.
Equipment
This year several improvements and upgrades were made to the team’s equipment
inventory to include:


Updated shields (level 3 A) for team movements and entries



AR-15 .223 Rifle upgrades (continuing)
Training

This year saw some significant improvements in training the team to be better equipped
to resolve any incident safely.


The team’s medics completed extensive advanced tactical medical training at
CONTOMS.



The team has conducted joint-operation training with the Western Wayne SWAT
team in an active shooter scenario at Fairlane Town Center.

The training

incorporated a mass-casualty simulation that was proctored by personnel from
Oakwood Hospital and the Dearborn Fire Department. This scenario improved
the efficiency in which the team can deal with multiple medical casualties and
operate with another agency.
SWAT Equipped and Operated Patrol Vehicles (“S-Cars”)
The S-Car program uses SWAT personnel assigned to the Patrol Division. These cars
are on the road 24-hours a day, 7-days a week, throughout the entire year. The S-Cars
have the appearance of normal patrol vehicles, yet they are stocked with SWAT
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equipment. They are assigned to on-duty SWAT officers in the Patrol Division, who
drive these cars as they patrol the streets and neighborhoods of Dearborn. SWAT
officers can respond within moments to developing critical incidents, where they can
make appropriate tactical decisions and take action before the rest of the SWAT Team
is assembled. This year there were 18 incidents in which equipment was deployed from
the S-Cars during, all of which were resolved without death or serious injury.
BOMB SQUAD

The Bomb Squad, also referred to as the Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Unit, has
a mission of protecting the general public, police personnel and property during
incidents involving explosives and incendiary materials or devices.

The squad is

equipped and staffed to handle any explosive mitigation situation that might be
encountered. The Dearborn Police Department Bomb Squad is currently staffed by
three officers and one sergeant.
Federal Interaction
The Bomb Squad is supported by the FBI and a Special Agent Technician (SABT) is
assigned to the squads in Michigan as a direct link to federal assets. The Federal
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Government is working to permanently consolidate military EOD units throughout the
United States. The closest EOD unit to respond to Dearborn is located at Fort Campbell
(Kentucky) and they are only available for particularly serious incidents.
Regional Response (Wayne County)
The Bomb Squad continues its regionalization efforts towards a comprehensive
explosive mitigation response agreement throughout Wayne County.

Currently, the

Bomb Squad is available to assist anywhere in Wayne County if called upon. The team
has completed several training sessions with the City of Detroit, Detroit Metropolitan
Wayne County Airport, the City of Flint, Michigan State Police, and Transportation
Security Administration as we continue our commitment to regional preparedness.
Call-outs
In 2014-2015, the Bomb Squad recorded the following activity:



5 Callouts due to suspicious/explosive devices (14-45568, 14-45854, 156017, 15-19245 and 15-21400)
1 Assist a citizen with removing large amount of black gun powder from
home (14-62359)
Details

The Bomb Squad was requested to assist the Detroit Police Bomb Squad with bomb
sweeps for the Vice-President’s visit and the North American International Auto Show.
The team also completed bomb sweeps at the University of Michigan-Dearborn
graduation ceremony and supported the Oakwood Hospital EOD K-9 Unit during the
Memorial Day Parade.
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CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM

The Dearborn Police Crisis Negotiation Team consists of seven police officers and
sergeants from both the Patrol and Investigative Divisions of the police department.
Team members are carefully chosen based on their maturity and experience, verbal
communication skills, and proven ability to function well under stressful conditions.
Crisis Negotiation Team members participate in and conduct training scenarios
involving simulated hostage situations where the team’s specialized equipment is used
and role players are integrated into the scenarios. Training is conducted on a minimum
of a quarterly basis and has been conducted in a group training exercise with both the
Dearborn Police SWAT and Bomb teams.
Crisis Negotiation Team members are on call 24 hours a day to respond to any crisis,
hostage, or barricaded gunman incident. The goal of the Crisis Negotiation Team is to
save lives and to resolve crisis incidents while attempting to avoid unnecessary risk to
officers, citizens, victims, and involved subjects.
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INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
Captain William Leavens

The Investigative Division includes the following departmental activities involving
investigations: the Detective Bureau, the Special Operations (surveillance) Unit, the
Narcotics Bureau, the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF), The Traffic Safety Bureau,
the Youth Bureau, Computer Crimes Unit, the Polygraph Unit, and the School Resource
Officer (SRO) program.
DETECTIVE BUREAU
The Detective Bureau is the investigative arm of the police department. All preliminary
complaint reports believed to be criminal in nature are referred to the Detective Bureau
for review and evaluation. Once reviewed, each case requiring further police attention
or investigation is assigned to a specific investigator depending upon the nature of the
crime.
Investigators complete a variety of different tasks for cases, such as interviewing
witnesses, the interrogation of suspects, and compiling of necessary supplemental
investigatory reports that are needed to document the investigation. Finally, a case may
require submission of search and arrest warrant requests, and preparation for the case
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in court. If needed, the Detective Bureau also provides investigative/intelligence
support to other law enforcement agencies.

The responsibility for each case

assignment ends only upon a final determination by the courts, or when a reasonable
solution to the case has been attained.
One corporal is specifically assigned as an intelligence officer. This corporal monitors
numerous computer databases and extracts information that is used in criminal
investigation. This corporal also networks with area businesses and police departments
sharing intelligence information which results in the resolution of many crimes that are
affecting Dearborn as well as other municipalities.
Detective Bureau Statistics

Statistic
Number of Cases Investigated
Felony Warrants

FY2014
2917
325

FY2015
2383
295

% Change
-18%
-21%

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
The Domestic Violence Unit (DVU) currently has specially trained investigators
assigned to handle family violence incidents in our city. This increasingly complicated
area of law enforcement includes not only assaults, but also any criminal incident
related to domestic violence, such as threats, stalking, and violations of Personal
Protection Orders. This fiscal year, approximately 346 domestic-related assault cases
were assigned and reviewed by police investigators. The DVU is assisted by an on-site
Victims’ Advocate provided through First Step, a Wayne County domestic and sexual
assault program funded by the Victims of Crime Act and other donations. Warrants are
reviewed by the Wayne County Prosecutor Domestic Violence Unit.
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FORENSIC POLYGRAPH UNIT
The Polygraph Unit of the Investigative Division uses state-of-the art instruments and
algorithmic software developed by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. At
present, the Polygraph Unit is currently staffed with one sergeant who conducts
polygraph examinations on a full-time basis, and one corporal who is in training. A
corporal graduated from the Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice Polygraph School in
Millersville, MD and is currently conducting polygraph examinations in a licensing
internship program under the direction of a sergeant. All exams are administered inhouse, enabling the immediate investigator access to critical exams. This capability
affords the Investigative Division an immediate and efficient means of pursuing and/or
evaluating investigations. The unit has been responsible for obtaining countless
admissions and has thus streamlined investigative burdens. Conversely, the unit has
cleared many suspects, allowing detectives to focus their energies more efficiently
toward solving the crimes.
This year the Polygraph Unit scheduled 217 polygraph examinations, with 115 forensic
polygraph examinations actually administered. The Polygraph Unit has again become a
valuable investigative source for surrounding agencies both locally and federally,
conducting forensic polygraph exams for not only the Dearborn Police Investigative
Unit, but for 25 other agencies as well.
COMPUTER AND INTERNET CRIME UNIT
The mission of the Computer Crimes Unit is to conduct and provide expert assistance to
investigators pertaining to the criminal use of computers and related technologies.
These crimes include (but are not limited to) telecommunications fraud, child
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exploitation, cyber stalking/harassment, the possession and distribution of child
pornography over the Internet, computer tampering/"criminal hacking", and all other
incidents in which computers or devices containing digital evidence were used to
accomplish or facilitate the commission of a crime.
The examination of these media storage devices resulted in the discovery of evidence
involving criminal sexual conduct, child pornography, conspiracy of armed robbery,
armed robbery, burglary, stalking, harassment, larceny and using computers to commit
crimes. The Computer and Internet Crime Unit assisted detectives throughout the year
with technical issues involving the retrieval and viewing of video surveillance evidence
captured by digital surveillance systems and with processing digital photographs. The
Computer and Internet Crime Unit responded to numerous crime scenes to view and
archive video surveillance.
The Dearborn Police Department also currently participates in the Michigan Internet
Crimes Against Children Task Force (ICAC), which is federally funded and operated by
the Michigan State Police. A corporal is assigned to this Task Force in which he spends
time in their Livonia office conducting forensic examinations of mobile devices to
include; cell phones, iPads, iPods, GPS devices and other mobile devices.

As a

member of this Task Force, the corporal has attended numerous in-state and out-ofstate trainings at no expense to the City of Dearborn. He has conducted over 200
mobile device examinations for local, state and federal agencies, with a majority for
Dearborn Police. These examinations have resulted in the collection and preservation
of critical evidence that has assisted investigations.
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As a result of membership in this Task Force, the department received approximately
$40,000 worth of necessary equipment to conduct his examinations. This equipment
was provided at no cost to the City of Dearborn and is intended for the City of
Dearborn’s use on their investigations.
YOUTH SERVICES
The Dearborn Police Youth Services Bureau includes both the Youth Bureau
Investigative Unit and the School Resource Officer (SRO) Unit. The Youth Bureau/SRO
Unit is comprised of five police officers. Three officers are assigned as School Resource
Officers and two officers are assigned as youth investigators.
YOUTH BUREAU
The Youth Bureau investigative unit comprises two police corporals who are responsible
for investigating all crimes committed by persons less than 17 years of age.
Investigators are responsible for case management and interviews of juveniles including
forensic interviews. Juveniles committing violent crimes are petitioned to the Wayne
County Juvenile Court, as are non-resident juveniles who commit misdemeanor crimes.
Parents who fail to have their children appear in court or appear for the work program
may be subject to court imposed charges and/or penalties.
The youth investigators also work very closely with Growth Works, a case management
organization which requires juveniles to meet regularly with a community team and
discuss their progress. Youth Investigators also assist the School Resource Officers in
dealing with many issues at the schools. They also attend school sporting events,
parades, and various other school-related events such as “March is Reading Month”.
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Youth Bureau Unit Statistics
Statistic
Total Number of Cases Investigated
Number of Adult Cases investigated
Cases Petitioned to Circuit Court

FY2014
685
338
128

FY2015
664
450
165

% Change
-3%
+33%
+29%

SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICERS (SRO PROGRAM)
The SRO program, implemented in September of 2002, was designed to make the best
use of available resources and to reach as many students as possible in all grades, K12. The School Resource Officer unit comprises three police corporals who are
assigned to Fordson High School, Dearborn High School and Edsel Ford High School
on a full-time basis. Officers are also responsible for middle and elementary schools in
their particular district. The main focus of the School Resource Officer Program is
based on a community policing philosophy of joint problem solving, instead of making
arrests or writing citations. Officers spend the majority of their time in schools, and work
in conjunction with schools, parents, and other social agencies to solve problems and
make appropriate referrals. Officers also attend sporting events, school events, field
trips, Clean-Up parades, the Memorial Day Parade, Career Days, Safety Town, Law
Day, Public School Athletic League, District Basketball Tournament, as well as several
other events each year. SROs give several presentations each year and provide
fingerprinting services at various special events.
SRO Unit Statistics
Statistic
Classes Instructed
Special Events
Citations Issued
Reports Taken
Students Counseled/Warned

FY2014
90
110
415
231
2296
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FY2015
81
115
420
431
2562

% Change
-10%
+5%
+1%
+87%
+12%

JOINT TERRORISM TASK FORCE (JTTF)
A corporal has been assigned to the FBI JTTF in Detroit since May of 2008. The
assigned corporal facilitates communication between the Dearborn Police Department,
the FBI, and the various federal and regional law enforcement agencies in the Detroit
area, including but not limited to: ATF, Immigration & Customs Enforcement, US
Department of State, US Marshal’s Service, Michigan State Police, Wayne County
Sheriff’s Department, and the Detroit Police Department. As a fully integrated federal
investigator, the corporal works national security/or potential terrorism related cases that
directly affect the safety and security of Metropolitan Detroit with particular emphasis on
the Dearborn community.
NARCOTICS BUREAU
The Dearborn Police Narcotic Bureau is currently staffed by one sergeant, and four
investigative corporals who work state and local investigations.
During FY2015, the following was accomplished by the Local Narcotics Bureau:












Pieces of evidence processed – 2,574
Cases handled – 1,100
Search Warrants - 55
Approved felony complaints - 60
Assets seized - $211,202
Cocaine – 191 grams seized
Marijuana – 9,445 grams seized
Heroin – 164 grams seized
Prescription Drugs – 13,016 dose units seized
Firearms – 40 recovered/confiscated
Marijuana Plants – 96 seized

The unit has two corporals assigned to the DEA, and one corporal assigned to FBICHIEF Task Force. During FY2015, the following was seized by the Combined Hotel
Interdiction Enforcement (CHIEF) Team, the DEA Task Force.
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During FY2015, actions taken by the Narcotics Bureau included:











Arrests – 71
Currency/Assets - $3.8 million
Vehicles seized – 6
Firearms – 21
Search Warrants – 85
Cocaine – 9 kilograms seized
Methamphetamine – 5 kilograms seized
Marijuana – 681 kilograms seized
Heroin – 14 kilograms seized
Other Prescription Drugs – 11,860 dose units seized
SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNIT

The Special Operations Unit consists of one sergeant and six corporals. The sergeant
and five corporals are assigned locally.

In October 2010, one Special Operations

corporal from the unit was assigned out to the United States Marshals Fugitive
Recovery Unit.

The unit is a plainclothes surveillance team that concentrates on

robberies, home invasions, stolen vehicles and other thefts. The unit regularly supports
the Dearborn Narcotics Unit and works in conjunction with the Detective Bureau and the
Special Events Coordinator.
In January 2004, the Dearborn Auto Theft Unit (ATU) was formed. The ATU consists of
one Special Operations corporal, supported by the remainder of the Special Operations
Unit and one detective. The ATU has continued to exceed the standards set forth by the
Auto Theft Prevention Authority (ATPA). The ATU corporal is fully funded by an ATPA
renewable grant.
Auto Theft Unit Statistics
Statistic
ATU Auto Theft Arrests
Vehicles Recovered
Estimated Recovered Vehicle Value

FY2013
49
46
$695,500
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FY2014
43
53
$659,500

FY2015
51
56
$1,144,000

Special Operations Unit Arrest Statistics
Arrest Statistic
Homicide/Attempt
Armed Robberies/Unarmed
Motor Vehicle Theft / Theft from Vehicle
Breaking & Entering (B&E)
Larcenies
Felony Warrants
Misdemeanor Warrants
Narcotics
Misc.(trespassing, prostitution, chop
shop, FA, stalking, CCW, MDOP, etc)

FY2013
13
11
8
25
21
24
N/A
43

FY2014
3
13
43
12
27
11
N/A
14

FY2015
3
13
11
12
24
27
16
18

41

28
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BUREAU
The Accident Investigation Bureau (AIB) performs many functions relative to the
enforcement of traffic laws, traffic crash investigation, and general traffic safety.
The AIB prepares accident data on problem intersections or roadways in order to
ensure that the latest engineering applications are used to provide the safest possible
traffic routes. The AIB works in conjunction with the Engineering Department in order to
maintain traffic control devices (i.e. traffic signs, as well as signal lights). The Accident
Investigation Bureau conducts traffic studies in conjunction with the Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments, Michigan Department of Transportation, and Wayne County
Roads with the goal of improving traffic flow and determining the need for future
roadway signage. They complete work orders for sign repair and the installation of new
signs, and ensures the signs’ visibility by having shrubs and foliage removed. The AIB
is responsible for signage, barricade placement, and obtaining state and county permits
for special events throughout the City. They perform extensive studies on traffic on
residential streets.
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The Accident Investigation Bureau coordinates the Traffic Commission’s monthly
meetings. The Commissioners are presented with traffic-related problems and petitions
seeking solutions to traffic complaints or issues. Reports for each request are
completed by the Accident Investigation Bureau. The facts are then presented to the
Commissioners who review, and approve or deny the petition request.
The State of Michigan mandates that local police departments administer the school
crossing guard program. The AIB hires and trains all school crossing guards, and
handles the scheduling and payroll for 22 crossing guards. All officers assigned to the
Accident Investigation Bureau are on call 24-hours a day, seven days per week in the
event of a fatal or critical traffic crash and handle the investigation and prosecution of all
serious motor vehicle crashes.
The Accident Investigation Bureau is also responsible for the prosecution of all felony
Operating While Intoxicated (OWI) cases, and the forfeiture program for vehicles used
in second and subsequent OWI offenses. During the fiscal year the vehicle forfeiture
program generated $1,350 in revenue.
Accident Investigation Bureau Unit Statistics
Accident Type
Injury Accidents
Property Damage Accidents
Fatal Accidents
Hit & Runs
Crash-Related OWIs
TOTAL (Injury + Property Damage)

FY2014
563
2507
6
425
71
3076
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FY2015
489
2201
3
523
81
2693

DEARBORN POLICE DEPARTMENT
GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016


Maintain full staffing levels in all areas of the Department



Continue aggressive/proactive crime reduction strategies, with an emphasis,
apprehending serial offenders; and, more importantly, prevent citizens from being
victimized by crime in the first place.



Continue regional, resource and intelligence sharing of crime reduction strategies
that impact the Metro Detroit area as a whole, such as “Operation Blue Light;
Lock it – Or lose it; and NIXLE”



Continue and expand on blight reduction strategies, working closely with the
Residential Services Department, neighborhood associations, and our business
and faith based partners.



Develop and implement an effective “Traffic Safety/Enforcement” campaign, with
the intent of reducing accidents, traffic complaints, and injury to citizens.



Select, train, and integrate four additional School Resource Officers (funded by a
competitive DOJ grant the department received in 2015) into the school system,
working closely with Dearborn Public Schools, and our charter schools to ensure
maximum coverage, and effectiveness of the program.



Develop and implement a practical “School Zone” traffic/parking control/enforcement program. Working closely with school administrators, parent
groups, and students to implement a sound educational and enforcement
program to reduce traffic congestion and parking violations in and around our
School Zones.
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Select and a hire a Project Manager to oversee, the partially grant funded,
Dearborn-Regional Emergency Operations Center/Dispatch Center and solidify
Dispatch consolidation efforts with neighboring jurisdictions.



Implement a “Body Camera” program with anticipated grant funding from the
Department of Justice.
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MISSION STATEMENT
In support of the City of Dearborn’s overall mission statement – to deliver
superior public service and earn the public’s trust every day in everything we do
– the Department of Public Information defines its purpose as follows:
To strengthen the connection between City government and the community by
providing timely, interesting and relevant information about living and working in
Dearborn, as well as visiting our City, and by promoting community spirit through
special events.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
During the reporting year, the Department of Public Information (DPI) comprised
the following divisions and areas of responsibility: Community and Media
Relations, Social Media, Internal Communications, Speech Writing, Special
Events Planning, Fundraising, Veterans Affairs, Broadcast and Internet Video
Programming, and, to a minimal degree, Photographic Services.
In this reporting year, the department director oversaw 11 part-time employees in
two divisions (four of whom worked 16 hours or less a week), one full-time
employee in administration, and two full-time employees at the City of Dearborn’s
government access cable channel, CDTV.
The department initiates and produces press releases, publications, content for
social media sites, video programming for cable TV and the internet, and special
events that reach nearly every Dearborn resident and businessperson. DPI
provides information to individuals and groups through Mayoral speeches, letters
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and presentations. DPI also supplies information through direct contact with the
public because the department serves as the primary reception center for
customer phone calls and email inquiries coming to the Dearborn Administrative
Center (DAC), as well as answers questions on the City’s main social media
sites.
Its goal is to provide residents, business owners, and visitors with accurate and
useful information about Dearborn’s government, neighborhoods, commerce,
community experiences and vision for the future.
Another goal of the department is to boost community spirit through the creation
of proclamations, citations and congratulatory letters, following the direction of
the Mayor. DPI also increases community spirit through raising funds for Citysponsored special events.
In addition, the department honors the City’s military veterans with ceremonies
on Veterans Day, Flag Day and Memorial Day, as well as offers ongoing support
services for the Dearborn Allied War Veterans Council and its affiliates
throughout the year.

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Department of Public Information is primarily responsible for developing
communication pieces and distributing information about our community to
residents, businesspersons, potential residents, investors, visitors and
employees.
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Our first main function is to ensure that current residents are aware of all the
services available to them and that they are informed in a timely manner of any
relevant news affecting their lives in Dearborn. We also want Dearborn’s story to
be accurately understood by the broader regional, national and even international
community, and for employees to have the information they need to best serve
our customers.
DPI’s second main function is to promote the community through the
coordination of special events, especially the Memorial Day Parade and
Homecoming, including year-round planning; volunteer recruitment; onsite
supervision; follow-up activities, such as thank you letters and bill paying; and
fundraising.
Our third main function is to serve veterans organizations.
Our fourth main function is to assist the Mayor with communications efforts
through speech writing; background preparation for his formal greetings to
visiting groups; through the creation of goodwill letters, citations and
proclamations; and through arranging media interviews and supplying pertinent
information to reporters and background facts to the Mayor.
The following department activities are necessary to carryout these main
functions:
•

Providing a central location in the Dearborn Administrative Center where
residents may obtain information on City services and programs available to
them.
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•

Directing the activities and programming of CDTV to help ensure that lively
and accurate information regarding Dearborn reaches CDTV and internet
viewers.

•

Generating relevant information discussing City government and City life for
a wide range of audiences via print and electronic media stories; City and
neighborhood newsletters, eNewsletters and websites; correspondence; the
City Calendar; Facebook and Twitter social media sites; and CDTV. This
includes developing and disseminating news releases to local and regional
media as needed, and at a minimum of twice a week; and contacting or
responding to local, regional, national or international media when
appropriate.

•

Serving as the primary information source for people who call the City.

•

Coordinating one of the City’s biggest annual events, the Memorial Day
Parade, as well as publicizing and raising funds for the parade.

•

Assisting the Recreation and Parks Department and the Dearborn
Community Fund with coordinating the City’s largest event, Homecoming,
and promoting the festival.

•

Preparing the State of the City Address, and companion information pieces,
as well as coordinating the ceremony and reception, CDTV broadcast and
media coverage.

•

Coordinating the ceremonies for Veterans Day and Flag Day, including
preparing scripts and talking points, writing and sending invitations, soliciting
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donations, and managing the programs onsite; and supporting the annual
commemoration of the Korean War Armistice Day.
•

Assisting in the preparation, coordination and publicity of events organized
by other departments.

•

Assisting the Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce and the Dearborn Area
Board of Realtors with their events promoting Dearborn, and providing
photographs, video and text for their publications, websites, and social media
sites, when feasible.

•

Assisting in the preparation and coordination of special information
campaigns initiated by the Mayor and other departments.

•

Providing limited photographic services to all departments while maintaining
a photographic file for historical, institutional and community promotional
purposes to the extent possible, without a photographic staff.

•

Producing presentations regarding City services and programs for delivery to
Dearborn residents and community groups, as well as writing welcoming
speeches for visiting organizations and conventions.

•

Providing informational, clerical and logistical support to veterans’
organizations.

•

Issuing proclamations and citations for worthy causes and outstanding
citizens, and generating congratulatory letters.

•

Responding via email to residents’ concerns and suggestions.

•

Responding to media inquiries on a daily basis.
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•

Responding to questions and comments on a daily basis to people posting
on the City’s main Facebook page and main Twitter account.

•

Assisting the Mayor in his involvement in regional, state and national
organizations as he works on behalf of Dearborn’s interests.

•

Working with citizen groups like the Federation of Neighborhood
Associations to help promote Dearborn.

•

Creating updated information for www.cityofdearborn.org on a daily basis.

•

Assisting in all marketing efforts of the City of Dearborn, and all publications
or organizations’ spearheading initiatives promoting the City.

•

When required, assisting with emergency communications at the direction of
the Mayor or public safety officials. This includes disseminating information
about snow emergencies through all available means, at all hours
necessary.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
Organizational Chart
Fiscal Year 2015

Department Director
Mary Laundroche

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
Program Coordinator (PT)
Barbara Campbell

Digital Media Coordinator
Jessica Carreras

Program Specialist (PT)
Katie Hetrick
Department Associate (PT)
Debbie Lamita
Program Specialist (PT)
Mike Wilk

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CDTV Broadcast Media Supervisor
Patricia Johnson Maurier
Lead Video Editor
Craig Schuler

Program Specialist (PT)
Ken McCollum
(3) Audio Visual Assistants (PT)
Maha Bazzy
Jamila Slater
Meghan Mealbach

(3) Audio Visual Assistants
Occasional hours (PT)
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The department’s priorities are providing quality communications to all City of
Dearborn residents and businesspersons; participating in marketing efforts to
attract investors, home buyers and visitors to the City; and organizing,
publicizing, and raising money for special events that promote Dearborn.
Our main directive is to keep Dearborn residents informed of available City
services, special events and important news. This is accomplished through press
releases, daily postings on www.cityofdearborn.org, a twice monthly eNewsletter,
media features, CDTV, the City Calendar, The Back Fence newsletters, Street
Talk newsletters, specialized blogs, information supplied to neighborhood
associations, and multiple posts and responses each day on the City’s main
social media accounts.
During the past year, all departments depended on the Department of Public
Information to publicize their activities or services.
In addition, the department supports the City’s veteran organizations, especially
the Dearborn Allied War Veterans Council.
The department treats each event it organizes, each posting on the City’s
website, each publication it produces, each social media feature, and each
speech it writes as an opportunity to convey Dearborn’s positive story.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The sole source of funding for the department’s Administrative Division and
Telecommunications Division (CDTV) is the Telecommunications Fund.
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Additionally in FY2015, the department continued to manage a special projects
fund for the Memorial Day Parade. It also was responsible for the fund described
as Dearborn in Demand, although marketing activities associated with it
continued to be deferred in FY2015.
The department also managed revenue funds for the sale of CDTV videos, as
well as for advertising in the City Calendar. It continued to oversee a Capital
Improvement Project fund for technology in the City Council Chambers.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
The department’s major expenditure categories were Administrative and
Telecommunications (CDTV). It no longer manages a separate Photography
Division, but pays for photographic expenses out of the Administrative accounts.
Here are the expenditure totals for each division for FY2015:
•

Administrative:

$458,315

•

CDTV:

$426,159

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS
MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR THE REPORT YEAR
The continuing objective of this department is to inform residents, the business
community and prospective investors in the City about Dearborn’s programs and
services; to organize, raise funds for and to promote special events; to instill a
sense of community pride and recognize outstanding residents through the
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creation of congratulatory letters, citations and proclamations; and to serve
Dearborn veterans.
Here are the goals the department set for FY2015, with the progress made
toward reaching them presented in italic type:
•

Under the direction of the Mayor and Chief of Staff, DPI will provide critical
information to employees and the public for the successful move and
transition of government operations to the Dearborn Administrative Center.
Achieved.

•

DPI, in partnership with the Residential Services, Police, and Fire
departments; the Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce; and the East
Dearborn Downtown Development and West Dearborn Downtown
Development authorities, will create a welcome package for new residents,
first identifying resources that will allow for the printing and design of a
signature piece of literature. On hold, pending the identification of financial
resources and more staff time.

•

DPI will complete the overhaul of www.cityofdearborn.org to be a more
intuitive and useful tool for residents seeking pertinent information or wanting
to engage in business transactions. Achieved.

•

DPI will determine, along with the Mayor’s Office, an even more cost-efficient
method of delivering the same type of information now found in the printed
City Calendar. Ongoing, while at the same time resources are still being
devoted to the printed City Calendar.
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•

DPI will increase the mobile-friendliness of www.cityofdearborn.org.
Achieved.

•

CDTV will oversee the installation of new equipment and the integration of
existing production equipment in the new City Council Chambers control
booth at the Dearborn Administrative Center to ensure seamless live
broadcasts of Council meetings and other events. Achieved.

•

CDTV will pursue the implementation of a video archiving system to allow the
City to more efficiently use the large collection of video footage available.
Ongoing.

•

CDTV will work with the Dearborn Community Fund to create a new program
featuring cultural arts in the City. Achieved.

The following are the major accomplishments of the department in FY2015:
•

DPI answered about 1,200 phone calls and provided other personal and
media responses to residents affected by the flooding of August 11, 2014.
o The department’s effort began at 9 p.m. the night of the flood, when
we posted very timely information on the website and via social
media. Our comprehensive outreach efforts continued through
December. In all, DPI created two dozen website updates and 40
Facebook posts, resulting in 39,500 views of the flooding page over
a two-month period, as well as nearly 100,000 views on our
Facebook page.
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o Via press releases, CDTV, the website and social media, we
publicized relevant information regarding FEMA and Small
Business Administration (SBA) resources and activities, even
though we were often given little, if any notice, and often had to sort
through evolving or conflicting updates. In addition, CDTV covered
and broadcasted interviews with federal representatives.
o DPI also continued to disseminate information on how to file claims
with the Legal Department and repeatedly publicized all filing
deadlines, including a variety of deadlines established by FEMA
and the Small Business Administration. DPI also coordinated a
public meeting for residents to interact with FEMA and the SBA and
hosted the meeting.
o In addition, DPI, with input from the Sanitation Division and DPW,
did our best to keep residents informed about the removal of
materials damaged by the flood, which became a hot topic on
social media.
o DPI also worked with the Michigan State Police to coordinate
regional messages about mold removal and FEMA and SBA
information, and we assisted the State of Michigan’s Office of
Volunteerism with connecting elderly and disabled residents with
the limited resources available for cleaning contaminated
basements.
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o Under a tight deadline, DPI also publicized the emergency
ordinance that prohibited the sorting and picking of materials from
curbs by individuals for two months after the flood.
o CDTV covered Mayor John B. O’Reilly, Jr.’s tour with Gov. Snyder
to Oakwood Hospital’s devastated emergency room on Saturday,
August 16, helping to document the damage. Oakwood later
applied for assistance to cover the $53 million in damages it
suffered, a figure that illustrated the extent of the damages
throughout our community.
•

DPI completed a significant overhaul of the City of Dearborn’s website to
improve content, functionality, and mobile-friendliness.

•

DPI upgraded the functionality and appearance of the internal website for city
employees.

•

DPI, in partnership with the Economic and Community Development
Department, coordinated the grand opening of the John Dingell Transit
Center in December 2014, including a VIP ceremony and a public open
house. DPI solicited media coverage from local and regional media outlets
and CDTV produced relevant programming on the ceremony and the positive
impact of the train station.

•

DPI launched an education campaign, including direct mail to residents most
likely to be affected, regarding the pilot program to allow parking on
designated streets during snow emergencies. The letter was translated into
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Arabic and sent with both languages in a very timely manner to more than
3,000 households.
•

DPI successfully coordinated the 91st Memorial Day Parade, despite
additional challenges caused by the transfer of ownership of City Hall and
City Hall Park, which remained the ending point for the parade and the site of
the Remembrance Ceremony. Also, a major construction project in a crucial
staging area impacted the planning of the parade, but the situation was
amicably resolved prior to the event through the efforts of DPI and other
departments.

•

DPI and CDTV continued to strengthen the community’s understanding of the
sale of City Hall to Artspace, and the benefits of moving staff and services to
the Dearborn Administrative Center. This was accomplished through press
releases, responses to the media, emailed messages to residents, social
media content, and website and video presentations.

•

CDTV staff shepherded the design and construction of a new broadcast
control booth at the DAC and was instrumental in equipping the City Council
Chambers properly in order to carry City Council meetings live on the
government access channel and on the city website. After the move, live
broadcasts were re-established by the second meeting held at the Dearborn
Administrative Center.

•

DPI also was part of the committee to prepare all City Hall employees for the
move to the DAC, and provide input on anticipated staff issues once
established at the DAC.
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•

DPI produced timely and comprehensive materials to publicize the end of
user-paid parking in west Dearborn, despite the evolving nature of the phaseout, which involved evolving information and shifting deadlines.

•

DPI created a comprehensive special section on the city’s website as an
integral part of the State of Michigan’s Redevelopment Ready certification
process. DPI worked with the Economic and Community Development
Department and City Plan Division to create this online guide to opening a
business in Dearborn.

•

CDTV worked with the Human Resources Department to produce a six-part
training video series for new employees. This allows newly hired personnel to
watch the training modules when it best fits into their work schedule and
eliminates the cost of HR staff having to hold a training session for new hires.

•

DPI launched a new Google-based calendar with the capability for all
departments and certain City organizations – such as the Chamber of
Commerce and Dearborn Animal Shelter – to post and edit their own calendar
events. This has resulted in the most up-to-date online calendar the City has
ever provided to the community, and is fully integrated with Google.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
The Department of Public Information is also proud of the following activities:
•

DPI increased the City’s transparency for the public and the media by once
again coordinating with the Finance Department to organize all FY16 budget
documents and supplemental information presented to the City Council.
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•

In FY2015, DPI took back the responsibility for nonprofit group recruitment
and management, as well as Food Truck coordination, for the Homecoming
festival.

•

DPI provided information on the ongoing discussion to update the ordinance
governing smoking lounges and coordinated media coverage of this hot topic
issue.

•

DPI once again played a crucial role in outreach efforts to residents whose
neighborhood had been improved, but also drastically affected, by the
Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) project, to make sure they understood the
process for free tree replacement to restore their area’s green canopy.

•

DPI supplied professional assistance to the Residential Services Department
in its efforts to expand educational outreach to reduce violations of trash and
recycling rules and property maintenance requirements, as ordinances and
practices continue to evolve in support of our beautiful neighborhoods.

•

DPI and CDTV assisted the Police Department with the creation of quality
publicity regarding crime solving, crime prevention, community outreach,
honors received by the department, and its new campaign to prevent theft
from vehicles called Lock It or Lose It.

•

DPI assisted in the development of, and helped launch, public education or
publicity efforts for a variety of programs, special events and initiatives being
conducted by community groups, including the new Dearborn mobile app
spearheaded by the Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce.
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•

CDTV worked with the Dearborn Community Fund to begin production of a
new program called Community Connections. The show highlights cultural
arts programs activities happening in Dearborn. Also, worked with Police
Chief Haddad and Fire Chief Joe Murray to begin production of the program
First Response.

• CDTV produced specialized videos requested by other departments for
internal use.
• DPI continued to offer the important service of assisting veterans and family
members by expertly referring them to other agencies, especially for veterans’
burial benefits, economic assistance, housing, and Wayne County or state
veterans’ I.D. cards.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
The department in FY15 engaged in the following activities:
•

DPI researched and wrote 273 press releases about City services and events
and distributed them to the media.

•

DPI reformatted and crafted an appropriate tone for the majority of press
releases to be effective for other outreach, including web content,
eNewsletter, Facebook and Twitter, and CDTV postings.

•

DPI researched, wrote and provided preliminary design ideas for more than
44 articles for The Back Fence newsletters in FY15.

•

DPI produced 18 citations and three proclamations.
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•

DPI created 35 remarks, talking points or background briefings for the Mayor
or designated representatives.

•

DPI wrote more than 105 unique letters offering welcome, congratulations,
regrets, references, greetings, information or appreciation on behalf of the
Mayor.

•

DPI researched about 40 interview requests from reporters and determined if
there was a benefit to the City of Dearborn to participate in their projects, and
then set up dozens of interviews with the Mayor or other key City officials, as
well as provided background information for reporters.

•

DPI’s successful launch of its redesigned, mobile-responsive website in
November was in response to an increasing number of mobile website users,
which rose from 36 percent in FY14 to 51 percent of all users by the end of
FY15.

•

DPI increased the City of Dearborn’s Facebook page fans by more than
1,800, for a total of more than 3,100. Posts from the page typically had
30,000-60,000 total views monthly. In the aftermath of the August 2014 flood,
posts garnered more than 150,000 total views for that month.

•

DPI processed and completed more than 100 requests for updates to other
departments’ pages on the website. This included major revisions to the
Recreation and Parks, and Police Department content, as well as the City
elections page and Homecoming page.

•

DPI also created more than 200 new pages on the website, including posting
more than 100 press releases. The site receives an average of 50,000-60,000
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visits per month, with an all-time high of 95,000 visits in August 2014, due to
the information posted about the August 11, 2014 flood.
•

DPI wrote, formatted and distributed 22 eNewsletters to more than 2,000
subscribers with valuable information about city programs, services and
events.

•

DPI continued to engage residents and community members on Twitter,
sending out more than 1,000 tweets reaching more than 3,000 followers.
Engagement with residents continues, with 80-100 interactions per month,
and as many as 300 per month for one-time events such as weather
situations or community celebrations.

•

DPI added 31 videos to its YouTube Channel, receiving more than 15,900
views cumulatively during FY15. DPI also expanded its video reach on
Facebook, posting five videos, which received more than 4,900 views in
FY15.

•

DPI coordinated and assembled more than 1,000 dates and facts from every
City department to include in the 2015 City Calendar.

•

DPI staff members received and processed about 5,000 orders for the 2015
City Calendar in time for the bulk mailing, with another 5,000 calendars
distributed at public buildings and special events.

•

DPI coordinated the planning, fundraising and publicity for City events that
attracted about 165,000 people to Dearborn.
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•

DPI solicited the involvement of, and coordinated the activities of, almost 115
Memorial Day Parade entries in 2015, totaling more than 1,860 people and
dozens of vehicles.

•

Although there is no receptionist in DPI, staff members answered thousands
of phone calls seeking general information, responded to complaints, handled
requests for crisis and welfare assistance, and managed emotionally-charged
topical calls.

•

Over the course of six months spanning FY2014 and 2015, DPI successfully
sorted through 30 file drawers, recycling documents that were no longer
needed, cleared 10 cabinets full of promotional or printed material, transferred
12 cabinets of negatives and printed photos to the Historical Museum and
prepared two bookcases of materials for scanning, in anticipation for the
September 2014 move to the Dearborn Administrative Center.

•

DPI sent 30 emails with standardized information to respond to requests from
residents and visitors regarding social services, veterans’ benefits, and tourist
attractions.

•

CDTV produced 156 programs that aired on CDTV and PEG Central, which is
the video on-demand channel. Programs were viewed 4,000 times on PEG
Central.

•

There were 2,519 hits on the live stream of CDTV’s regular broadcast
programs on the City’s website,
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•

CDTV produced and aired 195 community bulletin board announcements on
the government access channel and 38 community bulletin board slides on
DAPATV, which is the Dearborn Area Public Access Television.

•

CDTV produced 20, 30-second public service announcements.

•

CDTV produced 36 urgent and timely messages that appeared constantly on
the lower third of the screen during regular programming on both CDTV and
DAPATV. These included Public Service Day reminders, power outages,
trash collection delays, and flood and FEMA notices.

•

About 400 programs were shown on DAPATV, an increase of 60 percent from
FY15 and a 337 percent increase over the amount when Comcast and WOW
handled their own public access channels.

•

CDTV produced 35 videos for the City’s website.

•

CDTV created 10 special programs.

•

CDTV set up 10 audiovisual presentations for other departments or for
special events.

•

DPI reviewed media outlets on a daily basis for news about Dearborn,
preserving more than 354 news items.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
The Department of Public Information seeks success on the following initiatives
for FY16:
•

DPI will create a nicely designed printed flier for new residents, directing them
to specific sections of the City’s website that are the most helpful regarding
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basics like trash and recycling collection, Public Service Days, and property
maintenance rules, as well as enhanced quality of life opportunities, like those
found at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center.
•

In conjunction with the Mayor’s Office and other departments, DPI will
oversee the successful design and completion of the new Veterans Memorial
and Park, and plan and publicize the dedication ceremony.

•

In conjunction with other departments and the Mayor’s Office, determine the
new route for the Memorial Day parade and successfully execute the change
for the 92nd annual event, including communicating clearly to the 80 military
and community groups the new instructions for staging and disbursing.

•

Open a meaningful discussion with community leaders about producing
printed material in multiple languages, and seek resources to ensure we have
an efficient way to not only translate information, but have designers and
printers who are skilled with working in multiple languages.

•

CDTV will install a power distribution unit to the playback system, allowing
staff members to remotely reboot any piece of equipment within the system
and make it more efficient to update programming.

•

CDTV will make fiber optic cable already installed at the Ford Community &
Performing Arts Center and the Henry Ford Centennial Library operational to
enable live broadcasts from both facilities. Since the fiber already exists, the
cost will be minimal.

•

CDTV will build on the foundation developed with other departments to
provide video training options for their staff to reduce training expenses.
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CITY OF DEARBORN
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

MISSION STATEMENT
We are responsible for providing the best possible Public Works services to the
community, efficiently and fairly. Our work is dedicated to maintaining a safe, healthy
and comfortable environment, with clean streets, beautiful parks, high quality water,
sewer and waste handling systems, as well as properly maintained vehicles, facilities
and equipment. We will work as a team to promote respect toward all employees and
Dearborn residents.

The needs of the community will guide us as we continually

explore ways to deliver better service.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT / MAJOR DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONS
The Department of Public Works (DPW) is a “charter” department of the City of
Dearborn and is responsible for a broad range of services for the benefit of the public.
During Fiscal Year 2014-15, the Department of Public Works had budgeted 147 full-time
staff and 28 part-time staff. The department operates out of four different locations
(Greenfield Yard, Sewerage Yard, Central Garage, and the Powerhouse). Public Works
is divided into five divisions: Administration, Facilities (Building Services, Line Crew,
Powerhouse), Engineering, Public Services (Highways, Parks, Motor Transport,
Sanitation) and Utilities (Water, Sewerage). Each of these divisions operates semiautonomously, with a manager assigned to oversee its operation. The Administrative
Division oversees the department as whole and is managed by the Director of Public
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Works, who is appointed by the Mayor. An organizational chart for the department is
contained in the following section.
Administrative – The division is responsible for central planning, capital project
administration, program and budget administration, energy and utility coordination, and
the management of all DPW divisions.

Administrative activities also include

coordinating all inter-governmental, inter-agency, inter-departmental, and inter-divisional
efforts and functions. In addition, the division is responsible for the City’s compliance
with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Clean Water Act of 1972, the Safe
Drinking Water Act, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm
water permitting, and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (Superfund).
Facilities - The division is responsible for the operation, maintenance, repair,
construction and alterations of all city buildings and pools, supplying and maintaining all
HVAC equipment, inter-office furniture and equipment transfers, installation and
removal of utilities for special events, janitorial services and the administration of
various maintenance contracts.

The Sign Shop is responsible for fabrication and

maintenance of signage for all streets, parks, city buildings and special events. The
Line Crew installs and maintains traffic signals and related equipment, supports external
phone and communication cables between various city facilities, and assists in the
maintenance of ornamental street lighting. The Power House group handles distribution
of steam and chilled water for the various HVAC systems at the Ford Community and
Performing Arts Center (FCPAC), Henry Ford Centennial Library, and the Police/Court
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building, and assists in the monitoring and maintenance of the HVAC equipment and
boilers in other city-owned facilities.
Engineering – The division is responsible for all municipal civil engineering projects. It
administers the City’s Major and Local Street Funds; executes concrete and asphalt
paving contracts for

the City’s Major and Local Streets, water main replacements,

sewer replacements and other replacement rehabilitation projects; and executes the
City’s Combined Sewer Overflow Control Project and Sewer Separation projects.
Additionally the division is responsible for maintaining the City’s records of all major
infrastructures within the public “right of way” and easements, and the permanent plans
and records for all city facilities.
Public Service Division (Parks, Highways, Motor Transport, Sanitation) – The
division’s responsibilities are to: repair and maintain all city roadways, parking lots,
jogging tracks and alleys; perform leaf pick-up, snow removal, salting, and street
cleaning operations as necessitated by changing seasons; assist other divisions with
clean up efforts during and after storms; assist the Utilities Division with street cleaning
or salting when they have equipment repairs; assist Camp Dearborn with spring cleanup
and preparation for season opening; provide assistance for all special events; maintain
all turf, landscaping, and playground equipment associated with city parks, buildings,
and public easements, as well as the management of the City’s urban forestry program.
This division manages the following services which are provided through a combination
of in-house and contractual services: the motorized fleet, operates the Central Garage,
and the City’s vehicle fuel supply. Additionally, this division is responsible for trash pickup in the City’s parks, at public buildings, at nearly 300 street can locations throughout
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the City and, provides special pick-up assistance to residents as directed by the
Residential Services Department, Neighborhood Services Division.
Utilities (Water, Sewerage) – This division’s responsibilities are to install, operate, and
maintain the City of Dearborn water and sewerage systems to conform with federal,
state, and local regulatory requirements. Major divisional tasks include: inspection,
repair, and maintenance of 2 major and 6 minor lift stations; 4 CSO capture/treatment
facilities; 14 diversion chambers; 24 storm water outfalls; 14 combination sewer outfalls;
8,500 catch basins; 10,844 manholes; 4,322 gate wells; 2,838 fire hydrants; over 650
miles of sewer mains and over 370 miles of water mains; perform water meter readings
and billing for over 32,567 water service connections; and, the inspection of commercial
properties and

enforcement of the City’s required backflow connection ordinance.

Other divisional tasks include:

supporting the City’s snow removal operations;

implementing storm water pollution control initiatives; assisting Engineering with data
collection; issuance of fire hydrant permits; maintenance of city-owned building backflow
devices; and providing support to other city departments.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
(Budgeted Positions – Fiscal 2014-2015)
Administrative Division
James Murray, Director
Full-Time (3)
Part-Time (1)

Engineering
M. Yunus Patel, City Engineer
Full-Time (18)
Part-Time (3)

Building Services & Maintenance
Mike Hecimovich, Superintendent
Full-Time (25)
Part-Time (1)

Utilities
Jeffrey Salem, Superintendent
Full-Time (48)
Part-Time (6)

Public Services
Mark Pultorak, Superintendent
Full-Time (53)
Part-Time (17)
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS:
DIVISIONAL SERVICES WITH CUSTOMER PROFILES
DIVISION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Administrative Departmental Coordination and
Management
Departmental Support Service
Public Information
Capital Project Administration
Engineering

Design/Construction Infrastructure
Topographic Study
Contract Administration
Prepare Preliminary Design Drawings
Coordinate Preliminary Design Drawings
to Utility Companies
Notification of Upcoming Construction
Activities
Prepare Final Drawings & Specifications
Obtain All Applicable Permits
Advertisement to Newspapers
Prepare Drawings & Specifications for
Vendors
Receipt of Bids, Bid Evaluation, Award of
Contract
Meet with Residents During Construction
Phase for City, State and County
Projects
Preconstruction Meetings with
Contractors, Utility Companies, DPW and
Other Departments
Preconstruction Video
Notification to Residents Affected by
Project
Provide Project Updates to DPI for
Publication
Provide Multi-Tier Customer Service by
CET & Supervisors During Construction
Notification to Residents Regarding Sod
Replacement
Construction Punch List and Final Clean
Up
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CUSTOMER PROFILE
DPW, City Departments,
General Public
DPW, City Departments
General Public
DPW, City Departments,
General Public
General Public
DPW, General Public
General Public
DPW Divisions
DPW Divisions, Utility
Companies, MDOT, Wayne
County
General Public, School Board,
DPW Divisions
DPW Divisions
DPW Divisions, MDOT, MDEQ,
Wayne County
General Public, DPW Divisions,
Finance, City Clerk
DPW Divisions, Purchasing
DPW Divisions, Finance,
Purchasing
General Public, DPW Divisions

DPW Divisions, Utility
Companies, Contractors,
Residential Services, Fire Dept
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions

Monitor Project to Address Citizen
Concerns (One Year)
Monitoring Project Cost and Preparing
Pay Estimates
Final Acceptance and Project Close Out
Prepare As-Built Construction Drawings
Update and Providing City’s Section
Maps for City, State, and County Projects
Provide As-Built Drawings to Detroit
Water Sewerage Department
Site Plan Development with Private
Developers
Site Plan Review of Private
Developments
Attend Project Inception Meetings and
Project Coordination Meetings for Wayne
County and MOOT Projects
Provide City’s Infrastructure Maps for
Coordination with County and State
Projects
Preliminary Drawing Review for City,
County, and State Projects
GIS Mapping Updating
Mapping and Survey Services
Sidewalk/Driveway Apron Repair
Program
Issuance of Trucking Permits
Coordinate National Flood Insurance
Program
Site Plan Checking of Developments in
City
Document Imaging
Individual Sewer Repair Program
Compliance with Soil Erosion Act
Streetscape Projects

Review of Traffic Study and Signal
Installation

Pavement Management System
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General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
Developers, DPW Divisions,
Residential Services, ECD
DPW Divisions, Residential
Services, ECD, Fire Department
DPW Divisions

DPW Divisions

DPW Divisions, Fire
Department, Police Department
Developers, DPW Divisions,
Other Departments
DPW, City Departments, and the
General Public
Property Owners, General Public
Trucking Companies
General Public and Banking
Institutions
Water/Sewerage, Residential
Services, ECD, Developers
DPW Divisions, Utility
Companies, Other Departments
Property Owners, DPW
Divisions, Purchasing
Permit Applicants
DPW Divisions, Developers,
ECD, Mayor’s Office, Fire
Department
DPW Divisions, Developers,
ECD, Mayor’s Office, Police, Fire
and Residential Services
departments
DPW Divisions

Facilities

Heating & Cooling for FCPAC Complex
Maintenance of the HFCL Fountain
Electrical Power Distribution for Complex
Powerhouse Operation and Maintenance
Routine Building Maintenance
Sign Installation and Repair
Custodial Supervision
Closing/Servicing Buildings
Pick Up/Delivery of Furniture and
Equipment
Special City Events/Utility Services for
Special Events
Maintenance & Repair of City Swimming
Pools
Maintain Traffic Signals
Maintain Communication Cabling
Maintain Parking Lot
Lighting/Ornamental Street Lighting
Coordinate MISS DIGG with contractors

Public
Service
Division

Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
General Public
HFCL, General Public
Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
General Public
Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
General Public
DPW, City Departments
General Public
DPW, City Departments and the
General Public
Residential Services, ECD, and
Police Department
DPW, City Departments
Charitable Organizations, City
Departments, General Public
General Public, Recreation
Department
General Public, Police
DPW, All Departments, General
Public
General Public

Assist Other Departments
Alley Grading

City Departments, DTE/Michcon,
Contractors
City Departments
General Public

Assistance to Other Departments
Material Hauling
Departmental Support
Camp Dearborn Construction
Special Events
Paving of Jogging Tracks
Snow Removal
Holiday Decorations/Displays
Park Sanitation
Forestry
Public Building Maintenance
Turf Maintenance
Playground Equipment-Inspection &
Repairs
Parks Leaf Pick Up

DPW, City Departments
DPW, City Departments
DPW, City Departments
Recreation and Camp Visitors
General Public, Recreation Dept.
General Public, Recreation Dept.
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public, Recreation
Department
General Public
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Picnic Table/Bench Repair, Installation
Irrigation/Fence Repair
Supply Fuel and Lubricants
Maintain Parts Inventory
Special Service/Support Operations
Develop Specifications for Vehicle
Purchase
Dispose of Used Vehicles
Snow Removal
Loose Leaf Collection

Utilities

Downtown Development Districts-Street
Cans
Sewer/Storm System
Inspection/Cleaning
Service Request/Emergency Response
Catch Basin/Manhole Repair Program
GIS Data Gathering & Database Building
Pumping Station Operation &
Maintenance
Sewer Video Inspection Program
Outfall Inspection & Maintenance
Snow Plowing
Contract Administration (CIP Projects,
R&M)
Viaduct Pump House Maintenance &
Cleaning
Operation of Chlorination @ CSO
Facilities
Assistance with Main Break/Gate Well
Cleaning
Implementation of Storm Water Pollution
Preventive Initiative
Grease Trap Inspection Program
Complying with NPDES Permit
Regulations
Contract Administration
Repair and/or Replace Water
Mains/Service Connections
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General Public
General Public
City Departments with Vehicles
Mechanics and Departments
with Vehicles
DPW Administrative,
Departments with Vehicles
Purchasing and Departments
with Assigned Vehicles
Purchasing and Departments
with Assigned Vehicles
Highways Division, General
Public
Highways Division, General
Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public, Engineering
General Public, MDEQ
General Public, Engineering
General Public, MDEQ
General Public, Highways
General Public
General Public
General Public, MDEQ, EPA
General Public, Water Division
General Public, MDEQ
General Public
General Public
General Public, Contractors,
Developers, Engineering
General Public

Repair and/or Replace Water Stop &
Road Boxes
Repair & Maintain Park Drinking
Fountains
Replace, Repair & Maintain Park Comfort
Stations, Pool Services & Meters
Repair, Inspect & Install Fire Hydrants

General Public, Engineering
Parks & Recreation
Parks & Recreation
General Public

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Listed below are the costs for major funding sources associated with the Department of
Public Works, including the General Fund, for Fiscal Year 2014-15.

Revenue Source

Amount

Related Division

General Fund

$9,554,262

All Divisions

Fleet Services

$2,441,057

Central Garage

Parks/Forestry

$15,591

Parks

Major & Local Fund

$1,951,888

Highways

Engineering & Inspect Services

$1,680,641

Engineering

Sewer Fund

$29,920,903

Sewerage

Water Fund

$16,817,793

Water
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Listed below are the costs for major expenditures for Fiscal Year 2014-15 associated
with the Department of Public Works, with related division listed:

Expenditure Category

Amount

Related Division

Salaries, Wages

$8,401,332

All Divisions

Personnel Services – Benefits

$7,085,320

All Divisions

Services – Professional & Contractual $5,365,858

All Divisions

Gas – City Buildings

$429,641

All Divisions

Water – City Buildings

$235,978

All Divisions

Fuel – Vehicles

$315,656

Various Divisions

Salt/Cold Patch/Paving

$828,639

Highways

Street Lighting

$1,877,088

Charges (Detroit)

$16,625,568

Charges (Detroit)

$6,740,877

Facilities Fund – Capital Projects
Water/Sewer Fund – Capital Projects

$72,789
$7,209,061
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All Divisions
Sewerage
Water
Facilities
Water & Sewer Fund

PROGRESS MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
FOR FISCAL 2014-2015

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION


Public Service Days: Coordinated the activities of all DPW divisions to maximize
services throughout the City in accordance with the opportunities of the program.



Customer Service: The Department of Public Works understands the importance of
providing quality services efficiently and effectively in a “customer service friendly”
environment. It continued providing a high level of customer service to both internal
and external customers.



American with Disability Act (ADA) Compliance Project: The Administrative Division
supports the activities of the Commission on Disability Concerns, including the
implementation of improvements and modifications to buildings and programs as
recommended by the City’s ADA Transition Plan.

Major efforts were continued

toward improvements for better accessibility, as well as enhancements to the
outreach program to improve communications between the Commission and
members of the disabled community.


Rouge River Projects:

The Administrative, Engineering, Parks, and Water and

Sewerage divisions worked together to complete projects related to the federally
mandated National Wet Weather Demonstration Project to reduce pollution in the
Rouge River. Specific aspects of this broad effort include: 1. Implementation of the
revised basis of design and a new NPDES permit; 2. Completed development of a
Geographic Information System (GIS) to monitor progress toward Rouge River
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pollutant elimination; 3.

Continued participation in the Rouge River Gateway

Partnership, the Alliance of Rouge Communities, and the First Tier Customer
Partnering efforts with the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department; 4. Identified,
inspected and labeled all outfalls to the Rouge River.


Combined Sewer Outflow (CSO) Program: Sixty percent of Dearborn is served by
combined sewers.

The Federal Clean Water Act of 1972 has mandated that

combined sewer discharges either be eliminated or controlled to meet federal water
quality standards. The City has adopted a $320 million program to meet this federal
requirement and has secured from MDEQ a revised “basis of design” to meet
USEPA and State of Michigan Water Quality requirements.

We successfully

operated all of our constructed Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities. These efforts
will improve the overall water quality of the Rouge River.


Storm Water Control Program: Forty percent of the City of Dearborn is served by
separate sanitary storm and water sewer facilities.

The Phase II Storm Water

Control Program established under the Federal Clean Water Act of 1972 mandates
that the City control storm water discharges from separated storm sewer areas to
meet requirements for discharge. This program is focused on requirements detailing
public education, hazardous material handling, erosion control, and land use
planning. The communities in the Rouge River Watershed have formed a watershed
alliance to collectively deal with this program. The City continues to play an active
role in the construction of the Rouge Gateway Path Project.
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Community Education Efforts: Expanded and closely monitored citizen and media
outreach programs relating to community impacts associated with CSO construction
activities near the City’s residential and commercial business districts.

FACILITIES DIVISON
BUILDING SERVICES GROUP:


The division was able to complete the upgrades to the Central Garage heating
system with the installation of high-efficiency inferred tube heaters throughout the
shop and wash rack. The project also included the installation of two curtain wall
systems for the North and South main entrances. This system utilizes large blowers
to draw the hot air suspended under the roof and blows it across the opening of the
door preventing cold air from entering the building without using any additional
natural gas. This system works extremely well even under extreme conditions.



The division was able to complete the transfer to DTE of the Miller Road lighting
circuit from Rotunda to Dix Avenue. The division continues to work with DTE on the
acquisition of two lighting circuits on Schaefer Road.



The division has not completed its goal to complete the repairs to the West Warren
lighting circuit. The manufacturer was having trouble producing a replacement pole
for the circuit, but it is currently on order. Since identifying this as a goal last year,
we have had two additional knockdowns, as well as damage from a recent gas main
replacement program.



Although not identified as a goal, two HVAC units for the Dispatch Center at the
Police Department, one 10-ton and one 7-ton, were replaced by the division in-
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house, which potentially saved the City $20,000 by not having to contract out the
job.
LINE CREW GROUP:


The division completed its goal to replace and upgrade the traffic controller on US12 (Michigan Avenue) at Outer Drive. We deferred replacing the controller for the
Miller Road intersection as it will be totally upgraded as part of an MDOT project
next year.



We will continue to assist MDOT with upgrades to four other intersections on the
US-12 corridor: Military, Monroe, Schaefer, and Oakman. This project will begin the
first quarter of FY 15/16.



The project to assist the MIS Department to identify and log Traffic and Lighting
Assets into the GIS system continues to be an elusive goal due to other project
priorities; however, we recognize the need to keep this project moving forward.



The project to assist the MIS Department and its contractor to pull a new Fiber optic
line to DPW was previously delayed until FY15 due to reduced staffing and shifting
priorities. We are happy to report that the Line Crew group was instrumental in
pushing this project through to completion with the only actual labor cost to the City
being the last overhead run from the pole to the DPW building.

POWERHOUSE GROUP:


This division continues to investigate low or no-cost energy saving devices for the
power plant, and it remains a priority.
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During the scheduled August shut down, corrosion protection was applied to this air
handler unit as an additional measure to extend the life of this equipment.



Upgrades of equipment on the FCPAC pool air handler control for the new variable
speed drive will be completed shortly; this will reduce operating cost and extend the
life expectancy of this equipment.

ENGINEERING (Construction Year 2014)


Storm Sewer Separation Project east of Telegraph, north of Cherry Hill: This sewer
separation project is a federally mandated program. The construction for the project
began in the year 2013 and continued through 2014, and into 2015.

Sewer

separation was completed for the following streets:


Lodge Lane, Sheridan and Buckingham from Telegraph to N. Martha,



N. Waverly and N. Rosevere from Myrtle to Buckingham,



N. Mildred, N. Melborn, N. York, N. Elizabeth and N. Martha from Lodge Lane to
Wilson,



N. Highland from Lodge Lane to Wilson.

This project involved construction of 13,940 l.f. (linear feet) of water main; 16,003 l.f.
of storm/sanitary sewer; 3.72 miles of pavement; 147 new drainage structures; 30
new hydrants; 42 gate valve; 72,167 s.f. (square feet) of sidewalk; 60,921 s.f. of
driveway aprons; repair of 76 drainage structures; and, installation of 8,469 l.f. of
sewer leads.


Water Main Replacement Project: These projects involve water main replacement
for the following streets:
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Freda from Warren to Tireman,



Normile from Castle to Tireman,



Hartwell from north of Ford Road to Warren,



Wyoming under Southern Railroad Grade Separation,



Greenfield Road from Ford Road to Warren Avenue,

This project involved construction of 15,090 l.f. of water main; 34 new hydrants; and,
39 new gate valves.


Asphalt Street Pavement Resurfacing Project: This project involves the water main
replacement and asphalt resurfacing of the following streets:


Freda from Warren to Tireman,



Normile from Castle to Tireman,



Hartwell from north of Ford Road to Warren,



Northbound and southbound Oakman Boulevard from Ford Road to Warren,



Executive Plaza and Parklane Boulevard
This project involved construction of 6.39 miles of pavement resurfacing; 30,964 s.y.
(square yards) of pavement base repair; 46,932 s.f. of sidewalk; 24,019 s.f. of
driveway aprons; and, repair of 228 drainage structures.



Commerce Park Partial Pavement Reconstruction from Rotunda Drive to Greenfield
Road and Century Drive Partial Pavement Restoration:
This project involved reconstruction of 15,655 s.y. of pavement repair; 260 s.f. of
sidewalk; 4,148 s.f. of driveway aprons; and, repair of 14 drainage structures.



Schaefer Road Water Main and Resurfacing Project Ford Road to Warren Avenue:
This project was a federal aid project. This project involved construction of 4,503 l.f.
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of water main; 1.0 mile of pavement resurfacing; 11 new hydrants; 11 new gate
valves; 5 manholes; 29,431 s.f. of sidewalk replacement; 5,983 s.f. of driveway
aprons; 7,625 s.y. of concrete base repair; and, repair of 38 drainage structures.


Monroe Street Reconstruction from Rail Road Track to Michigan Avenue and
Pelham Road Resurfacing from Dartmouth to Outer Drive:

This project was a

federal aid project. This project involved 0.11 mile of pavement reconstruction; 0.11
mile of pavement resurfacing; 4,777 s.f. of sidewalk and 437 s.f. of driveway apron
replacements; and, repair of 1 drainage structure.


Street Pavement Repair Project (Pavement Patches):

This project involved

replacement of 44,935 s.y of pavement; 32,449 s.f. of sidewalk; 5,708 s.f of driveway
aprons; and, repair of 174 catch basins and manholes.




Annual Maintenance Programs:


Striped 37.6 miles of the City’s Major and Local roads



Striped 52,322 l.f. of crosswalk and stop bars



Executed 133 private sewer lead repairs and 42 main sewer line repairs



Inspected 18 private sewer taps



Reviewed 49 commercial and 68 residential plans



Reviewed site plans for utility contractors and issued 121 utility permits

Sewer Lining Project: This project involved installation of 10,683 l.f. of sewer liner
into the City’s sewer.



Omaha Beach Drive/Normandy Lane Sewer Separation Project:

This project

involved construction of 1,048 l.f. of sanitary sewer; reconstruction of 0.17 mile of
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Omaha Beach; 1,905 s.f. of sidewalk replacement; 380 s.f. of driveway apron
replacement; and, installation of 6 new manholes.


Installation of Sanitary Sewer within the Alley north of Cass between Gregory and
Olmstead:

This project involved construction of 280 l.f. of sanitary sewer and

installation of 3 manholes.


Pavement Joint Sealing Contract: This project involved an application of hot poured
joint sealing compound to 252,636 l.f. of pavement joints and cracks on the City’s
major and local roads.

UTILITIES (WATER AND SEWERAGE DIVISION)


Customer Information System:

In July 2012, the Water management division

completed the installation of a new CIS – Utility Billing System, which allows the
Water operations group to expand overall customer service delivery. We finalized
the online customer account management and additional bill payment options. We
anticipate further enhancements which will allow online customer access and online
bill payment options, as well as an enhanced, easier-to-read water bill for
consumers.


CSO Projects: CSO facilities 4 and 6, 7 and 8 are fully operational and routinely
accept, capture, treat and control excess storm-related sewage flows. The CSO
facilities are staffed and operated by city employees during wet weather rain events.
In preparation for the next wet weather event, the CSO facilities need routine
cleaning and maintenance in order to be ready to begin operation at a moment’s
notice. The division is also working collaboratively with the City’s consultant and
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Engineering Division to monitor the progress and ultimately the completion or
restoration of the remaining CSO Abatement Projects at CSO sites, 2 and 5. CSO
Site 5 is currently under restoration and is expected to be completed by late May
2016. CSO Site 2 remains in its current condition and is still being considered by
City Engineering staff and consultants to be used in some fashion for future sewer
projects in the drainage area upstream from this site.


SCADA “System Control and Data Acquisition”: The division has connected sewer
facilities and CSO facilities to this wireless system, which includes provisions for
remote access, monitoring, and partial operation, as well as historical data
compilation.

During Fiscal Year 2016, the division will work on communication

redundancy by incorporating internet connection via hardwire cable.

Facility

communication is critical for staff to view facility operations during both wet weather
rain events and normal dry weather daily operations.


Staffing: The Utilities Division had been operating the CSO facilities since January
2011 with historically low staffing levels. Recognizing the division understaffing, the
City hired three additional employees.

The three additional employees were

assigned to Sewerage Operations which in turn, greatly helped the staffing of and
maintenance of the CSO facilities.

Along with the hiring of the three additional

employees, the City purchased a new camera truck and vactor.

With a mix of

experienced employees, the new employees are assigned daily to work with the new
vactor and camera truck. The assignment is to work towards achieving our goal of
cleaning and televising approximately 50+ miles of sewer per year. The goal is
related to the new citywide comprehensive sewer cleaning and video inspection
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program, which was implemented April 2015. We are continuing to provide
additional training opportunities for employees and supervisors to accommodate a
smooth transition in anticipation of the forthcoming future retirements of key
personnel within the division.


Interconnections with Detroit Water & Sewer Department (DWSD) distribution
system:

Personnel within the division completed efforts in conjunction with DWSD

to identify, clarify, and assign ownership responsibilities for all interconnections with
the DWSD distribution system. This is a key requirement necessary in preparing an
exhibit identifying ownership and responsibilities of interconnecting appurtenances
as part of a new long-term contract for wholesale water supply from DWSD.


System-wide Flushing:

The Utilities Division recognized the need to initiate an

annual system-wide flushing program, which was implemented in the fall of 2014.
The program will improve overall water quality, identify potential performance issues,
and acquire data for the ongoing evaluation of the water supply system.


Updated Meter Reading Equipment:

The water operation continues to replace

existing Auto Reading and Billing (ARB) meter reading equipment with the updated
“radios” for improved accuracy and efficiency. We are on track to fully convert the
remaining ARB reading devices to radio reads within our five-year projected timeline.
We actively research state-of-the-art technology for the continual collection of “radio
read” meter data in real time.


Integration of Cross Connection and Meter Bypass Operations: The water operation
utilizes existing staff in crossover assignments between Backflow and Meter
Operations. This provides for efficiency gains in resources and customer service
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delivery; and, insures the closure of bypass valves for the accurate metering of large
accounts. The water operation also continues to proactively investigate large meter
usage patterns and schedule meter tests and repair on larger meters in order to
reduce the volume on non-revenue water.


Shut Offs:

The Utilities Division implemented a more comprehensive policy of

shutting off water supplied to all vacant structures with past due water bills. This has
resulted in less “lost water” due to leaks caused by freezing and breakage inside
vacant structures, as well as reducing the likelihood of damage to the structures
from the resulting leaks.


Energy Efficiencies: The division continued to implement energy saving renovations
and acquired DTE rebates as an aid in funding these enhancements.

PUBLIC SERVICE DIVISION
ROAD MAINTENANCE:


Plowing/Salting:

Crews plowed City streets 3 times in 2014/15 as compared to 10

times the previous year. There were 6,779 cubic yards of salt spread to maintain
safe City streets. In addition, the severe weather substantially delayed our tree
removal and stump grinding which was normally completed during milder periods of
winter weather.


Street Sweeping: With support from the Mayor’s Office and the City Council,
additional staff and equipment were approved. This allowed for the Street Sweeping
Program to once again be done with in-house staff.

In April, city staff began

monthly citywide street sweeping; as of June 2015 staff has successfully completed
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three sweeping cycles. Street sweeping takes place on Public Service Days in the
non-recycling areas. Streets are swept once per month, April to October and once
in December, weather permitting.


Paving/Patching: Cold temperatures during the winter of 2014/15 resulted in an
unprecedented number of potholes. Crews used approximately 730 tons of cold
patch this year.



Business Alley Maintenance: Cold patching and routine sweeping of the business
alleys continue to be an ongoing project.



Residential Alley Grading: Due to record breaking rains and wide scale flooding the
residential alleys were not graded last year. This spring the increase in staffing
levels have allowed crews to continue alley grading throughout the City.



Loose Leaf Pick Up: City crews collected bulk leaves from streets and stockpiled
them at a neighborhood site located within each day’s Public Service Area. This
facilitated larger amounts of leaves hauled in a shorter time thus increasing our
crew’s efficiency. City crews averaged the collecting of 592 cubic yards of bulk
leaves from city streets daily. Bedrock Express then picked up the approximately
22,526 cubic yards of leaves, for a total cost of $94,749. Bedrock Express trucked
the leaves to Lake Orion and they were used in the production of compost. This
program was in effect during the six-week period from mid-October to December
2014. We anticipate the program will work much the same way this fall.

URBAN FORESTRY SERVICES:
Tree Trimming and Removal:

During the winter of 2014/15, 6,335 trees along city

easements and in city parks, Areas 15, 18, 20, and 21, were trimmed. The scheduling of
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resident requests for trimming and removal of dead/declining easement trees is
accomplished by a combination of in-house staff and contractors.

Increased staff

allowed for in-house crews to continue tree removals during the winter season.

Our in-

house staff was able to maintain its quick and efficient response to emergency calls
regarding trees.


Stump Removal: The elimination of parked cars on Public Service Days allows the
stump crew to work more efficiently on city easements.



Tree Planting: Orders were taken for 125 shade trees in the spring of 2015 to be
planted along easements throughout the City. Residents were billed $175 plus tax
per tree. Policies regarding tree replacement in the CSO construction areas
underwent a major change in 2013/14. Residents living in the construction areas
who had a tree removed due to construction, or had available space along the
sidewalk and curb, were offered a tree to be planted on their easement. As a result,
the City planted an additional 138 trees in this year’s CSO project area.

GROUNDS MAINTENANCE:


Park & Playground Maintenance:

A request from the Recreation Department

prompted the Public Service Division crews to remove outdated playground
equipment at Argyle/Williamson Park.

New equipment was then installed by

Recreation.


Public Building Grounds Maintenance: Incorporation of the Dearborn Administrative
Center to the other public buildings at Michigan Avenue and Greenfield has created
the Administrative Campus. This consolidation has allowed for a higher level of
outdoor maintenance to be performed by in-house staff. Crews assigned to the
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Administrative Campus are currently working out of the old Amtrak Station. The use
of this building allows for the onsite storage of maintenance equipment required at
the campus. Turf cutting, fertilization and landscape bed maintenance, are currently
under contract to Four Seasons Property Management. Turf cutting and grounds
cleanup are performed weekly for a period of 26 weeks. Fertilization is done twice a
year and landscape beds are serviced each spring and fall. Flower bed planting,
maintenance and watering are done by the W H Canon Company. Flowers are
planted at the public buildings and the seven “Welcome to Dearborn” signs in late
May. They are then maintained and watered three times per week up until the first
hard frost in October. Responsibility for snow removal at the City’s public buildings
is shared between in-house staff and Commercial Grounds Services, depending on
the amount of snow accumulation. Commercial Grounds Service crews are used
only as an on-call contractor when city crews are unable to respond.


County & State ROW Maintenance: A portion of the county and state rights-of-way
turf maintenance is paid for by a partnership with MDOT. MDOT pays for twelve
cuts per season, roughly half of what is needed to keep the right-of-ways looking
well maintained.

Currently, these are maintained by Four Season Property

Management.


Special Pick-ups: The Public Service Division performed approximately 300 special
pick-ups, charging residents for the removal of sod, dirt, cement, construction
materials and limbs. The DPW Yard is also open the third Saturday of every month
to allow residents to bring in these types of materials free of charge. As of June 30,
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2015, approximately 1,389 residents have used this service.

We are also

responsible for the weekly emptying of 248 street cans in our business districts.
SPECIAL EVENTS:


Event Support: From barricades to trash cans, the Public Service Division continues
to be involved in both scheduled and unscheduled special events.

Support is

provided for the following events: School Clean Up Parades, Martian Marathon,
Mutt Strut, Farmers Market, St Sebastian’s Festival, Memorial Day Parade, Flag
Day, Food Truck Rallies, Jazz on the Avenue, Homecoming, The Green Festival, the
Historical Museum’s fund raising events, and the Holiday Tree Lighting. This year
we also supplied picnic tables, trash cans, and barricades to the Chamber of
Commerce for several other events.

We are engaged in all aspects of special

events including; banners, event set up, picnic table and trash can placement and
pick up, event break down, and clean up. We deliver the Show Mobile to various
locations at the request of the Recreation Department.
MOTOR TRANSPORT:


We hosted a Ford Motor Company Factory Training for all mechanics. Specifically,
for training on the repair of the new Sedan and Utility Police Interceptors. We invited
other municipalities to join us and it was quite successful and helped offset the cost
of the classes. We also set up a web-based training program through Ford Motor
Company which the mechanics have access to at work and at home.



We continued to evaluate all work performed by vendors and by Motor Transport in
order to compare costs to determine the best value.
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We continued to comply with the Michigan Underground Storage Tank Regulations
(MUSTR) which pertains to the operation and maintenance of the City’s
underground storage tank (UST) systems. We now submit the required quarterly
inspections to MDEQ with no assistance from the outsource vendor.



Radiant tube heating was installed in the shop area of Central Garage.



Air curtains were installed over the North and South overhead doors at Central
Garage.



The Deputy Director secured project number and funding for the upgrading of the
fuel software and new tank monitors at Police Garage and at Central Garage. This
will also include upgrades to the Police fuel island and the removal of an old
underground waste oil tank on the Police grounds.



Replaced our 17-year-old floor scrubber; the floors are much cleaner and safer due
to this purchase.



Purchased Pro-Link scan tool that will scan the 12+ city-owned Freightliner trucks.
We can now scan the trucks and possibly do repairs instead of sending them to the
dealer and at a higher cost.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS STATISTICAL SECTION
Item
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item Description

Activity Description

Unit

Quantity

Division

Pavement Resurfacing
Sanitary/Storm Sewer
Sewer Repairs Performed
Sidewalk/Driveway Apron
Pavement Reconstruction
Pavement Striping
Water Main
Street Pavement
Catch Basin/Manhole Repair
Sewer Rehabilitation

Miles
Linear Feet
Each
Square Feet
Miles
Miles
Linear Feet
Square Yard
Each
Linear Feet

7.5
17,599
175
190,865
4.0
0
33,533
101,236
531

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Site Plan Review-Commercial
Site Plan Review-Residential
Utility Plan Review
Sewer Tap
Sewer Manholes/Structures
Hydrants
Gate Valves
Sewer
Pavement Joint Sealing
Transverse Pavement Marking
Debris
Cold Patch
Hot Asphalt
Leaves
Limestone/Slag
Salt Spread On Roads
Street Sweeping

Resurfaced/Reconstructed
Constructed/Repaired/Replaced
Miscellaneous Repairs
Reconstructed
Reconstructed
Striping
Constructed/Repaired
Constructed/Repaired
Repaired
Insertion of Cured in Place Pipe
Inside Deteriorated Sewer
Reviewed
Reviewed
Reviewed
Inspection
New
Installed
Installed
Cleaning & Video Inspection
Repaired
Striping
Hauled to Landfills
Pot Hole Repairs
Various City Projects
Picked Up From Streets
Paving/Alley Grading
Highways Throughout the City
Highways Throughout the City

Each
Each
Each
Each
Structures
Each
Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Tons
Tons
Tons
Cubic Yards
Tons
Tons
Cycles

49
68
121
18
161
75
92
114,000
114,782
52,322
415.03
730
0
22,526
50
6,779
3
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10,683

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Flowers Beds
Street Trees
Street Trees
Vehicles
Preventative Maintenance
Sewer Service Requests
Sewer Manholes/Structures
Sewage
Sewers
Sewers
Meter Reads
Water
Water Accounts
Water Mains
Fire Hydrants
Fire Hydrants
Valves
Backflow Inspections
Backflow Devices tested
Meter Work Orders

46

Radio conversions

47
48
49

Final Bills Generated
Water Services Repaired
CSO Operations

50

CSO Capture

51

CSO Treatment

Amended/Planted/Maintained
Trimmed
Planted
Maintained via Fleet System
Appointments Scheduled
Respond to Request
Rebuilt
Conveyed to Detroit
Cleaned
TV Inspected
Read/Billed
Total Metered Consumption
Accounts
Major Repairs
Inspections and Repairs
Flushed
Inspections and Repairs
Inspections
Devices tested
Check for leaks, repair meters,
set new
Conversion & installation of
Radio Read Meters
Final Bills Generated
Curb Stops/Water Service repair
Operational/Maintenance
employee days
Combined Sewage captured
and sent to DWSD for treatment
Combined Sewage screened
and disinfected and released
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Bed
Tree
Tree
Vehicle
Appointment
Requests
Structures
1000 Cu Ft
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Read
1000 Cu Ft
Account
Repair
Hydrant
Each
Valve
Each
Each
Each

23
6,306
263
518
1,507
1,116
19
Flat Rate
159,773
53,803
130,288
553,168
32,567
114
83
275
7
534
3,070
1,789

Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities

Each

3,745

Utilities

Each
Each
Staff Days

1,492
118
873

Utilities
Utilities
Utilities

Million
gallons
Million
gallons

743.95

Utilities

421.97

Utilities

GOALS AND PLANS FOR FISCAL 2015-2016

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION


Public Service Days: Coordinate the activities of all its division to maximize services
in accordance with the opportunities it provides.



Training:

Coordinate training and compliance requirements of OSHA standards

pertaining to Right to Know and the new Global Harmonized Safety Data Sheets.


Consolidation of Divisions: Work with the combined multiple divisions and reduce
the number of classifications to create a more versatile work force with the
appropriate number of employees.



Budget:

Continue emphasis on cost containment; budget control; reduction of

annual expenditures; improving sustainability; properly preparing the workforce
through training, experience, and accountability; and, recognize and prepare for
succession planning and continuity of service needs.


Actively seek and implement energy and financial savings projects.



Implement the City Works Computerized Maintenance Management System



Americans with Disability Act (ADA) Compliance Project:

The Administrative

Division will coordinate the activities of the Commission on Disability Concerns,
including the implementation of improvements and modifications to buildings and
programs as recommended by the City’s ADA Transition Plan. Major efforts will be
continued toward improvements for better accessibility, as well as enhancements to
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the outreach program to improve communication between the commission and
members of the disabled community.


Rouge River Projects:

The Administrative, Engineering, Parks, and Water and

Sewerage divisions will work together to complete projects related to the Federal
and State laws to meet Water Quality Storm Water and CSO discharges into the
Rouge River.

Specific aspects of this broad effort include:

1.

Complete

construction of the West Dearborn Phase A CSO project to eliminate untreated
sewage discharges from Outfalls Nos. 13, 14 and 15; 2. Continue construction of
the East Dearborn CSO Control Project; 3.
City’s Storm Management Plan; 4.

Continue programs required by the

Complete development of a Geographic

Information System (GIS) to monitor progress toward Rouge River pollutant
elimination; 5. Continue participation in the Rouge River Gateway Partnership, the
Alliance of Rouge Communities, and the First Tier Customer Partnering efforts with
the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department.

FACILITIES DIVISON
BUILDING SERVICES GROUP:


The division plans to replace three HVAC roof tops at the Police Department; two
units will be a 10-ton and a 7.5 ton for the jail area; one will be a 7.5 ton for the back
desk. This work will be performed using in-house labor.



The division’s electrician will replace existing Biax lamp fixtures with energy efficient
LED lights. We will also convert 63 fluorescent fixtures to LED; as well as convert all
other recessed and sconce lighting at Esper Library to LED.
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The division will continue to work with the DTE Lighting Group to take over Cityowned street lighting circuits.

This will allow our division to maintain its core

responsibility and still provide an efficient street lighting system to the public. Our
goal for FY 15/16 is to complete the transfer of the responsibilities of the West
Warren lighting circuit from Greenfield east to Schaefer to DTE.


The division will also work on upgrades to the Schaefer lighting circuits from Osborn
to Bryan, which will include producing some as-built documents so the DTE Lighting
Group can take over the Schaefer circuits.

LINE CREW GROUP:


The division will continue to work towards its goal to identify and log Traffic and
Lighting Assets into the GIS system. This would create an as-built schematic and
enable a more accurate MISS DIGG markings as well as being able to add our
assets into the MISS DIGG system to eliminate unnecessary MISS DIGG requests.



The division will upgrade the signal controller for the signal in front of Fire Station
One. This upgrade should be completed the last week of July 2015.



The division will continue to work with MDOT on intersection upgrades on the US-12
corridor which will include the completion of four intersections in FY 15/16 (Military,
Monroe, Schaefer, and Oakman) and planning for Miller, Jonathon, Colson, and
Ternes. There are also future upgrades to Woodcroft and Outer Drive in the works.

POWERHOUSE GROUP:


Assist the selected engineering firm with technical expertise to upgrade the
Dearborn Administrative Center (DAC) with an energy management system to
communicate with the current Novar system used by the Powerhouse. Our goal is
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to incorporate a master plan for the most effective control and to receive the
Honeywell training from the contractor via a qualified professional trainer.


Monitor energy management systems for additional energy saving opportunities.



Arrange for a qualified contractor to change bearings, align, and balance the
Dehumidification Air Handler-1 for the FCPAC pool to reduce noise levels and
improve operation and wear on the bearings.



Change the Police Department controls on the steam loop that were installed in
2013. They are experiencing failure and can only be monitored, not controlled, by
the original Novar control system.



Verify that condensation return pumps are working properly on steam piping system.



Work with a consultant for campus-wide master planning of controls, building
systems, and power house equipment, for maximizing efficiencies of operation.



Work with a power testing company to evaluate the existing substation and electrical
lineup of equipment consisting of the main electrical feeds that service the library
and police (which is on one main feed) and the powerhouse and courts which are on
the same main feed, and the tie breaker switch.

ENGINEERING (Construction Year 2015)


Storm Sewer Separation Project, west of Telegraph Road between Dartmouth and
Scott: This project involves construction of new sanitary sewer, storm sewer, new
water main and concrete pavement, and replacement of street trees on the following
streets:
Stage “A” (2015)
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Bailey – Dartmouth to Princeton



Banner – Dartmouth to Princeton



Homeplace, Boldt and Burns – Princeton to Oxford



Penn and Notre Dame – Westwood to Telegraph Road

Stage “B” (2016)





Westwood – Oxford to Railroad



Cooke, Hickory, Dunning and Cherry – Westwood to Bailey



Oxford and Princeton – Westwood to Telegraph Road



Bailey – Princeton to Scott



Homeplace and Boldt – Oxford to Scott



Scott – Bailey to Telegraph Road

Water Main Replacement and Asphalt Street Pavement Resurfacing: This project
involves asphalt resurfacing and water main replacement of the following streets:





Middlepointe from Warren to Tireman



Morrow Circle East from Littlefield to Tireman



Kingsley from Warren to Morrow Circle South



Emanon from Warren to Morrow Circle South



Castle from Littlefield to Wyoming



Campbell, Gertrude and Harding from Dartmouth to Outer Drive
Water Main Replacement on Greenfield from Rotunda Drive to Butler: This project
is in conjunction with a Wayne County project for asphalt resurfacing and water
main replacement.
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Major Street Reconstruction: This project involves concrete pavement replacement
for southbound Military from Beech to Michigan Avenue; Nowlin Street from Park to
Michigan Avenue; Olmstead Street from Outer Drive to Nowlin; and, Garrison Street
from Michigan Avenue to dead end.



Annual Capital Improvement Projects:


Street Pavement Repair



Sewer Lining Project



Sewer Cleaning and Video Inspection



Execution of CSO: Contract 2 is under litigation at this time.



Miscellaneous Projects:





Sewer Repairs and Sewer Taps



Review of Commercial and Residential Site Plans



Review of Utility Plans and Issuance of Utility Permits

CSO 016 Sewer Separation Project: This project involves storm sewer construction
and associated pavement construction on Yinger Street from Donald to Warren,
within Ford Woods Park, on Ternes Street from Colson to Alber, and Colson Street
from Palmer to Greenfield.



CSO Contract C-5 Sewer Abandonment and Trunk Sewer Construction Project at
Colson/Palmer Intersection.
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UTILITIES DIVISION


Strategic Plan: The Water & Sewer operation will continue to work on the initiated
five-year strategic plan to include sustainability, prioritization of operational and
project activities, succession planning, and increase cost efficiencies.



Implementation of Customer Information System: To correct deficiencies in overall
customer service delivery, the Water & Sewer operation will continue to identify
problems and list desired results/accommodations they would like to see
implemented regarding online customer account management and bill payment
options.



Implementation of CMMS / GIS & Mobile System Project: The Water & Sewer
Division will continue with plans to take advantage of the City’s existing GIS and
develop a field work order and mapping system for use by operations staff. This will
reduce redundancy of data collection, improve accuracy and reliability of records,
as well as improve the scheduling of tasks. We will continue to work with the City’s
GIS coordinator to fully integrate the City Works complaint management system into
our daily activities.



Generate 32,567 quarterly customer bills: Utilizing five full-time positions in the
office, meter readings will be collected and processed in order to produce bills for all
City of Dearborn water and sewerage customers.



Staffing:

The Utilities Division was approved to hire four additional full-time

operative employees in Fiscal Year 2015. Three of four approved positions have
been filled; the fourth position will be filled in Fiscal Year 2016. New employees will
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be trained and utilized as part of a city-wide comprehensive sewer cleaning and
video inspection program.


Video Sewer Inspections: The Water & Sewer Division was approved to purchase
a new camera truck with panoramic video technology. The truck was purchased
and placed in service on April 7, 2015. This new camera system technology will
allow the operator to video the sewer seamlessly without stopping (saving valuable
field time). The video will be turned in to our Engineering Division for review and
evaluation. Engineering now has the ability to add comments, pan and tilt the video,
zoom in on any defects and be able to control light levels as well as assemble a
comprehensive report that will include any needed sewer repairs. This new video
technology will save Sewerage staff a considerable amount of time in the field. The
division’s goal is to be able to video approximately 1,200 feet of sewer per day or
50+ miles per year.



Sewer Cleaning:

Water & Sewer operations will continue to implement a

prioritization plan via the CMMS City Works computerized maintenance
management software that will provide for appropriate and timely preventative
cleaning of sewers throughout the City. Water & Sewer Operations were also
approved to purchase a new Vactor (sewer cleaning vehicle). The Vactor was
purchased and placed in service in September 2014. The new Vactor is currently
working in conjunction with the new camera truck. Working together, both vehicles
will help us produce our goal of annual sewer cleaning 50+ miles per year with an
overall goal of cleaning and videotaping all the City’s sewer system over an eightyear period.
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Sewer Repairs:

The Water & Sewer operations will continue to increase its

oversight of the supervision, administration, and inspection of private and public
sewer excavation repairs, and oversee internal sewer grouting performed by
contractors.


Complete all water main repairs: The Water & Sewer operations have averaged
approximately 120 water main breaks annually over the past three years. Division
staff will immediately repair all water main breaks to insure year-round service to all
Water & Sewer customers.



Improve enforcement on grease dumping: Water & Sewer operations continue to
work with the Commercial Services and Legal departments to develop a
comprehensive grease ordinance requiring increased monitoring and ordinance
enforcement efforts toward the reduction of illegal dumping of grease into the City’s
sewer system.



Complete all Cross Connection and Meter Bypass Inspection: Water operations
plan to continue this program via the coordination of existing staff in crossover
assignments between Backflow and Meter operations. This will continue to provide
for efficiency gains in resources and customer service delivery, and insure the
closure of bypass valves for accurate metering of large accounts.



CSO Projects:

The Water & Sewerage Division will continue operation and

maintenance of the CSO facilities at sites 4, 6, 7, and 8. The division will utilize
blended and reclassified operator and supervisor positions to assist in the
development of maintenance schedules and operation procedures for the facilities.
Emphasis will be on personnel training, efficiency, and familiarity of operations;
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recognizing and correcting design and operation inefficiencies; improving
sustainability; ease of operations and maintenance; and, fully understanding
performance capabilities.

PUBLIC SERVICE DIVISION


Trim 6,306 easement trees in service areas 1, 4, and 19. Trees in the parks within
these sections will also be trimmed



Improve street sweeping with the return of the in-house performance of this task



Complete the grading of alleys



Continue to evaluate and revise contracts issued to private contractors



Improve operations and efficiencies in the DPW Yard



Cross train all employees



Continue to work toward updating the lighting in the Parts Crib, Tire Room and
emergency hallways at Motor Transport



Continue to comply with the Michigan Underground Storage Tank Regulations
(MUSTR), which pertain to the operation and maintenance of the City’s
underground storage tank systems



Continue to work with MIS to upgrade our automotive electronic scan tools with
laptop diagnostics for the ability to diagnose newer more high-tech vehicles



Explore options and secure funds for future infrastructure changes for storage and
distribution of Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF)



Initiate cost analyses on some higher use items such as washer fluid. We feel we
could extend wiper blade life by using washer solvent that has Rain-x additive in it.
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Continue to work on upgrading the fuel software and tank monitors at the Police
Garage and at Central Garage. This will include upgrades to the Police Fuel Island
and the removal of an abandoned underground waste oil tank on the police
department grounds. This is an ongoing project that will span multiple budget years.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of the Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department is to help fulfill the
social, educational, and recreational needs of children, adults, and families by providing
quality programs and activities in clean and well-maintained facilities and to achieve this
through exemplary customer service.
The Recreation and Parks Department established the following Department Goals
consistent with meeting the objectives of National Agency Accreditation through the
Council on Accreditation for Park and Recreation Agencies (CAPRA).


Efficiently utilize our resources and demonstrate fiscal responsibility.



Provide exceptional customer service.



Provide for a sense of community.



Insure that Recreation and Parks services are accessible to all citizens.



Cultivate partnerships.



Promote a healthy community.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT/MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Recreation and Parks Department offers residents of all ages the opportunity to
enjoy both active and leisure pursuits. General direction for the Department is provided
by the Recreation and Parks Administration, consisting of six full-time and four part-time
staff persons including two interns. The Department’s structure allows for the Ford
Community & Performing Arts Center, the Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC), Camp
Dearborn, the Mystic Creek Golf Course & Banquet Center, and the Robert Herndon’s
Dearborn Hills Golf Course to operate from within their own operational budgets.
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Administrative functions also include oversight of an annual operating budget of
approximately $13 million. (The Department generates approximately $9 million per
year in revenue.) Other duties include:


Marketing and advertising.



Coordination of all major City special events.



Liaison

with

other

City

departments,

community

groups,

and

partner

organizations.


Registration of programs, passes, pool tags, picnic permits, room reservations,
sports fields, and shelter and cabin rentals.



Oversee all lease agreements for the Department.



Park Ranger Program oversight.



Park Manager and Park Attendant program oversight.

In addition to major facility operations at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center,
the Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC), Camp Dearborn, the Mystic Creek Golf Course
& Banquet Center, and the Robert Herndon’s Dearborn Hills Golf Course, the
Department is currently operating and maintaining five outdoor pools, 42 parks, picnic
areas, and athletic fields (20 ball diamonds and nine soccer fields). Two splash pads
were opened at Hemlock and Crowley Parks. The Recreation and Parks Department
continues to provide support to numerous youth sports organizations including the
Dearborn Track Club, the Dolphin Swim Team, the Dearborn Baseball Association, the
Dearborn Community Tennis Association, the Dearborn Lions Youth Football and
Cheerleading Association, the Dearborn Soccer Club, and the Dearborn Basketball
Association as well as cultural arts partnership organizations such as the Dearborn
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Symphony, the Dearborn Youth Symphony, the Dearborn Community Arts Council, the
Vanguard Voices, and the Motor City Brass Band.
Other groups with which we cooperate to enhance the array of community services we
offer include:


Dearborn Public Schools



Henry Ford College



University of Michigan-Dearborn



Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce



American Arab Chamber of Commerce



Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services (ACCESS)



Michigan Recreation and Parks Association



United States Tennis Association



Michigan Amateur Hockey Association



The Senior Alliance



Wayne County Parks



Michigan Department of Natural Resources



Michigan Presents



Detroit Medical Center (DMC)



Beaumont Hospital – Dearborn



Dearborn Community Fund

The Recreation and Parks Department operates with the assistance provided by both
the Recreation and Parks Commission and the Senior Commission; and, also consults
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frequently with the Commission on Disability Concerns to ensure the very highest level
of facilities and programming for our patrons.
The Recreation and Parks Department, with direction from our Mayor and with the
support of the City Council, offers a wide variety of programs within state-of-the-art
facilities for the enjoyment of our residents.
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES
#1 - Special Events


Friends for the Dearborn Animal Shelter (FFDAS) “Mutt Strut” & Pet Exposition



East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (EDDDA) “Jazz on the Avenue”
Summer Concert Series



West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) Summer Concert
Series



West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) Food Truck Rallies



Dearborn Homecoming Festival



Saint Sebastian Spring Festival & Parade



Dearborn EID Festival



Veterans Day and Flag Day Ceremonies



Memorial Day Parade



Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony & Sing-Along



Running Fit, Inc. “Martian Marathon”



Bob Cipriano Memorial Cross Country Meet



Dearborn Public Schools Unity Run



Dearborn Farmers and Artisans Market



American Cancer Society “Relay for Life”



Dearborn Historical Museum “Party at the Museum”



Clean-up Parades



Cycling Saddlemen Bicycle Club “First Dozen” Bicycle Ride



Stephen Tulloch Celebrity Softball Game and Youth Football Camp
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The Recreation and Parks Department helps orchestrate numerous special events each
year including all of those listed above.
While the Recreation and Parks Department plays a central role in all of these events, it
is important to understand that the financial burden is shared with other departments.
The Recreation and Parks Department’s budgetary line item for Special Events for
Fiscal Year 2015 was $78,705.
Attendance at these special events ranges widely. The Homecoming Festival is by far
the City’s largest annual special event attracting roughly 150,000 spectators, followed
by the Saint Sebastian Spring Festival & Parade, Martian Marathon, and Friends for the
Dearborn Animal Shelter’s “Mutt Strut” & Pet Exposition, all drawing anywhere from
5,000 to 15,000 participants/patrons each year. The Stephen Tulloch Celebrity Softball
Game, East and West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority Summer Concert
Series, WDDDA Dearborn Food Truck Rallies, and the Dearborn Historical Museum
“Party at Museum” were all very successful events in FY2015 averaging between 1,000
and 3,000 attendees. The Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony & Sing-Along attracts
500 to 800 participants, while the other special events generate lower numbers.
Several special events—especially the Homecoming Festival, the Martian Marathon,
FFDAS “Mutt Strut” & Pet Exposition, the American Cancer Society “Relay for Life,” and
the Susan G. Komen Michigan 3-Day for the Cure Walkathon—serve as economic
catalysts for the greater Dearborn community, bringing in patrons to local restaurants,
motels/hotels, stores, and other city businesses.
#2 – Playgrounds and Parks
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The Recreation and Parks Department, along with the Highways Division of the
Department of Public Works, manages and maintains two regional/metropolitan parks,
seven community parks, 13 neighborhood parks, and 20 mini-parks within the confines
of the City of Dearborn.
The Recreation and Parks Department is also responsible for the management and
operation of the City’s one park located outside of Dearborn—Camp Dearborn, the
City’s 626-acre recreation retreat near Milford, Michigan (see page 20).
All but 11 of the City’s parks are equipped with picnic tables which are used more by
older residents and family groups. Forty parks house playground equipment, enjoyed
largely by children of elementary school age.

Several parks are also used for the

purpose of administering the Recreation and Parks Department’s popular Supervised
Summer Playground Program.
Supervised Summer Playground Program


Supervised Children’s Activities



Summer Camp

The Department annually operates 12 supervised playgrounds that provide daily
activities for over 250 neighborhood children, ages five to twelve, per week. The eightweek drop-in program runs six hours a day, Monday through Friday, from mid-June
through mid-August. Directed activities include educational enrichment activities, arts
and crafts, table games, active games, and “Theme of the Week” special events. An
additional special activity is the annual Homecoming Carnival Games.
The Supervised Summer Playground Program staff also administers the fee-based
Summer Camp at The Center. This eight-week day camp, which is licensed by the
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State of Michigan, averages 60 children per week and offers a variety of activities
including rock wall climbing, swimming in the leisure pool, and theme-based activities
using the facilities inside and outside of The Center. Summer Camp at The Center has
grown in popularity since many working parents see the camp as a safe and stimulating
alternative to day care for their children.
The Supervised Summer Playground Program is extremely well run and has been a
model program for many other regional communities.

The Supervised Summer

Playground Program has been identified on numerous occasions by the citizens of
Dearborn as a critical piece of the Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department’s
mission.
#3 – Ford Community & Performing Arts Center
Fitness/Athletics & Conference/Banquets Component


Recreation and Parks Department Administrative Offices



Senior Services Administrative Offices and Lounge



Conference/Exhibits/Trade Shows/Banquet Operations



Facility Rentals (Hubbard Ballroom, Studio A, Banquet/Meeting Rooms, and
Classrooms)



Special Events



Fitness/Athletic/Wellness Programs (The Detroit Medical Center provides fitness
assessments and equipment orientations for The Center pass holders.)



Aquatics Center with Lap Pool, Family Leisure Pool, Lazy River, Vortex, and
Jacuzzi



Swimming Lessons and Programs
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Double Gymnasium with Leagues, Camps, Clinics, and Drop-In Play



Indoor Rock Climbing Wall



Indoor/Outdoor Walking



Center Court Concession Area with Vending Machines



Soccer



Softball



Little League Baseball

The Center provides nearly 200,000 square feet of state-of-the-art indoor recreation
facilities. The Center features: an indoor pool with zero-depth entry, twisting slide, lazy
river and spa; an indoor lap pool with diving boards; fitness machines and free weights;
a 30-foot high rock-like climbing wall; aerobics studios; Center Court concessions with
vending machines; the Donald and Mary Kosch Family Child Activity Center; a 1,201seat theater with a grand staircase and surrounding balcony; the Padzieski Art Gallery;
a 200-seat "black box" studio for smaller-scale productions; the Hubbard Ballroom with
catering kitchen; the Senior Citizens Center; and several meeting rooms.
The Center's campus features a trail system, soccer and baseball fields, an outdoor
activity area, and a softball field. This amazing facility is open year-round and hosts
well over 600,000 visitors each year.
Natatorium


Open Swim



Pool Rental



Lifeguard Classes



Swimming Lessons
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Swim Team



Special Events



Competitions



Lap Swim



In-Service Training



Senior Aquacise Program



Classes



Community Outreach



Water Exercise

The indoor natatorium includes a zero-depth leisure pool, a six-lane competition pool,
and a spa. Throughout the year, it is estimated that over 120,000 swimmers utilize the
Ford Community & Performing Arts Center natatorium.
Swim lessons have been successful at the facility. Thousands of participants have
enrolled in our Learn-to-Swim Program over the years. Private swim lessons account
for a significant amount of the Natatorium’s revenue.
The Lifeguard Training courses offered during the winter and spring months continue to
play a key role in our ability to annually recruit, hire, and train new lifeguards for both
indoor and outdoor pools. This offering has proven to be more crucial in the past few
years as southeast Michigan is experiencing a shortage of certified lifeguards. This has
caused competition to recruit qualified employees between the private sector and
government agencies.
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Staff training has also been a success at the Natatorium.

Staff members have

performed well during the both the scheduled in-service training and the random,
unannounced audits (performed by the Department Safety Supervisors).
Theater


Recreation and Community Programming



Professional Season



Community Box Office



Rentals/Leasing



Theater Support and Staff



Studio A Support



Dearborn Community Arts Council



Art Gallery/Support



Arts Information Center



Educational Support (tours, information)

Operations and programming at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center have
continued while providing new and exciting experiences in the arts. Our Cultural Arts
program incorporates both performing and visual arts and is a vital component of our
daily lives. We continue to evolve the mission for Cultural Arts/Special Events by taking
the best activities of the past and combining them with the increasing opportunities
created by The Center.
While most of theater patrons are from Dearborn, there have been audience members
during the past season from several other states—Florida, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, and
Arizona as well as Canadian provinces. Altogether, over 6,345 patrons attended the six
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performances that made up the Professional Theater Season. The Theater division will
continue partnering with several local promoters to offer performances with little or no
risk to the City when it is determined that they are beneficial to the City. The Theater
has booked several shows that were exclusive and fresh to the market. The 2014-2015
season has had an average ticket price of $35 per seat. The demand for theater space
remained high which resulted in the Michael A. Guido Theater and Studio A having
events virtually every weekend during the year.
As plans progress, three concepts have driven the Ford Community & Performing Arts
Center Performing Arts area:
1)

Provide affordable, quality family entertainment for the citizens of Dearborn and
the surrounding area. While we continue to find our niche in the Detroit market,
performers and audiences alike are helping to define the programming.

2)

Create a home for local arts organizations that provides a professional artistic
experience for patrons and artists alike.

3)

The Theater continues to be one of the Detroit area’s premier performance
venues with performances by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Motor City Brass
Band, Dearborn Symphony Orchestra, Martina McBride, Trace Adkins, and other
notable performers.

The Center’s theater has had a considerable economic impact on the greater Dearborn
community since many theater patrons visit local restaurants and businesses and stay
at local hotels. A focus on marketing has helped generate regional recognition of The
Center along with attracting patrons on an international basis. Several local dance
schools make The Center their “home.” Not only do these schools provide a good
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rental stream, they expose new audiences to The Center and future shows. In addition,
each production generates a local economic impact through local advertising buys,
printing purchases, etc.
The theater completed improvements to the sound and light systems with the
installation of state-of-the-art digital sound and light control boards. The theater lobby
and main public area interior carpets were also replaced.
Of course, the strength of the local economy will have an effect on the growth rate of
The Center’s activities. Income streams for rentals have continued to grow, but loss of
state and federal grants to local arts agencies may slow that growth. The economy will
also control growth rates in advertising and sponsorship levels.
Program and policy development and evaluation will continue with periodic reports
given to the Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department Director and other City team
members, as needed. The strong focus on “community” will continue as we remain
cognizant of the need for broad support from the citizens of Dearborn.

Limiting

expenses and becoming more efficient continued to be the focus of the 2014-2015
season. Fiscal Year 2015 was the best year for the Professional Theater season with
revenues of $206,000. The Theater has continued to provide educational enrichment
programs to Dearborn school children including the Dearborn Symphony Children’s
concert and Dearborn Public Schools’ “Anti-Bullying Event.”
#4 - Dearborn Ice Skating Center


Hockey



Skating Lessons



Figure Skating
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Special Event Rentals



Snack Bar



Pro Shop



Tennis



Roller Blading



Outdoor Rinks

The Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC) features two NHL (National Hockey League)
regulation ice surfaces, main arena seating for 1,500 spectators, and upper-level
banquet and party rooms. Annually, the arena services more than 525,000 customers
who take advantage of the many different programs offered. The facility is open year
round for ice skating and banquet and party room rentals.
The

DISC

schedules

and

provides

ice

time

for

the

Dearborn

Hockey

Association/Dearborn Belle Tire hockey teams, the Dearborn Figure Skating Club, the
Crystallette synchronized skating teams, the Dearborn High School Varsity Hockey
Team, adult hockey leagues, and private rentals. Ice time is also provided for the
Recreation and Parks Department skating lessons, introduction-to-hockey classes, the
annual ice show, and public skating. During the summer months, ice time is provided
for hockey schools, figure skating clinics, adult hockey leagues, and private rentals.
To insure a stable revenue stream, the DISC management successfully organized its
13th annual Thanksgiving Hockey Tournament. A total of 38 local teams participated in
the Thanksgiving Tournament held over the holiday weekend. The tournament utilized
all available ice time and generated over $25,000 in revenue.

The DISC also

successfully organized the eighth annual spring hockey league.

Fifty-six teams
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competed in six divisions, playing more than 300 games at six different arenas in April
and May.

The number of teams registered in this year’s league showed a slight

increase compared to last year.

It has become the largest spring league in the

metropolitan Detroit area.
The upper-level meeting/party rooms draw a variety of groups and activities to the
DISC. The American Association of University Women has chosen the DISC as home
for their annual used book sale. The Dearborn Figure Skating Club and the Dearborn
Hockey Association utilize the upper level for meetings, team banquets, and off-ice
training. The upper level also hosted various meetings, American Red Cross blood
drives, holiday gatherings, and birthday parties.
In addition to the regularly scheduled programs, the DISC was chosen by different
leagues and associations to host many special events including playoffs, tournaments,
and competitions. The Little Caesar Amateur Hockey League, the Belle Tire Hockey
Club, the Great Lakes Prep Hockey League, and the Honey Baked Hockey Club chose
the DISC as a host arena. The Michigan Amateur Hockey Association selected the
DISC to host the 2015 Girls’ State Playoffs. This State tournament, comprised of teams
from all over Michigan including the Upper Peninsula, played 65 games over a four-day
period. These tournaments are not only important to the DISC but also to the local
economy as they bring in teams from out of town into our community.
Last summer the Dearborn Figure Skating Club (DFSC) hosted the United States Figure
Skating Association’s (USFSA) “Theatre on Ice” at the DISC.

This prestigious

competition, combining theater and skating, boasted 65 teams of 15 to 20 skaters each.
These teams competed for a National Championship in six separate divisions. This
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competition had a positive impact on the local economy as 60 of the 65 teams were
from out of state. They stayed in area hotels, ate in restaurants, and visited area
attractions over the four-day competition. The DISC was filled to capacity during the
championships; and the USFSA was pleased with the positive remarks about the City of
Dearborn and the DISC as well as the DFSC’s many volunteers that made the
competition a pleasant experience for all teams. This combined effort will put Dearborn
on the map for future events sponsored by the USFSA.
The highlight of FY2015 was the successful completion of the bond obligation. DISC
revenues exceeded expenditures for the first time since the addition of the second ice
surface in 1998. This is good news; however, the current atmosphere demands that
management be proactive in order to remain successful.

Although there are still

challenges on the horizon, the partnerships with the youth associations remain strong.
This, along with the diversified program schedule, provides the DISC with a solid
foundation for the start of the new fiscal year.
#5 - Camp Dearborn


General Camp Maintenance



TV 1 – Tent Village (tent and cabin rentals, recreation field, and pool)



Temporary Camping Sites



TV 2 – Trailer Village



New Resort Cabins



Beach



Recreation Field Children’s Programs



Picnic Sites
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Picnic Shelters/Chalet Rentals



Canteen - Concessions



Paddle Boat Rentals



Property Oil Wells



Mystic Creek Golf Course – 27 Championship Holes



Adventure Golf



Banquet Facility



Putting Green



Driving Range



Non-Motorized Trail



Pedestrian Bridge at Huron River

Camp Dearborn continued the successful operation of the 27-hole Mystic Creek Golf
Club & Banquet Center from the 2012 lease default to the City. Mystic Creek renovated
its clubhouse rest rooms, installed new kitchen equipment, and replaced a majority of
the aging HVAC system. The hallways and public reception areas were given new paint
and furniture. Financial results have been encouraging, and the golf course will help
Camp Dearborn in many ways by sharing promotions, staffing, and equipment as well
as allowing one-stop reservations for all facilities. Many of the golf outings, leagues,
and clinics that used the Mystic Creek facility have been maintained during the
ownership change while some new outings and leagues from the surrounding area have
also been cultivated. The Huron Valley Chamber of Commerce continues to use Mystic
Creek for their annual outing and fundraiser when, in the past, they moved from course
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to course. Many major associations and companies use Mystic Creek for their large
outing requirements and spread out their golfers over the course’s 27 holes.
The eight resort cabins located by Lake 6 at Camp Dearborn continued to be booked
solid during the season, and we quickly moved to break ground for eight more cabins to
be ready for the fall of 2015. In addition to the new resort cabins, a dual line zip-line
feature is being bid out to be constructed across the water at the main beach. This,
along with the new parking lot to green space project now taking place, will entice many
day campers to that important area of Camp Dearborn. The Trailer Village (TV2) now
consists of 477 trailers; and the 118 tents and 30 cabins in Tent Village (TV1) are well
occupied for nearly the entire camping season, including a waiting list for the most
sought-after weeks. Usage of the temporary RV (recreational vehicle) sites in TV1 has
been rising steadily by appealing to people who prefer to bring their own camping units.
This year, the “pet-friendly” sites were expanded in the temporary camping area to
encompass the full hookup areas and all of “K” row. These sites have been well used
all season long, and bookings are up 40 percent overall in the RV sites. Wi-Fi at the
Canteen has been very popular with many patrons using it to prolong their stay while at
Camp.

Canteen operations have been profitable, and the Canteen has recently

introduced the “bakery” cart which runs three days a week throughout the park. The
cart uses a former beverage system owned by Mystic and sells homemade bakery
specialties and coffee from the Canteen bakers.
Special attention was paid to comfort station basics with new shower heads/shower
controls in all comfort stations. The comfort station in “C” row had its hot water boiler
replaced along with many new furnaces throughout Camp. Re-shingling, restoration,
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and painting took place at all 13 shelters.

Eight old and dilapidated trailers were

removed in TV2, and their sites were returned to the rental pool. New rules for the TV2
seasonal section of Camp were established with the assistance of the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), and certain types of trailers may no longer
be brought into Camp or remain after a transfer of ownership.

Additional Camp

Dearborn signage was installed throughout the park, employing a rustic park theme. A
popular corporate picnic area has been located in the New Maple area along with a
refurbished comfort station to service its patrons. Marketing efforts were continued in
FY2015 by participating in the Michigan Association of Recreation Vehicles and
Campgrounds (MARVAC) RV show, inserting listings in regional campground
directories, and a hotel partnership with The Henry Ford. In the late summer of 2014,
the Camp Dearborn Non-Motorized Trail Connection Project (utilizing funds from the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources Trust Fund grant) featured its grand
opening and opened up Camp Dearborn to bicyclists, walkers, and joggers who
currently use the existing trail into Kensington.
#6 - Cultural Arts


Provide technical services for other City departments, Dearborn Public Schools,
community organizations/groups, and City special events:


Friends for the Dearborn Animal Shelter “Mutt Strut” & Pet Exposition



East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (EDDDA) “Jazz on the
Avenue” Summer Concert Series



West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) Summer
Concert Series
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Dearborn Homecoming Festival



Dearborn EID Festival



Saint Sebastian Spring Festival & Parade



Veterans Day and Flag Day Ceremonies



Memorial Day Parade



Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony and Sing-Along



Running Fit, Inc. “Martian Marathon”



Bob Cipriano Memorial Cross Country Meet



Dearborn Public Schools Unity Run



Dearborn Farmers & Artisans Market



American Cancer Society “Relay for Life”



Dearborn Historical Museum “Party at the Museum”



Clean-up Parades



Cycling Saddlemen Bicycle Club “First Dozen” Bicycle Ride



Stephen Tulloch Celebrity Softball Game and Youth Football Camp



Dearborn Youth Theater (DYT)



Summer Arts Experience (music, theater, visual arts)



Summer Festival Chorus (SFC)



Music Under the Stars (MUTS)



Vanguard Voices (VV)



Dearborn Community Chorus (DCC)



Dearborn Youth Symphony (DYS)



Dearborn Big Band (DBB)
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The impact that the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center has had on the overall
Cultural Arts Program and on other non-affiliated local arts organizations is significant.
Participation in Cultural Arts Programs continues to remain strong with local arts
organizations experiencing a significant increase in participation and attendance.
Cultural Arts students in acting, music, and dance learn in a state-of-the-art,
professional theater. In Fiscal Year 2015, the City of Dearborn Cultural Arts Division
accounted for 45 of the 161 days that the Michael A. Guido Theater was used or rented.
Technical Services and Support for Special Events
While Special Events is evolving within the Cultural Arts arena, oversight remains the
purview of the Deputy Director of Recreation and Parks.

The Cultural Arts staff

continues to play a major role in the planning and execution of many city-wide special
events.

Technical services are provided to community groups and other City

departments via sound, lighting, staging, costumes, decorations, and other professional
consultation and direction. Equipment, such as the sound truck and Showmobile, and
trained technical personnel are scheduled by the Cultural Arts Supervisor and Technical
Director, often in conjunction with the City’s Special Events Coordinator. The Cultural
Arts staff has worked diligently with the Deputy Director of Recreation and Parks to
provide high-quality programs and events which have put the City of Dearborn in the
regional spotlight.
We are fortunate to have many programs and activities that are beneficial to the City of
Dearborn.

The Cultural Arts Division has supported community groups, schools,

churches, businesses, civic organizations, ethnic groups/clubs, and other City
departments. Examples include the Homecoming Festival, Memorial Day Parade, Saint
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Sebastian Spring Festival & Parade, Martian Marathon, FFDAS “Mutt Strut” & Pet
Exposition, American Cancer Society “Relay for Life,” Dearborn Historical Museum
“Party at the Museum” event, Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony and Sing-Along, East
and West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority summer concert series,
Dearborn Food Truck Rallies, Dearborn Farmers and Artisans Market, Stephen Tulloch
Celebrity Softball Game & Youth Football Camp, Bob Cipriano Memorial Cross Country
Meet, Veterans Day Ceremonies, Flag Day Ceremonies, the Annual Recreation and
Parks Ice Show, School Clean-Up Parades, Little League Baseball Opening Day, and
many others.
Summer Festival Chorus
The Summer Festival Chorus, sponsored by the Recreation and Parks Department and
directed by G. Kevin Dewey, performed in The Center’s Michael A. Guido Theater on
July 16, 2014. The Summer Festival Chorus provides opportunities for the community
as well as semi-professional and professional musicians and helps to build audiences
for the future. The registration fee for the 150-plus choir members was $30. Admission
to this performance was $5 for adults, and children aged 12 and under were free. The
admission charge was instituted as one effort to provide program improvements and to
offset some expenses since the program is no longer co-sponsored by the Dearborn
Community Arts Council.
Dearborn Youth Theater (DYT)
The mission of the DYT is to encourage creativity in acting while building the life skills of
critical thinking and teamwork to instill confidence and self-esteem.

The Dearborn

Youth Theater program offered two ten-week sessions of instructional classes on
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Saturdays for youngsters ages six to nine and ten to 13, beginning in early September.
Two formal performances by each age group, entitled Kiddie Kafe, took place before
capacity crowds at the completion of the second session in late March. This year, the
DYT also presented a series of three four-week workshops for youngsters aged 13 to
18.

These workshops were progressively organized, so that acquired skills in one

workshop complemented the skills in the subsequent workshops.

The workshop

structure allowed students to work with various professional dramatic instructors to learn
the art of theater through improvisation, scene study, and Shakespeare.

Each

workshop ended with a presentation in Studio A. The instructors were contracted and
received an hourly fee.
Vanguard Voices (VV)
Vanguard Voices (VV) is a classical performing choir consisting of approximately 140
participants that perform four to five concerts each year. Vanguard is a strong presence
in the community appearing with the Dearborn Symphony, at area churches, and at the
Henry Ford College. Vanguard Voices’ Spring Concert focused on new choral music
through its “Vanguard Premieres” competition.

In March, the Vanguard Choral

Celebration performance included three guest area choirs and enjoyed a large
enthusiastic audience in the Michael A. Guido Theater.
Vanguard Voices continues to be an ambassador for the City of Dearborn and proudly
performed a number of concerts in 2014/2015. Over the years, Vanguard Voices has
represented the City in performances throughout the state and nation, including
performances with the Detroit Symphony and European tours where the group
participated in international choral competitions.
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Vanguard Voices is dedicated to

seeking out and performing the best in traditional and contemporary choral music. The
group has committed itself to reaching audiences through performances, workshops,
and an annual joint concert with the Dearborn Community Chorus.
Participation fees and ticket sales go toward offsetting the Conductor/Artistic Director,
contracted instrumentalists, and operating costs (stagehand wages, printing, supplies,
and facility rentals). VIVA (Volunteer Involvement in the Vanguard Association) was
formed in Fiscal Year 1997 with a mission to assist with financial support and audience
development for the Vanguard Voices. This support group functions very much like the
Women’s Association for the Dearborn Orchestral Society and has dramatically
increased the public’s awareness of the group as well as concert attendance.
Dearborn Youth Symphony (DYS)
The Dearborn Youth Symphony was formed in 1975 for the purpose of providing young
performers with symphonic ensemble experience and to foster instrumental music in
general. Since 2008, the DYS’s new, dynamic Artistic Director and DYS Alum, Tim
Cibor, has spurred great enthusiasm and artistic growth. The DYS attracts over 200
school-age participants per year from nearly 30 communities. Students audition for
placement in one of three DYS orchestra levels: the Symphony Orchestra (advanced
players, middle school through high school); the String Concert Orchestra (for players
beyond the beginning stages of training with the ability to read music with some
proficiency); and the Flute Choir. The DYS experience offers the following: orchestral
development through weekly rehearsals and three concert performances; assistance in
making contacts for private lessons; concerto competitions for DYS members; and
scholarships for music camps and lessons.
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All revenue from ticket sales and

participation fees assist the Dearborn Youth Symphony in paying the conductor and
operational expenses. An active parent volunteer support group has contributed greatly
to the ongoing success of the DYS.
Dearborn Community Chorus (DCC)
The Dearborn Community Chorus offers singers, ages 16 and older, the opportunity to
perform a variety of music with a repertoire that includes show tunes, light classics, folk,
and more. DCC and its 80-plus participants perform two concerts per year, including
the very successful annual Holiday Choral Festival Concert with Vanguard Voices.
Each year the Holiday Choral Festival Concert welcomes capacity crowds.
Music Under the Stars
The Music Under the Stars (MUTS) concert series provides a minimum of three free
summer concerts held annually at the Dearborn Hills Golf Course and Dunworth
Memorial Pool Complex. The series continues to be very effective in promoting the
Dearborn Hills Golf Course and Clubhouse banquet facilities. Depending on the group,
the concerts attract anywhere from 300 to 800 spectators. The concert series, over the
years, has offered the audience a wide variety of musical styles such as country,
Dixieland, rhythm and blues, contemporary, rock, and big band. The MUTS program
expenditures total approximately $5,000 for contractual services, wages, and other
operating costs. No revenue is generated annually, except for food and beverage sales
at the Dearborn Hills Golf Course.
Summer Arts Academy
Now in its second year, the expanded Summer Arts Experience renamed the Summer
Arts Academy includes music, theater, and the visual arts. Class sessions meet at The
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Center and are designed for students four years of age and over.
In July of 2014, the Missoula Children’s Theater (MCT) Artist in Residency Program
attracted a near-capacity group of 60 registered students.

Also included in the

residency were three enrichment workshops presented by MCT Directors. The DYT
receives many new students each year due to their participation in the Missoula
Children’s Theater. This is another fine example of the synergy created between the
professional theater performance and local cultural arts classes.
In July of 2014, the Cultural Arts Division offered two five-day sessions of visual art
classes for young people of ages ten to 13. The instructor was paid on an hourly basis
and brought outstanding qualifications as an art teacher with the Dearborn Public
Schools.

The students’ work was displayed in the Padzieski Art Gallery at the

conclusion of each week, and parents were invited to view their children’s creations.
# 7 – Robert Herndon’s Dearborn Hills Golf Course


Increased nine-hole rates



New Fleet of Golf Carts



Proactive marketing campaign (social media)



League play



Open play



Outings and events



More efficient use of labor



Course maintenance (landscaping, cleanliness)



Merchandise sales



Snack bar
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Added “early bird” and twilight golf rates



City Championship

Weather conditions make or break business; and, overall, it was a favorable golfing
season.

Approximately 30,000 rounds of golf were played.

With the addition of

discounted “early bird” and twilight golf rates, business was generated. Our traditional
slow daily downtimes have picked up with these discounted rates.
All afternoon leagues returned for the season. In fact, there have been a few leagues
that have returned after a few years away. This includes the Ghafari league.
Outings were steady.

The Megan’s Dream Outing, which raises money for the

Dearborn Animal Shelter, returned in the beginning of June. They sold out for the first
time in its eight-year history! “Ladies” Day was once again a success with 115 golfers.
There have been improvements in rounds played, and food and beverage sales
continue to perform well.
The Grill Restaurant is open weekly for lunch and dinner during golf season. The Grill
provides food and beverages to the league players and walk-in customers.
Banquet facility operations continue to improve. Our Golf Course Coordinator is now in
charge of booking all banquet events as well as golf outings and, along with the full-time
caterer, Chef Gourmet, the golf course is set for success!
The banquet space has been updated with new carpet and new ceiling tiles.
A Tuscan Colonnade was also purchased for the outdoor ceremony space. Guests
may rent this decoration for their event.
Customers are continually informed via the updated website and Fore! Reservations
marketing dashboard. Emails are sent to inform golfers of events or current specials
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that are occurring. The marketing division has done a great job of marketing the golf
course on social media. They continue to reach potential guests with photographs of
the course and details. The feedback has been positive with the new website and
marketing campaign. The weather has been more accommodating this season; and the
economy, although it is improving, continues to be soft in this area. It is anticipated that
improving results will continue.
#8 – Sports


Adult Softball Leagues (spring, summer, and fall)



Schedule and Maintain Athletic Fields



Issue Athletic Field Permits



Youth Basketball Program



Adult Basketball Leagues (mini-tournament play at The Center)



Adult Volleyball Leagues



Various Sports Camps, Clinics, and Competitions



Youth Baseball Leagues (Dearborn Baseball Association)



Youth Soccer (Dearborn Soccer Club)



Youth Football and Cheerleading Association (Dearborn Lions)



Youth Ice Hockey Leagues (Dearborn Hockey Association)



Dearborn Track & Field (Dearborn Track Club)



Youth Basketball Leagues (Dearborn Basketball Association)



Award/Hall of Fame Banquet

Two new partner organizations that were added in Fiscal Year 2012 made significant
strides by continuing to partner with the Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department
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and Dearborn Public Schools in Fiscal Year 2015. The Dearborn Track Club continued
to conduct running clinics in the winter and summer of 2014 at the Ford Community &
Performing Arts Center for area runners. Participants ranged from grades five through
twelve.
The Dearborn Basketball Association was formed in 2013 and offers a developmental
youth basketball program that gives the City youth a less competitive and low-cost
opportunity to learn the game of basketball. The Dearborn Basketball Association ran a
very successful winter basketball league and the open gym night at O.L. Smith Middle
School, and its programming efforts impacted over 300 participants.
Over 3,000 players participated on more than 140 teams in the Adult Softball League,
playing on seven sites around Dearborn. Almost 1,800 games were played. All softball
leagues ended their regular seasons by the third week in August of 2014, and all
leagues concluded with playoffs. The season’s final games were played on November
6, 2014. For the thirteenth year, all softball leagues were affiliated with the United
States Specialty Sports Association.
Helping to maintain and schedule the use of the City’s athletic fields continues to be a
major responsibility of the Sports Division. The Sports Division issues permits for the
City’s softball and baseball diamonds, soccer fields, and tennis courts, as well as sand
volleyball courts and other outdoor athletic facilities.

We continue to review

maintenance procedures while working to increase communication with the Highways
Division of the Department of Public Works and other organizations. This enhanced
communication has led to improved field conditions and more organized scheduling.
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The Adult Volleyball League enjoyed games at The Center and included eight teams
and over 60 players.
Drop-in youth basketball was offered at The Center during the fall, winter, and spring.
Thousands of children participated in the youth basketball programs that included
instruction and game play.
Various sports camps, clinics, and competitions were held during Fiscal Year 2015,
including several soccer camps and leagues at Crowley Park hosted by the Dearborn
Soccer Club. The Dearborn Soccer Club is a fee-based organization administered by
parents. The Sports Supervisor assists with the promotion and registration of their
league. Over 1,200 boys and girls from the Dearborn area participated in the program
over the last year.
The Dearborn Baseball Association (DBA) is a fee-based organization administered by
volunteer parents. More than 850 children participated on more than 60 teams in six
divisions, playing more than 800 games. The Sports Division coordinates the use of
City diamonds as well as assisting with the promotion of the DBA.
The Dearborn Basketball Association is a fee-based organization that offers league play
for Dearborn boys and girls in grades one through eight. Approximately 300 children
participated in the program, playing over 100 games.
The Dearborn Recreation and Parks Commission’s 63rd Annual Awards Ceremony was
held on May 17, 2015 at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center. New members
were inducted into the Recreation and Parks Department’s Hall of Fame and the Sports
Legends Hall of Fame. The Van Patrick Memorial Award was given to a male and a
female high school athlete of the year.
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#9 - Senior Services


Transportation



Legal Aid



Information and Referral



Extended Travel



One-Day Travel



Surplus Food and Liquid Nutrition



Pleasant Hours Clubs



Tele-Care



Water Exercise Classes



Chair Exercise Classes



Meals-on-Wheels



Support Groups



Social Events



Tax Assistance



Volunteer Activities



Informational Speakers



Sporting Activities



Intergenerational Programming



“News and Views” Senior Newsletter

Dearborn’s Senior Services Division provides a central point in the community for
information and referral services, programs, and activities associated with vital aging.
To fulfill this mission, the Senior Services Division continues to serve Dearborn citizens
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50 years of age and over with meaningful activities in the areas of health, education,
travel, sports, and entertainment.

Over 23,000 seniors participated in the activities

provided by the Senior Center during Fiscal Year 2015.
Senior Services Transportation (located in The Center) provided over 10,600 rides
during FY15.

Seniors and disabled citizens use the transportation system.

Some

examples of use include transportation to and from medical appointments, dialysis,
banking, and grocery shopping.
The “News and Views” Senior Newsletter is mailed quarterly to over 1,400 seniors.
Additional newsletters are distributed to seniors visiting The Center, Dearborn Housing
locations, and the libraries. The newsletter is the most popular and effective method of
informing Dearborn seniors on current senior offerings. Another form of advertising that
is used is the senior cable program.
Senior Service volunteers assisted with the Liquid Nutrition Program, Food Distribution
Program, Senior Health EXPO, Meals-on-Wheels, bus ticket mailings, AARP (American
Association of Retired Persons) Tax Service, and newsletter mailings. Senior Services
had over 145 volunteers who donated over 14,000 hours in Fiscal Year 2015. The
volunteers will be recognized in October at the Annual Volunteer Breakfast.
The Meals-on-Wheels program, in cooperation with Wayne County, provides over 460
nutritious meals a month to Dearborn homebound senior citizens. That is over 5,500
meals in Fiscal Year 2015.
Senior Services offers a variety of health services and support groups. The popular
exercise programs include: Senior Swim, Chair Exercise Class, and the Walking Club.
These programs meet the needs of all fitness levels. We are now also offering sporting
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activities which include Drop-in Tennis, Pickle Ball, and Bocce Ball.

The Senior

Services Division partnered with many organizations to host support groups including
the Parkinson’s Support, grief support (Howe-Peterson), Senior Alliance, Medicare Part
D, and the Multiple Sclerosis Association of America.
Many seniors from 15 communities participated in 34 events at the Western Wayne
County Senior Olympics. Over 35 Dearborn seniors participated in the 2014 Western
Wayne County Senior Olympics and brought home 14 Gold Medals, 12 Silver Medals,
and five Bronze Medals.
The Senior Services travel program includes travelers aged 50 to 90. The 2014 OneDay Travel and Extended Travel programs provided over 30 trips serving Dearborn
seniors. Some of the favorite trips included New York City, Mackinac Island Bridge
Walk, Detroit Institute of Arts, and Fire Keepers Casino. The Travel Club has an active
membership of 220 members. Monthly meetings are held the second Thursday of each
month at the Henry Ford Centennial Library Auditorium.
Senior Services continues to provide annual special events including the Volunteer
Breakfast, 90-Year-Old Birthday, Elderfest, Senior Health EXPO, the Michigan
Recreation and Park Association (MRPA) Mackinac Island Trip, Senior Olympics,
Themed Teas, Christmas Luncheon, and Travel Club Holiday Trip.
Senior Services continued to grow its intergenerational programming in FY2015 as well.
Seniors and youth interact in crafting activities during the winter breaks.
#10 – Outdoor Pools


Open Swim



Lessons
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Dearborn Recreation Dolphins Swim Team



Competitive Swim



Synchronized Swim



Masters Swim



Pool Rentals

The Outdoor Aquatics Division offered a wide range of activities at Dearborn’s four
outdoor neighborhood pools and the three-pool swim complex, the Jack Dunworth
Memorial Pool, located at Levagood Park.
The Aquatics Division programs include swim lessons, synchronized swim instruction,
competitive swim practices and meets, and water exercise.

In an effort to

accommodate the working parent, the division offered evening swim lessons at Lapeer
Pool. The Learn-to-Swim Lesson Program is on pace to conduct approximately 350
lessons this season.
The Synchronized Swim Program is a non-competitive, fun-filled yet challenging
program in which swimmers from all levels and ages must work together to perform a
dance-type routine in and out of the water. Practices are conducted four days per week
from mid-June through late July.

The Synchronized Swim Show, in which

approximately 35 swimmers perform, is held in the Dunworth Diving Well and draws
approximately 200 spectators.
Our Competitive Swim Program is perfect for the beginning swimmer to be introduced
into the world of competitive swimming. It provides an excellent opportunity for middle
and high school-aged youngsters to keep their swimming skills sharp during the off
season. Each City pool forms a team that competes in several dual meets. The City
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Championship meet draws several hundred spectators annually.

Moreover, all

swimmers who participate in dual meets are awarded ribbons, even if they do not place.
Swimmers who enjoy the competitive aspect of the program may wish to explore
opportunities with our United States Swimming partner, the Dearborn Recreation
Dolphins (DRD), which is based at the Dunworth Pool. The DRD also held its “Freeze
or Fry” meet at Dunworth Pool for the 48th consecutive year. In addition, the DRD acts
as the City’s record keeper for all City championship meets.
Dearborn is the only municipality in Michigan that provides outdoor aquatic services at
seven locations (five pools and two splash pads that opened in FY2015). The Dearborn
Aquatics Program continues to provide summer fun for approximately 50,000 annual
swimmers.

CUSTOMER PROFILES
(Programs by Age)
Senior Citizens: 50 and Up
Sewing; arts and crafts; Bridge; Pinochle; Euchre; Book Club; 90-Year-Old Birthday
Party; Senior Health EXPO; Elderfest; ice skating; tennis; skating lessons; open swim;
water exercise class; chair exercise classes; lap swim; Summer Music Festival; Music
Under the Stars; Dearborn Community Chorus; Vanguard Voices; Motor City Music
Festival; Senior Strength; Zumba Gold, Body Sculpt; Studio Cycle; fitness equipment;
Pickle Ball; Bocce Ball; First Fridays Artist Exchange Series; Dearborn Summer Theatre
Festival; weight training; rock climbing; indoor running track; luncheons and teas; Senior
Olympics; Senior Walking Club; Writers Group; stretching/exercise; resistance
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equipment and free weights; educational classes such as writing classes; Travel Club;
social events; support groups; and golf leagues.
Adults: 30-55
Golf lessons; Bridge; Pinochle; basketball; softball (men/women/coed); soccer; hockey;
public skating; skating lessons; tennis; ice show; tennis tournament; tennis lessons;
open swim; aerobic/fitness classes; water exercise class; Adult Lap Swim Program;
Masters Swim Program; Music Under the Stars; Summer Music Festival; First Fridays
Artist Exchange Series; Dearborn Big Band; Dearborn Summer Theatre Fest; adult
acting classes; Community Chorus; Vanguard Voices; Motor City Music Festival; rock
climbing; indoor running track; stretching/exercise; resistance equipment; and free
weights.
Young Adults: 18-30
Golf lessons; basketball; softball (men/women/coed); volleyball; soccer; hockey; public
skating; skating lessons; tennis; tennis lessons; tennis tournament; outdoor pools; ice
show; open swim; swim lessons; Adult Lap Swim Program; Master Swim Program;
competitive swim; Music Under the Stars; Summer Music Festival; Dearborn Big Band;
Vanguard Voices; Dearborn Summer Theatre Fest; adult acting classes; First Fridays
Artist Exchange Series; Motor City Music Festival; rock climbing; indoor running track;
aerobic/fitness classes; stretching/exercise equipment; resistance equipment; and free
weights.
Teens: 15-18
Sports camps (18 and under); Class E (16 and under); Class F (14 and under);
basketball; Dearborn Baseball Association; soccer; hockey; public skating; skating
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lessons; ice show; outdoor rinks; in-line skating/in-line hockey; tennis lessons; tennis
tournament; tennis league; open swim; swim lessons; competitive swim; synchronized
swim; Music Under the Stars; Summer Music Festival; Dearborn Youth Theater
(lessons); Dearborn Youth Symphony; First Fridays Artist Exchange Series; Dearborn
Big

Band;

rock

climbing;

indoor

running

track;

aerobic/fitness

classes;

stretching/exercise equipment; resistance equipment; and free weights.
Children
Art Camp; Summer Day Camp; Supervised Summer Playground Program; Dearborn
Youth Theater (lessons); Drama Camp; Boo Bash; Daddy/Daughter Dance; Junior
Engineering & Aerospace Camp, Little Chefs Program, Mad Science Camp, Lego
Adventure Day, Tumbling Toddlers program; basketball; baseball; softball; soccer;
football; winter basketball clinics; hockey; public skating; skating lessons; ice show; inline skating/in-line hockey; outdoor rinks; tennis lessons; tennis tournament; tennis open
play; tennis league; open swim; swim lessons; competitive swim; parent-and-tot class;
Junior Lifeguard Program; adaptive swim; synchronized swim; Dearborn Youth
Symphony; Summer Art Classes; Summer Arts Academy; Missoula’s Children’s
Theater; rock climbing; and indoor running track.
Dearborn Specials and Arts and Recreation Enabling Programs
Specials dances; Specials picnics; Specials Swim and Gym; Seasonal Craft Nights;
Pizza Bingo; summer bowling, Dearborn facilities and services.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES


City General Fund
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City Capital Improvement Budget



User Fees



Grants



Facility Rentals



Equipment Rentals



Concessions



Sponsorships and Ad Sales

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Fiscal Year 2015 Actuals (Preliminary) 1
Revenues vs. Expenditures for Fiscal Year 2015:
Revenues:
General Fund (traditional)
Camp Dearborn
Mystic Creek Golf Club & Banquet Center
Dearborn Hills Golf Course
Total

Fiscal Year 2015
$ 4,252,546
1,936,539
1,380,810
859,378
$ 8,429,273

Expenditures:
General Fund (traditional)
Camp Dearborn
Mystic Creek Golf Club & Banquet Center
Dearborn Hills Golf Course
Total

$ 7,467,053
1,910,622
1,265,612
1,090,261
$11,733,548

2

1

Actuals include transactions recorded July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015 and do not
include adjustments or accruals recorded in period 13 that relate to Fiscal Year 2015.
2

When the Camp Dearborn Operating Fund was closed, $701,032 was transferred to
the Facilities Fund for ongoing capital projects. Since these transfers were not
“expended,” they are not included.
Net:
General Fund
Camp Dearborn

$ (3,214,507)
25,917
41

Mystic Creek Golf Club & Banquet Center
Dearborn Hills Golf Course
Total

115,198
(230,883)
$ (3,304,275)

REVENUES
FORD COMMUNITY & PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

$1,725,527



Monthly Pass

912,563



Annual Pass

134,322



Daily Guest Pass

142,902



Hubbard Ballroom Rental

90,541



Meeting Rooms Rental

71,025



Other Rentals

16,575



Aquatics

66,247



Concession Agreements

12,065



Studio A

36,003



Banquet Beverage Service

70,048



Community Center Programming

52,365



Fitness Classes & Personal Training

58,223



Other Fitness/Athletic



Party Planner Package

23,821



Vending Machines

18,781



Miscellaneous Revenue

11,382

8,664

Theater Component


$ 576,826

Theater Professional Season Ticket Sales
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182,504



Theater Rental and Appurtenant Equipment

212,377



Theater Technical

106,594



Box Office Commissions (external)

52,776



Box Office Commissions (internal)

14,699



Miscellaneous Revenues

7,876

CAMP DEARBORN

$1,936,539



Permanent Trailers (TV2)

684,070



Tent/Cabin Rentals

507,641



Temporary Camp Sites (includes full service sites) 361,035



Oil & Gas Royalties, Net

53,180



Sales – Camping Supplies

43,400



Snack Bar – Food



Admission Residents (includes season passes)



Admission Non-Residents (includes season passes) 20,085



Admissions – Mystic Creek

15,506



Picnic Shelters/Chalet/Picnic Sites

17,660



Boats

6,910



Hayrides

2,067



Miscellaneous Revenues

122,754
66,397

35,834

MYSTIC CREEK GOLF CLUB & BANQUET CENTER

$1,380,810



Food

294,988



Golf Fees

589,893



Beer/Wine/Liquor/Beverages

193,672
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Leagues



Annual Passes

50,680



Facility Rental

29,010



Driving Range

20,038



Pro Shop

45,060



Golf Lessons and Clinics

11,913



Miscellaneous Revenue

25,985

119,571

DEARBORN HILLS GOLF COURSE

$ 859,378



Food

223,901



Golf Fees (residents and non-residents)

269,899



Beer/Wine/Liquor/Beverages

127,386



Power Golf Carts

104,865



Other Rentals – Facilities, Hand Carts, Equipment

22,636



Leagues

71,671



Pro Shop

19,745



Miscellaneous Revenue

19,275

DEARBORN ICE SKATING CENTER (DISC)

$1,244,259



Ice Rental

861,516



Concessions (Snack Bar)

123,028



Open Skating (residents and non-residents)

87,331



Skating Lessons

57,283



Skating Equipment Sales, Sharpening, Rental

84,141



Building/Room Rental

8,217
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Hockey – Fees and Clinics

5,318



Vending Machines

5,502



Program Tickets

8,330



Sign Space (advertising)

2,400



Miscellaneous Revenue

1,193

OUTDOOR POOLS

$ 229,818



Pool Tags



Lessons/Diving



Synchronized & Competitive Swim Team

2,115



Admissions (residents and non-residents)

63,938



Swimming Pools (rental)

8,853



Miscellaneous Revenue

5,559

124,923
24,430

SPORTS

$

102,709

CULTURAL ARTS

$

52,873

SENIOR SERVICES

$

30,256

SMART TRANSPORTATION

$

171,503

SUMMER CAMP AND PLAYGROUND PROGRAMS

$

74,280

CITY PARKS

$

44,495

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES


Full-Time Wages



Part-Time Wages



Maintenance (Operating Equipment)
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Contract Services



Supplies for Resale



Equipment



Operating Supplies



Repair and Maintenance Supplies



Printing/Publishing

MAJOR EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year 2015 Actuals (Preliminary)1
FORD COMMUNITY & PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

$3,255,039

Facility Administration Division

$1,032,377



Salaries, Wages and Allowances

494,172



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

144,475



Professional and Contractual Services



Facility Lease



Supplies and Materials

42,847



Repair and Maintenance Services

51,177



Credit Card Service Fees

38,437



Printing and Publishing

6,861



Miscellaneous Expense

10,949

14,879
228,580

Aquatics Center Division

$



Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and

172,925
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373,216

Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare


Facility Lease



Other Operating Expense

14,349
148,270
37,672

Fitness Division

$ 486,745

Conference/Banquet Division

$ 288,062

Community Center Programming Division

$

Theater Component

$1,005,857



Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

68,782

269,871

71,366



Facility Lease

231,100



Contractual Services/Artist Fees

169,367



Capital Project

75,000



Printing and Binding/Publishing

73,865



Credit Card Service Fees

31,721



Supplies and Materials

27,487



Other Operating Expense

56,080

CAMP DEARBORN

$1,910,622



Salaries and Wages

756,812



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

231,265



Utilities

275,065



Contractual/Professional Services

227,284



Supplies and Materials

159,318
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Merchandise for Resale (Office and Canteen)



Other Operating Expense

78,053
182,825

MYSTIC CREEK GOLF CLUB & BANQUET CENTER


Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and Unemployment
Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$ 1,265,612
500,253

86,529



Merchandise for Resale

229,615



Supplies and Materials

137,419



Rentals

108,157



Utilities

44,734



Contractual/Professional Services

35,033



Printing and Publishing

28,220



Repair and Maintenance Services

44,714



Other Operating Expense

50,938

DEARBORN HILLS GOLF COURSE

$ 1,090,261



Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and Unemployment
Compensation, FICA/Medicare

80,219



Merchandise for Resale

53,016



Supplies and Materials

85,202



Utilities

51,789



Contractual/Professional Services



Printing and Publishing

239,331

223,942
15,860
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Debt Service



Other Operating Expense

61,283



Capital Outlay – Equipment

21,638

257,981

DEARBORN ICE SKATING CENTER

$ 1,156,435



Salaries and Wages

376,408



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

110,371



Utilities

303,979



Merchandise for Resale

111,748



Facility Lease

75,440



Capital Project

50,000



Supplies

44,044



Other Operating Expense

84,445

RECREATION ADMINISTRATION

$ 1,012,043



Salaries and Wages

494,952



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensations, FICA/Medicare

285,956



Professional and Contractual Services

140,093



Supplies and Materials

19,015



Printing and Publishing

12,833



Other Operating Expense

59,194

OUTDOOR POOLS

$



Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and

220,967
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517,592

Unemployment Compensations, FICA/Medicare

18,278



Supplies and Materials

32,598



Facility Lease

114,394



Utilities

108,303



Other Operating Expense

23,052

SENIOR SERVICES

$ 329,256



Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensations, FICA/Medicare

54,033



Facility Lease

41,280



Supplies

17,651



Other Operating Expense

26,752

189,540

SPORTS

$ 446,542



Salaries, Wages and Benefits



Capital Projects Transfer

348,642



Other Operating Expense

22,570

75,330

CITY PARKS

$ 268,795

SMART TRANSPORTATION

$ 206,003

CULTURAL ARTS

$ 114,118

SPECIAL EVENTS

$

75,748

SUMMER CAMP AND PLAYGROUND PROGRAMS

$

85,482
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Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department
Fiscal Year 2015 Major Accomplishments


Continued to monitor and implement the present Recreation and Parks
Department Five-Year Master Plan.

The 2010-2015 Recreation and Parks

Master Plan was approved by the Recreation and Parks Commission at a public
meeting on September 14, 2010; then approved by the City Council on
September 27, 2010; and officially approved by the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources and Environment (MDNRE) on December 28, 2010.

The

2010-2015 Recreation Master Plan will expire on December 31, 2015.


Secured the professional services of Landscape Architects & Planners, Inc.
(LAP) for preparation of the 2015-2020 Recreation and Parks Department FiveYear Master Plan. A contract in the amount of $17,500 was awarded to LAP on
December 17, 2014. The consultant has since been working with the Recreation
and Parks Department Administration and Recreation and Parks Commission
Master Plan Sub-committee to prepare the new Master Plan document for
submittal to the MDNRE in October/November of 2015.



The Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department completed the national reaccreditation process from the Commission for Accreditation of Parks and
Recreation Agencies (CAPRA) and hosted the CAPRA site visit team on May 1216, 2014. CAPRA officially approved the re-accreditation for the City of Dearborn
on October 13, 2014 at its meeting in Charlotte, North Carolina. Please note that
the initial accreditation was earned in 2009, and the Department is currently one
of just 136 such agencies in the United States.
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The Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department currently generates almost $9
million in revenue annually with an approximate cost recovery of 67 percent
anticipated for FY2016. The Dearborn Hills Golf Course debt service will expire
in FY2017.

At this time, the Recreation and Parks Department facilities,

programs, and services cost the average Dearborn homeowner approximately
$63.24 annually in taxes.


Despite staff reductions, the Department continued to provide superior public
service in the area of “Special Events” by taking advantage of partnership
opportunities. This enabled the Department to continue to provide coordination
and technical equipment/staff for all major special events and celebrations held
within the City of Dearborn. Examples include the following:
o Partnered with Detroit Lion standout Stephen Tulloch to host the
Detroit Lions Celebrity Softball Game (Friday, June 5, 2015) and
Stephen Tulloch Foundation Youth Football Camp (Saturday, May 30,
2015).
o Hosted the Ninth Annual Martian Marathon on Saturday, April 18,
2015, which generated a $5,000 contribution to benefit the
Department’s youth sports partner organizations.
o Helped conduct the Third Annual Bob Cipriano Memorial Run
(Saturday, October 18, 2014).
o Hosted the American Cancer Society “Relay for Life” (May 30-31,
2015).
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o Partnered with the Friends for Dearborn Animal Shelter to present the
Tenth Annual Mutt Strut and Pet Expo (May 9, 2015).
o Conducted the Second Annual City Golf Championship at Dearborn
Hills Golf Course (June 13-14, 2015).


Entered

into

Intergovernmental

Agreements

(IGA) for

acceptance

and

recognition of Wayne County Parks Millage Allocations in the amount of $56,000
for the Hemlock Park Spray Pad and $95,000 for Security Enhancement and
Video Surveillance Equipment for select west Dearborn parks.


Completed the construction of Spray Parks at Hemlock and Crowley Parks in late
summer of 2014. A Grand Opening Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony was conducted
on Saturday, May 16, 2015 at both parks, in recognition of the National
Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) “National Kids in the park Day”
campaign. Weather permitting, both spray parks have been heavily utilized since
opening.



Completed the King Boring Grandstands, Lighting and Asphalt Replacement
Project in September of 2014. The total project cost was $284,500, which was
partially offset by a Wayne County Parks Millage Allocation in the amount of
$120,000.



A contract was awarded to Dan’s Excavating, Inc. through a competitive State of
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) bid process for the construction
of the Rouge River Gateway Trail Extension Project. Construction began on the
trail project in late spring of 2015. The total project is estimated at $1,255,201.50
and is being funded by a Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)
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Trust Fund Development Grant ($280,000), a Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) Enhancement Grant ($502,000.41), and City of Dearborn
Match Funding in the amount of $473,201.09. Construction is anticipated to last
through late fall of 2015.


Entered into a new five-year contractual agreement with the Detroit Medical
Center (DMC) to continue providing wellness services (health assessments,
wellness classes, and group exercise programming) and to increase the
organization’s lease space at The Center.

This contract results in $36,000

annual revenue for The Center. The contract allows for two (2) additional oneyear renewal options, resulting in total revenue of $252,000 over the seven-year
period.


Awarded contract of $25,000 to Great Lakes Recreation Company for new
playground equipment at Argyle-Williamson Park.



Hosted the 63rd Annual Dearborn Recreation and Parks Sports Hall of Fame
Banquet in the Michael A. Guido Theater at the Ford Community & Performing
Arts Center on Sunday, May 17, 2015.



Successfully conducted Spring/Summer and Fall Softball Leagues with over 140
participating teams playing more almost 1,800 games.



The Dearborn Baseball Association, a Recreation and Parks Department partner
organization, conducted its 33rd season of youth baseball with over 850 active
players, five to 18 years of age.



Summer Camp at The Center continued to be in compliance with the Michigan
Department of Human Services as a licensed day camp program.
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Donated the use of the Michael A. Guido Theater to Divine Child High School for
a performance designed to raise money for the school in order to help cover the
costs of repairs for the school’s stage and replacement of costumes damaged
during last summer’s floods. The event raised in excess of $15,000.



The Michael A. Guido Theater hosted a free performance by the United States
Air Force Concert Band to a capacity crowd.



Successfully partnered with WYCD-99.5 FM country radio to promote the 2014
Dearborn Homecoming Festival and the Michael A. Guido Theater’s initial
Country Music Mini-Series.

Featured performers were Kellie Pickler, Martina

McBride, Scotty McCreery, and Trace Adkins.


Completed the comprehensive replacement of carpeting for the Michael A. Guido
Theater, including the main and mezzanine level lobbies, all theater entry
hallways, and the main center crossover walkway within the theater.



The Department continued to work with neighborhood groups to clean and repair
the neighborhood pools as well as participated in meetings with the Friends of
Camp Dearborn. There are over 500 citizen volunteers through the Department,
including the Commission on Disability Concerns, the Senior Commission, and
the Dearborn Recreation and Parks Commission which has its own “committee
initiative” including the Fine Arts Committee, the Youth Sports Committee, the
Fundraising and Sponsorship Committee, and the Hall of Fame Committee. In
addition, Recreation and Parks continues to provide financial/logistical support to
Dearborn’s youth sports organizations (Dearborn Soccer Club, Dearborn
Baseball Association, Dearborn Lions Junior Football and Cheerleading
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Association, Dearborn Basketball Association, Dearborn Recreation Dolphins,
Dearborn Hockey Association, and the Dearborn Figure Skating Club), which
enables them to increase participation levels and to improve the quality of their
coaches and programs.


The Ford Community & Performing Arts Center continued to remain open yearround and hosted approximately 600,000 visitors each year.



Averaged almost 17,000 passholder visits a month at the Ford Community &
Performing Arts Center generating over $1,000,000 in revenue from pass sales.



Enhanced the Department’s marketing ability by expanding our e-mail list to
include more than 25,000 people, allowing the Marketing Division to target
specific groups as needed.



The DISC was open year-round for skating activities in Fiscal Year 2015, hosting
over 525,000 visitors.



Successfully paid off the general obligation bond debt service for the addition of a
second ice surface and building renovations at the Dearborn Ice Skating Center.
This eliminates an annual $500,000 debt service payment.



The Dearborn Ice Skating Center annually hosts numerous state and regional
hockey tournaments, clinics, and figure skating competitions, most associated
with the Michigan Amateur Hockey Association and the United States Figure
Skating Association.



Successfully achieved self-sustaining financial status with Camp Dearborn, which
generated revenue over expenditures of approximately $26,000 in FY2015.
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Successfully completed the construction of the Camp Dearborn Non-Motorized
Trail Project, utilizing grant funds in the amount of $268,900 from the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) Trust Fund. The official ribbon-cutting
ceremony took place on August 27, 2014. Due to the original project budget of
$384,000 not being utilized in its entirety, a second phase for the project was
authorized by the MDNR. Phase 2 of the Non-Motorized Trail Project consists of
the renovation of a portion of the Lake #1 Main Beach parking lot to new green
space with various patron/picnic amenities.

Construction on Phase 2 of the

project is anticipated to begin in late summer of 2015.


The eight resort cabins at Camp Dearborn continued to be very popular in their
second season with an occupancy rate of nearly 90% in prime season.

On

March 31, 2015, the City Council awarded a contract to Cross Renovation, Inc. in
the amount of $336,977 for the construction of eight additional resort cabins.
Construction on the new project began in late spring with completion anticipated
for late summer of 2015. The estimated payback period for the Camp Dearborn
Resort Cabins Phase 2 Project is approximately five years.


Successfully continued the financial transition of the Mystic Creek Golf Course &
Banquet Center into a self-sustaining facility for the second consecutive year,
generating revenues over expenditures of approximately $115,198.



Completed the remodeling/redecorating of the Clubhouse entry, rest rooms and
dance floor at the Mystic Creek Golf Course and Banquet Center.
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Awarded a contract to S & J Asphalt Paving Company in the amount $101,225 in
September of 2014 and completed the resurfacing of a large portion of the
Dearborn Hills Golf Course parking lot.



Awarded a contract to Midwest Golf and Turf in the amount of $231,250 (to be
funded over the next four years) for the purchase of replacement golf, utility, and
beverage carts needed at the Dearborn Hills Golf Course. The new golf carts
were delivered in time for the beginning of the 2015 golf season and were very
well received by our golf patrons.



The SMART Senior Transportation Program provided over 10,600 rides in Fiscal
Year 2015 to seniors using this service for visits to medical appointments,
pharmacies, grocery shopping, and banks.

Approximately 35 percent of the

transportation services are utilized by citizens with a disability.


The Senior Services Division continued to coordinate over 14,000 volunteer
hours through the efforts of 145 volunteers in Fiscal Year 2015 associated with
the following programs: Liquid Nutrition Program, Food Distribution Program,
Senior Health EXPO, Meals-on-Wheels, bus ticket mailings, AARP Tax Service,
and newsletter mailings.



The Dearborn Senior Travel Club and its 220-plus members celebrated over 20
years of providing adventures to a variety of destinations such as New York City,
the Mackinac Island Bridge Walk, the Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit Tigers
Baseball Games, and Fire Keepers Casino.



Delivered, through our Meals on Wheels program, 460 meals per month for a
total of 5,520 meals to homebound senior citizens in FY2015.
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Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department
Fiscal Year 2016 Major Goals and Objectives


Continue to enhance the social, education, and recreational needs of children,
adults, and families; and to administer high-quality programs in clean and wellmaintained facilities; and to achieve this through exemplary customer service.



Complete the preparation of the new 2015-2020 Recreation and Parks
Department Five-Year Master Plan and submit it to the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources and Environment (MDNRE) in October/November of 2015.
Upon approval, begin to immediately pursue and implement the newly developed
Master Plan goals, objectives, and strategic actions.



Maintain the Recreation and Parks Department subsidy for Fiscal Year 2016.



Continue to work with the City of Dearborn’s Recreation and Parks Commission in
prioritizing the Department’s facility and program offerings.



Continue to enhance our partnership with local sports organizations to provide
exemplary youth sports programming opportunities.



Continue to expand our working relationships with local colleges and universities
(i.e., internship programs and sport team initiatives).



Seek out the expertise of our local health care institutions.



Ensure that the City of Dearborn’s Recreation and Parks Department’s programs
continue to be accessible for all persons regardless of ability.



Maintain high levels of cleanliness at all Recreation and Parks Department
facilities and City parks.



Continue to evaluate possible outsourcing arrangements, if applicable, to better
serve our customers.
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Continue to promote community health initiatives.



Partner with the Dearborn Public Schools to help market and promote the
Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department’s partnership organizations.



Engage high school and middle school coaches to become more involved with the
Recreation and Parks Department’s sports partner organizations in order to
develop a seamless transition from youth-oriented recreation programs to
competitive high school sports.



Secure the professional services of an architectural and engineering firm to
perform a feasibility study for the possible construction of an indoor soccer facility
within the City of Dearborn.



Continue to utilize social media and websites to increase the number of pass
holders, theater ticket sales, and conference/banquet rental business for all
Recreation and Parks facilities and our partner organizations.



Continue to expand marketing endeavors in an attempt to increase the awareness
of all Recreation and Parks programs and activities.



Continue to utilize the sales team to actively pursue pass holder sales,
conference/banquet business, and social events in order to generate additional
revenue for all Recreation and Parks facilities.



Work/partner with the Dearborn Community Fund to help subsidize some of our
new and current recreation programs and special events.



Research, develop, and promote sustainability and green practices for all
Recreation and Parks Department parks/facilities and secure federal stimulus
funding.
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Continue to seek/secure new grant opportunities through the Michigan
Department

of

Natural

Resources

(MDNR),

Michigan

Department

of

Transportation (MDOT), Michigan Council of the Arts, Wayne County Parks
Millage Allocations, and others in order to sustain existing and create new
recreational programs/amenities/facilities.


Continue to seek business model objectives for facility operations.



Continue to upgrade technology and comprehensive point-of-sale capabilities at
the Department’s large facilities.



Continue to expand and nurture our networking relationships with other municipal
recreation agencies in order to enhance our benchmarking exercises and realize
shared resource/program opportunities.



Successfully engage the Public Works Department on an annual basis for
targeted clean-up and maintenance assistance at specific Recreation and Parks
Department facilities.



Continue to install new playground equipment, park benches, picnic tables,
landscaping, etc. at the mini, neighborhood, and community parks as outlined in
the City of Dearborn’s five-year general fund capital improvement plan.



Continue to renovate softball and baseball diamonds throughout the City, as well
as replace tennis and basketball courts, aging equipment, fencing, asphalt, and
concrete at all of our 42 parks, five outdoor pools, and two splash pad locations.



Replace the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center’s complete circuit of
selectorized strength and plate-loaded equipment. (All of this equipment was
originally purchased for the opening of The Center in 2001.)
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Expand our Senior Services Division transportation program by purchasing a
second bus, as well as, take delivery of five new vans from SMART replacing all
of our current vehicles.



Continue to upgrade the Trailer Village (electrical, paving, tree removal) at Camp
Dearborn.



Begin a multi-year comprehensive asphalt road replacement program at Camp
Dearborn.



Begin and/or complete the following major capital improvement projects:
o Ball Diamond Lighting Upgrades – Levagood Park
o Ball Field Fencing Repair/Replacement
o Camp Dearborn Non-Motorized Trail Extension (Phase 2)
o Camp Dearborn Resort Cabins (Phase 2)
o Camp Dearborn Zip Lines
o City Parks Surveillance Cameras/Equipment
o Crowley Park Community-Built Play Structure
o Dearborn Hills Golf Course Marquee Entrance Sign
o Dunworth Memorial Pool Complex 50-Meter & Diving Well Liners
o Ford Community & Performing Arts Center Marquee – Electronic Sign
Replacement
o Ford Community & Performing Arts Center Hubbard Ballroom Renovation
o Ford Community & Performing Arts Theater glass curtainwall repair and
maintenance
o Ford Field Comfort Station Replacement
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o Playground Equipment – Neighborhood Parks
o Rouge River Gateway Trail Extension

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department continues to work with City leaders,
the Recreation and Parks Commission, and our partnership organizations to provide a
“best-in-class” recreation system. We are proud to have participated in the process and
become, once again, a nationally accredited agency.
In spite of a challenging economic climate, the Department has strived to retain
traditional programming while creating and developing new cost-effective programs to
meet residents’ interests and demands.
The Recreation and Parks Department continues to use our Master Plan as a resource
and guide for future capital improvements and department operations.

2015 Annual Report Accomplishments and Goals
ERP
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Residential Services Department is to provide courteous and
efficient services to residents and residential property owners. Our work is dedicated to
maintaining a clean and safe environment through housing inspections, permit
processing, code enforcement, trash and recycling services and neighborhood services.
We strive to serve as an expert resource to assist our customers in understanding and
applying adopted codes and ordinances in a fair and consistent manner.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT / MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Residential Services Department administers residential construction codes and
city ordinances to safeguard public health, safety and general welfare.

Permit

applications and related construction documents are examined for compliance with all
applicable requirements before issuing permits. Inspections are made as necessitated
by the type and complexity of the project. The department administers the Building
Board of Appeals, where requests for variances to building code or ordinance
requirements are heard.
The Residential Services Department is responsible for performing occupancy
inspections when residential dwellings are for sale to ensure minimum housing
standards. Non-owner occupied dwellings must also comply with minimum housing
standards. These properties are required to be registered and inspected every three
years. Vacant properties are also required to be registered and are monitored on a
regular basis to ensure properties are properly maintained and secure. The department
also plays a role when fires occur in dwellings and structural components are damaged.
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Inspections are performed and repairs are monitored. The department administers the
board-up contract used by all City departments when unsecured property requires
attention.
Inspection reports and related documentation are prepared when residential dwellings
are deemed unsafe or inhabitable. The department administers the Demolition Appeals
Board, where cases are heard and properties are either allowed to be rehabilitated or
slated for demolition.

Progress is monitored until the properties are allowed to be

occupied or demolition is complete.
The City’s rubbish, recycling and yard waste disposal contracts are administered by the
Residential Services Department. The department provides special pick-up services
and enforces city ordinances related to litter, graffiti and maintenance of private
property.
The department is dedicated to promoting properly maintained properties and
controlling rodent populations. Neighborhood complaints are investigated and efforts
are made to manage nuisances and enforce compliance with property maintenance
ordinances when required.
The Neighborhood Stabilization Program and Operation Eyesore are managed by the
Residential Services Department. These programs are designed to protect property
values and quality of life by preventing and eliminating blight in residential
neighborhoods. Substandard and undervalued homes are purchased and targeted for
demolition. The vacant lots are offered to adjoining neighbors as additional side lots or
sold for construction of a new single-family home.
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The Residential Services Department serves as the administrative liaison for the City
Beautiful Commission and neighborhood associations.
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Residential Services Department
2910 Account

DIRECTOR
Nicholas E Siroskey
SR SECTION SUPERVISOR
Delia Greco

OFFICE COORDINATOR
Greg Fronczak

BUILDING INSPECTOR
John Connolly

PROGRAM COORD PT
Shari Bodinus

ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR PT
Bob Wittmer

BUILDING INSPECTOR
Jimmy Carnes
John Jergovich
Dominic Kline

HVAC INSPECTOR PT
Dave Kery
Al Parsons

BUILDING INSPECTOR PT
Joe Bellomo
Dave Byrwa
Joe Plotzke

PLUMBING INSPECTOR PT
Gary Brozek
Bob Zube

FIELD INSPECTOR PT
Tony Semeraro
Karl Weston

PLANS EXAMINER PT
Brendan Donahue

DEPT ASSOCIATE PT
Allison Fry
Laura Gonzales

FIELD INSPECTOR PT
Dave McLuckie

DEPT TECHNICIAN PT
Pat Smith

Residential Inspection Programs
(Sales/Rental/Fire)

Residential Permits

06/30/15
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES


Residential Sales Program
Main Customers: homeowners, prospective homeowners, property managers,
realtors, financial institutions



Residential Rental Program
Main Customers: homeowners, residents, property managers



Demolition Appeals Board
Main Customers: homeowners, contractors, design professionals



Residential Permit Processing – Building, Electrical, HVAC, Plumbing. Permit
processing includes application intake, review of construction documents, payment
processing and permit issuance for new construction and renovation projects.
Main Customers: homeowners, property owners, design professionals, contractors



Permit Inspections
Main Customers: homeowners, property owners, contractors



Building Board of Appeals
Main Customers: property owners, homeowners, business owners, design
professionals, contractors



Sanitation / Neighborhood Services
Main Customers: property owners, residents, general public



Residential Vacant Property Registration Program
Main Customers: homeowners, property managers, realtors, financial institutions
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Neighborhood Stabilization Program and Operation Eyesore
Main Customers:

homeowners, prospective homeowners, realtors, residents,

neighborhood associations


Liaison for City Beautiful Commission and Neighborhood Associations
Main Customers:

property owners, business owners, residents, neighborhood

associations.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The administration of the Residential Services Department is funded by the general
fund. In Fiscal Year 2015, the department generated over $760,000 in revenue through
fees associated with the Residential Inspection Programs (sales, rentals, fire-damaged
property, vacant homes) and over $580,000 in revenue through fees associated with
permits (plan review fees, permit processing fees, permit inspection fees).
The department also applies for Community Development Block Grant funding to
support the activities of the neighborhood field inspectors. Over $268,000 was received
and spent in Block Grant funds in Fiscal Year 2015 for code enforcement and vector
control activities.

REVENUE
Inspection Programs
Permits

FY15
FY11
FY12
FY13
FY14
1,260,000 1,190,000 1,051,676 903,152 764,430
750,000
680,000
534,237 548,436 582,796
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Personnel costs are the major expenditure of the Residential Services Department.
2910 Account:
EXPENDITURES
Salaries & Wages, Full-Time
Salaries & Wages, Part-Time
Benefits (Full-Time & PartTime)

FY15

FY11
631,550
498,484

FY12
627,900
472,368

FY13
635,141
440,225

FY14
592,753
383,258

488,484
332,873

381,000

371,000

571,465

444,769

410,198

All Divisions:
FY15
Residential
Services

Salaries & Wages,
Full-Time

Salaries & Wages,
Part-Time

Employee Benefits
(FT and PT)

$488,484

$332,873

$410,198

$162,719

$129,929

$154,077

$44,320

_

$34,271

$191,092

_

$217,949

_

$138,610

$10,914

$886,615

$601,412

$816,495

(2910)

Neighborhood
Services
(2914)

Vector Control
(2020)

Sanitation
(2872)
Block Grant
(2916)
TOTAL, ALL
DIVISIONS
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND
PROGRESS MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR THE REPORT YEAR

Residential Property Inspection Programs (Sales/Rentals/Fire-Damaged/Vacant).


Electronic inspection reports (implemented in 2009) are available for viewing online.



The Code Enforcement Module of the SunGard system is being used to track
properties in the inspection process and monitor expiration dates. In addition to
regular inspection and agreement fees, $68,640 in re-inspection and extension fees
was collected for sale and rental cases.



Processes and tools are in place to identify property transfers that occurred without
an inspection. There were 131 properties identified last fiscal year and property
owners were notified. Inspections were performed, properties were brought into
compliance and Certificates of Occupancy were issued.



The escrow policy was suspended in June 2010 with a balance of over $1.4 million.
The current balance is under $100,000.



Processes and tools are in place to identify unregistered rentals from property
transfers that have taken place.



There are 5,397 registered rentals as of June 30, 2015 – 2,555 more registered
rentals than when the Residential Services Department first implemented the
Registered Rental Program in 2009.



The Rental Housing Task Force continues to meet to discuss ideas to encourage
landlords to maintain their property to Dearborn standards.
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A process was developed to monitor and track fire-damaged properties that require
involvement from this department. The process ensures that proper fire remediation
occurs, required permits are obtained and the neighborhood nuisance is minimized.
Over half of the 50 cases have complied with requirements and Certificates of
Occupancy have been reinstated.

Eighty-three percent of the active cases are

making continual progress. Four properties are non-compliant. We are pursuing
enforcement measures so that either required inspections are scheduled or a
demolition permit is obtained.


The Vacant Property Registration Program, implemented in September 2009,
continues to be successful, with 130 registered properties.



A link is available on the City’s website to look up registered rental and vacant
property or report suspected unregistered properties.



Process flowcharts are constantly reviewed and revised when necessary.
Documented processes help make requirements and answers to questions fair and
consistent.

Residential Permits


Plan reviewers are using the Plan Review Tracking component of the SunGard
system and printing Correction Reports, rather than creating free-form rejection
letters.



Permit applications and related construction documents are being organized and
ready to scan for electronic retrieval.



A process is in place to handle expired permits in a timely manner.
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Neighborhood Services/Sanitation Division Highlights


The total number of key code enforcement case types administered in Fiscal
Year 2015 increased by 18% from 2014; from 16,198 to 19,074.



The total number of trash & recycling violation notices also known as “OOPS
tags” issued in Fiscal Year 2015 increased by 27% from 2014; from 4,576 to
5,849.
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES/SANITATION KEY CASE TYPE TRENDS

CASE TYPE

FY 14

FY 15

TREND % CHANGE

1,133

1,442



27%

Comm. Vehicle in Res.

72

154



114%

Dog Droppings

44

47



7%

Improper Outdoor Storage

942

171



-85%

Inoperable Vehicles

126

236



87%

Interior Furniture Outside

192

281



46%

Litter

917

753



-17%

Nuisance

248

1,212



388%

4,576

5,849



27%

353

369



5%

94

495



426%

Sanitation Set-Out Issues

1,049

1,580



51%

Tall Grass/Weeds

5,860

5,684



-1%

592

801



35%

Cans at Curb

OOPS
Rats
Recreational
Vehicles/Trailers

Trash Issues

TOTAL 16,198
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19,074



18%



There were 9,136 pieces of informational media (Property Maintenance,
Sanitation, or Commercial Property Maintenance Guides) distributed to business
owners and residents to educate and inform of City ordinances and
administrative policies.



A two-year (FY 2013-15) enforcement initiative resulted in the removal of over
1,179 prohibited vehicles being stored on residential properties.



A commercial sanitation pre/re-occupancy inspection program was implemented
to ensure proper sanitation storage and capacity requirements are met prior to
occupancy. There were 136 sanitation pre/re-occupancy inspections conducted
in Fiscal Year 2015; nearly one-third of commercial properties required additional
sanitation storage capacity and/or a new dumpster enclosure.



Two public dumpster enclosures were constructed in WDDDA Parking Lots C
and H; providing sustainable, efficient, and effective sanitation storage capacity
for downtown businesses that lack on-site sanitation storage capacity.
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Four dedicated commercial district neighborhood services Field Inspectors were
hired to enforce tall grass/weeds, litter, graffiti, and sanitation storage issues at
highly visible properties in commercial hubs.



Contracted litter control services provided by Commercial Grounds, LLC.
collected over 300 42-gallon bags of litter between May and June, 2015 in the
Warren Avenue and Dix/Vernor commercial districts.



Litter control services provided by the Neighborhood Services/Sanitation Litter
Team collected over 250 42-gallon bags of litter between May and June 2015, in
the East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (EDDDA) and West
Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) districts.

Exterior Maintenance/ Permit Group


New Construction Site Maintenance – In August 2014, a program was started to
monitor 90 construction sites on a weekly basis for basic site maintenance. This
includes but is not limited to: junk and debris, open holes, proper barricades, site
passable, and accessibility of building. Fifty notices of violation and 10 tickets
were issued as a result of inspections performed in the first 11 months of the
program. We also instituted a new fence barricade inspection that is required
prior to issuing a new home building permit.



Garage Conversion Inspection Program – In September 2014, an enforcement
program was started to enforce noncompliance with the City’s garage ordinance.
Letters were sent to over 70 property owners who were identified as having
illegally converted their garages. Garages were inspected to determine the extent
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of noncompliance. Tickets were issued to property owners who did not meet the
deadlines for removing their nonconforming garage doors. The program has
achieved a 90% voluntary compliance rate with only a handful of cases requiring
adjudication.


Tree Removal Permits - Over 225 permits were processed during FY15 which is
expected to increase by 10% in FY16. An ordinance amendment will be
proposed to revise certain language in the tree ordinance including instituting a
fee for permit processing.



Permit Follow-Up – In FY15, the Permit Counter staff undertook a review of
expired permits and inspectors were assigned to assist in contacting property
owners to schedule final inspections and to determine whether the work was
done without a permit. In FY15, over 200 inspections were completed with a 75%
voluntary compliance rate. Only about 25% of the property owners required
notice of violation letters and/or court appearance tickets.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
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Percent of Sales Inspections Sold "as is"

(Compliance Agreements vs Certificates of Occupancy)
52.0%

FY12

51.1%

FY13

41.7%

35.2%

FY14

FY15

18
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FY11
Construction Value

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

$10,244,248 $10,280,711 $11,360,673 $14,917,103 $19,090,989

HEARING OFFICER / DEMOLITION APPEALS BOARD
Structures Identified as Unsafe/Uninhabitable
Cases Heard by Hearing Officer
Cases Heard by Demolition Appeal Board
Demolitions Ordered by Demolition Appeal Board
City-Funded Demolitions
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12
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
Implement Customer Service Enhancements


Continue to update action items in electronic inspection report program to better
explain violations.



Develop informational documents to explain processes and requirements.



Develop department website to offer information on all services and programs.



Improve overall relationship with customers by providing effective and efficient
service.

Residential Property Inspection Programs (Sales/Rentals/Fire-Damaged/Vacant).


Develop and implement processes for online applications, scheduling and payments.

Residential Permits


Revise ordinances relating to permit fees to simplify payment processing while
ensuring revenue matches expenditures.

Institute Technological Improvements


Develop and implement processes for online permits, permit inspection scheduling
and viewing of permit application and inspection status.



Develop and implement processes for online application and inspection scheduling
for Residential Sales and Rental programs.



Continue scanning/imaging initiative for active files.



Work with the City’s Management Information Systems Department to upgrade
present SunGard software to the ONESolution platform.



Provide tablet computers for permit inspectors so that inspection results can be
entered real-time in the field.
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